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With the amazing Krell Digital MD- I' Cl)
turntable', plus SHP-64X decoder,
designer Dan D'Agostino has attempted to
define the true state-of-the-art for CD
replay and ( at around £ 15,000!) to match
the performance of the finest analogue
sources. How well has he succeeded? The
feature review by Martin Colloms starts
on page 58. Photography by Tony Petch.
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COMMENT
eissues on CD have become the
bread-and-butter of the record
industry. Whether you look at the
classical field or pop, recycled ' product'
competes strongly with new material.
We've decided to try to cope with the
flood of jazz reissues by devoting at least
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an occasional page to them: and the first
batch ( this month, page 115) provided an
intriguing comparison between two presentations of the same historic recording.
Both RCA ( in its ' Bluebird' series) and
ASV have recently issued collections of
Fletcher Henderson material from the late
1920s and early 1930s. RCA's draws on
the old Victor catalogue, while ASV's pulls
together public-domain material from
various labels; but both include the same
take of the riff number llocus Pocus'.
RCA's sounds better at first, with an
apparent ' life' and separation of the instruments — but this favourable impression is
dispelled by the shrill, buzzing distortion
heard on the clarinet solo. It sounds as if
the transcription stylus was mistracking
badly. ASV's version sounds smoother, if
somewhat duller and thicker in overall
quality, and although this distortion was
no longer obvious, I am still not sure
whether the ASV was abetter transfer or
whether it had been cleverly equalized to
mask the defect. The ASV didn't really
seem to have more surface noise than the
NoNoise-processed RCA: what noise there
was just had adifferent spectral content. It
is even possible that the ASV came from
the NoNoised master but, whichever way
you look at it, there isn't much point in
using computer technology to get rid of
the background noise if you've still got
gross and obvious distortion!

A better Talking Book
For most of us, audio equipment provides
a leisure occupation or ahobby. But the
subtler concerns of the hi-fi enthusiast are
aworld away from the vital needs of one
section of the population, which depends
far more on audio equipment than most
'audiophiles' could ever realize.
On May 9th, the Royal National Institute for the Blind launched its Looking
Glass Appeal. The Appeal aims to finance
an ambitious development programme
intended to improve existing services and
launch new ones. The RNIB needs to raise
many millions of pounds for its services
and special centres: these include the
employment rehabilitation service; the
Condover Hall School for multihandicapped children aged 11-19; and
the Sunshine House Schools for children
aged 2-8.
One service provided by the RNIB is
crying out for investment in new technology — technology which is already in
existence and which needs only to be
harnessed to the needs of visually handicapped people. The Talking Book Service
provides professional recordings of popular novels, biography, science fiction, and
a wide range of non-fiction titles, from
travel to politics. Its 70,000 subscribers
borrow 2.5 million recordings every year.

For many of its users, the RNIB Talking
Book Service is alifeline, and the development of the service was a tremendous
achievement. Yet today, the Talking
Book's crude tape machines and bulky
non-standard cassettes are becoming an
anachronism. No matter how grateful its
users are for the service, most would
agree that the sound quality provided by
the 12-hour tape is nowhere near modern
standards.
Now, the development of CD and its
extension to Compact Disc Interactive
formats provides apotential solution — a
CD- I-based Talking Book could offer
enjoyable, fatigue-free listening, easy use
and superb instant-access facilities, which,
of course, were undreamt of by the
designers of the Talking Book tape
machines in the early 1960s. For the first
time, ablind person might be able to 'flip
through' a book as easily as a sighted
person. The benefits, both for leisure and
education, are obvious. In the long term,
machines, discs and postage would all be
cheaper than with the tape system.
However, the development and introduction of anew, up-to-date Talking Book
system requires alarge investment, and so
the Talking Book Service is one of the
areas targeted for development by the
Looking Glass Appeal. Angus McKenzie,
MBE, who readers will know from his
contributions to HFN/RR, also sits on the
RNIB's Sound Recordings Sub-Committee.
An article on the development of Talking
Books will be published in the August
issue.

Next month
Heading July's equipment review line-up
is afull and exclusive review of KEF's new
flagship loudspeaker — the monolithic
R105 3. Further product reviews will feature the latest Thorens turntable, the
'affordable' and impressive new Revox
tuner, plus some intriguing CD players
and some unusual budget loudspeakers.
Feature articles will include the final
'wrapping up' of Ben Duncan's Amp 02
project, while the music section will as
always offer more CD and LP reviews than
any comparable publication. As if that
wasn't enough, there will be a £2000
Sony competition. Don't miss the July
HFN/RR, on sale Friday, June 15th. -1t5
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VIEWS
Solvent abuse
Dear Sir, Your item in the April issue
suggesting that CD replay quality can be
enhanced using agreen felt tip pen is
complete rubbish.
Anyone with aknowledge of optical
recording will know that the readout spot
is not in fact aspot at all, but an intensity
function, which has outer rings that
surround the main spot. These cause
crosstalk from the adjacent tracks which
is completely rejected because the
recording is abinary coded signal. The
magnitude of the effect Martin Colloms
claims, if it occurs at all, is completely
swamped by the crosstalk, and so his
treatment is nonsense. Any subjective
improvement is probably due to the
solvent from the pen causing further
damage to abrain which has already
started to believe its own non-provable
hype.
Icompletely agree with Ross Walker
that in awell-engineered CD player only
the converters matter. When is Mr
Colloms actually going to prove any of his
misleading ideas?
John Watkinson, Watkinson
International Communications
Since the felt-tip pen costs so link, our advice to
readers is to suck it and see (not literally!). It now
appears that the optimum pen is in fact waterbased, obviating any danger of solvent-induced
delusions - Ed.

Quad
Dear Sir, Martin Colloms ( March issue)
raises events that took place when I
visited him some years ago as justification
for his stance on the subject of amplifiers.
It seems the points at issue need restating.
If you refer to HFN/RR, July 1977, page
135, you will find it clearly stated that if
two amplifiers are to sound alike then a
number of factors have to be taken into
account. Igave alist of these factors. If
two amplifiers sound different then that
difference is capable of logical
explanation and it is not necessary to
postulate new effects unknown to
science.
Ifelt that these arguments had to be
presented to give some check to the gay
abandonment of logic in some of the hi-fi
press at that time. ( Not HFN/RR Imight
add. John Crabbe, the then Editor, was
equally concerned.)
When Ivisited Martin he demonstrated
convincingly and rather to my surprise
that he could distinguish between the
sound of two amplifiers, one of which was
our 405 and the other the current flavour
of the month. The second amplifier had
certainly not been ' extensively pre- tested
in the Quad labs' and subsequent
investigation aweek or so later in
Huntingdon, showed that there were
good and well founded reasons for
audible differences. The two amplifiers
sounded different and they were different.
All perfectly logical.
In fact it is not that difficult to check the
absolute sonic accuracy of an amplifier.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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One of the most revealing tests is to
subtract input from output, correct for
time delays and listen to the result. This
was described in the 1977 article and has
been elegantly expounded by David
Hafler in the recent letter columns of this
magazine. But it seems this concept is
difficult to grasp by someone brought up
in adifferent discipline. ' How can Ijudge
the quality of an amplifier since Ican hear
nothing at all' is atypical comment. Any
test that is not fully understood by the
readership is useless.
So in practice we have to offer two
sounds, the sound at the input of the
amplifier and the sound at the output of
the amplifier. Again we have to observe
those conditions laid down in 1977. If the
amplifier is competently designed.the two
sounds will be quite indistinguishable.
Reactions to this test are interesting.
Excuses for the inability to detect any
difference vary from the quite reasonable
'I cannot make artistic judgements when I
am under the stress of atest', to the quite
ridiculous ' there was aswitch in the
circuit and that must of course degrade
the sound'. Readers may wonder how it is
that recording engineers manage to
capture all those subtle effects to the
record in the first place with all those
switches, plugs and sockets, wires,
capacitors and the rest in the recording
chain.
Factual assessment of amplifier
excellence is unlikely to find favour in a
popular magazine. Myths and mysteries,
embellished by colourful description, are
much more exciting to the readership
than boring old logic.
Peter Walker, Quad Electroacoustics
Ltd, Huntingdon

'Dishonest scribbling...'
Dear Sir, With regard to the article by
Alan Shaw in your April edition, Ican
honestly say that Ihave never read amore
dishonest piece of scribbling
masquerading as 'factual' information.
Iwould ( unlike Mr Shaw) like to quote
some figures. A very detailed report
entitled Digital Recording A Tragedy
Unrivalled in the History ofArt, was
issued, after extensive and comprehensive
analysis, by The Anstendig Institute of San
Francisco in 1984 with an additional
paper released in 1985. The outcome of
their research was that for digital
recording to approach the quality of
top-flight analogue recording, let alone
surpass it, the accepted industry standard
of sampling rate ( 44,100 times per
second) would have to be increased to at
least six times the present rate ( 245,000 yes, nearly aquarter of amillion times a
second!).
Basically, it comes down to what you
can or cannot hear, and whether it
bothers you regardless of figures or
arguments, and if Mr Shaw can't hear the
difference, fine; but to pontificate in
pseudo-scientific terms ( sparing the poor
ignorant public his figures and research

data) is just too much for some of us in
the Industry. If he makes speakers which
sound better fed with digital information
than with analogue then there is
something wrong, either with his recordplaying equipment or his product.
Mr Shaw, achallenge Ihave thrown out
before, and one Iwill throw out again
(I've no doubt): give me aring and
arrange to come to ademonstration. Bring
your own CD player and your little silver
discs with you. I've upset more apostles of
the digital revolution than you can
imagine.
Interested readers who would like a
copy of the Institute's report, should write
to The Anstendig Institute, 3333 17th
Street, San Francisco, CA 94110, USA.
Leonard Gregory, Wings of
Whyteleafe (' lhe Cartridge Man')
The Anstendig paper was quoted by me in ' The
Analogue Allies' (
HFN/RR '
Analogue Audio'
supplement, Nov '87), an article which also
allowed the 'allies' to vent the sampling-rate
argument: though this now may be seen as too
simplistic aview. Serious students of digital sound
are referred to Dr Malcolm Hawksford's `Digital
Discourse': Part 1and Part 2appeared in Feb and
Apri11990, Part 3is in this issue - Ed.

... or agood idea
Dear Sir, Iwas very interested in the
article by Alan Shaw `CD Sound: The
Defence' April 1990 issue). Ivery much
hope that agreat many anti-CD people
will have read this and Ialso hope that the
offending recording companies have read
it. If it were not for the list of 'features'
which would compensate for these
shortcomings, it would seem to be avery
good idea to have photocopies made and
send them to some companies ( with the
permission of HFN/RR, of course). The
trouble is that there has been some
discussion in another major audio and
review journal about adding noise to CDs
- and this was not ajoke either! Ieven
have one CD which has amysterious
electronic noise which seems to have
been deliberately added, to my
annoyance.
I, for one, rather like to have acertain
amount of natural extraneous noise on
recordings. The odd shuffle or sound of
someone moving makes it seem like alive
7

concert. There is the world of difference
between sound naturally occurring at a
performance and electronic noise added
to disguise faults. Alan Shaw commented
that extraneous noise is encountered
more when microphones are further than
ametre from the sound source and this
had me wondering if we were in the
realms of personal taste about natural
noise levels, or if natural noises are
somehow modified by the recording
process, since none of us would choose to
listen to aconcert as close as one metre to
any of the instruments.
Iwonder what Alan Shaw's thoughts are
about the old Mercury Living Presence
recordings. They would seem to be part of
his 'golden age' concept and they were
very simple since they employed only one
microphone. The modern equivalent
would by Nimbus CDs recorded with a
single Soundfield microphone. Icould not
imagine Nimbus using any of the bad
practices that Alan Shaw complains of and
their approach seems to be as purist as
possible, but in the last three months of
HFN/RR, every Nimbus CD has been
slated for sound quality. Ihave the
Nimbus CD which was reviewed in the
April issue: it is Sir Michael Tippett's
Ritual Dances, etc, and it is aquite
marvellous recording via my Ambisonic
surround-sound system. It is incredibly
lifelike, and so Iwas amazed to read what
Simon Cargill wrote about it. Very
mysterious!
Alan Shaw said nothing in his article
about the mishaps that can befall an
analogue recording when it is being
transferred to CD. Iam convinced that
many transfer engineers have such a
horror of analogue hiss that they use some
form of dynamic expansion for low level
sound which accelerates the decay of
overtones and ambience, producing a
very dead effect. Can it really be worth it
just to get rid of some hiss? Ihave recently
bought an American CD set transferred
from aRussian analogue recording of
ballet music by Khachaturian. Ialso have
the original LP set, and the CDs sound
different, so Isynchronized them and did
some sampling, switching from one to the
other. Iplayed the LPs on my Linn LP12,
which 1assume to be speed-accurate. The
curious thing is that the music on the CDs
seems to be recorded at aslightly faster
speed, since the CDs keep on overtaking
the IPs. The question that arises is, do
some companies deliberately use a
slightly fast speed for the master tape to
give more edge to aCD transfer at the
expense of accuracy and spaciousness!
Alternatively, perhaps the Russian tape
was not recorded to the same standard
speed or my Linn is slow. Slight speeding
up may be something to watch out for.
Iwould like to ask reviewers not to
discourage recording companies from
being adventurous. Iam very much a
Prokofiev enthusiast and Itherefore am
delighted that Chandos is doing its
Prokofiev series with the SNO & Jarvi. In
the April issue aChandos Prokofiev CD
was reviewed by Simon Cargill and he
8

seemed to be saying that if the conductor
and orchestra are not very familiar with
the music it would be better not to record
it, in case the results turn out 'spectacular
but facile'. Anyone reading this review
would be very likely interested in the
recording, which would mean that they
would not want Chandos to become
cautious in this matter. Those who care
for Prokofiev's music are likely to want to
get to know works by him which they
have not previously heard. Critics would
therefore best serve their readers by
actively encouraging companies to
extend the range of music avaialble to us.
Perhaps HFN/RR could invite
suggestions from readers for arecording
requests list which might be published
quarterly. Recording companies would be
assisted and enthusiasts could take a
slightly more positive role.
Charles Cater, West Sussex

Cable questions
Dear Sir, Iread, with interest Barry Fox's
item on OFC cables ( April issue). Is it
possible that the claimed superiority of
OFC cables is caused by the reduction in
the content of semi-rectifying material,
copper oxide, at the crystal boundaries?
Given the astonishingly wide dynamic
range of digital instruments for distortion
and frequency responses, it could be a
straightforward test to measure the nonlinear properties of acable. Input apure
waveform to one end, driven by asuitable
source and terminated by a
representation of aloudspeaker, and
measure the output spectrum as a
function of signal level. One might expect
that the distortion content would increase
with falling input level.
Icertainly cannot believe that the
effects are caused by propagation/group
delay, certainly when compared with the
magnitude of these effects in loudspeakers
(coils, crossovers, etc).
D R Barrow, Middlesex
See MC's `Cable Survey', starting in this issue.
Loudspeaker cables next month - Ed.

Terrible transfers
Dear Sir, Iwholeheartedly agree with
Tony Hawkes's letter ( Views', January) in
which he states that there is no point in
issuing material on CD if not enough care
is being taken in the transfer process.
It would almost appear that this
marvellous digital system has been
invented only to find that fewer-thanexpected people are actually interested in
it. The format seems to have to justify its
existence by providing material
'previously unavailable in any other
format' or promising the benefits of
'Digital remastering'. But what is the point
when they either make such abotch- up of
the transfer process ( some material would
be suspect if it had been released on 78s,
let alone CD) or they decide to release
CD only ( which sounds like blackmail to
me) in the hope that some poor
unsuspecting person will buy it without
listening to it first.
What Iam trying to say, in avery

roundabout way, is that whilst Irealize
that it was necessary to bring out budgetpriced CDs to make the format more
accessible, we now seem to have gone the
full circle by producing on CD some of
the worst garbage a ' name' artist could
provide. The danger is, of course, that a
new owner of CD could unwittingly
purchase one of these little gems only to
be put off the format for life! To give an
example, my father-in-law purchased aCD
player and his first set of discs - aset of
Frank Sinatra CDs, priced four for £9.95.
When we got them home, we found out
why they were only £9.95.
Sadly, this practice is not limited to
budget sets, and please do not get the
wrong idea, Ithink on the whole they do a
good job. In my own collection Ihave a
copy of'Island life' by Grace Jones ( Island
CID132) where the first couple of notes
have been chopped off the track ' Pull up
to the bumper'. Today, Ipurchased 'The
Liquidators' ( Connoisseur collection
VSOP CD 136) and would you believe,
the very track that Ipurchased the album
for, 'Train Tour To Rainbow City', has had
the first word chopped off.
If record companies are going to
continue to release archive and backcatalogue material, they must make sure
that the CD version is at least as good as
the vinyl version it seeks to replace.
Otherwise we might just as well forget
CD.
Stephen Wright, 'Pink Noise',
Gravesend, Kent

A top cat
Dear Sir, In response to your delightful
picture and article on Asian the Hi Fi Cat
in your April 1990 issue ( April fool?), I
was prompted to send you apicture of
our cat Marmaduke. Unlike Asian, he is for
real, but is equally discerning; and prefers
triode tube amps or Class A transistors! As
you can see from the photo, when
presented with Audio Research or jadis
amps, he naturally plumps for the superior
Jadis! With respect to commercial
matters, Marmaduke is available for hire at
amore reasonable rate of £ 150 an hour,
and is also very partial to smoked salmon.
Seriously though, keep up the good
work. How about an article on RIAA Line
Level phono equalizers in the near future
for all of us with low- to medium-output
m-ccartridges. Also, how about some
more reviews on the under-rated ( in the
UK anyway!) Jadis range, especially the
larger pre- amps and power amps.
Chris Gannon, Kent

Wanner, perhaps? Marmaduke enjoys the jadis.
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IEWS
Not-so-washy text

More modifications

Dear Sir, Ifind it difficult to believe that
Hólderlin's ` Drei Hymnen' have 'washy
texts' ( Strauss: Metamorphosen etc/Jârvi —
March '90). Possibly Mr Nice judged them
from an English translation. From my
experience of translations of opera libretti
into English, the grotesque is very much
the norm. This very great poet has
perhaps not fared much better in the
circumstances.
IBerrer, Maastricht, Holland

Dear Sir, Ibought aMk IMarantz CD65 in
August 1986. While it sounded very
detailed, overall it delivered aharsh, edgy
quality.
Later, Isaw that Sontec Electronics of
Norwich offered a £50 upgrading service

Running-in time •
Dear Sir, Martin Colloms' review of four
CD players in March appeared very
timely, as at that time Iwas considering
selling my trusted Marantz 75 and
purchasing anew player, at around the
£350 level. Ihad been considering the
Bitstream Philips CD 840 and Marantz
CD6OSE. Iheard the Philips at the Audio
90 show, South Kensington, together with
the Meridian 208, although in different
systems, in different rooms — as is the case
with most hi-fi shows, Isuspect. Ilater had
ademo of CD6OSE at Doug Brady's in
London, and this, coupled with the
listenings at the hi-fi show echoed MC's
findings: that although the Philips
sounded 'good' in terms of stereo and
neutrality, it didn't 'excite' my ears as
much as the CD6OSE or the 208. With the
latter two, simply sitting and listening was
involving, with more ' rhythm' ( not
necessarily bass) being present.
After purchasing the CD6OSE and
listening one Sunday, Icaught myself
'foot- tapping', yet there was something
missing in the overall sound. This was the
first day Ihad used the new player, and I
had been careful to let it 'warm up' for a
few hours in the morning, yet the
spaciousness of Ricky Lee Jones' voice
(yes, KK: that CD!) was missing. The same
was true for many CDs, both classical and
non-classical, that Itried for the first two
days. The overall sound was 'better' than
my 'old' CD75 yet not as exciting as the
Meridian 208 demo.
This all changed on the third evening's
listening, and has remained so
subsequently. Ialtered nothing, yet on the
third night, everything sounded perfect:
imaging was very precise ( Ilistened over
speakers and Audio Technica ATH 70s),
sounds very close to either channel
extreme were not less vague, instruments
and voices that Ithought Iknew were
now more ' real', with more definition, the
'rhythm' ( lacking on the Philips) was
more articulate, and the whole process of
listening was more enjoyable — instead of
looking at the remote control or facia, I
just sat and listened. Ileave the CD player
unpowered when Iam not going to use it
for some time, and it was unpowered
while Iwas not listening on these first few
days. Whether new players ( this one was
unopened when Ibought it) need a
'running- in' time as well as a `warm-up'
period, Ido not know. Perhaps MC, with
his wider experience of CD players has
encountered similar 'fluctuations'?
Andrew Lewis, Teddington, Middlesex
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to bring a '65 up to ' 75 standard. Ihad not
realized there was any difference between
the two models except aremote control
facility.
Before sending my machine off to
Norwich, Ichecked out Sontec with
Marantz at Harmondsworth who gave
them aclean bill of health and explained
what the upgrade involved ie, replacing
certain capacitors and the ordinary grade
5532 op-amp for DD grade.
Ihad not really expected to hear much
difference when the '65 was returned.
How wrong Iwas: the edgy harshness had
gone, the detail remained and the bass
improved in extension and tightness. But I
also noticed, on lifting the cover, the
op-amp had not been changed. A phone
call to Sontec sorted the matter and Isent
the machine back to Norwich.
Iexpected no real audible
improvement whatsoever from the opamp change — again Iwas wrong. The
already low background noise level had
seemingly disappeared, the acoustics of
the recording venue could now be heard
and so track fade-out could be audible to
an extremely quiet end if it had been so
recorded.
Sontec's service was excellent, Ihad
requested all the original components
being replaced to be returned to me; this
they did. They even cured the graunchysounding loading tray mechanism ( was
like it from new). My conclusion was of
£50 very well spent and gaining an insight
as to how components can affect sound
quality. Imust add that all these changes
were audible using the CD65 through a
Quad 33/303 and ESL 63s. The amplifier
combination was hardly state-of-the-art so
Ilater bought aused 405-1. The current
dumper sounded awful — dull, ill-defined
with asoggy bass end.
Out of pure curiosity and for meagre
outlay, Ibought apair of ready built
Maplin Mosfet amp modules and two Elna
Cerafine 63V 10,000 i.L.F caps. Iused an
old laminated transformer from afiredamaged Japanese integrated amp ( Aiwa I
think?) apotted bridge rectifier and some
household mains cable to assemble the
'thing' — it looked awful bolted to a
shallow aluminium tray with secondhand
heatsinlcs dangling over one edge!
However, compared to the 405-1 it
sounded excellent! Bright, clear with tight
extended bass.
Back to the 405-1, Icompared its
circuit diagram with that of a405-2, and
decided to change the input op-amp from
an LM301A to aTL071 and scrap the
tantalum capacitor C2 for anon-polorized
electrolytic of the same value. Idid write
to Quad on the subject and received
reasonable advice ie, limit the component
changes to those I've mentioned. The
result was an improvement in treble

clarity, but little else. Iused the Maplin
'thing' with achange from electrolytic to
polyester capacitor at its input and
provision of asecond pair of reservoir
capacitors/bridge rectifier. This gave an
immediate audible change in sound stage
width/depth and stereo focus which, due
to the excellent ESL 63, was already very
'real' and accurate.
Ifind the ' British' approach to hi-fi, as
shown in the hi-fi Press, very reverential,
yet in the USA almost every item of
electronic hardware is upgraded or
'improved' as amatter of course. Ithink
their attitude correct and healthy —
nothing made by man has ever been
100% so why not make afew
modifications?
Iwas impressed with HFN/RR
publishing Ben Duncan's ' toadologyinfested' articles on CD Supertuning, but
totally unimpressed with the odd few
lines given over to its evaluation. A
supertuned player could have been
demo'd against abog standard item at The
HiFi Show — couldn't it? Given that the
modifications were expensive, more
should have been done to evaluate its
worth.
Companies do exist who will, for a
price, transform aQuad valve amp well
beyond its original specification and
performance. 405's can also be improved,
but Iwould like to hear one first! Even
Quad offers modification advice eg, the
disc board of a33 can have resistors
swapped to match aparticular m-m
cartridge. Marantz seems to be
continually modifying its CD players, and
rightly so. Any company must do if it is
serious about improving the realism of
recorded sound. What Iobject to is the
ludicrous prices charged by some
'specialist' electronic firms for very basic
modifications to power supplies and such
like — beware of bandits!
My final modification comment
concerns HFN/RR itself: could you please
devote alittle more space to DIY audio
electronics and somewhat less to
equipment in the £4000 and upward
price range. Iam sure all readers may
learn something by it, although the mainline manufacturers who advertise in the
magazine may be less than pleased. After
all, Maplin Mosfet modules cannot be
regarded as 'the closest approach'.
Perhaps my Sage Supermos 1modules are
the answer, but they have DIY power
supplies so cannot qualify as hi-fi. Or can
they?
W M Neighbour, Fleet, liants

Readers' Letters
We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for
publication, which should be addressed to the
Editor and must contain no other material or
enquiries. Letters seeking advice on technical
matters will be answered, resources permitting, at
our discretion but we regret that we are unable to
answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi
and cannot answer queries over the telephone.
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MUSIC

BY

NUMBERS

MONAURAL
REFERENCE

AMPLIFIER

A range of musical instruments handcrafted in limited
quantities to ensure their high standards.
Visit your Mark Levinson dealer to hear how good
music can sound in your home.

No 26. DUAL MONAURAL PRE- AMPLIFIER

No 23. DUAL MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIER

No 25. DUAL MONAURAL PHONO AMPLIFIER

No 27. DUAL MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIER

No 20.5. CLASS A MONAURAL REFERENCE POWER AMPLIFIER

No 29. DUAL MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIER

PATH PREMIER, UNIT 2, DESBOROUGH INDUSTRIAL PARK, DESBOROUGH PARK ROAD, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS, HP12 3BG. TEL: 0494 441736, FAX: 0494 461209.

NEWS
SYSTEM IV SPEAKER
FIRST FROM SEVENTH VEIL
Steve Margolis has created Seventh
Veil Ltd, anew UK company, whose
first offering is a no compromise'
compact box- type speaker. Four
Bandor units are used in the design,
arranged in a linear array in order
to provide a wide stereo listening
area. There are no crossovers or
electronic equalization used in the
speaker in an effort to avoid phase
problems between the different
units as well as keeping to a mini -

DENON TARGETS TOP END

GOODMANS GOES FOR HIGH
IMPACT
The design team at Goodmans has
been busy of late: the company has
just announced details of another
new speaker range. Dubbed High
Impact Monitors, this latest batch
is certainly distinctive. High efficiency was a major priority in

As the Bits War continues, a new £600 Denon CD player is the

order to produce ' realistic volume

latest pitch for a share of the top-end of the market by Hayden
Labs. The DCD1560 features 20-bit 8times oversampling using
Lambda ( LAdder-form MultipleBias DA converter) circuits.
This, it is claimed, is not just
another cute acronym, but ' a real
advance in consistent digital processing which at least equals
MASH and Bitstream technologies'.
While the high versus low bit
debate is raging. Denon has
undoubtedly added to the current
confusion, although may be able to
capitalize from it. Quoted
improvement from Lambda
revolves around better resolution.
reduced quantization noise, lower
distortion across the dynamic

range, and better phase characteristics. Special ICs have been produced. says Hayden, which have a
low power consumption and low
heat generation resulting effectively in selfmonitoring, making
drift over time and temperature
minimal. Capable of handling Sin
discs, the player has no shortage of
functions and facilities. Included
are a motorized volume, remote
and 20track memory housed in
the double insulated case. Hayden
Les ( 0753) 888-147

FULL WIDTH CD PLAYERS FROM AIWA
full-width CD players built in the UK. The 180 XC-555 model uses
18-bit 4times o/s technology and includes standard features and a
remote. Its XC-777 brother meanwhile, is based on 18- bit 8- times
oversampling and will cost £220. Both models allow interface to
Aiwa cassette decks for synchro recording. For further details

HIT FACTORY ON ICE
Plans tor new studios, as a joint
venture between CBS and The Hit
Factory, New York. to open in
London have had to be revised due
to legal action. Proceedings were
brought by Pete Waterman Ltd and
associated companies against CBS
UK concerning the right to use the
name The Hit Factory'. CBS
responded by giving an undertaking not to call its planned Whitfield Street site by that title until
the outcome of the legal case.
'Mc Hit Factory's tbunder and
owner Ed Germano, who was to
manage the London studios, has
been operating his New York venture since 19 - 5 where it has
attracted major artistes from
around the world. CBS's Chairman
in the UK, Paul Russell, said 'we
feel there is no point wasting time
on injunction proceedings - our
only interest is to resolve the main
Action as soon as possible'.
111-11 NE%.'S & SEt051) RE

amplifiers'. The drive units combine a lin fabric soft dome tweeter
with a range of specially designed
bass units each using lightweight
cones

with

oversized

magnets.

The four models are reflex ported,

Aiwa has expanded its range of separates with the addition of two

muffs the number of potentially
degrading links in the chain.
A variant of transmission line
theory is adopted in the new
speaker to improve the bass
response. The System IV uses a
tubular steel stand ( called StandLine) as a tuned line, while the
cabinet is asandwich with an egglike' Fibreglass mould inside an
MDF box, the space between filled
with sand. Finished in a black lacquer the System IV with dimensions
of vv0x214X240nun (
hwd) is rated
at 100W rms and intended to be
mounted near a wall in small to
medium sized rooms. The speakers
will be available at £ 1290 per pair.
while the dedicated stands are an
extra £240. Contact ( 0952) 222107.

without the expense of high power

contact Aiwa UK 081- 897 7000.

whilst additional cabinet bracing
has been employed on the top three
designs. Prices will range from
£179 for the 110 model through to
£469 for the 880 design. Details of
these LOUDspeakers from Goodmans tel (0705) 492777.

STAX OTHONES

NAIM NAMES PRE-AMP
Further

details

are

emerging

employed throughout. Each sec-

about the new Naim pre-amplifier

tion has its own power supply

which

the

with hand-tested regulators while

NAC52. Over five years develop-

a 530 VA toroidal transformer has

is

to

be

known

as

ment is behind the product which

been specially developed for the

offers six inputs, with optional

NAC52's needs. Naim's pinpoint

plug-in modules,

earthing system is used in this

control.

and a remote

The design

is of dual

latest

design

which

retails for

mono construction, with PTH cir-

£4249 complete with PSU and

cuit boards, time-aligned filters,

remote.

and

Naim Audio (0722) 332266.

precision

potentiometers

Further

details from

'Two gin and tonics and a pair of
Stax headphones, please', may be
the sort of request prompted by a
new range of headphone bars.
Main Stax dealers are being provided, by distributor Path Premier,
with a custom designed display
unit to increase prominence of the
range and show the headphones at
their best. Our picture was taken
at the Cornflake Shop in London
and shows a hat inspired by Sam
Webb who works in the store
part-time when not running her
Titfer Tat Millinery outlet. Path's
Nigel Crump explained that
because no two shops are alike and
space is often at a premium, the
solution was to commission an
individual display unit from the
designers for each dealer.
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Wouldn't it be nice
if all the finer things in life could
be enjoyed for as long as the
new Delta System?
Here at Arcam Towers we don't hold with the belief that, to qualifyfor vintage status, aproduct must
be exceedingly old and covered in cobwebs. Certainly it's true that our top of the range Delta System will last
for years and years (without being kept in acellar). But you can enjoy its unrivalled smoothness and subtlety
from day one.
The Delta range includes the new 90.2 amplifier (even cleaner and clearer in sound than its
predecessor, thanks to ahost of refinements such as amuch improved phono preamp and more powerful
toroidal n(lins transformer), its baby brother the Delta 60 (aclassic 'straight line' integrated amplifier), and
the Delta 80 tuner (digital display with twelve presets, six for AM and six for FM plus auser-friendly tuning
knob). Our new 70.2 CD player has twin power transformers to keep the analogue and digital stages sonically
separate, dimmable/stvitchable VFD display to improve sound quality still further, 20 track programming and
full remote control. Last, but by no stretch of anyone's imagination least, comes the remarkable Delta 170,
Britain's first purpose-built CD transport. Whereas anormal CD player reads the digital data from the disc
then converts it into an analogue signal, the 170 simply does the first part. With breathtaking accuracy.
You need aseparate digital to analogue converter (such as our very own award-reaping Black Box) to
turn the transport's digital output (coaxial or optical) into an amplifier-ready
The Delia System is vintage hi-fi strictlyfor the most demanding audiophile. What's more, you can
indulge in its mellifluousness hour after hour, day after day, year after year. And, unlike vintages of the bottled
variety (and lesser brands of hi-fi too, for that matter), it won't leave you with aheadache.

ARCAM
DELTA SYSTEM

AMPLIFIERS • TUNER • CD PLAYER • CD TRANSPORT • BLACK BOX • LOUDSPEAKERS

Please send me more information on the ,4rcam Delta System.
Name:

Address:

IFN MOO

(PLEASE PRINT)

POST YOUR COMPLETED COUPON 'ID: MR CAMBRIIX;F: LIMITED, DENNY INDUSTRIAL CENTRE, IGITERBEACH, CAMBRIDGE CI35 9113. OR TELEPHONE: (0223) 861.550
I% 1111.1
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NEWS
MAKING THE CONNECTION AFROSTY RESPONSE
Having set incredibly obstruse
questions to mull over during the
Christmas break, it was gratifying to
be faced with so many ( nearly)
correct entries.
Everyone got the Crosby Stills &
Nash first question right, as did
most people on Bowie's producing
'Transformer'. The Gliding Bird was
mistaken by many for the Eagles
and Bernie Leadon. It was in fact the
title of Enuny Lou Harris' first solo
album, the connection being her
'affaire' with Gram Parsons. Paul
Young and Mike Rutherford provided the Genesis/Sad Cafe link.
Question five needed the names
Mahler, Gropius, Werfel and Alma's
daughter Manon. Many people got
some names, few got all. John
Ogdon and the Busoni Piano Concerto was the next link. Strauss's
Metamorphose/ needed the specific
'Eroica' quotation in the closing bars.
Finally most people got GBS's
music criticism moil de plume,
Corno di bassetto.
It was good to see so many ladies'
entries - not so sure about the
numerous syndicates and ' cooperative ventures' though! The
research and effort expended in the
replies made the whole thing worth
while. Well done - and thank you to
all who entered.
David Inman

HI-FI COMING TO COLOGNE

BIAMPING ON ABUDGET
Affordable

biamping from

a single

integrated design

is the

philosophy behind the £350 Incatech Quattra. Designer Colin
Wonfor has included four independent output stages in a single
box with m-m and m-cphono inputs together with separate listen
and record controls. For details, contact Incatech ( 0943) 870057.

ANGULAR BOXES
More new speal:ers from Jill.' ' 11115
month sees the arrival of arange of
three HP models (£659-1199) in
heptagonal boxes. The polygonal
HP enclosure has non-parallel
sides designed to eliminate standing waves. Each model has two
bass drivers within its cabinet,
coupled in a configuration
adopted by »l.'s professional subwoofers. The Helmholz effect is
employed to extract a low frequency performance which,
claims the importer belies the
overall dimensions of the cabinet.
Harman 11K tel ( 0753) 76911.

Among the unsuccessful entrants
was alady from Clwyd who thought
that the connection between aGliding Bird and a Flying Burrito was
that 'they were both rock bands',
whilst we received over 20 entries
from the various wings of the Frost
family from as far afield as Somerset, Kent, and Indonesia!
TB

October 3rd to 9th will see the
first Hi Fi exhibition in the German city of Cologne. While neighbouring Frankfurt plays host to the
regtfiar high end exhibition, the
German hi-fi industry has
requested atrade show of its own.
Consequently interested public
visitors will be admitted to view
the latest technology, although
there will be no direct selling.
Over 30,000 square metres of hall
will be devoted to specialist products while event organizer, Hans
Wilke, explained that mainstream
brands will be restricted to the
Photokina event which is running
parallel to Hi Fi Cologne. British
manufacturers already pledged to
support the new event directly
include Mission, NAD, and Quad,
while others will be represented
by agents. Contact 081 681 8028.
Venue for Hi-Fi Cologne '90

BRIEFING
AT&T scientists have spent 5years

GOLDUST STUDIOS of Bromley

PHILIPS has launched anew range

developing the world's first digital

has expanded and re-equipped its

of personal CD players comprising

optical processor which uses light

cassette duplicating facility by

the AZ6897 complete with tuner for

rather than electricity to cany out

installing 36 Nakamichi machines

£200, the AZ6892 at £250,and the
AZ6804 to be released soon. All

information processing. Possible

for real-time dubbing. Contact 081-

applications include speech patterns

460 7435 for prices.

models are battery or mains operated

and visual recognition.

HARMAN KARDON has

and supplied complete with in-ear

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS, the

announced Mastermind'; its 53 key

'phones, case, adaptor, and remote.

importer and distributor, has

universal remote control said to

Philips 081-689 2166.

moved. The new address is 58

surpass existing ` learning' remotes

SPENDOR's Prelude 212 speaker,

Durham Road, London SW20

BANDOR has anew gold bass

by being pre-programmed. A serial

£440, is acurrent model, and our

ODE tel 081-947 5047.

driver to complement the miniature

port is provided on the £ 100

reference in the April 'Speaker

ALPHASON's new ' budget'

50mm aluminium gold cone. The

handset. Contact Harman UK

Survey' should have been to this

turntable, the Nova, has aretail

146mm woofer is rated at 90W tins

(0753)76911.

model which replaced the Prelude

price of £290 complete with an

and will cross over at 150Hz or

kg WEST ONE, the Central

2. The current retail price of the

Opal pick-up arm and not as stated

higher. Contact Design&

London dealer, has been appointed

SP2I2 is £500, and that of the

in our April report on the Audio 90

Development Studio in Bourne End

stockist of Woodside Electronics

S100 is £1300. We apologize for

hi-fi show.

tel (06285)29441.

digital products.

any confusion.

The ANFX turntable power supply

THE CORNFLAKE SHOP in

MORDAUNT SHORT, part of the

WOODSIDE ELECTRONICS has

been forced to increase the prices of

has been approved by Townsend

London's West End is now stocking

TGI group, has re-located its

International for the Rock deck as

Twist Acoustic's Puccini omni-

operations ( including Epos and

its valve amplifiers: the STA35

well as being supplied with Origin

directional loudspeaker.

Creek) to Unit Al, Hazleton

stereo model is now £1295, and the
MASO monoblock £1198.

Live's Oasis turntable. Contact

FLOATING EARTH, the classical

Industrial Park, Horndean,

Analogue Experience in Blackburn

recording and digital editing

Hampshire P08 9.7 U. Tel (0705)
597722.

on (0254)676538.

company, has opened anew

AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS of

4,000sq foot facility. The west

Walsall has anew product line-up

London studio has two large edit

which includes a1:4 distribution

suites, Sonic Solutions' hard disk

amp, compressor/ limiter, and two-

editor and British 20-bit A to D

channel monitor with PPM/VU

converters supplied by DCS. For

metering and headphone amp.

bookings contact Steve Long on

Contact (0543) 375351.

081-997 4000.
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Philips AZ6804 `Discthing'
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Exclusive United Kingdom distributor
Garnepath Ltd.
25 Heath&Id
Stacey Bushes
Milton Keynes
Bucks. my,a2
0908-317-707
Fax: 0908-322.704
lélex:-94016133 GAME G

NEWS
FBA JUBILEE AWARDS

LOWER POWER TOP PERFORMANCE FROM STAX

The Federation of British Audio's

model, the new DMA- X2, with its

awards evening this year made a

600watts in Class A, has been in

successful move to a new venue,

design for 3 years and will sell for

the Royal Lancaster Hotel, and was

£9,000. The combination Class A
final stage with swing Class B

held on Thursday 26 April. Compere David Jacobs made light work

dynamic push-pull power supply

of one minor hitch — a power

and non-feedback circuitry for the

failure as he arrived. In line with
the ' 1960s'

theme,

final

other guest

stars included Pete Murray, Gordon Banks and The Fortunes. The
four

Awards,

in

the

form

of

mounted silver discs ( courtesy of
WEA records) were given to the
'best products'

of the

last

two

years and went to Meridian for its

ARCAM's Black Box 11, which beat
Quad's

CD

player

into

second

a completely
supply

of a stereo power amp to follow.

inputs. The UK distributor is Path

Based on the £ 28,000 DMA- X1

Premier, ( 0494) 441736.

WINNING TRIO
Judging has been completed for the
competition published in the
February 1990 issue. And what a
task it was with so many entries.
With careful deliberation the
entrants' skill and judgment was
considered and three prize winners
announced. These were Miss F
Coutts of Cheltenham, CJones from
Evesham, and Mr R Smith in
Worcester. Our congratulations to
all who are now proud owners of
the Philips CD840 CD player with its
Bitstream decoding.

with

power

balanced

row has broken out between

stand, been fitted with a filter to

Sony in Japan and its UK opera-

cut the HF hissing which escapes

tion

over the distribution

company

threatening diseases.

isolated

together

SONY'S SILENT PHONE FURY
A

hi-fi industry is in the doldrums,

cated to granting very special
wishes to children with life-

adopted.

emerged from Stax, with apromise

remarkable

teddy bear auction for this year's
nominated charity, the Make a
Wish Foundation' which is dedi-

been

supply 2kW into lohm and boasts

place. Despite suggestions that the
£25,000 was raised in a raffle and

has

A more affordable monoblock has

206 CD player; Mission for the
Cyrus II amp; Celestion for the
3000/5000 ribbon speakers; and

output

Available through distributor Path
Premier, this latest unit is able to

new

is

product.

of a
The

launching `silent'

by as much as 6dB at 10cm. A
fabric

muffler

has

also

been

included in the design. Both Brit-

headphones in an effort to reduce

ish Rail and the Noise Abatement

annoyance

Society

to fellow passengers

are

known

to

receive

when the machines are used on
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However,
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seems that there are no plans to
introduce the new line to Britain
and so bosses at Sony UK are
furious', convinced that a UK
market is ready and waiting. The
in-ear 'phones have, we under-
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MANTICORE LAUNCHES MAGISTER

EVENTS

In a move towards producing more high-end equipment, Manti6-8JUNE 1990: APRS '90,

core Systems Engineering has unveiled the Magister, a limited-

Olympia 2. ( Trade only.)

edition turntable with equalized line-output stage and external

Contact (0923)772907.

power supply. Only 150 units will be made over a three-year

27JUNE 1990: Roksan
Evening by Aston Audio in
Wilmslow. Call (0625)
582704 for tickets.
17-22JULY 1990: British

period, limited by the availability of the solid hardwood planks
required for the plinths which are sourced from non-endangered
forests. Complete with Magician tonearm and van den Hul Cardas
or Isoda the retail price will be around £3500 and supplied with a
life-time guarantee. Manticore Ltd, tel (0767) 318437.

Music Fair, Olympia,
London. ( Trade only 17-I9th.)
071-730 7852.
19-22 AUGUST 1990:
Symposium on perception of
reproduced sound at Hotel
Faaborg Fjord, Denmark.
Details from 010 45 8613
6211.
24 AUGUST-2 SEPTEMBER
1990: 26th Firato consumer
electronics exhibition with
Music Pavilion at RAI
Centre, Amsterdam. Call 010
20 549 1212.
13-16 SEPTEMBER 1990:
The HiFi Show at
Heathrow's Penta Hotel
sponsored by HFN/RR. 081686 2599.
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DONALD WILLIAM ALDOUS
With the death of Donald Aldous
audio has lost one of its best loved
and most endearing characters. He
had been afreelance technical journalist since 1934 and was widely
known to generations of readers
here and overseas.
Donald was born in London and
initially destined for acareer in the
family haulage business, but adeep
interest in technical matters and
especially in the gramophone
turned him towards radio and eventually to audio. His first job in the
embryo industry was with the
Beechside Battery Company, at
Ilford. He stayed with that firm,
assisting in the manufacture of
accumulators and high-tension batteries, for three years but was eventually provoked into taking up his
pen professionally for the first time
when he realized that contemporary articles on record manufacture
and means of reproduction were
woefully inadequate. He never stopped writing until just short of his
death in March at the age of 76.
His first articles were contributions to now defunct publications
such as Wireless magazine, Modern
Wireless and Popular Wireless. In
1935 he began his contributions to
Gramophone Record Review. He
was one of the first members of the
RSGB and in 1936 he was strongly
influential in the formation of the
British Sound Recording Association, becoming its Member Number
One, a position which he regarded
as a great privilege. Indeed it was
the BSRA which eventually transformed itself into the British Section of the AES.
As John Crabbe remarked on
hearing of Donald's death, ' it is a
pity that he never wrote another
text book after his 1943 Manual of
Direct Disc Recording. He had so
much information and knew so
many people, he was strategically
placed to write the history of audio
from a British perspective'.
When the Second World War
ended, he supplemented his
income by running a small direct
disc recording studio called Waldon
Films Limited, in Torquay.
Donald Aldous's journalistic style
was entirely self-taught and he preferred to commentate rather than to
criticize. He saw his role as
intermediary between the scientist/
engineer and the general public. All
who knew him have commented
upon his great personal charm and
effervescent personality. He
showed care and concern for the
young and assisted them whenever
he could. He was always a popular
figure at news conferences and hi-fi
shows, which he attended
devotedly right up to last autumn's
HiFi Show at Heathrow. He will be
sadly missed at these events.
He became increasingly disillusioned with current trends in audio
and felt that science and commonsense had given way to tweakiness
and sensationalism. For him, much
of the early romance of sound
reproduction was lost. Latterly he
did not feel at home within the
industry he had done so much to
promote.
Raymond Cooke OBE
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INTEGRATED
AMPLIFIER
Our goal is perfection and many advances have
been made since the original Audiolab 8000A.
But there are two things we wouldn't change, the
model number and the enthusiastic reviews...
even with the most delicate signals there is awonderful
musical harmony ... something only a few audiophile
pre-amps can improve on ... the more Ithink about it,
the more 1realise Inever heard a better integrated
amplifier. Ulrich Michalik, Hi Fi exclusiv 11/89...
The 8000A is immaculately constructed. This is avery
competent design technically. Via CD ... proves areal
winner. Hi Fi Choice Sep 89 ... aready ability to
deliver high power levels without any suggestion of
strain, it works efficiently and with near ideal control and
resolution deep into the bass ... the phono input is of
comparably

high

standard ... Alvin

Gold,

Hi Fi

Answers Aug 89.. .
Call or write for information and details of your Audiolab dealer:
Cambridge

Systems

Technology

Limited,

26 Roman Way Industrial Estate, Godmanchester,
Huntingdon, Cambs PE 18 8LN. Tel. 0480 52521.

SHOW REPORT
JOURNEES DE LA HAUTE
FIDELITE PARIS
Following the sad demise of
Festival du Son, the French
hi-fi public can still enjoy the
comforts of the 'alternative'
specialist hi-fi event held each
March in Paris. This year Journées de la Haute Fidelite occupied much of two hotels, the
Sofitel and Nikko, with the
separate high-end exhibition a
shuttle-bus ride away at the
elegant Hotel Raphael. Some
exhibitors organized a breakaway show at aleisure complex
adjacent to the Sofitel, while a
further splinter group set itself
up in the downtown Baltimore
Hotel, near the Raphael.

Serious separates from Technics
Walking into an overseas hi-fi
show, one is immediately struck
by the completely different ranges
on offer from well-known brands.
Many not regarded by the natives
as new products might well
receive a rapturous welcome if
introduced in the UK. Typical in
this respect was Micromega,
showing a 1-bit 256- times o-soutboard DAC with a price tag of
18,000F, while there was high-end
from Onkyo, with the M510
stereo power amp and other really
serious- looking separates. Carver,
with an increasing portfolio available in Britain, was showing a
complete in-car range of 'proper
hi- ti' alongside some amazing bass
tubes, aptly named Bazooka, with
the main hi-fi range sharing a
display area with NAD — an odd
combination, perhaps? But both
companies were able to demonstrate a emendable assortment of
electronics, with NAD's 1300 and
2100 amplifiers looking too beefy
to be part of the same clan as the
3020 model so prevalent in the
UK. Ihope the French know how
spoilt they are!
At almost any exhibition one
company dominates, and in Paris it
was, in floor space terms at least,
the turn of ASEO who occupied an
entire lecture theatre. The size of
the £ 50,000 speakers required
such an area. An active design, the
5000 model incorporates a 5-way
constant phase active filter and six
class A amps. A variation on the
theme has resulted from requests
by Roy Thomas Baker, the record
producer, for a smaller, monitortype speaker. The French take
speakers seriously, judging by the
number of weird and wonderful
models on view. Among these was
the almost conventional range of
boxes from Cabasse, the smallest
being the 17cm tall Galiote bookshelf model in mark 11 form and
11111 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Adcom has already gained a
reputation of great value- formoney amplifiers and used specialized circuits to reduce cost where
possible without compromising
sound quality. Their GFP565 pre.
amp accompanied the GFA565
monoblocks capable of over 300W
output. Nearby in the Cineco
room, Accuphase had its new

MASH to the fore on Technics' SH-X100
with a 300W amplifier 700W peak
is possible. Cabasse again held
'live- versus- recorded' speaker
demonstrations with a jazz group
led by sax player Dirk Engelhardt.
Catching the eyes of many walking
past the Vision Acoustique area
was an aray of grey metallic
finished cabinets alongside their
walnut partners.
Three models made up a
speaker range from Davis Acoustics: the 180W Kelvin, 150W
Krypton, and 100W Kriss all sport
rigid chassis, and high density magnets. British B&W was trying the
French market with a novel
speaker in the shape of the Solid —
its 4 litre cabinet can produce high
levels and areasonable response at
50Hz. Available in a range of colour options, the French price is
3000F per pair, and we understand
that the unit may appear in the UK
soon. Designed on what it calls a
'hyper musical quality' basis. Confluence undertakes many hours of
comparative listening when
developing its speakers. Inside, no
two sides are parallel, avoiding
standing wave problems. The
tweeter is housed in acompletely
separate enclosure to prevent
interaction. A regular at Paris is
Rehdeko, a Swiss speaker manufacturer of ultra- high-sensitivity
loudspeakers ( associated in the UK
with DNM). This year saw the
world's first showing of the
RKI 75/4S model, measuring
95x50x35cm: weighing 36kg, this

is a three-way system capable of
106dB/1W/1m. The retail price is
39,4401; per pair. Another, smaller,
model the RK1454S is planned — a
three-way with eliptical mid- range
12x19cm, and a dome tweeter. A
totally re- vamped range came from
the JM Lab stable.
British speakers featured prominently, including Rogers I.S3i5A
in presentation box, ProAc
Response I, 2, and 3, and Roksan, to name just three.
So popular was the Triangle
room that many had to wait some
considerable time before hearing
the Latitude panel speaker, in its
sparse environment decked outwith ladders. The company's
brochures were in the thrm of
poems — an interesting variation
for technical data sheets. By contrast, Audioanalyse unveiled its
'analytical' speaker, to accompany
its electronics.
If speakers were popular. so too
were amplifiers and the word
amplificateurs was soon on the
tongues of foreign visitors to the
show. Lectron's integrated valve
design which has already received
an enthusiastic response for the
performance it attains from its size
was at the Audio Marketing Services area who also handles the
Mission range in France. Monoblocks were not forgotten, and the
Lectron JH3Os capable of driving
incredibly low impedance speakers with its E1.84s in double pushpull mode.

Reference standard Modulus series from Infinity — from f695 in the UK

E405 integrated rated at 2x7OW.
One of the few French companies seen at the Las Vegas CES
was naturally a major force on its
home territory. Isem had a complete range of electronics whose
amplification circuits are all Class
A and described as ' ultra linear,
and consistently stable no matter
what power is used': capable of
high current at low impedance.

Denon turntables not seen on the UK
Market
Hi-fi manufacturers and distributors from across Europe were
attracted to the event. From Spain
came Vieta with its Studio V
speaker claiming a ' neutral
balance', while Italy provided the
Chario speaker range with stand
and floor mounting models including a dedicated sub-woofer.
Major Japanese brands were
well represented, and the line-up
from some included products not
seen in Britain. Technics showed
its gold- finished 1.1000 Cl) player,
and MASH outboard DAC, the
X1000, playing through some very
unusually shaped speakers. The
new multi-disc Cl) player from
Sansui was given a November
availability and atentative price of
2950F. Large amplifiers from the
brand were the 100W AU X"1 1 ( at
7490F) and the Al IX91 11Xi. AST
was prevelent in the Yamaha area,
where the ASTI bookshelf speakers were seen alongside the AsT sI
mini 2-way design and AX630
amplifier. Kenwood France
offered the ' I.' series of separates
(recently launched in the UK).
also shown was the company's
DA9010 integrated amp with onboard 18-bit 8- times o/s DAC.
It's a delight to see products
which one has often heard about
but never sampled, and this was
the case with Denon's turntables
— four models, the DPI 5, DP37,
DP35, are available in France
although there seems little chance
of them coming to the UK as the
present Denon distributor Hayden
Labs feels they would conflict with
the Dual series which it handles.
The Paris show organizers,
SPAT, must have been delighted
that Infinity chose the occasion as
its first European demonstration of
a major new product. Seen by the
public in France even before the
UK Press launch was the ' Refer17

cies. Unique Iso-tip' feet are used
(triangular for even weight distribution) to provide isolation for
the cabinet. Infinity has used its
EMIT k tweeter, an electromagnetically driven push/pull planar

Rehdeko speaker in cradle stand
encc Standard Modulus speaker
series. Intended for use where
space is at a premium, it is
heralded as anew concept for the
90s. The aim is to damp cabinet
resonance, even at low frequen-

driver utilizing an ultra- low- mass
kapton diaphragm suspended
between opposing arrays of
powerful neodymium magnets.
Linn was among those companies waving our flag, represented by its French distributor.
Roksan had its own team on the
stand, and the Hotcakes were
receiving much attention. Beard.
Rogers, and Pink Triangle were
displayed in one room, while that
other British stalwart Celestion
had individual rooms for its Celestion 3 and SI. ranges. Quad's CD
player was available under a special trade-in deal which gave a
substantial sum for your old player
in part-exchange!
Away from the hustle and bustle
of the main event, aLouis XIV style
venue was chosen for the elite
high-end show, a strictly ticketonly affair. The Apogee distributor had taken two rooms, thus
separate demonstrations of the
Stage and Duetta Signatures were
possible. Each were driven by the
Proceed CD player, a machine
very popular at this venue. As

quite a coup. the Apogee agents
had managed to secure probably
the only Proceed outboard DAC in
general circulation in Europe.
At the other end of this separate
exhibiton were two demonstrations of Magnepan speakers: the
I.4s driven by ARC's SP9 and
Classic 60, and the Magnepan 2.5
with Classic 150 and SP 1-1. Meanwhile, the spacious Salon Tauber
was the scene for ashowing of the
most amazing panel speakers in
the world. Seen at the last CES,
Toheque's plasma design has no
filter or membrane, and stands
2.5m high and 1.45m wide. It
seemed almost to dwarf the
Sound-Lab range. which shared
the same room!
A quiet evening cocktail party
was the setting for classical music
magazine Diapason's exclusive
awards ceremony. with everything
from ' budget' to exotica. Among
the many awards, British companies did well: Celestion carried
off a trophy for its SI. 12Si. QED
won the budget tuner category for
the TOO and the A240CD was top
in the budget amplifier sector
where the Arcam Alpha II was also
rewarded. Another award for MLR
Cambridge was in recognition of
its Delta 70 CD player at ' midprice', where Naim received acco-

lade for its Nait Il. Publisher Editions Fréquences sponsors the prestigious Joseph Leon awards,
which this time were presented to:
Phlox ( of YBA amplifiers fame ) as
the most dynamic French company; Kenwood as producer of
top international technology; and
to StuderRevox pioneer Willi
Studer who was named outstanding personality, this just days after
he had announced his decision to
ret ire.
Next year the event is to he held
at the Palais des Congres: perhaps,
at last, this will see aunited French
hi-fi industry under one roof?+

SIDELINES
ursuing last month's headphone theme, one aspect of
these devices often treated
rather cavalierly is their impedance. Like loudspeakers, headphones consume power, but as it's
only amatter of milliwatts, matching tends to get overlooked.
Amplifier manufacturers wishing
to provide a headphone outlet
simply connect a 200-300ohm
resistor between each loudspeaker
terminal and the equivalent tags
on a jack-socket. This generally
avoids inconvenient volumecontrol settings and provides sufficient loudness, so there the matter rests. Even on high-grade CD
players, where one might expect a
headphone socket to signify the
presence of a small amplifier, one
often meets source impedances of
over 100ohms.
One can see the idea's attractions. In early stereo days headphones often had impedances of
8ohms, so that connecting them
straight to the speaker terminals
gave impossibly high sensitivities,
requiring very low volume settings
and often bringing the amplifier's
noise-floor up to audibility. The
solution was to put afew hundred
ohms in series with each outlet,
and this has continued to be an
effective ploy despite rising headphone impedances. If one chooses,
say, 200ohms as the series resistance, sensitivities remain tolerably
18

similar right up to and across the
40-600ohm region into which present-day models usually slot.
Now, nobody would dream of
tolerating such a regime with
loudspeakers, where amplifiers
and the associated cables are
expected to provide an impedance
at least an order of magnitude
below that of the transducers. This
is not only a matter of damping,
which is limited anyway by the DC
resistance of the voice-coils; it also
avoids changes in frequency
response which would arise from a
loudspeaker's impedance curve
reacting with an insufficiently low
source resistance. The impedance
of moving-coil headphones also
varies with frequency, and while
the undulations are mostly less
severe than with speakers, they
would need to be completely nonexistent to ensure auniform drive
across the frequency range from
those ubiquitous series resistors.
Leaving aside the axial/diffusefield options discussed last month,
headphones ( like loudspeakers)
are generally designed to have a
nominally fiat response when
driven by aconstant voltage. But if,
say, a notional 40ohm model
encompassed an impedance rise to
100ohms at some point in the
frequency band, and the source
resistance were 200ohms, this
would produce arise of 6dB in the
drive at that frequency. Such a

situation would occur most readily
when the headphone impedance is
smaller than the source resistance,
but while a similar rise in a
600ohm model would induce a
less prominent peak, there remains
a risk of response troughs. For
instance, one pair of 600ohm
'phones measured recently by an
acquaintance dipped to a mere
100ohms at 1kHz, which would
produce a 7dB suckout with that
same 200ohm source. This sort of
thing makes me wonder to what
extent diverse subjective reactions
to particular headphones are a
register of impedance characteristics rather than intrinsic performance potential.
My private solution is to use
resistive dividers across the
amplifier's speaker terminals, with
10ohms in series from the amp and
2.7ohms in parallel with the
'phones. This copes with almost
anything, although now that
40ohms is the usual lower headphone limit it would be sensible if
manufacturers settled, say, for a
47/5.6ohm divider. This would
present the 'phones with a 5ohm
source which could never introduce aresponse rise of more than
IdB from a 40ohm baseline, so
that users would know they are
always hearing the intended
response unhaunted by aghost of
the impedance curve. Alternatively, is there someone out there

making a no-compromise Class-A
stereo mini amplifier capable of
driving headphones up to 110dB
levels from a 5ohm source?
Such an ideal device brings me
to afinal headphonic thought. Having regard to the points made in
March about the problems of judging amplifier differences via loudspeakers, and noting ( i) that even
when subjective differences are
properly authenticated one cannot
know which sound is the more
accurate without direct reference
to the input signal, and ( ii) that the
much-disputed nulling test will
probably never satisfy all parties. I
offer a suggestion.
Amplifiers under review must
obviously he required to drive
loudspeakers, but there's nothing
to stop one using top-quality headphones for assessing the signals
they are delivering. "rhe speakers
could be down in the cellar. leaving the listener free to switch
his/her ' super- amplified' headphones between the outputs of
various amplifiers and their cornmoned inputs, to see whether the
signal really is being altered. No
changes of leads or loads, simply a
high- impedance probe moving
from point to point by means of a
gold-plated switch, with an
impeccable audiophile potentiometer adjusting the gain to equalize the loudness. Would anyone
like to have ago?*
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COMPETITION

WIN THIS
COMPLETE
MISSION/
CYRUS
CD SYSTEM
THE BEST OF BRITISH
What a turn- up for the
books! Truly British prizes
from astalwart of our home
hi-fi industry. This is your
chance to win a complete
CD- based hi-fi system from
Mission Electronics worth
£1200.
Mission is a self-contained
independent company which,
through its involvement in
both electronics and audio, is
uniquely placed to conduct
in-house research and full
manufacturing. The Cyrus hi-fi
range has thus been developed
using state-of-the-art computer
technology tempered with the
fine-tuning skills of its staff of
dedicated music lovers.

THE PRIZES:
FIRST PRIZE in this easy- toenter- competition includes
everything you need to sit
back and enjoy the noise-free
sounds of compact disc. Front
end is the Cyrus PCM II,
remote- controlled player,
using tried and trusted 16- bit
4- times o-s digital circuitry.
Additional features of this stylish player include aheadphone
socket and the ability to switch
off the comprehensive display.
To match the PCM Il we are
including the award- winning
Cyrus Two integrated amplifier which, based on the successful Cyrus I. has increased
headroom and wider dynamic
capabilities together with
more output power. Complete
with m- m and m- c phono
inputs, the Cyrus II is fully
equipped and ready for the
nineties. A system would not
be complete without loudspeakers, and we have chosen
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

the Cyrus 782s with stands —
small enough to be easily
accommodated in the modern
environment, yet capable of
sheer musicality. good headroom, bass extension and
power handling. Two 7in bass
drivers are attached to the
baffle of asealed cabinet construction of 25mm MDF and
combined with a 314in fabric
dome tweeter. The speaker
then underwent careful testing
in Mission's laboratories
before measurement in t
company's own anech(
chamber. Additionally ther
Cyrus Isoplat, too, to is
the CD player or a
from external vibratio
its unique sandwich fibr
resting on energy-abso
Sorbothane feet, the Is
has won wide acclaim for
ability to improve the so
performance of awide range
equipment.

YOUR MISSION ...
All you have to do is use yo
skill and judgement to find s'
British composers in our wor
search square: surnames only
are shown in straight lines —
up, down, across and diag(
nally. Then take the first lett
of each name and rearrar
them to end up with anoth
To get you started, we ha
identified flax, just five mo
to find ...
Just send jour completed

en

form to liFN/RR Editorial Offic
Link House Magazines, Dingw
A venue, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2T
To arrive no later than 29th Jun
Please

enclose a daytime

phone

number

le

where possit

and mark your envelope ' The II
of British:
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studio 1

.4' rich, solid bass which swings up and down
'signal requires. The surprise for those who
Liot both, especially at realistic prices, is that
System with both. The Studio 1provides the
à.137 dimensioned systems lack, yet at the same
i
íost on apar with the sealed enclosure systems
against which this must compete.

fiusic lover who knows just what the role of the
five to the easier-to-obtain midband and treble.
/speaker within reach of awide sector of the hi-fi
'vides the scale and scope of four-figure systems.
June '
89 Hi-Fi News
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Tel: ( 203) 324 7269

Fax: ( 203) 324 7027

TECHNOLOGY
tart Lab, the joint venture in Tokyo
between Taiyo Yuden and Sony, has
now released technical details of the
recordable disc system developed by
Taiyo. The plan was for Taiyo to sell the
system as That's CD to complement That's
audio cassettes, both analogue and DAT.
But, following the agreement on DAT
between the record industry's trade body
the IFPI and the Japanese electronics
industry, all the hardware companies
agreed to shelve plans that made CD-R
look like adomestic product. Taiyo signed
up with Sony to exploit its write-once (le
non-erasable) disc technology in industrial and semi-professional fields.
Start Lab is now accepting digital master tapes for delivery of short runs of CDs
within one week. Turnround time is fast
because the signal is simply digitally
dubbed from tape to disc recorder, and
there is no need to cut amaster disc, make
metal stampers and press CDs.
With an eye to legal problems, and
objections from the record industry, Start
Lab makes apoint of reminding customers
that they, the customers, are responsible
for clearing copyright.
Start charges 4,500 yen per disc for
runs of ten discs or more — that's around
£20 each. As it costs around £ 350 to
make a glass master and electroplate
stampers, and then between £ 1 and £ 2
each ( depending on numbers) to press
CDs, the Start system is obviously far
cheaper for short production runs. It is
quicker too, because most CD factories
have work-queues of weeks.
Start works from the same 3
/ in U4
matie
tape masters ( with the same PQ codes) as
a CD pressing plant.
Broadcasters can store commercial
jingles, theme music, sound effects, and
station identification announcements.
Record companies can give artists and
disc jockeys advance copies of new
releases on CD ahead of factory pressing
schedules. Small record companies can
produce limited edition recordings on
CD, like numbered etchings.
Two enterprising British recording
engineers, Ernie Eban and Ray Beckett,
have just become the first people in
Europe to commission ashort run of CDs
from Start in Japan as we reported in
'News' in February. Their CD is one of the
new breed of atmospheric or relaxing
sound recordings. Eban and Beckett
recorded the sound of waves on Aldeburgh beach, and the dawn chorus of
birds, with a portable digital audio tape
recorder and high quality stereo microphone. 'You might call it primeval
background music', says Eban, who admits
that he and Beckett have invested in the
project partly out of technical curiosity,
partly as a commercial toe in the water
exercise ahead of bulk pressing, and partly
to be first with the new technology.
When Taiyo first announced the
recordable disc, there was confusion over
how it actually worked. The challenge is
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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to produce a disc which physically
matches the dimensions of apressed CD
(of thickness 1.5mm) and with optical
charateristics ( reflectivity of more than
70%) that also match a pressed CD.
Taiyo uses ablank disc of clear polycarbonate plastics coated with a very thin
(20nm) layer of green dye. This dye layer
is then topped with a reflection layer of
gold and a protective layer of lacquer.
A fine spiral groove is pressed into the
polycarbonate blank, to guide the laser in
the recorder optically along aspiral track
with 1.6 micrometre pitch to match the
standard for pressed CDs.
When the beam from a solid state
recording laser, of power between 6and 9
milliwatts and wavelength 780nm, is
focused on the disc, it passes through the
clear polycarbonate but is absorbed by
the dye. This raises the local temperature
to over 250 °.
The heat decomposes the dye and heats
the polycarbonate resin causing it to
expand and mix with the decomposed
dye. This forms a tiny pit which has
decreased reflectivity; reflectivity changes
from high to low where data are recorded.
When the disc is played on aconventional
CD player, the low power laser beam
reads the deformed pits just as it reads pits
in apressed CD. So the disc plays just like
a normal CD.
Taiyo and Sony have carried out tests to
check the life expectancy of their
recorded discs, and claim that recordings
will play back over 20,000 times without
any degradation caused by the read-out
laser. Start engineers are still testing the
effects of humidity and sunlight, and in
the meantime warn users not to expose
CD-R discs to excessive heat or light,
which could affect the dye.

Cutting the core
Ihave never made any

secret of the fact
that I think exotic cabling is an overpriced luxury ( Technology, April '90),
and that the claimed benefits are
unproven and largely psychological.
Recently Igot the chance to try some
top-end loudspeaker cabling and audio
and video connecting leads.
Ihave to say that Ilove the connecting
leads because of their solid professional
feel. If Icould afford them, I'd buy fancy
connectors for their sexy robustness,
irrespective of any magic they may or may
not weave with sound quality.
That said, my life has not been changed.
Iam not a religious convert and remain
deeply suspicious of the whole philosophy behind exotic cabling.
What benefit, other than robustness,
can there be from using ashort length of
very high quality coaxial cable to connect
the aerial output of a video recorder to
the aerial input of atv set or an FM aerial
wall socket to an FM tuner? The signal has
come down from aroof aerial, by way of
whatever weather-worn cable the aerial
contractor has used. A couple of feet of
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high quality cable at the end of the run
seems neither here nor there.
Most important, has anyone thought
seriously about the logistic problem of
cutting thick loudspeaker cable to length?
When you've struggled to strip the tough
insulation, you end up with a splay of
multi-strand copper core. This is too thick
and unruly to push through the holes in
many loudspeaker and amplifier terminals.
One answer is to cut away some of the
core. This is a clumsy approach which
artificially narrows the cable and weakens
the joint. Alternatively you can try to
solder on a thin connector pin or a
horseshoe terminal. But because the copper core is too thick, it sucks heat out of
the soldering iron like a sponge [
need a
Weller gun — News Ed], making it all too
easy to end up with adry joint. This can
cause intermittent connection and crackles. If the dry joint corrodes, the oxide
adds resistance and creates a one-way
rectifying path. This is exactly what the
use of high quality oxygen-free, single
crystal cable is intended to avoid.
Ido sometimes fear that audio enthusiasts lose sight of the wood while microscopically examining the leaves on the
trees. The moral is obvious. If you really
want to buy absurdly expensive cables,
make sure they come cut to length,
complete with factory- fitted terminations.

Carbon fibre
LOFC, linear oxygen-free copper, connectors may soon be old hat. Dutch inventor,
Henri Johan Van de Heide of Hilversum
has filed patent applications throughout
Europe ( 306 067) for connecting cable.
The new cable is made of carbon instead
of metal. The important point, says the
inventor, is to ' arrange' the carbon along
its whole connecting length. This is done
by making fibres of carbon and placing
them in a very powerful DC magnetic
field. This, says the inventor, guarantees
the transfer of all information in the
original electrical signal.
He claims that experiments with an
audio system partly equipped with carbon
connectors show far more faithful reproduction of a stereo image. ,
4
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Give Bach
more bite

PHONE
0474.560521
FAX
04743337E2

P. M. COMPONENTS LTD

SELECTRON HOUSE. SPRINGHEAD ENTERPRISE PARK
SPRINGHEAD RD. GRAVESEND. KENT CIA11 ORD
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Over 3million valves available from stock. Please
phone for acompetitive quote.
We offer: specially selected pre amp valves; awide
range of matched power valves; high quality CV
and ruggedised valves;

* Low-microphony

specially selected valves

E8OCC
25.00
6L6GC ECG
10.50
6201 GOLD PIN 7.50
ELBE
3.50
E88CC
6.95
E182CC
7.50
ECC81
3.50
ECC82
2.50
ECC83
2.50
EL34
12.50
EL84
4.50

E88CC-01
ECC81
ECC82
ECC83 Super
ECC88 Super
ELM
EL86
GZ34
6L6GC
6550A
7025
KT88
PL519

TEONEX TESTED

SIEMENS

2A3
6B4G
6E305
6CA7
60J8/ECC88
6SN7GT
12AT7
12AU7
12AX7
211
845
EF86
KT66

E88CC
ECC88
E8OCC
E81CC
E280F
E288CC
ECC81
ECC82
ECC83
EL34

12.50
10.50
0.95
3.95
1.50
3.15
1.95
0.95
1.50
14.95
23.00
3.50
5.00

TEI_EX
966171
11:15-P1V1

6.95
2.50
1.85
3.50
3.35
2.50
2.75
4.50
4.50
9.95
3.50
16.00
5.95

GENERAL ELECTRIC
12AT7/ECC81
12AU7/ECC82
12AX7A/ECC83
6CA7
6L6GC
5751WA
6080
6550A
7027A
7189A
7868
8417
KT66
211

3.95
3.95
3.95
10.00
9.50
5.50
8.50
13.95
12.50
7.50
8.50
9.95
11.95
25.00

6.50
3.50
25.00
5.50
1950
17.50
3.50
2.50
2.50
4.50

AU DIOQUEST INTERCONNECTING
CABLES
'Tighter imagery. smoother vocals, harderhitting drums and abetter sense of space: Not
the result of spending afortune upgrading
your whole system, but simply how New
Sound described the effects of Audio Quest
interconnecting cables.
Interconnecting cable is a vital component of your system, but one that's often
overlooked. Unless your cables are of top
quality, and specially designed for the job,
you'll be losing alot uf your music in transit;
particularly between CD player and amplifier.
What's more, as What IliFi? pointed
out.
don't need to own asuperfi system to
enjoy the benefit. So long as there's a decent
signal coming from your turntable or CI)
player the cables are likely to be an effective
upgrade'.
There are six interconnecting cables in
the Audio Quest range, one to suit every budget.
The more expensive the cable, the better its
materials and construction, and the better its
ability to transmit clean, clear and beautiful
music.
To find out more about haw Audio Quest
products can realise your hi-fi's true potential,
whatever sort of music you listen to, call at
your nearest Arcam dealer.

ARCAM
N11 F,
5181
OF It 0101.11 EST PRODUCTS 1.1 THE UK

For more information and details ofyour nearest Arrant dealer
please telephone or write:

Now to buy: You may phone our sales desk 0474
560521 124 hour answering service) and order by
credit card or send your order with cheque/postal
order and we will despatch all ex stock items the
same day.
UK orders p&p E1.00 per order.
Please add 15% VAT to prices shown.
Export orders welcome, carriage at cost.

EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
alot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23. with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and Acc.
Ang. down to 15 Degrees or have a
"one off" special built, up to 32
elements.

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17 ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9dEi F to B 33 7dB L 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM. arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 136 element.
* British built and designed to withstand our weather for 5guaranteed
years.
* Interested D.I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range
of masts, brackets, rotors, cables, and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within anominal 150 mile
radius of LUTON. Full details of this service available on receipt of a
large S.A.E. which will bring you our complete " Aerial Guide" which
is much more than just alist of our products and prices, and carries
details of all our services, including MAIL ORDER and site surveys.

SEE THE REST, THEN FOR THE BEST, CALL
RON SMITH

.4&R Cambridge Limited, Denny Industrial Centre, Ritterbearh,

AERIALS

Cambridge CBS 9PB, England. Telephone: (0223)861550 (24 hours)

98 ASH ROAD LUTON BEDS.
Day - Luton 36561 9.0 to 6.0 Eve - Luton 29560 after 730 pm
Shop Hours: 9.0 to 6.0. Closed Wednesday
5Minutes from M1 Motorway. Turnoff No. 11
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RADIO
hen the announcement came
through that there was to be
continuous ball-by- ball coverage of the official England tour to the West
Indies, many could hardly believe their
ears! Just months before, a proclamation
that the new mediumwave-only Radio 5
service would carry a mixture of sport
and education meant that the future for
the Test Match Special team looked less
than bright. Indeed it spurred veteran
commentator Brian Johnston to make
some moving comments ( see ' Radio'
August '89), while the rest of the team no
doubt scanned the 'Situations Vacant'.
And so it was that the BBC sent
producer Peter Baxter and cricket correspondent Christopher Martin-Jenkins ( ably
supported by summarizers in the shape of
Test player David Gower, Vic Marks, and
Mike SeIvey) to trail the England team
around the Caribbean. For the folk stuck
at home it was excellent — live commentary from a foreign cricket tour, but at
unsociable hours because of the time
differences. Thus Radio Three would be
heard broadcasting into the night... or at
least that was the intention.
They say all best-laid plans go awry, and
this was no exception. As Peter Baxter
explained, it was not only the weather
which was against them. ' During the One
Day International in Guyana, we had
experienced great difficulty in reaching
London. Iwas given various excuses by
the local telecom. "You have no booking,"
was one. "There is some question of
payment" was another and, more enigmatically, "There are negotiations":
At Bourda, though, it was the weather
which disrupted transmissions. 'The GBC
engineer had turned up, despite the monsoon conditions, wired- in the antique
mixer and left apair of headphones and a
microphone.' The fact that there was no
means of connecting the latter did not
hamper coverage of the proceedings
because Peter Baxter found something
suitable in his personal emergency bag!
He recalls the moment that, devoid of the
engineer's aid but guided by ahelpful call
from Guyanese Telecom, contact was
established with Broadcasting House. ' It
was an emotional moment' despite the
lack of cricket.
Technology apart, the mixer installed
allowed only one-way traffic — so when
they were broadcasting, Peter and CMJ
couldn't hear London! Circuits from many
parts of the West Indies seemed barely
adequate for the medium wave reception
conditions we were experiencing at home
— narrow-band is not the phrase. Iunderstand that the lines were booked as
'four-wires' but that the term seems to
have various definitions around the globe!
Although the Tour was sponsored by
Cable and Wireless, its 'writ' did not run
to Guyana and, with only ten telephone
lines to Britain, Peter recalled that it was a
nightmare to get through, especially when
the newspaper reporters' deadlines
loomed. However he joyfully pointed out
Ill II \ I
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that the tour was not altogether a technical nightmare and in both Trinidad and
Jamaica the broadcasting hosts were most
co-operative. But when they reached Barbados. The plug was virtually pulled on
Radio Three's Test Match Special after
West Indian listeners complained about
remarks made by Christopher MartinJenkins who was augmenting the local
Voice of Barbados' coverage. The station
outsted CMJ after his remarks about the
slow over-rate and Viv Richards' over- thetop appeal when Rob Bailey was out.
Radio Three, not to be out done, and
with quick thinking from producer Peter
Baxter, created a make-shift commentary
position in a room beside the VoB box.
Luckily Baxter has the foresight to carry a
COOBE — asuitcase-sized piece of equipment containing Commentator Operated
Outside Broadcast Equipment.
So to the fifth and final Test in Antigua
where the BBC contingent had to squeeze
into the tiny Press Box high above the
Recreation Ground because there was no
seperate radio facility. ' It was always
planned to do our own thing in Antigua
because we have so many people available', said aBBC spokesman, although any
listener will have realized that the conditions were far from ideal.
CMJ had to begin his commentary on
the telephone after he was told by the
local radio station that the BBC had not
paid their broadcasting fee. Peter Baxter
came up trumps again and convinced the
bureaucrats that the BBC did have a
contract and the broadcast went ahead on
the proper circuits. The only problems
then were the constant typing from the
newspaper hacks hehind, and the sound of
telephones ringing plus shouts of: 'anyone
seen Lawton?', and 'call for CMJ'!
Full marks to BBC Sport for undertaking
the venture — let's hope more orderly
coverage may continue when adedicated
radio sports network is established.

People's radio
The French have their fair share of industrial disputes and Radio France is no
exception. Our shot of its headquarters
building in Paris shows the banner proclaiming: ' Calling Hector! No response
from Radio France. On strike! Radio
France, the people's radio'. This latest
action was the longest in the radio station's history and, although the journalists

TREVOR

BUTLER

worked normally, there were no technicians to operate the studio equipment.
Consequently the four national programmes and 44 local radio stations rebroadcast the classical- music programme Hector from its satelite source. A settlement
resulted in a pay offer from the management which, although it was just half that
demanded by the union, represented a
doubling of the initial offer.

War veteran
Many older readers will be sorry to hear
of the death, at 79, of the BBC's former
wartime correspondent Robert Dunnett.
He was one of asmall group of reporters
assigned to cover the invasion of Europe
and was the first journalist to set foot on
the Normandy beaches in July 1944,
coming ashore with the US Army before
reaching liberated Paris. After the War he
was one of a BBC team of three selected
to cover the Royal Tour of South Africa.
It is also with regret that we have to
record the death of senior sports commentator Peter Jones, who was 60. He
collapsed while covering the Boat Race.
Peter was regarded as one of Radio's most
celebrated and respected broadcasters,
having spent 25 years with the BBC.

Local compression
BBC Local Radio stations are joining the
current fad of making their signals more
'sexy, and pulse-racing' through the addition of compression. GMR in Manchester
has opted for the Innovonics 250 system
for its FM transmitter. Between 2and 4pm
on March 14 chief engineer Roy Hawes
and his team adjusted the levels while the
station radiated non-stop music. Those
who said this was an improvement to the
usual Norman Thomas Show were just
being cruel. But GMR's output does now
sound louder and this, it hopes, will make
people tune in rather than spinning past it
on the dial. The question this practice
undoubtedly raises is whether it is necessary where the output is not confined to
predistorted pop, but includes jazz, classical, and a high percentage of speech.
The overall aim is seen, by some, as an
attempt to gain listeners at any price.+
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'HS' Range
Higher mass stands that can
be used filled or unfilled
allowing the desired
characteristics to be
imparted. Will add weight
and authority to the lower
registers.
T' Series Stands
A new range of light, rigid
stands which allow the
speakers own 'sound' to
T50

HS 20

remain intact.
TT1 & n2
Both awarded Hi Fi Choice
"Best Buy" status. These
wall and floor supports offer
ultimate performance.
TT5
Part of a range of multi- shelf
equipment racks offering real
performance improvements
where space is at apremium.

Just a small selection of our
range of over 50 models.
For new colour brochure
giving details of our
TT2

complete range and for
dealer information, contact:

Units 3&4, Townsend Centre,
Blackburn Road,
Houghton Regis,
Dunstable LU5 5BG
Tel: ( 0582) 472037
Fax: ( 0582) 472039
TT5

HEADROOM
anic may ensue, but it is my duty to
report to you the latest developments in the Armor-All- as-a-CDtreatment saga. What follows is afax from
Stereophi le's Sam Tellig which reached
me just before the deadline for this issue. I
have chosen to reprint Sam's missive
verbatim, and I refer the most nervous
among you to its closing sentences, in
(my) italics.
'I am hearing alarming reports which
suggest that the use of Armor All Protectorant, long term, may damage — indeed,
even ruin — a CD. That is, the stuff may
alter the polycarbonate play side of the
CD so the disc becomes unplayable.
'Until these reports are sorted out, the
prudent thing to do is to STOP USING
ARMOR
ALL
PROTECTORANT
IMMEDIATELY [ on CDs — KKI. The sonic
benefits of Armor All are not at issue here.
What is, is the life of the CD itself. One
report, from Scott Nixon of Analogic
Design Group, is particularly alarming. He
tried using Armor All four or five years ago
and has discovered that discs treated then
have had their play surfaces destroyed.
Other factors may be at work — storage
conditions, etc. But the possibility exists
that it was the Armor All that done in the
discs ( sic).
'There may be better ways of doing it,
but Ifind that Dawn Dishwashing Detergent in warm water seems to remove
most if not all of the Armor All. Ihave
been treating each washed disc, once
dried, with Rain X, which seems to
remove any remaining residue of Armor
All Protectorant and shine up the disc
anew. Iam using one cotton ball to apply,
another to buff. So far Ihave not lost any
discs. But I cannot vouch for the longterm effects of such treatment.'
Aside from feeling like an absolute y**z
for publicizing this tweak, Ican only add
my apologies and that NO BLAME WHATSOEVER SHOULD BE DIRECTED AT
ARMOR ALL The company sells the treatment for car trim, not CDs, and they have
not — to the best of my knowledge — ever
advocated its use on CDs. To blame them
would be like blaming a paint manufacturer because you chose to use its product as an eye-wash. So, if any of your CDs
are at risk, do not write to Armor All about
it. All you can do is try Sam's clean-up
with washing-up liquid ( though Ihaven't
aclue as to what ' Rain X' is, nor do Iwish
to advocate the use of yet another untested solution on your CDs). My own
Armor All'd CDs have yet to show any
signs of damage.
The lesson here is obvious: avoid — as I
shall in the future — any tweaks with even
the most remote potential for damaging
your property. Positioning tweaks? Fine.
New shelves? No problem. But if it comes
out of a bottle, use it at your own risk.
Not unrelated to the above is record
cleaning, with its own set of potential
hazards. But record salvation will become
increasingly more important as the LP
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nears its demise and no collector can
remain blasé about the subject. Although
it's still possible to replace worn or
damaged LPs ( leaving aside the thought
that you might be replacing a cherished
'first pressing' for a reissue made from
20-year-old tapes), we will soon reach the
point where you either replace a lost LP
with a CD or pray that you can find a
playable second-hand LP. It stands to
reason, then, that if you prefer to hear
recordings made prior to 1983 via the
format for which they were intended you
should be extra careful in future. ( Note
that I'm not being precious about this, as
Editor Harris has convincing arguments
about preferring to hear pre- 1947 recordings on 78s.)
As much as this is a public service
message, it's also a testimonial to a
machine which impresses me more and
more — at least, whenever Iborrow one.
Indeed, so sorry was Ito see the back of
the VPI record cleaner which was collected along with the Finial Laser Turntable that I've placed an order for one
with the Accessories Club.
Up to now, I've never actually felt the
need to own one because Iagree with
Steve Harris that the only thing which
should touch an LP is the stylus or maybe
adry brush like the Decca or Hunt EDA.
(Note to Sam Tellig, who said that cleaning records is ' not British': every record
cleaner on the planet owes something to
either Keith Monks or Cecil Watts or
Percy Wilson.) On the other hand, Ifind
myself buying more and more used
records in adesperate rush to fill the gaps
in my collection.
Prior to the 'pending demise' of the LP,
Isaw no reason to hurry, but this period
in the history of hi-fi is one of paranoia for
the vinyl junkie. Besides, I'm not going to
pass up the opportunity presented by
those who are ditching their LP collections en masse for CD. My local secondhand vendor has been unearthing treasures with afrequency which is taxing my
bank account. Because of this, I find
myself grabbing LPs which I never
thought I'd find, and many of them are in
need of serious resuscitation. This is
where the VPI makes its entrance.
Good as Iknew it to be, Ididn't realize
just how stunning ajob it could do until I
needed its skills to prepare LPs for the
Finial. Before Ilet it go ( sigh ...), Itried a
number of tests using combinations of
new and used records, on the Finial and
on conventional players, and IN EVERY
SINGLE CASE the VPI reduced surface
noise and ' opened the sound'. And that
includes brand new discs. As for the
virtual write-offs, I reckon that the VPI
will pay for itself by salvaging even more
of those discs out of the 50p pile which I
would have otherwise chosen to ignore.
Ihave not done 'side-by-side' comparisons with the Keith Monks or the Nitty
Gritty machines. If I can point to any
reason for preferring the VPI, it's the
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ergonomics. The Monks machine is too
much like hard work, while the Nitty
Gritty's vacuum suck- up system, lack of a
platter and upside-down cleaning method
doesn't appeal to my sense of design. For
all I know, though, they may even be
better. As for the cleaning solutions, well,
Idon't want to invite another scare like
the Armor All situation, but I have no
qualms whatsoever about subjecting my
discs to the alcohol/water mixture Iused
with the VPI.
And, no, I don't know if a VPI will
remove Armor All. +
Readers who are worried about CDs
which were treated with Armor All may
wish to contact Sam Tellig who will
continue with his investigations Write
to him do Stereophile, 208 Delgado,
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501, USA Please
mark your letters Please Forward —
Armor All Quety'.

Acousta4 whose speaker was detailed
last month, now has a UK distributor. All
enquiries should be directed to Diamond
Imports at 67 High Street, Ileathfiel4
East Sussex.
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NEWS

Our superb service is the same,
regardless of price.
Featured systems this month:
OXFORD ACOUSTICS CRYSTALETTE
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 MKII
ARAGON 4004
MAGNEPLANAR 1.4
MARANTZ CD941I/ARAGON D2A
and
REVOLVER TURNTABLE
MARANTZ CD50
CAMBRIDGE P50
ROGERS LS4a

'scion
1
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CLECTROMCI

DATASOUND
NOW
FULL RANGE OF MISSION
ELECTRONICS ( INC. TUNER!) AND
SPEAKERS AVAILABLE FOR
AUDITION IN OUR LISTENING ROOM

Also on dem:
NEW Aragon D2A — Home trial available
Nakamichi CR3 * Linx Theta
Linx Vega
Proton A13000 * Marantz CD5OSE/60SE/80
SD Acoustics OBS * Wharfedale 505.2
Rogers LS6a * Classic 30 * Cambridge C/A 70
Sonus Faber * Krell KSA80* Cambridge CD3
Nakamichi CDP2 * Proceed CD
Formal opening hours: 10am-6pm,
Tuesday to Saturday; closed Monday
Individual consultations bookable
Home demonstrations apleasure
Custom Home Installations
Full service back-up
Part Exchange
Instant Credit
Major credit cards accepted
Agencies include: Oxford Acoustics, Audio Research, Apogee, Air Tangent,
Counterpoint, Koetsu, Krell, Magneplanar, PS Audio, Sonos Faber, Aragon, Audio
Technica, Cambridge Audio, Goldring, Linx, Marantz, Micromega, Ortofon, Rogers, SD
Acoustics, Stax, Thorens, Wharfedale, Discwasher, Foundation, Hunt EDA, Kimber, Lift,
Sennheiser, Slate Audio, Target, That's Tape, QED, van den Hul, Cardas Cable, Shan
Acoustics, Nakamichi, Proton, SME, Revolver, Philips, JPW, Revox etc.
MARANTZ DLT-1
Upgrade your CD player with this
amazing black box
home trial— no problem!

WE ARE AGENTS FOR:
ACOUSTIC ENERGY • AIWA
AR • ARCAM • ARISTON • B+W
• CAMBRIDGE • CELEF •
CELESTIONU DENON • DUAL a
HECO • JPVV • KENVVOOD •
MARANTZ • MISSION II
MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAD •
ONKYO I3 PANASONIC • PROAC
• OED • ROTEL • SANSUI •
SENNHEISER • SONY • TANDY •
TARGET • TECHNICS

LARGE RANGE OF POPULAR COMPACT
DISCS AT ONLY f9.99
• EXTENSIVE RANGE OF POPULAR AND CLASSICAL CD'S

NAKAMICHI CR1
Now £295.00
Incl. 10 free tapes

Part- Exchange Bargains include:
Audio Research DII5 II £ 1695; Magneplanar MG1b £ 595
Linn LP12/Ittok £ 550

Oxford Audio Consultants
Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford ( 0865) — 790879 ( 24hr. service)
Write or telephone for appointments or our comprehensive
information pack
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•ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS • UP TO £ 1000 INSTANT CREDIT
ACCEPTED
( SUBJECT TO STATUS)

* 23 SOUTH ST, DORKING
(0306) 882897
* 31 SADLERS WALK
CHICHESTER,
SUSSEX
(0243) 533963
(Hi Fi Accessories &
Compact Discs Only)
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Pressing demands
Visiting Pioneer's optical disc factory

Tomorrow's technology
Bany Fox gives an ()I'm-lieu'

Laser Disc looks ahead
The _future id .the audio ,video disc

High automation
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COVENT GARDEN RECQR
AT

CHARING CROSS ROAD
LONDON WC2H OJA
Tel: 071-379 7635/7427
Fax: 071-836-1345
Open Mon - Sat 10.00 am - 7.30 pm 2 mins from Leicester Sq Tube

THE COMPLETE SERVICE TO ALL MUSIC LOVERS
AT LONDON'S FINEST COMPACT DISC CENTRE

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

QUALITY AUDIO
We stock an excellent range of some of the best audio
equipment and loudspeakers available from famous names
such as Arcam, Audiolab, B&W, Celestion, Denon, Marantz,
Meridian, Mission Cyrus, NAD Monitor, Nakamichi, Philips,
Pioneer, Quad, Revox, Rogers, Sennheiser, Sony,
Technics, Van den Hul, Yamaha and more.

NEW RELEASES
Classical full price new releases only £9.95 and mid price £6.95
per CD for the first 30 days after issue: Decca, DG, Philips, EMI,
CBS, RCA and selected others.

LISTENING FACILITIES
Not only the cheapest new releases in town but also full
individual listening facilities — listen before you buy.

DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION
Free delivery within London area on selected Hi Fi systems.
Installation service provided. Orders actioned within 24 hours
subject to stock availability.

8,000 CDs IN STOCK
A continually updated and growing stock of the best classical
compact discs.

DEMONSTRATION
Two private demonstration rooms to audition your future
purchase. Demonstration room can be pre- booked. Just phone
to make an appointment.

SECONDHAND
Secondhand CDs bought and sold, on sale from £ 1.99.

SERVICING
Full up-to-date department for servicing and CD Player upgrading by qualified technicians.

TOKEN SCHEME
Unique scheme of one token for each CD you buy ( value £ 10.95
and over) entitles you to afree CD when you have collected ten
to the value of £ 10.95.

CDV
Compact Disc Video now on sale and on demonstration.
Phillips, Marantz and Pioneer ( universal) players now available.
Full range of 5", 8" and lr CDV in stock. List of universal CDV &
LV now available. Please phone for details.

SPECIALISTS IN CD PLAYERS
Over 45 CD Players in stock and on demonstration.
From £ 149 to £ 5,000.

FULL RANGE of Mission Speakers 761 to 767 in stock and on
demonstration.
Designed for every type of room and every type o' pocket.
5 YEAR WARRANTY on all MISSION Speakers.
Stockist of COMPLETE RANGE of CYRUS audiophile products:
Cyrus One, Two, PSX, Tuner, 781, 782, speakers and the
renowned PCM2 CD Player.
Ir

Featuring complete range of MISSION and CYRUS
ACCESSORIES.
These outstanding products set new standards for reoroducing
music as originany performed.
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OFF
DISCS

£1

WHEN YOU BUY A
CD PLAYER (OR AUDIO

ON PURCHASE OF

COMPONENTS OVER £5001

5 CDs OVER £9.95

Bring this coupon in during
MAY/JUNE
and get El off your next
50 cos over £6.99 this year

Sale & Spec.' offer goods excluded. Valid to end June 1990

OFF

ize
ON PURCHASE OF
1CD OVER £9.95

OFF

84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
No Tokens Given Valid to end June 1990

84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
No Tokens Given Valid to end June 1990
HFN/6/90
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WHAT'S

NEW FROM

JAPAN

News
SHARP RESEARCH COMING TO OXFORD
A major international electronics
company is to establish its
research and development centre
in England. Sharp will conduct
fundamental research in optoelectronics at the new Oxford Science
Park, due to be completed by the
end of 1991, in acommitment to
develop basic technology for
future products and information
technology aimed at Europe.
Both the Government and

Oxford University have welcomed
the move. Sharp is expected to
recruit most of its employees from
the UK to form ateam headed by
Dr Clive Bradley, currently chief
science adviser to the Cabinet.
Research at Oxford will include
use of Sharp's laser technology,
language processing by applying
artificial intelligence, and information exchange on high-definition
television and electronics.

TOSHIBA TOWARDS TOMORROW'S TECHNOLOGY

LONDON CALLING YAMAHA JAPAN
From behind arather plain facade
in London's West End, high
powered suggestions are being
sent to Japan... suggestions which
could radically alter the shape of
music and recording techniques.
Behind the Yamaha Music Pulse
Shop in Conduit Street, the giant
Japanese electronics company
established its European R&D Centre in January 1987. The aim is to
provide a communications channel between the designers and
end-users of the company's professional products in the world of
hi-tech musical instruments and
sound recording.
Accommodation at Conduit
Street comprises two research
laboratories, an office area linked
to Japan, conference room and
studio facility divided into two
areas. The playing area is linked to
the control room by alarge number of audio circuits together with
MIDI lines — the communications
language used for control information. The Studio is also equipped
with an Assisted Acoustics System
which uses advanced digital signal
processing to lengthen the natural
0.3sec reverberant time of the
room by as much as 2 seconds.
This system differs from artificial
reverberation ( found on mixing
desks) by being interactive with
room acoustics, and tailored for its
location. ( Pictured above, is the
Studio ready for off. Ceiling mies
are for the assisted acoustics.)
The adjoining Control room has
a 40-input recording console to
support a 24-track tape machine.
The existing Mitsubishi 16-track
digital machine will be supplemented when the whole operation goes fully digital as the R&D
Centre installs Yamaha's stationary - head multi- track system
reported in 'News' last month. Also
on the digital front, Yamaha's
DMP7D digital mixers — with 24bit resolution — allow mix-down
entirely in the digital domain. This
was the first professional audio
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product to result from the efforts
of the staff at Conduit Street, and it
is perhaps fitting that it is to be
employed there.
The tasks undertaken by the
small team at the R&D Centre can
be considered three-fold. In the
short-term, prototypes in the final
stages of production are evaluated
and code written for synthesizer
pre-set sounds. Mid-term work
means examining ways to enhance
existing Yamaha products, gaining
hands-on experience and 'soliciting' feedback from end- users,
while the long-term tasks of the
Centre are more complicated. A
careful eye must be kept on likely
future trends of the Industry;
emerging new technology must be
examined, and its likely impact
evaluated. As with recordable
optical disk, Japan will want to
know whether it should be
involved with the product in
Europe and will be looking to the
R&D Centre for its answer. To
complicate matters, the brief
extends not only to technical but
musical areas. It is not surprising
therefore that all at the Centre are
accomplished musicians.
While the DSP Labs Centre in
Japan is concerned with LSI
design, London is regaided as the
recording capital of the world, so
Japan expects operational suggestions and information on applications and functions of Yamaha
equipment in the field. The Tokyo
R&D Centre is concerned more
with artistes' relations.
One of the latest projects to be
undertaken has resulted in an advanced digital synthesizer. The
SY77 costs £2,000 and incorporates much of the design input
supplied by London: thus it holds
16-bit digital samples, processes in
24-bit signals and uses a 22-bit
output DAC. While the SY77 was
in development for some twelve
months, the IS1 research behind it
goes back some 18 months and is a
continuous on-going project.
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One Japanese electronics giant
keen not to lag behind its rivals in
the 1990s is Toshiba. As aresult of
the recent merger of two divisions
handing audio and video separately, anumber of hi-tech projects
are in the pipe-line. These include
trying to prevent dust settling on
the TV screen, improvements in
television sound and development
of ISND — the Integrated Services
Digital Network, which is aimed
initially at improving internal and
external communication.
Working from a base in the
suburbs of Tokyo, the ULSI
Research Centre is world leader in
the production of 1Mbit D-RAMs,
producing around 9 million per
month and accounting for a third
of the total world market. In order
to maintain this position, work is
underway to develop a 5Mbit D-

RAM with acapacity equivalent to
over 52,000 characters.
Toshiba expects that by the year
2000 developing links between
audio and video products will lead
to integrated entertainment and
information systems
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SONY STECHNOFAIR CONQUERS TECHNOFEAR
A recent Sony event held in Tokyo
outlined the many and varied
directions of the company's current research and development
from compact disc, optoelectronics, home AN, personal A/V, computers and semiconductors, to
mobile electronics. A wide sphere
of activity to take the company
through the 1990s as leaders in
their field.
A joint development with Philips has resulted in a prototype
CD-I player specifically desinged
for an advanced CD-I format for
the addition of images to digital
sound signals on conventional
12cm CDs to offer interactive
sound and image for the home. A
variation on the CD theme has led
to development by Sony on a
portable CD-MO recorder based
on magneto-optical technology for
repeated recording and playback.
One disc accommodates seventy
four minutes of material and may
be recorded a million times without wear.
Regarded as a major achievement necessary for further advances in high density recording
disc technology is a semiconductor laser emitting a 579nm
wavelength — today's shortest laser

wavelength. Other work in the
optical laboratory has resulted in
the world's first blue light emitting
diode.
Signal processing technology
advancement has led to acompact
speaker intended to match the
sound quality of larger designs —a
task undertaken by many in the
past! Sony has ended up with an
active design with extended bass
response and low mid and high
range distortion.

Block diagram of Sony's new
component speaker
Although some developments
never see light of day in the shops,
Sony takes its research seriously
and uses the information its
gathers in product development. A
recent addition to the range has
been a DAT recorder complete
with off-tape monitoring.
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BRITISH BUILT AUDIOPHILE PRODUCTS have launched an
exciting new design by Bill Beard. An integrated 50 watts/
channel Line Stage valve amplifier that sounds seductive when
matched with most types of speaker. Ahigh performance
product that offers exceptional value for money. ( See Ken
Kessler's review in HiFi News — February 1990.) Demand is
already outstripping supply so don't delay — ring today for a
dem' appointment and get in on awinner!
Vinyl lovers, panic not, Bill Beard has a
Phono stage to follow.

£995

*Exclusive London Dealer
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M208 PRO COMPACT DISC PLAYER
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/MERIDIAN

Its great to see aBritish product lead the world in its field.
Using ' Bit stream' technology and designed by Bob Stuart the
Meridian 208 is quite simply the most natural sounding CD
Player we have heard. It also doubles as afully operational
line stage pre- amp ( phono stage optiona ) and comes with
remote control.
Atrue audiophile product that will appeal to all music lovers.

£1490
"LITTLE PINK THING" TURNTABLE

PINK
TRIANGLE
17
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Pink Triangle formed some years ago by Arthur & Neil have
been responsible for several world renowned audiophile
products such as the " original" turntable and the " PIP" preamp. Their latest ' baby' is the award winning " Little Pink
Thing" turntable. Anyone considering buying adeck at a
moderate price must consider the LPT. Certainly one of the
finest sounding mid- price turntables and this ' baby' is also
blessed with stunning good looks. You can also get the
famous Pink lid for just £15 extra.
Finished in Nextel

£345

inished in

Piano Black

£389

STOP PRESS
DELTEC PDM 1 Dto A converter,
stunning reviews, from stock now!

INTEREST- FREE
CREDIT 0% APR
Spend a minimum of £ 550 at our
normal prices. Pay a deposit of 10%
and the balance in six monthly
instalments without any charge for
interest
HALF PRICE CREDIT PLAN
Spend a minimum of £ 553 at our
normal prices. Pay adeposit of 10%
and the balance in 12 monthly
instalments.
FLAT RATE 8% - APR.15.4`)/0
FULL TERM CREDIT
Also available at competitive rates with
18-36 months to pay.
(Full written details on request. KJ Leisuresound
are licensed credit brokers)
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FIND US
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Acoustic Energy, Alexander, Apogee,
Arcam, Audiolab, Audioplan, Audio
26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET, Research, Beard, Cambridge, Celestion,
LONDON W1M 7LH
Counterpoint, Creek, Croft, Denon,
DNM, Epos, Harbeth, KEF, Kiseki,
TEL: 01 1486 8262/8263
Koetsu, Krell, Linn, Linx, Magneplanar,
Fax: 01487 3452
Marant, Martin Logan, Meridian,
•from 6th May changes to ( 071)
Michell, Micromega, Mission,
Open: Mon- Sat loam-6pm Mod Squad, Musical Fidelity,
Thurs until 7pm
Nakamichi, Oracle, Pink Triangle,
Pro-Ac, PS. Audio, QED, Quad, Revox,
"Worldw de Export"
Rogers, Rotel, S.D. Acoustics, SME,
Sonus Faber, S.P. Audio, Spendor,
VISA
Spica, Stax, Systemdek, Tannoy, Voyd,
1123:Cil
Yamaha, Zeta.
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Pressing Demands
Poised to open a
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factory in Britain,
Pioneer is deeply
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Video CD format
by Trevor Butler

t's big business in Japan and
other parts of the world yet,
despite several launches and
achange of name, compact disc
with pictures has so far failed to
take off in the UK consumer
electronics market. Pioneer was
involved from the early days, and
aspecial wholly-owned sub
division, Pioneer Video
Corporation, was established in
1977 for the development and
manufacture of the LaserDisc for
both consumer and industrial
markets world-wide. To date, the
medium has applications
spanning education, computer
peripherals and entertainment.
Although the term LaserDisc
was originally the Pioneer brand
name for its own range of
products, and Philips sailed
along with CD-V, recent
extensive consultation between
the companies and other majors
like Matsushita and Sony
resulted in the term LaserDisc
being adopted as the generic
term — an action which all
concerned hope will at last
firmly establish the LaserDisc
system in the consumer market.
For Pioneer, the launch of the
medium centred around 1978:
in Europe Philips used the term
Laser Vision. Digital sound was
later introduced in NTSC
countries, although it was 1987
before it came to Europe, with a
re-launch by Philips ayear later
after the PAL-standard 'CD-V'
players that had been promised
had failed to reach the market.
The number of LaserDisc titles
available to the Japanese reached
9351 by January this year, while
it still remains hard to find
realistic quantities in British
stores.
In Japan, Pioneer has full
confidence in the product and
has two plants, Kokubo and
Tatomi, with around athousand
employees — 700 personnel
being involved in actual
production and afurther 285 in
engineering and administration.
HI.FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Pioneer began pressing in the
Spring of 1981 and has, to date,
made some 53 million gold
discs, representing the largest
capacity in the world.
The process involved to
produce aLaserDisc through the
mastering, pressing, lacquering,
and checking stages is very
similar to that used in making
audio-only CDs. Each master is
capable of many thousands of
copies, although the original is
carefully checked, in situ, after
every 500 discs are produced.
The atmosphere at Pioneer's
factory is much cleaner than
anything Ihave encountered at

The A and B sides are bonded to form a
single, gold LV disc

ordinary CD plants. Everyone
entering the factory floor is fully
clad in dust-free suits, face
masks, gloves, and over-shoes, as
well as being subjected to an air
shower. Even then the highly
automated machinery is housed
behind thick plastic curtains in
individually air-conditioned and
purified areas.
The first process is to produce
amaster tape from the recorded
material supplied; here an FM
modulated laser masters aglass
disc with pits to record the
information before nickel layers
JUNE 1990

are added to produce a 'stamper'
which is coated, cut, and centre
punched. An injection moulding
machine then takes over to
produce two discs which are
sandwiched to form the finished
LaserDisc containing the signal
on the inner sides.
Automation is at the heart of
the production with robotics
being employed in preference to
people in the more monotonous
areas. Human effort is there just
to oversee the operation, but it
takes over when it comes to
checking. While machines are
able to undertake the initial
quality control of the finished
discs, it takes the skill of the
human eye, ear and brain to
determine whether discs
rejected by the robot are really
rejects.
Four production lines are
currently operating, with afifth
being constructed behind huge
floor- to-ceiling blue tarpaulins at
the far end of the factory which
is large enough to cope with
further expansion. The sheer
speed with which each part of
the process is completed is
phenomenal. Dr Who's K9
would feel at home in the plant
as automatic dog-like vehicles
carry partly-completed discs
from one area of the complex to
the next. This eliminates
handling of the LaserDiscs and
cuts down on personnel
employed on mindless tasks.
In the early days at Kofu there
was ahigh reject rate with only
some 30 per cent of master tapes
made being used for the pressing
stage. Today that figure has been
substantially reduced and
Pioneer is now able to quote a
90 per cent success rate at the
mastering stage. As far as the
pressed discs are concerned, a
98 per cent success rate is now
attainable compared with just 50
per cent when the plant opened.
Productivity has improved,
too, over the past ten years with
just 14 seconds now required to

make each disc — over twice as
fast as early attempts. Efficiency
has continually improved and
over 2million discs per month
roll off the machinery.
Power cuts are no problem
because the plant has its own
independent electricity supply
from an adjacent power station
which has three oil generators.
This was necessary because the
local electricity supply company
was not able to provide sufficient
power for all the machinery.
The Plant Manager Dr
Masahiko Tamura explained that
while it is mainly NTSC discs
which are produced, PAL discs
for Britain have been produced
in limited quantity, but the

LaserDisc demonstrations in Pioneer's
Tokyo showrooms

marketing has been severely
hampered by copyright
problems. Pioneer foresees no
technical problems in producing
good quality PAL discs upon
demand: software which would
be fully digital. Definite plans for
aLaserDisc plant in the UK are
not confirmed although it still
seems likely that the new
Wakefield site will be used.
Looking to the future, Dr
Tamura said that work was
already being carried out on a
re-recordable LaserDisc system
in ajoint venture with KDD
allowing some 30 minutes of
sound and pictures in analogue
format. The company is hoping
to start production within two
years and although initially
professional and commercial
markets will be targeted, it is
hoped that amodel suitable for
home use will also be developed.
While two other systems are
known to be available, Pioneer
says that one can record up to
only five minutes of sound and
pictures, and the second is
suitable for only one recording.
Other applications for the
DAE type of WORM disc include
recording news cuttings, and a
new plant north of Tokyo is to
provide additional pressing
capacity of up to 10 million units
per month on a24 hour nonstop 365 days ayear rota ...431

THE UNTOUCHABLES
Pinewood Music has on permanent demonstration what is undoubtedly the
finest compact disc player in the world. It is the KRELL DIGITAL MD- 1 CD
turntable and the KRELL DIGITAL SBP-64X signal processor.
As the Goldmund Reference — which we also have on demonstration — shows
what can be achieved from analogue sources, so the Krell instruments
demonstrate what is possible from digital.
Some of you may have heard this player at the Penta HiFi show last year and
been impressed, but what you heard there was no more than an early
prototype. What we have at Pinewood is the ultimate statement in current digital
technology. We have compared the Krell to other outstanding and well
received devices, but for the foreseeable future we see this as the untouchable.
Of course it represents afairly massive investment, but it should be remembered
that the processor is user-upgradeable and both pieces are designed to set a
reference standard for many years.
The design is exquisite and can be likened to apiece of modern sculpture. The
build quality, as with every Krell instrument, is impeccable. Musically, and most
importantly, the MD- 1and the SBP-64X have an openness, sweetness, detail
and dynamics that vary from the seductive to the shattering.
Telephone for ademonstration and hear them playing through apair of Krell
Reference KRS-200 monos driving our WATTS and PUPPIES.
Barry White never sounded better, Dan ...
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'Martins', Church Lane, Goodworth Clatford,
Andover, Hampshire SP11 7HL.
Telephone Andover (0264) 57536
Seven days aweek service

Agents for:
Apogee, Audio Research, Classé Audio, Goldmund, Koetsu, Krell, Krell
Digital, Krell Reference, Magneplanar, Mandrake, Micro-Seiki, Sicomin,
Sonus Faber, Theta Digital, Well Tempered Lab, W BT.
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Pinewood Music is aspecialist dealer for ABSOLUTE SOUNDS Ltd
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Tomorrow's Technology
'Japanese homes have
no more room for
anything new — unless
they throw something
else away, or put it on
top of the refrigerator'
Houses in japan's oldest cuy, Kyoto
by Barry Fox
Panasonic miniaturized stereo S- VHS recorder/monitor
swe look forward to
the nineties it's timely
to recall that there will
never be another 'eighties. The
decade brought more radical
changes in consumer electronics
than the world has seen before
or will probably ever see again.
When the dust finally settles
on the thawing of East-West
relations, glasnost and breaching
of the Berlin Wall, the
technologies of film, TV, radio,
home video and satellite
reception will emerge as the
prime movers of change — just as
the first live TV coverage of a
war, in Vietnam, showed the
American public what was being
done in their name.
In the 'eighties it became no
longer possible to keep news a
secret. Even fiction and drama
rely on reality as abackdrop. It is
impractical for any country to
jam all foreign radio and TV
signals, without jamming its
local stations, too. Although
there is no authorized
manufacture of VHS video
recorders in Russia, machines
have flooded in through grey or
diplomatic channels. Films
censored for the cinema are seen
uncut on tape.
Over the last decade schools
in East Berlin have given up the
distasteful trick of trying to trap
children into revealing that their
parents are watching Western
TV — by asking them to draw the
TV clock and looking for the
tell-tale differences between
Eastern and Western TV clock
designs.
Before the Wall opened, the
Black Adder slogan ` Baldrick has
aplan' appeared as graffiti in East
Berlin, an ironic joke on the
chances of escape. While
demonstrating in
Czechoslovakia, the crowds
were listening to foreign radio
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

reports on their progress.
In the West something almost
as significant has been happening
— of significance, that is, to the
firms which make the consumer
electronic equipment we buy.
The consuming public has
developed aresistance to
change.
By the end of the '80s people
with money in their pockets
were holding back on spending
it because they feared that
something newer, better,
cheaper or easier to operate was
just around the corner.
Anyone who can afford and
wants acolour TV set, video
recorder, hi-fi, computer,
portable stereo, in-car audio
system, digital watch and
electronic calculator, already has
one More likely they have more
than one audio and video system
and adrawer full of small
electronic trinkets.
The Japanese consumer was
slowing down on consumption
five years ago. As aproduct
manager at Matsushita, the
Japanese company which ranks
as the largest manufacturer of
(National Panasonic and
Technics ) consumer electronics
equipment in the world put it:
Japanese homes have no more
room for anything new — unless
they throw something ese away,
or put it on top of the
refrigerator. Or inside the
refrigerator.'
The same problem now faces
many Western consumers. They
have neither the space or the
need to consume. This is the
message which hi-fi firms ignore
at their peril.
Japan has long since seen the
writing on the wall. The moving
hand says that now is the time to
slow down, stop launching new
products and start making
existing products cheap enough
JUNE 1990

to sell in countries that have not
yet been able to afford them.
Researchers will of course not
stop inventing. No one has run
out of ideas. But the launch
brakes are on.
This is why Japanese majors
like Matsushita, JVC and Sony are
already changing course and
switching emphasis to
'industrial' and ' human'
electronics — typically Japanese
catch phrases for the kind of
equipment broadcasters can
afford, offices need, or homes of
the future will turn to.
They are buying into software.
too. Browse round ahi-fi shop
and try and find anything older
than last year's model, and that
will be selling off at cut price.
Now browse round arecord or
video shop and check the dates
of the recordings on sale. 'Nuff
said? Expect to see more of the
West's audio and video software
end- up under Japanese
ownership as the decade
progresses.
The future tor mass- market
home entertainment hardware
builds on the inexorable
transition from analogue to
digital domain It is far easier to
put acomplex digital circuit
onto asingle chip than it is to
integrate the analogue
equivalent. Although the design
of any IC costs millions, chips
can thereafter be mass-produced
for mere pence. But only a
relatively few companies can
afford the initial investment, so
the move into digital design lets
the majors tighten their strategic
stranglehold on the consumer
electronics market. Although the
manufacture of analogue
equipment will keep afew
specialist firms in business, the
switch to digital brings a
steamroller shift in the balance
of power.
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ST1
Capacity 600 LPs
price £220.00

ST15
Capacity 66 Videos
price £ 166.00

THE PROFESSIONAL SOUND & VISION STORAGE
SYSTEM DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
Whether your collection is records, cassettes, CD's or videos, the
ARJAY system is just for you. in fact, at many music studios,
stores and libraries throughout the country. ARJAY is

considered essential equipment.
Its classic and original design makes the best possible use of
available space to provide the ideal storage and display
conditions.
You have achoice of the " Record Collection" the
"Compact Disc Collection" or the "Video Collection"
which consists of units in varying sizes designed specifically for

your personal collection. Additionally, the "Combination
Collection" has three different sized units, designed for your
mixed collection of records, tapes and CD's. Either way ARJAY
has designed aunit for your own requirements.
You couldn't put your music collection in better hands.
CONTACT SANDRA ON: 01 -390 2101 or send the coupon
below to:-

ARJAY Ltd. 54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT1 3BJ.
Please send me THE ARJAY Sound Storage System brochure.
Name
ST8
Capacity 90 CD's & 120 LP's
price £ 121.00

ST11
Capacity 270 CD's
price £ 161.00

All prices are ex-works and inclusive of VAT.

Address

Tel no.
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gekei Radlett Audio
THE GREATEST LITTLE SHOP IN THE COUNTRY
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Itadlett Audio Consultants

111 ‘Vatling St, Radlett. Herts.

W0923-856497
it.som Sounds Good,
147b Uxbridge Road
Ealing, London W13 9AU

W01-579 3963

MERIDIAN CD PLAYERS

aybe it's just an opinion (we're too modest to suggest otherwise), but during
our 12 years here we have been told many times by importers,
manufacturers and customers, that we are " The best little shop in the country."
Being small has advantages. Without the vast overheads of alarge, flashy
shop, we can devote as much time as it takes to ensure our customers get the
best for their money, whether it's £5or £5,000. Futhermore, we are all
knowledgeable enthusiasts ( not salesmen on commission) with no need to push
the most profitable lines. And we never rush, hassle or waffle— we like to keep
our customers as friends.
Our demonstration studio is furnished as asitting room, but stocked with one
of the finest ranges of HiFi in the country, including the largest selection of valve
amps anywhere. Each and every item is ruthlessly chosen for it's sound quality,
performance, reliability and value. If it's worth having, we probably stock it and
would be delighted to demonstrate why. So, give us aring or drop in— you'll be
very glad you did.
We stock fine equipment from. —
LINN PRODUCTS • REGA.PROAC.CROFT.AUDIO RESEARCH•VTL.MENTOR•EAR•ORACLE.QUAD
•INFINITY.KOETSU•MERIDIAN.DENON•AUDIOLAB.SD ACOUSTICS.VOYD.J.A. MICHELL.RUARK
•APOGEE.TUBE TECHNOLOGY.ROTEL.CAMBRIDGE AUDIO•DELTEC.CREEK.EPOS
•MAGNEPAN.MUSICAL FIDELITY.MONITOR AUDIO
•ARCAM.SME.MARANTZ AND JEFF ROWLAND
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Domestic digital video
recorders will rely on heavy data
compression, to reduce the
number of bits per second. No
attempt is made to record all 25
pictures asecond in full; instead
the differences between them is
analysed.
This is the technique used by
Philips to put moving pictures
on CD- Interactive discs. The bit
stream is compressed to less
than 1.5 Mbirsecond. Philips is
working with Matsushita in
Japan and Motorola in the US to
produce integrated circuits
which, from 1991, will be
incorporated in domestic CD- 1
players costing around $ 1000 or
the sterling equivalent.
Philips, with aten year
commitment to the analogue
video disc, is at pains to
emphasise that CD- Iwith Full
Motion Video is not intended as
areplacement for analogue
laserdisc. But companies like
Sony and Matsushita, with
negligible commitment to
analogue laserdisc, may well
think differently. Indeed both
Sony and Matsushita have both
separately demonstrated
prototype domestic video
recorders. Data compression is
less drastic than for CD-I/FMV
(the bit stream on to tape is
reduced to around 25 MBit/s )
but 3hours of high quality
pictures can still be stored on a
small cassette.
The circuitry has not yet been
integrated, but the technology is
ready to be exploited. On purely
technical grounds, there could
be adigital video recorder in the
shops within the next couple of
years. But commercial and
political pressure will prevent
this. The film industry will resist
anything that makes cloning
programme material possible.
The software industry also wants
to preserve the Ty standards
barriers which divide Europe
from the US and Japan and
enforce staggered releasing.
When pictures are recorded
digitally, one tape or disc can be
used worldwide, to play on any
player matched to the local TV
standard. CD- Iis aworld
standard disc.
As an engineer from Philips,
one of the very few last hopes for
anative electronics industry in
Europe, summed up the
situation:
'The time is past when
companies could invent new
technology and just throw it
over the wall to see what
happens. Digital technology is
just too powerful for that.'
The proposal that CDs should
carry MIDI ( Musical Instrument
111 FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Digital Interface ) controls in the
sub-codes either appeals or
appalls. Connect your CD player
to an electronic piano, drum
machine, and bass line generator
— then sit back an hear Dave
Grusin, Steve Gadd, and Jaco
Pastorious play in your living
room. Yuck? or wow?
The ' nineties will see Nicam
become ahousehold word. Noone will give athought to what it
means ( Near Instantaneous
Companded Audio Multiplex ).
After afew years it will simply
mean: high quality stereo sound
with TV. By the mid ' nineties the
word 'digital' will have lost its
cachet.
The 'eighties saw Japan outSwiss Switzerland, with the
translation of watchmaker skills
to mass-production. A video
recorder is the most complex
piece of electrical and
mechanical engineering ever
sold into the home. A camcorder
(combined video recorder and
video camera the size of home
movie film camera ) relies on
moving parts which must be
accurate in size to hundredths of
the width of ahuman hair. DAT
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Sony's `Mavica' camera, storing still
pictures on disc - an early publicity shot

relies on even tighter tolerances.
So, just as most hi-fi companies
must now build areputation
from tweaking the analogue
circuitry and mechanical
suspension round bought- in CD
chips sets and drives, they will in
future need to content
themselves with similar
ledgerdemain on bought- in DAT
mechanisms and chips.
It was the space race, and arms
race, that created the need to
cram alarge amount of
complicated electronics in a
small, light package. Once
governments had funded initial
development, the chip makers
spun the technology off into low
cost product. The Japanese then
took over America's lead.
The ' nineties may well see
another seemingly pointless
exercise — the Star Wars
Strategic Defence Initiative —
spin off into home
entertainment. How? As the
cliché says — watch this space.+
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LaserDisc looks ahead
Video discs, or officially, LaserDiscs,
are alive and well in Japan and in the US,
but in the UK the situation is still confused . .
John Hatakeyama, a senior executive in
this area, explains the present situation and
looks ahead to the future

by Howard Woo
John Hatakeyama
ioneer has probably done
more than any other
corporation to popularize
the optical video disc format in
the USA and Japan. Although the
LaserDisc medium provides a
natural bridge between audio
and video, but its development
in this country has not been
helped by the false starts' of
LaserVision and CD-V. John
Hatalcayama, who is Secretary
General of the LaserDisc
Association of the Pacific as well
as being General Manager
(Industry Relations ) of Pioneer's
Audio Visual Group, seemed the
ideal person to explain what is
happening, around the world, in
the optical disc field. Iwas able
to interview him on arecent
visit to London:
LEW How do you see the current
global health of the LaserDisc/
CDV format in t'SA, Japan,
Europe and UK?'
JH 'Well, at first the USA started
moving very fast and the
Japanese market was slower, but
now the largest market is
generated within Japan. Sales of
hardware last year were 700,000
units and 12 million consumer
discs were sold in Japan alone.
The United States, who are now
behind Japan, probably accounts
for 200,000 players ( hardware )
and software is about one third
of the Japanese market. Although
the number of discs per playerowner is higher than in Japan.'
IIW '
In the US do you think the
success has been because
Pioneer was instrumental in
making aplayer under S500?'
JH 'That certainly helped as it
generated the interest of the
"traditional" non- laser disc
customer and, therefore, we
were able to expand the existing
hardware base. Also because of
the small price differential, of a
few hundred dollars, in
comparison with aCD player,
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plus the advantage of pictures
helped the market in the USA to
take off as people are now able
to have one machine that plays
CDs and LaserDiscs.'
HW ' In Japan has this trend
toward budget price entry
machines stimulated growth in
the market?'
JH 'Yes, that is correct, Maranta
in Japan has aplayer for Y75,000
(£330.00) and this is amultidisc machine, ir, it accepts 12in,
8in LaserDiscs, Sin CDV's and
3in and Sin CDs.'
HW ' How have you found the
European situation?'
JH 'The situation in Europe is a
little different, because of the
lack of software availability less
interest has been generated
compared to other countries like
Japan and the USA. Ithink it is
important to have good movie
titles to be successful because
this was and is the case in the
USA and Japan. As it is mainly
feature films and classic films
that people buy and collect, for
example the " Evergreen" series,
by Warner Brothers in Japan and
these are available at Y3,800
(£15.75 ). When the system
reaches astate of maturity more
music titles will become
available. In Japan as far as
numbers of movie and music
titles are concerned they are
now about equal, but in the
beginning it was more movie
titles — films first, music follows.'
I-1W 'What are the elements
which have brought success in
some countries and could CDV/
LaserDisc's success be
attributed, for instance to the
fact that in some countries the
right type of software has been
available?'
JH ' It is acombination of many
things, but it appears in Japan
that the rental of pre-recorded
VCR tape was slower than it was
in the UK so that you could have

aprice advantage of software in
the beginning but now in Japan
the rental of VCR tape has
started, but people now realize
the quality of Audio and Video
and that has been, more
recently, the power behind the
LaserDisc business.'
FEW '
Is this because you find in
countries like the US and Japan
the quality of the disc and the
quality of the sound has been
instrumental in getting people to
support the product?'
JH 'Yes, but initially in the USA
television sets were not good
enough to pla) back aVideo on
Laser disc. So we had to start by
selling good quality television,
we introduced ahigh quality/
projection television which can
generate agood quality picture.

So market penetration was
initially slow in the USA and also
hindered because of software
rental for the pre-recorded VCR
tape.'
HW ' Do you see S-VHS having
any impact on LaserDisc and
CDV in the USA or Europe?'
JH ' Ido not think so because
there is no software availability,
but Istill think that the tape and
disc should co- exist. It is
complementary rather than
competitive.'
FIW ' Do you feel that some of the
problems of CDV in Europe have
been caused by production
capacity and things related to
making the discs?'
JH ' Ithink it is acombination of

the two things. firstly total
production capacity is not big
enough and secondly movie
companies are not coming into
the business so software
availability in titles is smaller
than in other areas.'
FIW ' But in the case of Japan
there are many factories that
produce CDV or LaserDiscs'
JH That is correct, in Japan
there are eight companies:— CBS
Sony Group, Toshiba- EMI,
Denon ( Nippon- Columbia),
Sanyo, Pioneer ( being the largest
producing 2,000,000 discs a
month ), Mitsubushi Plastic and
Korfu who arc situated in Kyoto,
Kuraray atextile company and
Japan Optical Disc.'
11W 'What future do you see for
CDV LaserDisc in Japan? Igather
it must be avery good future or
these plants would not have
invested money to generate the
capacity of production, which I
understand is almost 100% for
the domestic market and not for
export. In view of that do you
foresee that the price of the
software and hardware in Japan
will come down?'
JH They are both coming down
and soon it may be under
Y70,000 (, 300.00) for
hardware and the software price
will also come down.'
HW"Can you buy many 12in
discs for less than Y4,000
(£17.50 )?'
JH ' Yes, 12in music and some
movies more of those are
coming down and also Sin single
sided discs for music which will

Pioneer CLD-K80 LaserDisc player

make younger people more
interested as it will be
expensive.'
LIVV ' Iunderstand that in Japan
single sided discs are priced at
about Y3,000 (£ 13.00 ) which is
the same price as aCD, so it has
become very affordable. Do you
think multi-standard machines
will make CDV grow?'
JH ' Ithink this is amatter where
we really have to work with
software companies and they
have concerns over their total
software businesses and we must
respect their views. So until we

I
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reach agreement with the
software companies, it is difficult
to answer this question. But I
think multi-standard might help
in the UK market but for the
European market in general. it
may not be so because they will
want software in their own
language, not English.'
HW 'Can you discuss the
question about adding teletext
or adding subtitles to LaserDisc
and is there an ability to put, say,
Japanese, English, German and
Italian languages on one track, so
that, for instance it may be an
American film where they speak
in English but you can press a
button and you can get the
German translation on the film?'
JH ' Ithink that the current
standard provides teletext
capability as long as the
television set has teletext
facilities. So that the disc itself is
encoded with the various
languages and the viewer is able
to select the language track via
the player. In Japan teletext is
not available so this must be
something to be done by, say,
European companies for their
own particular markets. In the
US, there is no teletext but they
have closed caption for tape and
broadcasting — so, if you have a
decoder subtitles can be in any
language regardless of what
language is on the soundtrack.
Also it would be very useful for
people who are hard of
hearing.'
11W 'So this capability is already
within the standard of LaserDisc
as it has been accepted?'
JH 'Yes.'
HW 'Can you discuss the
difference between LaserDisc,
and LaserVision CDV Standards
in NTSC and PAL countries, as I
understand that in the USA in the
LaserDisc format there are
capabilities of placing the digital
and analogue sound track but it
is not available for the PAI.
Standard — could you please
explain the reason for this to our
readers?'
JH ' In its original state LaserDisc
contained only analogue sound
tracks but in the case of NYSC,
there was some space in the
frequency bandwith under
2MHZ, so we could add digital
information in that frequency
bandwith. In the case of PAI,
standards, there is no such
vacancy provided, so that we
would have to take out analogue
signals and replace them with a
digital soundtrack. Ithink that
explains why NFtSC LaserDisc
had been both digital and
analogue in the US and in the
case of the PAL territory
countries, the CDV, now
LaserDisc was supposed to
denote that the sound track was
digital and Old LaserVision
sound track was analogue.'
11W 'You mentioned that on the
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

14th February there was an
announcement by Philips and
Pioneer?'
JH ' It was Philips, supported by
Pioneer, Sony and PanasonicTechnics, who were announcing
the worldwide system name of
Optical Video Disc as ' LaserDisc
System, which has been known
as CD Video System in Europe.'
HW 'And this is for the 8in and
12in format?'
JH
12in and Sin CDV, and as
long as it has acompatible video
signal it should be called
LaserDisc. In the case of the
European market, the transition
will take alittle longer than
other territories like the USA and
Japan, because the CDV name is
more accepted.'

software companies have found
that 5minutes only of Video is
not long enough for them or for
the public and this is why they
favour the 8in CD single with
which you get 4to 5Video
clips.'
11W 'What percentage of 8in
discs to 12in discs in Japan do
you sell?'
JH 'The 8in disc format is much
smaller in sales terms because it
is more music orientated, but
when it has become more
popular with younger people
then it will become alarger part
of our overall business:
HW ' One format you find in
Japan that you do not find in
Europe is Karaoke, very popular
in Japan.'

Pioneer's LaserDisc Karaoke system
11W ' Do you foresee companies
in Japan still making LaserDisc
players that will have the ability
to play both analogue sound
track and discs with digitized
sound tracks?'
JH ' Yes, at least at our Company,
players will continue to have
digital and analogue sound
capabilities and will continue to
do so until earlier analogue only
LaserVision discs become
obsolete. But right now the
situation calls for analogue
sound capability on players
because old discs are still on the
market.'
HW ' Do you find that the Sin
CDV with picture and sound is
very successful in Japan?'
JH ' Unfortunately this is not the
case, when the system was
released afew years ago, there
was some excitement, but the
JUNE 1990

JH 'Yes, it is true almost
everybody likes Karaoke culture.
But in the beginning we thought
people were maybe too shy and
would not sing in public with
unknown people around, but the
case has been proven that many
people just start singing in front
of people.'
11W 'So has Karaoke been
successful in any other countries
outside Japan?'
JH So far not in the same way as
in Japan, to alesser degree there
is some interest in this country
and the USA, but in these places
people prefer to sing in groups
not as individuals, but that can
be changed because if someone
starts singing with the
microphone he tends not to
hand over the microphone to
others and they have to queue
up to sing.'

11W ' But is there the software in
Japan?'
JH 'Yes, in Japan also in the USA
and in this country where this
format was recently introduced,
Ido not know exactly but I
believe there are about 400
titles.'
11W ' Iunderstand in Japan that
the Karaoke titles are usually
fairly recent pop songs. Is this
true?'
JH ' No, all types of music are
covered and about 1,000 songs
are available on discs.'
HW ' Ialso understand that
Pioneer has entered into
Licensing agreements for the use
of the song?'
JH 'Yes, the music and words are
licensed and in many instances
the software is introduced by a
company who owns the
copyright.'
11W 'So, in Japan, acompany
who represent, for example,
Madonna would actually issue a
Karaoke CD of her latest song
with the music and background
video?'
JH 'Yes, but now the so called
"Star Karaoke" takes advantage of
both the analogue and digital
track capabilities in other words
—with the digital track you have
no singer just accompaniment,
and and background video with
the subtitled words, and with the
analogue sound- track you have
the original singers voice, so
people can practice by switching
back and forth between
analogue and digital soundtracks ie., people can sing along
with original singer and get used
to that and then switch it off and
just sing along with the
accompaniment music, words
and background video.'
11W 'When they use the
analogue channel, do they hear
the original singer and can they
still sing along on top of each
other?'
JH 'Yes, this is one of the features
of the player.'
11W ' Is Pioneer the only
company that has this facility?'
JH ' No it is the feature which is
used by many companies who
make LaserDisc/Karaoke in
Japan.'
HW ' Now that you are visiting
the UK, how do you find the
situation of LaserDiscs?'
JH ' Ithink the potential is here
but we have not reached the
point where we could really talk
about big business because, I
think, of the limited availability
of record software titles.'
11W ' Do you think it is software
or distribution of software that is
causing the problem?'
JH ' Ithink both are true, because
in order to have good
distribution you have to have
good software to start with, so I
think achicken-and-egg situation
has arisen, but it is difficult to
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High Automation
Matsushita's Sendai
factory provides a
demonstration of
advanced robot
manufacturing and an
example of intense
Nagoya Castle during the ' Kiku' festival

product development
_
by Steve Harris
Robot production line at Sendai
mong the many
interesting experiences
of my trip to Japan last
November was avisit to
Panasonic's Sendai factory.
Sendai is amedium-sized town
to the north of Tokyo, afortyminute journey from the capital
by train and aconvenient
location for new industrial
development with aready
labour pool. But although the
Panasonic factory there employs
about 300 people, it exemplifies
the drive towards higher and
higher levels of automation.
Also, the cassette-player
mechanisms produced at Sendai
offer as good an example as any
of the intensity of product
development exhibited by
Japanese manufacturers in their
efforts to beat the competition.
Only afew years ago, Iwas
shown asignificant achievement
in production engineering, a
robotized production system
which could turn out complete
tonearm cables automatically. Of
course, that is nothing by today's
standards. At Sendai, production
line robots build complete
cassette mechanisms without
human intervention. Perhaps the
most fascinating of all the robots
employed along the line was the
machine which installed the
drive-belt, hooking and pinging
it into place around several
pulleys.
Although Sendai produces
cassette mechanisms for use in
other Panasonic/Technics
products, at the time of my visit,
its major contribution
Matsushita's output and prestige
was the production of what was
then described as the smallest
headphone stereo ( personal
stereo) cassette player available.
(I do not think that Matsushita
has followed the line taken by
General Motors, whose
employees are apparently under
instructions not to mention the
HI.F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

names of its competitors, but I
did become aware that in
seminars and press presentations
where board directors were
present, names of competing
companies were avoided. At one
point during aquestion-andanswer session. aMatsushita
executive nearly let slip afourletter word 'S', but stopped
himself just in time.)
Exemplifying the Japanese
determination to overcome any
obstacles in the way of aspecific
design goal, Matsushita's
engineers created the 'small and
light design' personal cassette
player, hardly bigger than a
cassette box. This was achieved
by combining several
innovations. First, the thickness
of the mechanism had to be
reduced: this was achieved by
placing the motor pulley in the
middle of the fiat-coil DC motor,
rather than on top of it, allowing
the belt to move 2mm nearer to
the mechanism's chassis, and
reducing the overall thickness of
the uncased mechanism ( with
cassette loaded) from 18.8 to
15.4mm. To save space in
another direction, Panasonic's
mechanism dispenses with the
usual arrangement in which the
record/replay head is inserted
into the cassette to contact the
tape during play and withdrawn
in 'stop' or fast-forward/rewind
modes. Instead, the head is
always in the 'play' position, but
for 'stop' or winding atiny
forked 'pad lifter' comes into
action, lifting the cassette's own
pressure pad away from the back
face of the tape. This saves the
1.4mm of space that previously
had to be allowed for the head
movement. ( The pad is only
moved 0.5mm.)
The electronics use recentlydeveloped smaller- than-ever
components. terminal spacing
on ICs has been reduced from
1mm to 0.65 or 0.5mm ( the next
JUNE 1990

phase will be abare chip with no
projecting terminals at all ) while
discrete surface- mount
components are also reduced to
2mm or less in their major
dimension.
One final cunning stroke was
needed to get down to the target
dimensions: in the SI player, the
cassette is actually held at an
angle to the outside of the case.
so that the best use is made of
the space under the thinner part
of the cassette. The result is a
player that measures just
19.4x71.9x107.2mm and ablank
cassette 12x64x102mm'
Like so many other current
audio products, this new
'headphone stereo' offers abassboost circuit ( in this case using a
BTL arrangement at lowfrequencies only to make the
most of amicroscopic power
output), but, incredibly, also
uses afurther bass boosting idea
in the miniature headphones
themselves. The stem of each
earpiece incorporates alittle
folded port, with an effective
length of 30mm, which helps
maintain response below 100Hz.
Is this overkill? Does a
reduction of 2mm in the size of a
personal stereo represent a
worthwhile use of alarge
corporation's incomparable
engineering resources? The
question naturally presents itself,
but really cannot be answered.
In reality, the ' smallest
headphone stereo' is asmall
achievement beside, say, the
development of effective LCD
television, or the latest video
cam corders. The force of
competition presses ever harder,
but now at least this competition
does seem to be bringing
products which work better, or
are easier to use, or are just
smaller and lighter and look
better, rather than products
which are covered with more
knobs and buttons.+

—

This robot threads the cassette-mechanism's
drive belt

Visiting journalists fascinated by the
dextrous robot

The Kinkakuji (Golden temple at Kyoto
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ewith Care!
New Koss TNT Range
Digital Ready

Exploding on the scene comes the New TNT range
from the world beating Koss stable. Three headphones
which incorporate the industry's first ever Titanium
Nitride coated driver elements for dynamite sound.
This revolutionary new design offers greater
reliability, combined with increased definition
throughout the midrange and high frequencies. making
them ideal for both analogue and digital recordings.
lbtal weight of the headphone assembly is also
reduced, and the comfortable ear cushions and
adjustable headband ensure asuperb performance
every time — and remember. Koss are the only
headphones covered by aLifetime Warranty.

IARS

KOSS

The word on everyone's ears

TNT/77

1
1W International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ.

071-607 2717

Please send me full details of the Koss headphone range. plus the address of my nearest dealer:
Name

Address

CD

XTRACT

Postcode

WHEN IT COME'S
TO GREAT MUSIC
CDxtract's A PUSH

Simply by pushing down onto CDxtract with one
fingure the CD will be released, lifted and presented
for placing into the CD player, easing removal and
reducing unwanted stress across the tracks
imposed by incorrectly removing the CD from the case.
CDxtract, the simple, easy, positive way to remove
aCD from its case, helping to protect your
musical investment.
The price for such ease is £3.99 for apack of 10,
the price includes post and packing, please make
cheques or POs

payable to DESIGN LOGIC.

To DESIGN LOGIC, PO BOX 1829, HALL GREEN, BIRMINGHAM B28 902
Name : Mr/Mrs/Miss
Address'
Postcode

or( L

I @ 0 99

:_

_

_—

—

—

—y

each TOTAL

Please allow 28 days for delivery
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ACCESSORIES

DIVIDE
AND RULE
Something so simple and so necessary - an offer of
record (and CD) dividers.

fyour hi- ti is worth more than your record/CD collection, then
you are an audiophile, not amusic lover. And the latter is
definitely the more honourable of the two categories. Iknow
this makes life difficult for those fortunate enough to have systems
in the looney tunes league - you'll need to own around 4000 LPs to
balance out the cost of your Goldmund Reference and another
13000 or so for the Wilson WAMMs. But that's the way Ifeel about
the record library-to-hardware ratio, and if you do abide by this
rule, they you're bound to have one hell of alibrary.
According to our last survey, the average IIFNIRR reader has hi-fi
which costs some £ 2000. By my reckoning, then, each one of you
should own at least 200 CDs or 400 LPs - enough to justify some
sort of system for sorting and storage. We've already offered those
fabulous rugged and stackable Medite cabinets for LPs, CDs, singles
and tapes; now we're providing the opportunity to acquire an
equally sensible accessory to help you locate the software.
Iwas lucky: as astudent, Iworked for arecord shop which, when
it underwent are- fit, changed to new divider cards. They let me
keep the old ones. What they consisted of were stiff sheets of
polystyrene, 12in x 12in, with a ' half-width' tab to take the artist's
name. Naturally, the shop used them vertically, browser style in the
record racks, but they worked just as well turned on their sides for
use when the records are stored on shelves.
Labelling them was easy: felt-tip pen for slobs in ahurry ( like
me) or Letraset or Dymo labels for the fastidious types. And, boy!,
do they make life easier when you're looking for arecord or CD.
This, of course, presupposes that your behaviour is ordered enough
so that you file your records alphabetically and/or by genre; if you
don't file them at all, then this offer won't interest you anyway.
(And if you don't, would you please tell me which mneumonc
diviee you use to find aspecific title amongst records in disarray? )
Looking down arow of IPs or CDs or singles which are separated
by easily-discerned tabs is infinitely preferable to citing and
blinding because you've forgotten where you slipped your copy of
Connie Francis Sings Favourite Yiddish Melodies.
We've updated the dividers to include sizes suitable for CDs and
7in singles ( the latter also work well for 7in tapes), available in
packs of I() or - if ycat want to do an A-Z instead of individual
artists - 2S. We're offering quantity discounts for readers with vast
libraries and the desire to give each artist his or her own ID. ,4
4
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Use this form to order accessories.
HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: black- ash box £22.00 D
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: m-cstep-up transformer; £59.95
HFN1RR 005 spikes: timber D steel D, inc fixing kit, set of 8, £ 10.00 D
HFNIRR 006 Flutterbuster: 33.3/45rpm. 220/240 only, OK for most
synchronous t/t ( specify type); black-ash case £79.95
HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: 14 CD's in a40mm travel pack! £ 11.95 D
HFNIRR 009 Headcase: headphone amplifier. 40mW Class A unit
allows use of headphones; black-ash case; 220/240V-only £79.95 D
IIFNIRR 010 News Stand: 19in/430mm housing, 36in high, complete
with 5shelves ( 3adjustable) black finish £ 139.95
IIFNIRR 011 Mushcrusher: 220/240V mains filter. 5A rating £24.95 D
IIFNIRR 012 Software Storage System: satin black timber ( Medite),
stackable, supplied in kit form. LP unit ( 120 capacity) £45.00 D
CD/cassette unit ( 40/25) £30.00 D singles unit ( 200) £35.00. D
HFNIRR 013 Wallnut: wall mounting two- level turntable support
complete with two shelves; finish, black £49.95 0
IIFNIRR 014 Stylus Cleaner: ultrasonic cleaner; £ 17.50 ID
HFNIRR 015 Test CD 11:99 tracks, 75mins £ 11.95 D
Tweek: contact enhancer; clean all signal connections £ 15.95 D
Nagaoka LP inner sleeves: pack of 50 £6.95
High Performance Loudspeakers: Martin Colloms' book £ 18.00 D
Tape head de- magnetizer: electronic cassette de- magnetizer £ 12.95 1:1
Michell Tenderfeet: aluminium cones. Small £5.45 D Large £8.45 D
Cobra Indoor FM antenna: indoor aerial, built-in amplifier £47.50
Sicomin CD damper: £27.50 D Extra rings, pack of 20. £2.50 D
Audioquest vacuum tube dampers: set of 4 £ 11.95 D
Audioquest damping sheet: sorbothane, 6in x6in self-adhesive £ 11.95 12
Good Sound: Laura Dearborn's paperback £ 10.95 D
VPI HW16.5 record cleaning machine: £375.00
HFN/RR self-build loudspeakers: details available for DCI & Bassett
Audiophile records: Cantate Domino £6.95 CI Jazz at the Pawnshop £ 13.95
Aureum gold-plated mains plug/socket: twin unswitched socket, flush
mounting, complete with two 13Amp plugs. £25.00 12
Harrison Cassette Alignment Tape wow! or not wow? D£20.00
Last Formula 1 £ 11.95 DFormula 2 £ 16.50 DFormula 3
£7.50 EStarter pack £ 12.50 12
Alphason Tonearm Lifter: Yes, it really does! £ 13.95 C
PAS-01: Passive control unit kit £86.50 D
Blacktak: £2.00 per pack of 2strips D
Cl) Feet: Audioquest Sorbothane. Pack of 4 £24.95
Michell Surelock 4mm locking speaker plugs, set of 4, £ 18.95 ID
Breakfast Plugs, phonos, pair, £5.95 D
Stax binaural CDs: Space Sound, £ 16.95 D; Glenn Miller, £ 16.95 D;
Warsaw Baroque Soloists, £ 16.95 0; Supercharge, £ 16.95 12; Mozart
Edition Vol I, £ 16.95 D; Guitar Crusher Live, £ 16.95 C
Decca record cleaning brush: £9.45 D
Vecteur spaced banana plugs: two twin plugs £9.45
CD Jewel Cases ( packs of 10): standard, Sin complete D £6.50;
standard Sin, outer only D £5.00; slimline Sin D £6.50; 3in D £6.50.
Double Jewel Case, complete ( each) D £ 1.75. Sin clear protective
sleeve ( pack of 5) D '75p. CD single adaptor, silvered ( each) D 60p.
Toppers: stick-on spikes; set of 6D £5.95; set of 8D £7.95
Kevlon damping rings: for small valves £33.50 per pair 0
Mission Isoplat: 1
7in x13in Medite isolation platform; £28.00 D
Billy Cotton/Russ Conway: and George Melly: £9.45 for the 2LPs D
Calotherm: Complete Compact Disc cleaner £2.25 D
Calocoat: Hi-Tech Lenscloth £ 1.60
Rapitest: Amp socket tester £8.95 12
Rapitest: Power detector £5.95 D Rapitest: Multi check £ 17.95 D
Ace of Spades Gold spade lugs: £3.99 per set of 4 D
Dividers: pack of 1() LP 0, CD D, 7in singles O, £5.95
Dividers: pack of 25 LP CI, CD D, 7in singles 12, £ 10.95

NAME

(
caps please)

ADDRESS

El Ienclose POIChequelM0*
D Iwish to pay by AccessIVisalDinerslAmex*
My card number is

All prices include post & packing

Expiry date

111111111111111

Signature
Please send orders to HFNIRR Accessories Club. PO Box 200. Bedford, MK40 1YH
Cheques should be made payable to HFNIRR Accessories Club.
Delivery subject to availability.

Accessories Club hotline IV 0234 741152

NON UK SALES VAT FREE BUT WHERE APPLICABLE
SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL CARRIAGE CHARGES.
Photo copies of this form arc acceptable. E&OE

'
Please delete as necessary.
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QUALITY HAND BUILT INTERCONNECTS
Endorsed By Hi -Fi Specialists Throughout the World

'Terminated with gold or nickel plugs
sUitable for all systems, prices for our leads
-;tart at £ 15. Components are also available
through your Ii -Fi dealer at competitive
prices.
Ilamp gold plated plugs . £ 5.99
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THE GOOD NEWS

-1The

new RADFORD CD PLAYER is available
now from selected dealers. See it, hear it,
I • •
desire it!
Woodside Electronics, Kimberley Road, Clevedon, Avon 8S21 6QJ. Tel: 0272.877611.
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DIGITAL DISCOURSE
Part 3: the use of oversampling in
analogue-to-digital (ADC)
ur study so far has considered the
three fundamental processes of
digital audio, namely sampling,
quantization and dither, where the
approach has been to take aguided path
through the supporting theory and to
identify key performance areas that
require critical attention if the ultimate
boundaries dictated by bandwidth and
quantization noise are to be reached for a
given format (eg, 16- bit by 44.1kliz).
Digital audio introduces several difficult- to-achieve design targets, although
the difficulty often results from achosen
conversion strategy which may include
high-order analogue filters, sample-andhold circuits and ADC/DAC electronics
with sub- optimal quantization characteristics. Secondary errors in all these subsystems are prevalent: for example, antialiasing filters can introduce in- band
amplitude ripple and low-level noise and
distortion; sample- and- holds can exhibit
non-linear acquisition distortion and jitter; and ADC/DACs can have glitch, slewinduced distortion and non- uniform quantization levels. This last error is particularly disturbing, as not only can high-level
non-linear distortion be introduced by
overall curvature in the transfer characteristic, hut displaced quantization levels
produce further irregularity and limit
low-level resolution by preventing dither
from realizing linear signal-coding into
the quantization noise floor. These classes
of error, when located within a sea of
wide- band electromagnetic fields generated by supporting digital electronics, are
some of the reasons there is current
interest in more radical conversion
strategies that can either by-pass or more
optimally control these non-idealities.
The present trend is to design both
ADCs and DACs to attain > 16-bit resolution. In the recording studio this approach
is welcome not only for the greater
flexibility on dynamic range, but also
because, when signals are ultimately truncated to 16- bit ( using optimal digital
dither or noise shaping) to facilitate coding into the noise, the theoretical target
dictated by 16-bit quantization is more
accurately met. The re-quantization distortion then appears only as an additive
noise source superimposed on the initial,
wider-dynamic range, digital signal.
The development of DACs with > 16 bit
resolution is also welcome for a number
of reasons. To realize the full potential of
dither in association with quantization,
the ADC and DAC should achieve a
resolution and accuracy commensurate
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conversion for recording, and in
digital-to-analogue (DAC)
conversion strategies for CD

_

by Malcom Hawksford*

with I
6- bit. Any non-linear displacements
of quantization levels will distort lowlevel signals as they approach and ultimately enter the noise floor. This is one
reason why 18- to 20- bit DACs have
recently become popular: with these,
good 16-bit accuracy should be achieved,
enabling signals to be resolved to at least
12dB into the noise, subject, of course, to
optimum coding at the ADC. Also, with
the advent of loudspeaker frequency
response correction using digital
equalization", there is an inherent
requirement for asignal range in excess of
16-bit unless re-quantization can be tolerated. Finally, there are the equally important requirements of minimal performance drift with time and temperature, the
elimination of pre-set type calibration or
routine alignment together with a tolerance to hardware imperfections. To solve
these problems we shall turn to chaos.'"
and the 1-bit DAC, but first we must cover
sampling rate conversion.

Oversampling
Oversampling is applicable to both ADC
and DAC, where the sampling rate Rf. I
lz
is chosen to he greater than the sampling
rate f, Hz dictated by Nyquist's sampling
theorem. The parameter R is the oversampling ratio and is usually selected as a
power of 2 for computational efficiency,
although this is not fundamental and
non- integer ratios can be accommodated.
In digital systems, sampling rates can be
either reduced, a 'process termed decimation (where samples are discarded), or
increased, a process of interpolation
—

(where new samples are created). It is
important to note that decimation may
represent a real loss of information as
inevitably the information bandwidth is
reduced, but interpolation can never represent a gain of information. In fact,
processing errors may actually imply a
slight loss of information even though the
sampling rate is increased!
It is helpful to categorize oversampling
into mild oversampling where R=2 to
(say) 16 and bean ,oversampling where
R> I
6 but usually tending to 256 and
beyond. l'he reason for this grouping is
the association with noise shaping (to be
discussed in Discourse 4), as this has a
dramatic impact on system topology in
both ADC and DAC systems.
To introduce oversampling, consider an
ADC where R=4, Rf,=176.4kliz and
where optimal dither is assumed to give a
uniform spectral spread of quantization
distortion over the band 0 to 88.2k11z.
There are two principal consequences of
4- times oversampling:
(i) The input bandwidth must be restricted to 0 to 154.35kHz to prevent
aliasing distortion entering the audio band
() to 22.05kHz. Since, in practice, most
audio signals in the absence of ultrasonic
interference have minimal spectral content above 30kHz, the oversampled ADC
requires virtually no pre-quantizer filtering; hence, degradation by now redundant
analogtie processing can be eliminated. A
degree of aliasing distortion is permissible
providing the audio band is not entered
(see Fig 1).
(ii) A second consequence of R=4 oversampling is the location of the quantization spectrum into the band 0to 88.2kHz,
whereby only 0.25 ( assuming a uniform
noise spectrum) of the power resides in
the range 0 to 22.05kHz. This is our first
encounter with noise shaping and is
equivalent to — 6dB noise representing a
1- bit improvement in resolution.

Replicated spectrum must NOT enter audio frequency space.

Audio band

Ultra- sonic

spectrum

Replicated spectrum

o

f
s

2f

3 f
s

4f
s

Fig I. Spectrum of 4-times oversampled signal, showing input can extend to I
54 . 35kHz before ultrasonic, chased
components enter the audio band
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As the oversampling ratio is increased
above R=4, it may be supposed that
further enhancements can be achieved.
However, there are limitations with this
more conventional approach:
(a) The faster ADC conversion rate may
introduce error as aconsequence of finite
settling times.
(b) The quantization distortion spectrum
falls ( see Fig 2 in Discourse 2) 5 with
frequency, thus limiting significant noise
advantage with increasing R.
To down-convert the 176.4kliz sampling rate to 44.1kIlz requires decimation
by afactor of 4: the process is illustrated
in Fig 2. The digital signal is initially
filtered to remove all signal components
in the band 22.05kIlz to 154.35kIlz,
whereby sub-sampling can reduce the
sampling rate without aliasing distortion
corrupting the audio band.
Fig 2reveals that the digital decimation
filter achieves the same function as the
analogue anti-aliasing filter used with
Nyquist sampling as discussed in Discourse 2. In fact, the oversampling process has enabled the anti-aliasing filter to
be transferred from the analogue to the
digital domain, but otherwise its function
is virtually identical. The advantages are
that a digital filter can be designed to
exhibit anear- ideal transfer function, with
low in-band amplitude ripple, rapid rates
of out-of- band attenuation, zero group
delay distortion, an extremely wide dynamic range, together with time- invariant
performance and no ageing or thermal
problems. These benefits, coupled with
exact replication in manufacture, designer- specified dynamic range and an insen-

Digital,

decimation filter

rejects

this frequency

sitivity to the power supply, component
quality and ground- rail problems associated with analogue circuits, make such an
approach attractive and cost-effective for
volume production. There is also a welcome reduction in sensitivity to jitter ( see
Discourse 1 )' as several samples now
particpate in the calculation of each
Nyquist sample, allowing a degree of
signal averaging.
A more familiar application of oversampling is in digital- to- analogue conversion,
where the process of interpolation is used
to increase the sampling rate typically by
a factor of 4. The attraction of this
technique parallels that used in the ADC
example, where processes normally performed in the analogue domain are transferred into the digital domain, thus relaxing the demands on analogue circuitry
and simultaneously allowing better signal
recovery and enhancement in resolution.
However, it should be stressed that interpolation in no way adds to the source
information or to the theoretical resolution of ADC/DAC; it is atechnique more
sympathetic to hardware non-idealities.
The basic process of interpolation is
shown in Fig 3and consists of two stages:
(i) zero samples are inserted into the
digital code so that the effective data rate
is increased from, say, 44.1kHz to
176.4kliz.
(ii)sample values are calculated using a
digital low-pass filter with a pass-band
ideally 0to 22.05kIlz, so that the sampling
sideband pairs, associated with 44.1k11z,
88.2kliz and 132.3kliz, are attenuated.
In principle, the same digital filter
design can be used to perform the inter-

polation as was used to perform decimation in the ADC system, just as in a
conventional system with analogue filters
the same filter can be used for both
anti-aliasing and signal recovery.
When oversampling is used in a DAC,
the DAC amplitude resolution can be
reduced. lf the output of the interpolation
filter is truncated, say by 1 bit, then the
process introduces additional requantization distortion. Providing there is
either sufficient signal activity or the
inclusion of digital dither', then this extra
quantization distortion will have a nearuniform power spectrum which for R=4
is spread across the band 0 to 88.2kHz.
Consequently, only 0.25 of this extra
noise power falls within the audio band 0
to 22.05kHz and corresponds to a 1-bit
enhancement. however, this truncation
process should be approached with some
caution, otherwise alow-level signal as it
enters the noise will be distorted. It is
better practice in this circumstance to
retain a 16- bit ( or higher) DAC and use
oversampling to reduce the effect of slight
how- level linearity errors in the DAC. In
taking advantage of the extra resolution
capability of an oversampled DAC, the
digital signals produced by the interpolation filter must he handled with care,
especially as truncation is required; it is
here that the truncation error can be
combined with anoise shaping algorithm
to modify the noise spectrum ( a subject
to be revisited in Discourse Part 4).

Digital filters
As we have seen, digital filters are the key
that enables interpolation and decimation

space

Digital

signal

band- limited

by

interpolation.low-pass •

spectral replications now occur at 41.

3t

3f
.
Signal sub- sampled producing an equivalent spectrum to a direct Nyquist sampled ADC
Nyquist samples ( corresponds to tap spectrum)

Input

Insertion of zero samples to increase sampling
rate by a factor of four ( corresponds to censo
Spectrum)

Input
digital

signal

band.:imfted

by

interpolation,

loss- pass tiller to create new samples at
4- tines Nyquist rate ( corresponds to lower
spectrum)

Fig 2. 4-times decimation (above) and equivalent low-pass filter process ( below) in digital
and analogue domains in ADC
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Fig 3. 4-times interpolation, illustrated in both frequency domain (above) and time domain
(below)
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to he performed; and, because they use an
algorithmic approach based upon precise
arithmetic, rather than the vagaries of
inductors, resistors and capacitors, digital
filters are precise, with designable resolution to equal or, indeed, exceed our
resolution requirements. Also, with present-day processors, filters with over 200
coefficients can he accommodated, giving
considerable degrees of freedom to afilter
design.
A filter with zero group delay distortion
requires an impulse response that is evensymmetric, as shown in Fig 4(a). Therefore, because the precursive response
must he finite for a realizable filter, the
overall response must also he finite and
the signal delayed effectively by one half
the duration of the filter's impulse
response. Consequently, interpolation
and decimation filters are usually
designed using a derivative of the direct
form of finite impulse response filter
(FIR ) 8 in Fig 4(b): ... a„ represent the n
coefficients defining the response and T is
the sampling period ( 5.609izs ).
If the input sequence x(n) is a single
unit sample, then as the pulse is shifted
along the filter at the sampling rate, the
output impulse sequence y(n) maps out
the impulse response where each sample
is directly associated with a coefficient
{a r}. Hence, the design of a FIR filter is
about selecting the { ar} coefficients to
achieve the required frequency response.
For example, with 200 coefficients ( that is
100 variables for a symmetric filter),
where each coefficient is represented by a
16-bit word, the number of filter permutations is, to say the least, high. Consequently, to select a coefficient set to
match the requirements of cut-off frequency, pass- band amplitude ripple, transition hand, stop- band attenuation and
stop-hand amplitude ripple is a rather
daunting task which goes beyond the
present discussions, although some
references" 1" are provided for readers
wishing to pursue this subject further.
Ilowever, for illustration. Fig 5shows four
filter designs using the Parks McClellan' 2
optimization procedure where the number of filter coefficients is varied from 25
to 100 in steps of 25, and the filters are
matched approximately to the needs of
anti-aliasing and signal recovery.
A cautionary note s\ ith respect to
digital filters is that, although they can he
designed to commendable standards,
there are inherent distortion mechanisms.
For example, when two N- bit numbers are
summed, the result is a ( N + 1 ) hit number
while, when two N- hit numbers are multiplied, the result is a 2N- bit number.
Multiplications and, to a lesser extent,
additions are therefore forms of distortion
when the result is truncated. Hence, when
many such operations are performed
there may be degradation that affects the
dynamic range and signal resolving ability
of the filter. Also, some filters truncate the
coefficients that define the transfer function to 16- bit; this is not a non-linear
distortion but can introduce perceptible
linear frequency response errors.
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In Discourse 4heavy oversampling and noise
shaping will be presented in more detail, with
applications to both ADC and DAC. Also, the
relationship of delta-sigma modulation to noise
shaping will be described, and the I - bit DAC,
reviewed as the ultimate digital- to- analogue
gateway ( even though in principle it is 30 years
old and preceded virtually all of the modern
DACs!). We shall also be looking at jitter in
digital processing applications.
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however, in reviewing these inherent
distortions, it is necessary to emphasize
that they can be designed to be insignificant providing an adequate number
range is inherent in the filter architecture.
The advantages of mild oversampling
are now clear. Performance gains are
achievable, though it is important to note
that these do not extend the theoretical
capabilities of aconventional system; they
only allow a more optimum hardware to
be implemented. The main lesson has
been the transformation of the antialiasing and signal- recovery filters from
the analogue to the digital domain, where
the higher- performance potential of
digital filtering could be realized and the
associated analogue circuitry simplified.+
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Cabling may be regarded as anew
sub-industry of hi-fi but, with
some of the prices being charged
per metre and fierce competition
between competing technologies,
it is undoubtedly big business.
by Trevor Butler

udioquest's William Low has produced adiscussion document entitled 'Audio cable design, theory
versus empirical reality' which not only
challenges the basis of cable construction
and explains the approach taken by
Audioquest at its California laboratories,
but calls into question what it terms
falsehoods wildly professed by others.
Imet Bill while he was on arecent visit
to England to find out more, and began by
asking him how he got involved in the
mysterious world of cables. ' Istarted a
small, specialist hi-fi shop in Los Angeles
in 1978, two years after specialist cables
appeared on the US market,' he explained.
We felt that we would like to have our
own cable so, based on an article by
Martin Colloms in HFN/RR, we investigated the actual composition of the cable
strands and found that the thinner they
were, the better.'
Armed with this knowledge, how did he
develop his theory? 'We conducted extensive tests using some finely stranded Litz
wires and found that they really were
better than the large welding- type cables
which were popular. So we went ahead
and commissioned our own brand which
employed 435 strands for the positive and
435 for the negative, using 38 gauge wire
throughout. Within a couple of years,
dealers asked to stock my cable.
Despite those working with RF technology who dismiss ' skin effect' as being
negligible at audio frequencies, the Audioquest team is convinced that its effect is
not just limited to very high frequencies.
'Those who believe that this phenomenon
applies only to RF are referring to power
loss at acertain frequency. When it comes
to AF there is a peculiar problem which
does not exist at higher frequency
applications,' explained Bill, ' namely the
need to carry a ten-octave bandwidth
coherently. Anything which introduces
discontinuity across these ten octaves will
have an audible effect on the sound. So
what can be considered a completely
insignificant power loss at 10-15kliz at a
single frequency can be a relevant problem when looked at as a discontinuity
between the behaviour of the harmonics
and the fundamental of a musical signal.'
Another area of great concern to Bill
and his team is damping factor. ' People
tend to think this is something only of
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CABLE TALK:
BILL
LOW
OF
AUDIOQUEST
The Hyperluz range: Green, Cobalt and Clear
importance at low frequencies and consequently they worry about whether the
woofer will be controlled, but actually
damping factor can have a more significant effect at higher frequencies and
affect tweeters, this dependent on the
damping factor of the amplifier.' Bill
explained that skin effect in a speaker
cable could cause achange such that the
damping factor might be 1000 at 1kHz
and only 20 at 10kHz, and this reduction
would cause a change in performance.
And, although resistance itself does not
cause distortion, there will be more distortion in the final output of the speaker if
a very high resistance cable is used.
Bill stated that resistance is an area
often highly overrated as a distortion
mechanism and that it isn't, providing it is
linear, although too high a figure will
affect the amplifier's performance.
Is the simple answer then to producing
agood cable to make alow- resistance, fat,
chunky design, I wondered? ' Certainly
not!' was Bill's reply. 'There are many
factors caused in trying to produce alow
Audioquest founder Bill Low

resistance cable.' Ibe two main problems
according to Bill are skin effect and
interaction between strands. The two
prime variables are the quality of the
conducting material and, particularly with
low-level signals, the properties of the
dielectric, as he states in his paper. That's
all very well, but what's the solution to
the 'skin effect' quandary? 'A single strand
small enough to edge the skin effect
induced anomalies out of the audio band,
and our research shows that to require a
0.6mm strand.' But that's not the end of
the story... 'A single 0.6mm strand causes
too much resistance to have an ideal
relationship between amp and speaker,
and the problem is trying to achieve more
cross-sectional area without introducing
more distortion than a single strand.'
In essence this is where most of the
problems with speaker cables begin, in
that when two strands are combined they
react magnetically and electrically to produce distortions. Many attempts have
been made to overcome this, such as
binding the strands very tightly, not having more than absolutely necessary, and
trying to put them in an irregular arrangement. The Audioquest answer is found in
its cable range where, says Bill: 'Although
there is still magnetic reaction between
two adjacent strands, it is regular and
stable and not a constantly changing
magnetic environment as with conventional ideas. In the top of the range
(Hyperlitz) the strands are arranged in a
regular geometry such that they all have
identical electrical characteristics, and
they are physically, electrically and magnetically isolated from each other with
each strand behaving like a small ideal
single solid core, but arranged in multiple
for awider cross-section.' Although this is
the Audioquest ' ideal' the company produces a number of ' more affordable'
cables along the same theme.
The question of balanced lines is important, and is one on which Bill and Iagreed.
Bill feels strongly that it is always preferential to have abalanced feeder even if
the equipment is unbalanced ( separating
the issues of balanced cables and the
subject of balanced circuitry ) because it is
always an advantage to keep the shield
away from the inverted-signal or the
signal ground, although variables such as
strand interaction will remain. +
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NRG CONTROL, INC.
PO. Box 389
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CLASS
TYPE
POWER AT 8 OHMS
MAX CO-NT POWER
SLEW RATE
DAMPING FACTOR
BAND WIDTH
MAX CURRENT
MAX DYNAMIC POWER
THO 20 Hz to 20 kHz•
WEIGHT

MODEL A 201S
A
Stereo
200 W/Ch
1500 W/Ch at 1ohm
600 V/ps
500 Minimum

MODEL A 401M
A
Mono
400 W
3000 W at 1ohm
800 V/ps
500 Minimum

1MHz
125 Amps/Ch
6000 W/Ch
005 u Maximum
120 lbs

1MHz
195 Amps
12000 W
005
Maximum
120 lbs

MODEL 401S
A/AB
Stereo
400 W/Ch
1500 W/Ch at 2 ohms
800 V/ps
500 Minimum
1MHz
97 Amps/Ch
6000 W/Ch
005
Maximum
120 lbs

Rated at 1500 watts total into 1ohm

LINN

REAL HI-FI IN SOUTH
KENSINGTON..
The Listening Rooms is one of London's best specialist
HiFi shops, with the principal staff, John Oliver and
Paul Tam, having over thirty years' experience between
them.
Whether you are thinking of spending £300 or £ 30,000,
our aim is always to give the best possible sound within
your budget.
We have two comfortable Listening Rooms where you
can audition Hi Fi in arelaxed and friendly atmosphere.
We offer afull installation service and all equipment
comes with atwo year guarantee.
The Listeniq Rooms is London's leading multi- room
HiFi specialist and provides afull planning and installation service.

listening

EPOS

ARCAM •

QUAD

CELESTION

MUSICAL FIDELITY • SME
MISSION

MERIDIAN

MARTIN

LOGAN •

VDH

AUDIO RESEARCH • DUAL
MARANTZ •
DENON

YAMAHA

NA KAMICH I

ACOUSTIC ENERGY •
SONUS FABER •
APOGEE

SD

KOETSU

GOLDMUND

CREEK • KISEKI • REVOX
ROGERS •

MAGNEPAN

MICHELL • DELTEC. STAX
KRELL
THE

TANNOY • ETC

LISTENING

ROOMS

LTD.

161 OLD BROMPTON RD, LONDON, SW5 OU.
TEL:01-244 7750/59. FAX: 01-370 0192.
( 0 7 1—
VISA
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AMERICANEXPRESS

EXPORT AND CREDIT FACILITIES
Mondày
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—
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Nearest Tube: Sth Kensington or Gloucester Rd
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TECHNICAL
he hi-fi press routinely advises readers that before buying a loudspeaker they should hear it in their
own living-room. The advice is reliable
because the sound of a loudspeaker
depends not just on the room acoustics,
but the position of the loudspeaker in that
room. Effectively, the loudspeaker cabinet
and room combine to become an integrated system for converting electrical
energy into sound energy.
But in many respects the advice given
to readers is a 'weasel-worded' cop-out.
Only relatively few dealers will let customers try loudspeakers in their homes
before buying. The ideal situation would
be either to predict what a loudspeaker
will sound like in a given room, or to
tailor its sound to suit the room, or both.
There have been many attempts at tailoring loudspeaker performance to suit a
room. We have seen the craze for Nundcrbus graphic equalizers which boost

the sound, just look at the specification
and feel the controls...'
Manufacturers and research engineers
with a serious interest in loudspeaker
technology, and the desire to design a
speaker with predictable performance in
any position in any room, have so far faced
an insuperable problem. The sound or
'timbre' of aloudspeaker is affected by the
way the human cars and brain interpret
the infinitely flexible mix of sound coming
direct from aloudspeaker and as amyriad
of first and multiple reflections coming
from the walls, floor, and ceiling. Different
people react differently to the same sound
pattern, and over a period of time they
change their reaction, for instance growing to like the sound of a system which
others would reject on a first hearing.
There is an analogy here with potentially
dangerous ozone gas generated by ionizing loudspeakers, zerographic copying
machines and laser printers. You smell it

EUREKA1. KEE
BgtO AND
ARCHIMEIDES
ICEF, Bang & Olufsen and the
Technical University of Denmark
are the partners in a 'Eureka'
research project which could
benefit speaker design by making
it possible to predict how a
speaker will sound in areal room.
But the experiments have only
just begun ...

,

by Bony Fox
some frequencies and cut others. In the
US, Acoustic Research built a prototype
digital equalization and time delay systems to compensate for room character.
Now we have the current Japanese craze
for digital signal processors which work in
much the same way but thrust the acoustic of the Albert Ilan or Wembley Arena
on perfectly nice stereo recordings.
As a rule of thumb the people who
benefit most from distorting the frequency spectrum with an equalizer, or
piling acoustic fingerprints one on the
other with a digital processor, are the
people who sell the systems rather than
the people who buy and use them: '
Forget
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when you first enter a room, but the
senses soon dull so that it can no longer
be smelled.
In the mid- 80s, Soren Bech spent two
and a half years at the Acoustics Laboratory of the Technical University of
Denmark in Lyngby near Copenhagen
working on a PhD thesis on loudspeaker
listening tests and correlation between
the results of objective and subjective
appraisal: ie scientific measurement and
personal preference. The Acoustics Lab
then came up with the idea of taking the
research further as a Eureka project.
Eureka is ascheme, based on an idea by
President Mitterand of France, aimed at
making Europe more effective in future
technical competition with Japan and the
USA. Any laboratory in Europe with an
idea for research can put it to the Eureka
Secretariat in Brussels for formal approval,
and then seek funding from the local
government. At the same time the Eureka
Secretariat looks for commercial companies to pair with the Scientific Institute.
Each project must have partners from at
least two European countries. Scientific
institutes get 100% funding in return for
the promise to pay back royalties earned if
the project is acommercial success. The
commercial partners in a Eureka project
get agrant of up to 50%, and also pay back
in the form of royalties.
The Danish Acoustics Laboratory
teamed up with KEF in the UK and Bang &
51

ONE OF THE
VERY BEST SPEAKERS
ATANY SIZE
OR PRICE

18

• JoAee • Nt

Bring along your own
CD's or Records
and hear what
you've been missing!

8

A & R • Audiolab • Ariston • Audio Technica •

Are you getting the best from your CD's and records? We
invite you to come along and listen in comfortable friendly
surroundings to your own personal favourites on any of our
impressive array of equipment. Not only do we stock ' state
of the art' equipment but also cater for those with more
modest budgets. Our staff are knowledgeable, helpful and
are always ready to help you in your selection of
equipment. Why not call Richard, Graham, James or Chris
for an appointment and you will be assured of awarm
welcome.

Eochsidoody5"ide;
lossilotoothigh;
ollfor£48k.rilÈ;
Advanced metal cone units,

/77/ /L7/7

crossovce-lessdesign, no phase
problems, wide and even frequency response, high power

761 Our best selling " small"
speaker
762 Ideal upgrade for the budget
system
763 Value for money floor
standing speaker
764 Extended bass plus " Super
Elipse" tweeter
765 Top of Range — twin LF
units for extra power
handling

handling, remarkable sound
dispersion and pinpoint stereo
accuracy, virtually no cabinet

of spaceand depth, impeccable
standards of construction and
finish from 1" thick renewable
hard woods - natural oak beech
or ash; black ash

r ' 1 781 Superb built quality and
accuracy of sound
782 Twin driver version with real
wood veneers
Plus the superb Cyrus range of electronics
Plus the " Signature" Cyrus 2and PSX combination.

THREE GREAT SYSTEMS
Linn Axis+
Linn LP12 Blk
TURNTABLE Dual 505
AMP
SPEAKERS

Mk 3.

Akito + K9

Cyrus 1

Cyrus 2

Mission

Cyrus 781

761

£1059

£489

Akito + K9

Cyrus 2+11SX
Cyrus 782

£1719

Where to find us
Mas
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DESIGNER STORAGE for CASSETTES and CDs

IN STOCK I
MARANTZ
' CD50 SE
CD60 SE
1

Trakrak Shelves.

Beautiful in Black Ash,
Elegant. Practical.
Adjustable. Free
standing or wall mounted.
Two models in two lengths to store

CIUMIZUM

and display up to 79 CDs or 49 cassettes.
Trakrak Trays. Stylish and inexpensive in black

perforated metal. Shining steel sliders. Choice of models
to hold up to 40 CDs or 25 cassettes.
To Beaver & Tapley Ltd FREEPOST Southall Middlesex l.1132 4BR
Please send me the TRAKRAK brochure
Name
Address
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27 Springfield Rd., Harrow, Middlesex
Telephone: 01-863 0938
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TECHNICAL
Olufsen in Denmark. Together they get a
grant of around £0.8 million. The official
title of the project, christened
Archimedes, is ' Development of Improved
Systems for Monophonic and Stereophonic Sound Reproduction'. The object is to
study the problems related to high quality
sound reproduction in small and medium
sized rooms. Plenty of research has been
done on concert hall acoustics but very
little on smaller rooms.
Phase One of the Archimedes project,
which started in April 1987 and is scheduled to end by this October, is basic
research. The aim is to try and quantify
how listeners perceive the sound of a
loudspeaker, and perhaps end up with
some kind of agreed measurement scale
or standard of reference. From there
Phase Two will look at the possibility of
building an improved loudspeaker system.
One possibility might be a loudspeaker
and amplifier system with a button
marked 'set up'. When the button is
pressed the system automatically generates test signals, then analyses and tailors
its own performance to astandard starting
point. From there the listener could tweak
to personal taste. Another option might be
to let dealers take an acoustic fingerprint
of a customer's home living room and
then modify the acoustic of a shop
demonstration room to show how arange
of different speakers would sound at
home. All this is still conjecture. There
can be no practical development until
there is a way of defining the standard

Special recordings for the project were made at Mazda Vale
using avariety of mics, as well as anechoically

A pair of B+ K 4003

omnis under the piano lid

starting point. You can't build houses on
shifting sand.
The three partners in the Archimedes
project have taken aconsidered decision
not to concern themselves, in Phase One,
with sound source localization, or stereo
imaging. The major work in this area is
being done by Jens Blauert at aUniversity
in Bochum, West Germany. Archimedes
Phase One is thus concerned solely with
quantifying how listeners perceive sound
quality or timbre and how the timbre of a
sound reproduced by a loudspeaker is
affected by the complex interaction of
reflections from the walls, floor and ceiling of a small room. These arrive within
25 or 30 milliseconds, far quicker than the
reflections from the walls of a large
concert hall.
It was decided early on that it was
impractical to carry out the tests in a
variety of real rooms. Carting reproduction equipment round dozens of homes
would have been expensive, time consuming and hopelessly unscientific. The
alternative approach, adopted by
Archimedes, is to simulate the sound of a
small room in a large anechoic chamber.
Simulation is infinitely flexible, so once a
system has been built to simulate one
living-room, it can be used to simulate
virtually any size or shape of room. And of
course the room can be changed almost
instantaneously, at the flick of a switch.
The simulation set-up, built inside the
very large anechoic chamber at the university near Copenhagen, relies on two
dozen loudspeakers arranged in an
HUH NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Calrec's smoulfield, feeding amulti-track

Standard crossed-pair of B+K 4011 cardioids at 90°

imaginary sphere with a diameter of 6
metres. The listener sits at the exact
centre of the sphere. The signals fed to the
loudspeakers can be varied, in amplitude,
frequency response and time characteristic, by computer controlled equalizers
and delay lines The loudspeakers are not
arranged regularly round the sphere, like
some overblown surround-sound set-up.
Instead they are positioned at points
which correspond to the mirror reflections between the opposite walls and floor
and ceiling of a rectangular room; sound
behaves like light in ahall of mirrors. The
anechoic chamber at the acoustics laboratory in Lyngby, has some of the largest
sound absorbent wedges found in any
chamber ( 1.5 metres long) but there is
still a working space of 8 metres x 10
metres X 12 metres.
Obviously the loudspeakers have to be
very accurate so that they do not introduce audible characteristics which would
upset the test. The speakers were
designed and constructed by KEF; coaxial
drive units are mounted inside spheres.
The drive units use KEES new highenergy magnets made from neodymiumiron-boron. The spheres are actually large
plastic units mass produced in Denmark
for use as fishing floats for trawler nets.
They come in any colour you want,
provided it is bright orange!
Bang & Olufsen produces the amplifiers
to drive the speakers. They are the units
from the Penta active speaker system,
modified for current rather than voltage
drive — normal speakers expect constant
voltage. Ensuring aconstant current with
varying voltage makes the system independent of the impedance of the long
leads used and any changes in voice coil
impedance with heat.
To create the illusion of a listening
room, rather than an anechoic chamber
with bright orange fisherman's floats hanging from the ceiling, the researchers at
Lyngby have built a chair on a hoist and
turntable which is surrounded by acoustically transparent gauze. The listener sits in
the chair and is then moved by aremote
operator watching a video screen into a
position which corresponds to the exact
centre of the acoustic sphere. Nothing of
the loudspeaker set-up is visible through
the gauze.
The listener has a hand control panel,
like asmall personal computer, on which
he or she must press 'yes' or ' no' buttons
to identify any difference between pairs of
sounds heard. Some of the reproduced
sounds are music recordings, others are
electronically generated impulse noise
like white noise hiss.
The Archimedes team found that there
was no music commercially- available to
fit the bill. They needed completely neutral recordings, made in an anechoic chamber, with full documentation of the microphone set-ups used. Professional musicians spent several days in the anechoic
chamber playing a wide range of solo
instruments ( trumpet, cello, and so on),
with their sound simultaneously recorded
on an Ariel magnetic hard disk system, a
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FURUKAWA ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
IF YOU CAN FIND A BETTER CABLE . . . . WE'LL REFUND YOUR MONEY.
Ihave alittle story which won't take long to tell
about afilm called Quantum and the cables that they sell.
They're made by Furukawa in PCOCC,
and at this very moment they have aguarantee.
"IF YOU FIND A BETTER CABLE,
YOU CAN HAVE YOUR MONEY BACK".
But from our recent sales we know there's not much chance of that,
So go and see our dealers, they're the people in the know,
you'll find their expert comments in the list below.
They'll demonstrate the cables and put them to the test,
so you can hear yourself that Furukawa are the best.. .

Grace Jamieson.
"The best interconnects regardless of price." - David Wren, Radlett Audio, Radlett. (0923)856497
"These cables represent tremendous value coupled with staggering performance." - David Campbell, Zeus Audio, Belfast (0232) 332522.
"If you can find abetter interconnect below £600.00 we want to know about it!" - Jack Lawson, The Music Room, Glasgow. (041) 248 7221.
"Amazing cables probably the best regardless of price." Barry Haycock, Hi Fi Excellence, Aberdeen. (0224)624408.
"Superior cables at very impressive prices." - Tony Gascoigne, Lintone Audio, Gateshead. 1091) 477 4167.
"Amazing, at last we can hear the music." - George Bartlett, Bartletts Hi Fi, London. (01)607 2296.

"Musically Magic r - David Spiers, The Music Room, Manchester. (061)835 1366.
"Furukawa clearly know cables better than anyone else." - Ian Padbury, Reading Hi FL Reading. (0734) 585463.
"Well done Quantum Audio, Furukawa are the best cables we've heard." - Bill Cochrane, Laser Audio, Kilmarnock. (0563)40292.
"Clearly the best!" - Peter Adams, Audible Difference, Norfolk. (0379)740227
"Fantastic Stereo Imaging and bass resolution." - Tony Lisle, Elite Hi Fi, Harrogate. (0423); 521831.
"This is live music!" - Keith Hobson, Moorgate Acoustics, Rotherham. (0709)370666.
"Furukawa do everything agood cable should - add nothing!" - John Jeffries, Reference Studio, East Sussex. (043 528)004.
Contact any of the above, or for further information ring Grace Jamieson at:

Quantum Audio Ltd., 22-26 Nelson Street, Kilmarnock, KA1 1BA. Tel: ( 0563) 71122
within 14 days of purchase, you're unhappy with these interconnects or cables, the above participating sales outlets will refund the purchase price in full.

MORCH DP-6 - UNIQUE CONCEPT OF TONE ARM
The only tone arm allowing for optimum adaptation
to any standard cartridge
by the use of interchangeable arm tubes.
masses - from
Armultratubeslightof to4 different
extra heavy - can be

supplied The unavoidable fundamental
resonance is partly determined by the
compliance and the weight of the cartridge that is to be used and partly by the
weight of the tone arm ( known as the " effective mass"). However, the frequency of
the fundamental resonance can be
moved up or down by altering the weight
of the tone arm. Thus simply by choosing
an arm tube out of the 4masses available
the fundamental resonance can be
moved to a frequency, where it does no
harm.
With the lightest of the arm tubes
you get the lowest effective mass, and
with this arm tube the tone arm is the

"

lightest in the world This is important
for cartridges using a low tracking force,
as they have ahigh compliance. For cartridges using ahigh tracking force having
a low compliance, one of the heavy arm
tubes should be chosen Users that own
more than one cartridge can mount each
of them in its own arm tube. Changing a
cartridge becomes a simple swap between arm tubes, and the mass of the
arm is always optimized for its cartridge

Quality
Precision
Reliability

• The bearings are mounted so that they
are level with the record. Therefore in the
case of warped records the motion of the
stylüs will be completely vertical when
bumps are negotiated, so that no warp
wow will be heard.
• Complete stability and freedom from any
tendency to resonate.
• New dual bearing concept combines a
silicone damped high precision ball bearing for the horizontal mode of motion
and two precision sapphire bearings for
the vertical mode of motion. Independent damping of the two modes of motion is possible.
• Especially developed internal silver wiring for perfect transmission of the tiny
signals.
• Supplied in 24 carat hard GOLD finish or
in Chromium finish.
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H. H. MORCH
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Electroactivity, Shamint Ltd,
11, Muswell Ave, London N10 2EB

Tel. 081 445 6151 Fax 081 365 3614

DENMARK
TEL

45 31 63 45 12
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DAT deck, and Sony PCM-F 1 . Hard disk
recording is preferred for the test,
because it gives almost instant access to
selected test sequences.
A computer in the control room outside the anechoic chamber controls the
tests according to random patterns ( so
that the listener has no way of predicting
what comes next) and logs the listener's
ability to distinguish between sounds with
identical, or slightly different timbre. The
full round of tests was scheduled to begin
in late March, and run until October.
In parallel with this simulation experiment, there will be ' Round Robin' tests.
The same listeners will go through identical tests in three real listening rooms,
built to the IEC's standard recommendation at Lyngby, at Bang & Olufsen's
headquarters at Struer in Jutland, and at
KEF's headquarters near Maidstone.
Archimedes stands or falls on the ability
of the listeners under test to produce
reliable results. In other words they must
be able to hear differences only where
differences exist and not be fooled into
hearing differences between the same
sound simulations reproduced on different days or at different times on the same
day. If the listeners' ears and judgement is
not repeatable, then the whole project
collapses like a pack of cards.
Bang & Olufsen recognized the importance of selecting a reliable panel of
listeners way back in 1978, when the
company carried out a comprehensive
series of tests on pick-up cartridges and
found out afterwards that individual members of the panel were not able to make
repeatable judgements. In contrast, a
panel of British hi-fi reviewers had shown
far greater consistency. So in the early
1980s Bang & Olufsen built an lECspecification listening room at Struer and
called for volunteers to form a listening
panel from amongst the 2500 people then
employed by the company. Advertisements in the company newspaper brought
27 applications and, by the spring of 1984
this had been whittled down to apanel of
8. For these people, listening became a
part of paid employment. And to this day
they still assemble once a week in the
listening room for a training session. For
two hours they listen to music, while
honing their ability to distinguish
between different sounds and describe
the differences they hear.
This way B&O always has a trained
listening panel on tap and ready to audition new products. The call goes out and
the panel members leave their routine
jobs for a day to meet in the listening
room and go through whatever test procedure B&O's engineers decide they need
to evaluate anew product and compare it
with previous models or competitors'
products.
The Archimedes team has adopted a
similar approach. A team of eight University students is being trained ad will
be paid to work two hours aday on the
project until October 1st. In total, there
will be 800 hours of testing in bursts of
around 10 minutes a time. In addition to
111-11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Listening-test set-up in the ACOUSII.
13 Lab's huge anechow chamber: qua shows one of the KEF-built spherical
speakers, which use KEF's coincident drive unit principle

general training, each test begins with a
short training period in which the listener
is first required to identify large differences and then, as these are successfully
completed, the differences rapidly
become much smaller until the results are
consistent. Only then does the test on
timbre recognition begin.
Isat in the chair at Lyngby, listening
both to music and impulse noise. The
set-up is impressive, but I found the
procedure adopted to identify the difference between impulse noise characteristics very confusing. Bursts of hiss sound
are played in pairs, fifty at atime. On each
pair, the listener must press either of two
keys, to signify whether it is the first or
second sound which is different from the
last preceding sound. The constant signal
was direct sound only, with the varying
signal an electronic simulation of added
wall reflection. The university researchers
had also decided that the test should start
with achange of location of the sound as
well as a change of timbre, and then
narrow down to changes of timbre only.
This is supposed to identify whether the
first or second sound of each pair is
constant with what has gone before.
As so often happens with complicated
tests, I was left concentrating more on
trying to remember the test procedure
than on identifying any differences in the
sound. As each pair came up Ifirst had to
identify adifference, then identify adifference with what had gone before ( but
which one of the previous pair?) and then
remember which button to press to sig-

nify which was constant ( or was it which
one had changed?). Crazy! My reaction
cannot possibly have been any more
significant than tossing acoin. The British
Ambassador was due to visit the university aweek or so later, sit in the chair
and try the same test. Ido hope they made
it easier for him than me.
It is very easy for scientific researchers,
who live and breathe asubject, to get too
close to see the wood for the trees.
Indeed this is the very good reason why
the Eureka Secretariat insists on pairing
academic researchers with engineers
from commercial companies. After the
dummy run test confusion Iwas left in no
doubt that Bang & Olufsen's engineers
would be taking a firm hand on the
procedures before the real tests began.
In many respects the Archimedes project is sailing uncharted waters. No-one
has previously tested, and quantified, the
conscious and subconscious response of
humans to short reflections in a small
listening room. But it is this phenomenon
which dictates how aloudspeaker sounds
in a home. In the long term Archimedes
might just make those weasel words about
'listening to aloudspeaker at home before
buying' obsolete. But don't hold your
breath. It is a long term project with
absolutely no guarantee of a tangible
product at the end. Indeed the final
conclusion might be that there is no way
of preducting how a loudspeaker will
sound. In itself this could be a scientifically valid, albeit commercially disappointing, conclusion.+
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KRELL
rell has determined that digital
audio should form part of its
future, and has created a separately financed division called Krell Digital
Inc. The MD- 1 digital transport was
shown last year together with the SBP-64x
processor/decoder — an amazing combination at a price which left the industry
breathless; around £ 15,000 the pair. Fie
teen thousand pounds for a CD player?
Surely there is some mistake? Don't you
know that a perfectly competent player
can be bought for one hundredth this
sum? Well, it is not for the humble
reviewer to justify aquoted price; rather
he should assess a product on merit, as
accurately and dispassionately as he can.
Operating on the standard consumer
digital interface, the £ 10,000 64x
decoder and its more economical brother
(£3350) may be used with other CD
transports in either the optical or ( sonically preferable) wired coaxial mode. This
provides a lower cost entry to Krell
Digital, with Krell's own MD- 1player as a
luxury no-holds-barred option at £ 5000.
The MD- 1is arelatively inert and solid
structure, but it benefited from good
siting on a specialist table with properly
coupled spiked feet. Front-panel facilities
are basic — play, stop, track step, audible
cueing, and display. The rather utilitarian
remote control adds only one more feature: pause. When in operation, the disc
assembly is contained in its own inert
chamber, the heavy lid forming aclose fit
with the case to render it virtually
immune to airborne feedback. A Philips
CDM-3 transport has been chosen — a
high-precision laser and motor assembly
built on asmall diecast Mazak chassis and
intended for CD ROM.
Philips' servo and decode electronics
are used, optimized for this application,
while supporting control and mechanics
are made by Krell, not forgetting the
generous and stable power- supply
arrangements which enhance the performance of the Hall motor spindle-drive
and the servo mechanisms. The CDM-3
has a glass lens for the laser head ( most
are plastic), offering improved focal stability with time and temperature. The ' lock'
is a heavy brass weight fitted with a
sorbothane ring to secure the disc, which
also doubles with a damping function.

SPB-64x processor technology
This unit comes in two boxes, the plainer
black- enamelled steel one housing the
power-supplies, which should be located
remotely from the player. For the processor-decoder unit the electronics are
divided into two sections with two sepa58

At last, Krell Digital presents
its CD player system, the MD- 1
transport plus SBP-64x, and the
less costly SBP-16x DAC
by Martin Gallants
rate PCBs, one for digital and the other for
DIA and analogue. Following amplifica
tion, the presence of either an optical or a
wired digital input is sensed and linked in
via logic circuits. Good headroom is
claimed by virtue of the 24-bit data-path
employed, while the DSPs have generous
56- bit accumulators for computation,
avoiding the need for scaled processing
which can occur with low-accuracy oversampling digital filters.
With a 64- times resampling rate, very
little filtering is required, since in theory
the bulk of the aliasing and spurious noise
artefacts will lie above 2MHz and may be
easily dealt with using simple low-pass
analogue filtering. It is hard to find Multibit DACs which can operate at these high
speeds, thus Burr Brown PCM 64P units
were chosen, one for each channel. These
have high-speed parallel digital input facility, while a multi-turn adjustment is provided for phase alignment of the DAC
linearity. All circuitry following the DACs
is discrete, and consists of a current- tovoltage converter, passive filtering and
de-emphasis, followed by transformerless
balanced output amplifiers, all these circuits working to Krell 'Class-A' principles.
The output is DC- coupled, servocontrolled, and has relay protection, the
whole using top-quality components.

Sound quality: 64x
Having

heard

most

of

the

CD

heavyweights, Ican state that the 64x is
capable of the finest digital replay Ihave

heard to date in respect of models so far
reviewed in this journal. You cannot
mistake the essential Krell character running through the sound of this digital
decoder. The reproduction was highly
confident, stable and well founded on
excellent bass, the latter easily capable of
driving the best Krell based systems to
their maximum LF performance potential.
Stereo stages were rock-steady, the sound
was dynamic, and above all ' powerful'. In
this manner, it defined the available stateof-the-art.
Looking at specifics, stereo focus was
strikingly precise, throwing soloists into
clear relief and never confusing them with
the backing, whether it be amulti- tracked
rock chorus or a full classical orchestra.
Both perspective and stage width were
also excellent, while depth rates were
very good. Here, the 64x solinded as if the
last few decibels of dynamic range were
being muted, and while it generally recovered air, ambience and recorded acoustic
accurately, sometimes you were left with
a hint of dryness in the overall effect, a
slight tinge of anechoic-sounding sterility.
However, Isuspect that only the most
transparent of reproducing chains will be
capable of revealing this characteristic.
More obvious was the rather characterful treble, which has acertain contrived,
excitable nature — although it was undeniably excellent. It sparkled, perhaps excessively so, yet had superb resolution and
clarity. Perhaps ' too good to be true', the
treble was a shade ' zingy' and exaggerated, though the effect was neither
seriously unmusical nor fatiguing.
In general terms, the mid- range was
first-rate, despite a tinge of 'solid-state'
hardness which added an extra force to
the presentation. Essentially neutral in
other respects, the mid sounded powerful
and dynamic. Lead singers sound as if they
have been released from astraitjacket and
appear to deliver with greater expression
and articulation than noted on previouslyreviewed designs. Listening to the 64x
was no mere duty — it was apleasure. The
high levels of detail and resolution evident here continued right down to the
lowest bass extreme, and here the 64x
powered along, showing a remarkable
sense of scale and authority. The bass
performance had real slam and was most
revealing, but the magic was worked over
a whole range of programme material,
both rock and classical. Throughout the
auditioning there was an overwhelming
impression of grip and control, which was
musically rewarding over prolonged
listening sessions — indeed, thoughout
listening tests on over 50 interconnect
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cables. Listening so far had been with the
Meridian 208 transport; moving to the
Krell MD- 1transport las first supplied: see
footnote — Edj, Ihave to report amixed
reaction. In all expected respects there
was no doubt concerning its exemplary
abilities. It reinforced the 64x in its ability
to sound stable and focused, authoritative,
transparent and highly detailed. Yet my
colleagues and I found that the MD- 1
significantly increased the level of the
upper- mid hardness of the 64x to apoint
where some marks were lost for the
combination. With the 208 transport the
64x was sufficiently neutral for the effect
to be forgiven, but with the MD- 1it was a
feature of the sound to a point where
some allowance might have to be made in
terms of system matching. A brief trial
with a valve power amplifier suggested
that the effect might be cumulative over a
chain of solid-state equipment, even of
this excellent pedigree.

Lab report: 64x
This unit's passage through the lab was
not entirely trouble- free, and some
aspects of its performance deserve a
closer look than usual. Iwas intrigued by
the odd appearance of the peak whitenoise signal as viewed on the 'scope
screen. The main body of the envelope
was normal, but periodic signals were
present at an amplitude 20% higher than
the full modulated level. This seemed
really mysterious until the linear HF
performance was examined, with surprising results. Visually clean sinewaves were
not available above 14kHz due to the
presence of modulation distortion products arising from non-linear mixing of
the main tone with the 44.1kIlz sampling
rate. Similar effects were present with
some of the earliest players, but are rarely
seen these days. For example, a 16kHz
tone suffered 2nd-harmonic distortion,
the 32kHz product then mixing with the
44.1kHz code to produce a differencetone of 12kHz at some 80dB down. Things
got worse as the input frequency rose, the
effect is not level-dependent. This means
that these artefacts are a fundamental
feature of the DSP software and are not
due to dynamic limitations elsewhere.
The standard HF intermodulation result
was only just satisfactory at — 71dB for full
level, improving ( unusually) at — 10dB
modulation, which suggests a degree of
compression at OdB. In addition to the
main 1kllz difference- tone, higher order
products can also be seen in the audio
band up to 10kHz ( Fig 1), while the range
above 20kHz looked unpromisingly noisy.
A spectrum analysis to 80kHz for the
white- noise signal ( Fig 2) shows digital
filtering down to — 90dB at frequencies to
55kHz, above which an alias modulation
image develops at little better than
—60dB.
However, this slightly premature rolloff
didn't save it from the HF modulation
problem. Fig 4shows the effect of asingle
20kHz tone at full level. A product is
generated at 24.1kIlz, only 8dB down and
really excessive in my view ( resulting
60

from 44.1kIlz minus 20kIlz), while
—35dB ultrasonic tones are also present
at approximately 64/68k1 lz, these being
1st-order products of the 20/24kHz tones
with 44kIlz. Note also the in- band tone at
4.1kIlz, just 73dB down ( 44.1kIlz minus
2x 20k11z). A 20kHz tone at — 24dB modulation showed no improvement.
Now the explanation of those oddlooking white- noise waveforms becomes
apparent: the higher level peaks were
intermodulation products of the highest
random components of the 20kHz bandlimited input. With inputs below 10k1 lz
these aliases' and other ultrasonic components fade away and the standard
measurement for up- band spuriae ( from a
—70dB/ 1kliz input) gave a respectable
result of — 95dB up to 100kliz, with the
output well filtered at still higher frequencies. Isuspect that the slightly excitable
almost zingy treble heard on audition is
associated with these IIF modulation
effects. Interestingly, I remember the
Wadia 2000 showing similar distortions.
Looking now at some basics, the output
was linear-phase, absolute-phase correct
and sourced from a moderate 315-ohm
impedance at an output level of 1.95V,
very close to the 2V standard. Channel
balance was superb and good results were
obtained for separation. Negligible phase
difference was observed between the two
channels. Flat to below 20Hz at the LF
end, the response dip to — 4dB by 20kHz
is in mild contradiction to the audibly
'lively' treble. De-emphasis was accurate
and closely followed the main response.
As regards linearity, full- level distortion
was not particularly good. No appreciable
improvement in mid-band distortion was
evident at — 10dB modulation, by which
time the figures had begun to differ
between channels, with even the better
one falling below state-of-the-art at
—38.6dB distortion on a — 70dB dithered
tone. Some — 46dB is possible.
Linearity was examined on the better
(left) channel, and the transfercharacteristic gave the fine result shown
in Fig 5, with an excellent dynamic range
of 105dB and good 15.9- bit linearity
down to — 110dB. Plotted simply as error
(Fig 6) we have avery good result, where
the deviation beyond — 105dB is due
mainly to the rising noise-floor. For the
right channel it was obvious that the
paint- locked setting of the linearity adjuster was no longer appropriate. The higher
low-level distortion here related directly
to its equivalent graph ( Fig 7), where the
negative error at — 90dB is 4dB ( equivalent to, say, 15.3 bits), and reaches IldB
at — 100dB. The setting stability should be
better than this, yet the units should not
be condemned prematurely. It was nearly
Editor's note: Unfortunately, this review was about to
go to press before we learned that the review sample
supplied had not been typical of current production. Krell
Digital informed us that because of demand for MD- is, it
did not have aproduction unit available and had sent a
unit having a pre-production motherboard installed.
Through the courtesy of Acoustic Arts of Watford, MC was
able to carry out alistening comparison against arecent
production example, with the results he describes on p63.

perfect to — 80dB, while a 4dB loss at
—90dB is not very significant subjectively.
However, the right channel was chosen
for an attempt to retrieve a ( not very
satisfactory) — 90dB sinewave ( Fig 8).

SBP-16x decoder
Contrasting with its bigger brother, the
16x is aone- box unit with integral powersupplies intended, like its sibling, for use
with both the Krell MD- 1 and other
high- quality digital transports.
Built in similarly excellent casework to
the 64x, the 16x includes the bigger unit's
auto-switching for optical and coaxial
digital interface inputs, but the fixed- level
audio output is at line level, unbalanced
only, providing asaving over the balanced
output of the '64. As with the 64x, the
digital processing software is user interchangeable and the 16x may benefit from
future advances in design which can lxeasily retro fitted.

SBP-16x technology
Clearly based on the 64x, the 16x
incorporates the same front-end Yamaha
ADIC, and although the power- supplies
are now on board, the analogue and
digital sections are still separate, including
the two toroidal mains transformers. The
generous supplies use Krell's standard
'Class-A' discrete double regulators.
Space and expense are saved by halving
the digital processor section, operating at
32- times instead of 64 and then sharing
the unit between the two channels, resulting in an effective resampled rate of
16-times. This allows for asimplified serial
drive to the individual 18- bit PCM-58
Burr Brown D/A converter chips. The raw
current output is chosen, transconducted
to the required voltage by a discrete
circuit, followed by mild passive filtering,
de-emphasis, and the discrete output buffer, the latter DC-coupled and relaymuted. The interpolation system for this
design is a proprietory code by Krell
Digital called ' Waveform Replicator', held
on EPROM chips and arranged for future
upgrade as and when appropriate.

Sound quality: 16x
Auditioned under the same conditions as
the 64x, the 16x proved to be rather
different, sufficiently so to alter one's
overall opinion and provide further
opportunities for system building and
matching. While there can be no doubt
that the 64x is subjectively superior to the
16x, the margin is small. Where the 64x
has that unquestionably high degree of
solidity, precision and resolution, the 16x
counters with an engaging sweetness and
fluidity — more so than for certain top
Bitstream examples. At this point, prior to
the lab testing, Icould only hope, as a
reviewer that such sweetness would not
turn out to be a case of mild treble cut!
After extended listening and athorough
warm-up, Iconcluded that the 16x was a
first-rate decoder, of such neutral character that it will readily partner awide range
of equipment. In terms of absolute merit it
comes in my view second only to the 64x,
hiEl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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and achieved ascore very close to stateof-the-art at 96%. If my present sound
quality ratings are to survive for more
than a few months, there had better not
be any more designs of this quality! It
sounded right almost from the first
installation, and as it ' burnt in' it continued to improve in clarity and control.
At some point in the auditioning Iwas
reminded of similarly good first reactions
to the KSP-711 pre- amp when first
reviewed: the I6x could be regarded as a
digital-source equivalent to that.
In the bass it approached excellence,
with avery high degree of tunefulness and
genuinely revealing articulation of different types of bass instrument. It was
capable of great slam when the music
demanded it, though not quite to the
massive weight and scale of the 64x.
The mid was exceedingly neutral,
almost ' analogue' if other CD replay systems are chosen as the yardstick. Free of
strain or any significant hardness, the
mid- range was capable ot VC1y good transients, with convincing dynamics. No
compressive or softening tendencies were

detected with this converter, definition
was consistently high, and perspectives
very well portrayed.
The treble was creamy in texture, not
audibly rolled-off in the obvious sense, yet
perhaps a touch dulled and lacking
sparkle at the very highest frequencies not necessarily adisadvantage with much
of the more caustic-sounding digital material. Treble definition equalled the high
standard set in the mid- range, sounding
explicit and yet free from exaggeration.
Vocal sibilants were natural, the sound
articulate yet unaggressive.
Stereo sound stages were built on a
large scale, with afine front-to- back ratio
despite a mild loss of absolute depth and
transparency, this also noted with the
64x. Width was excellent, as was stereo
focus, the presentation remaining clearly
defined over a wide frequency range.
Replay was alive in adynamic sense, and
music signals exhibited afine measure of
pace and rhythm. Ambience and recorded
acoustics were recovered well, while the
unit proved consistently revealing when
older recordings were revisited.

KRELL

bandwith.
The LF response extended below 10Hz,
while the output was absolute- phase correct, virtually linear-phase, and with negligible pre- and post-pulse ringing. Channel balance was excellent and separation
very good, but the multiplexed digital
processor gave rise to some surprisingly
large inter-channel phase-shifts, with 4.8°
noted by lkliz and 62 ° by 151cHz. On
mono replay this would impose aloss of
I.25dB at 15kliz. The output level was
very close to the 2V standard, sourced
from a low 250ohm impedance, and the

m um Lmmn mu . mm,

."' '.;gr;

leO

From the listening tests there was an
indication of a uniform treble with a
curtailment at extreme HF, and this was
exactly what was found in the lab. Virtually flat to 9kIlz and only 0.5dB down by
14kIlz, the treble then rolled off rather
like a tuner multiplex filter to - 4.4dB at
20kIlz. The curve looked very much like
that for the 64x in Fig 3, except that the
final rolloff was steeper. Mildly audible,
this, and rather surprising in view of
Krell's usual commitment to an extended

SBP6 4 x

L1int
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Lab report: 16x
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Fig 4. Krell SBP-64x: spuriae associated with 20kHz
tone at OdB, linear scale 500Hz-100.5kHz

Fig I. Krell SBP-64x: interrnodulation spuriae from
19120kHz tones at OdB, log scale 500Hz-100.5kHz
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Fig 2. Krell SBP-64x: white-noise response up to
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Fig 3. Krell SBP-64x: frequency response
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Fig 8. Krell SBP-64x: dithered MHz sinetvave at
-90dB, waveform below, distortion spectrum above
Test results
Channel balance
Stereo separation
channel phase difference
THD OdB
Till) - 10dB
THD - "OdEl
Imermod 19kHz/20kIlz,OdB
Intermod 19kHz/20kHz,- 10dB
Frequency response, left
Frequency response, right
S/N 20Hz-2011.11z unweip,hted
S/N CCIR/ARM, ' kHz ref
Output level, OdB
Output impedance
De-emphasis ( error in dB)
Track access ( Tr 15 ) ( MD- I)
Error correction ( MD. I)
Mechanical noise ( MD- 1)
Spuriae up to 100kHz
Resolution at - 90dB, left/right
Dimensions ( wdh)
Typical price ( inc VAT)

SBP64x
201Hz

Ilkliz

0.0IdB
91dB

OdB
98dB

20IcHz

0.02dB
86dB
1.5 °
-78dB - 74dB - 70/72
-74/69dB
-38.6/28.7dB
-71dB
-79dB
OdB
-39dB
OdB
-39dB
108dB
10IdB
1.95V
315ohms
Wiz
54111
16kilz
-0.04 - 0.11 - 1.0
3-4secs
gap > 2mm
modst ( see text )
-95dB
-90 7dB/-94.3dB
48.5 x40x 6.3cro
£9900
(515,689 with RID- I )

61

KEF CS 3BI-WIRE

SUB- WOOFERS AND OTHER ANIMALS
The ancient Greeks may have had aword for it (Cerberus?) but, as far as we
are concerned, the notion that asub- woofer, used in association with small
but very precise front speakers, might provide the perfect answer to the
domestic problems of the majority of music- lovers first arose about a
decade ago. The fact is that such athree-way system - consisting of the
Audio Pro B 1-45 sub-woofer and a pair of Rogers/BBC LS3/5A monitor
speakers - produces the kinds of musical performance normally requiring
very bulky loudspeakers and does so, moreover, at afar more reasonable
cost (£790 for the complete system). Only the small speakers need to be
visible; the sub-woofer, which measures 14 3/
4 in. square by 20 1
/ in. high,
4
can be placed anywhere in the room, either out of sight or covered by a
table-cloth, because even the very deepest sounds will be perceived as
emanating from the normal sound stage.

Wilmslow's NEW Total Kit for the very popular KEF Constructor
series. The CS3 design is now supplied with split X- over network
plus 8 x30 amp binding post connectors so that Bi wiring is
possible without any modification.
Some components have been uprated and to improve this highly
regarded speaker still further, Wacoustic panels are used to
reduce cabinet induced colouration to an absolute minimum.
The kit comprises bass and treble units, assembled crossovers,
wadding, grille fabric etc. plus flatpack cabinets.
(Accurately machined from
smooth MDF for ease
of assembly)

For those requiring greater power handling than the LS3/5A can
encompass, the Audio Pro sub-woofer also makes an ideal complement to
apair of Acoustic Energy AE1 speakers which, while closely resembling the
LS3/5As in tonal quality and only marginally larger, can cope with up to 200
watts. And, where neither space nor outlay are prime considerations, it is
our view that combining the QUAD ESL 63 loudspeakers with a B 1-45
sub-woofer will offer the finest, most truly musical sound that can be
achieved-under domestic conditions.

Dimensions:
526 x286 x237 mm
Response:
55 HZ - 20 KHZ +/- 3dB
AMP Suitability: 15-100w
Impedence: 8 ohms

At our studio you can listen at leisure to the Audio Pro sub-woofer in
association with the three above- mentioned speaker pairs, and you will be
astonished to discover how superb any of these combinations sound even
when fed from modestly- priced CD players and receivers. In addition to
such components by JVC, Denon or Yamaha, we are also demonstrating a
QUAD system that includes their new CD player and their 66 pre-amplifier,
complete with remote control panel.

OS 3 ( bi-wire) Total Kit
£187.00 per pair +
carriage/Ins. £ 13.50

The fact that audio equipment is, for us, never an end in itself but simply
a means to a deeper understanding and enjoyment of great music is
further underlined by our truly comprehensive stock of classical Compact
Discs, which are available to those who have bought equipment from us at
a generous 20% discount. Nor do we neglect visual pleasures for, quite
apart from supplying selected TV sets and Hi Fi Video Recorders, we
demonstrate CD Video and stock a wide range of CDV recordings,
especially opera and ballet. So there is always plenty to see and hear at
MUSIC IN THE HOME!

CS 3 Upgrade Kit
(1)i-wire. crossovers
and binding posts to
upgrade existing CS 3's)
£59.00 + P&P £3.00

Wilmslow
Audio

SliN1NIER 1101.11/A1 : Our studio will be closed June 10-111h incl.

Thomas Heinitz Ltd

MUSIC IN THE HOME

35 Moscow Road Queenssuy London W2
Telephone: 071-229 2077
Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 ( Thurs. 9.30 to

DIY Speaker catalogue £ 1.50
post tree (export £. 501

Fri. 9.30 to 71.

Wellington Close,

Parkgate Trading Estate
Knutsford. Cheshire
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FEATURE REVIEW
signal-to-noise ratio was fine at 101dB
CCIR/ARM, with a wide overall dynamic
range of some 105dB and aresolution of
15.7 bits.
Using the latest Audio Precision test
software, the usual linearity slope has
been translated into an error or deviation
graph with level plotted against acentral
OdB or 'perfect' accuracy line. This was
done for the 64x in Figs 6/7, and is now
repeated for the 16x. Both graphs are
interesting. That for the left channel ( Fig
9) shows a moderate error beginning at
-70dB and gradually increasing to - 5dB
by - 96dB before showing some erratic
behaviour. The right channel ( Fig 10) is
similar down to - 85dB, but then runs
into some LF interference with an equivalent frequency of about 0.7Hz, which
might well affect low-level resolution in
practice. Nevertheless, a satisfactory
-90dB sinewave could be recovered ( Fig
11) where the accompanying spectrum
analysis shows only 2nd-harmonic distortion at 108dB below peak level.
At - 70dB modulation the distortion
was about average at - 26.5dB, showing
mild odd-order non-linearity, while an
analysis extending to 100IcHz ( Fig 12)
looks tidy enough, with the 88kHz sampling harmonics present at a reasonable
-95dB. But this gives no indication of the
complex behaviour on higher level HF
signals. Driven by the usual two-tone
19/20kHz mix at full level, the 1kHz
difference-product was at satisfactory
-83dB, but other products were also
present, at 51cHz for example, while the
simple ' difference' beats with the code
sample rate are typically just 10dB down
at 24kHz and 251cHz. Further ultrasonic
spuriae are present at quite high levels in
the 60-70kHz region ( Fig 13), while the
situation was little altered in the presence
of asingle 201cHz full-level tone. Here, an
in-band product of 4.1kHz was present at
-83dB, not far from the threshold of
pure-tone audibility. Fed with whitenoise, it produced similar over-peak waveforms to the 64x, probably due to the
similar software employed.

ity, neither unit was outstanding below
-85dB modulation yet this did not prevent them from working well.
It must be pointed out that while no
compatibility problems were noted with
the review test systems, the high level of
up-band spuriae may make the Krell
decoders more system-dependent than
some. Also, a few audiophile amplifiers
might well object to the extra ultrasonic
signals generated on loud programme
sections with a strong HF content.

Overall conclusions
Subsequent to the completion of this
review, an opportunity arose to cross
check the performance of the review
MD- 1 with a second sample. This had
been fitted with a later, now current
production circuit board. Sonically, they
differed significantly and while atinge of
hardness still remained in the upper
mid-range, the current sample showed
significant improvements in spaciousness,
slam, dynamics, clarity, pace and focus,
enough to secure a more confident view
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Fig 12. Krell SBP-16x: spuriae up to 1000kfix
associated with MHz tone at - 70dB
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Fig 9. Krell SBP-16x: linearity error plotted below
-60dB (left channel)
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Once again we have a pair of audio
devices which illustrate our lack of knowledge concerning psycho-acoustic factors
in the technical performance of audio
equipment. The particular digital processing software employed in conjunction
with the high oversampling rate resulted
in apoorer-than/average IIF performance,
in respect of spurious products both in
and beyond the notional audio band. Such
behaviour may well account for some of
the treble liveliness noted with the 64x,
not observed with the 16x perhaps
because of its extra treble truncation.
The 16x treble rolloff was, I believe,
correctly identified in the auditioning, yet
this and the HF effects did not prevent
these two decoders from representing the
present state-of-the-art in perceived CD
replay fidelity - using established multibit Burr Brown converters at that. As
regards that other bogy, low-level linear-

em;
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Technical conclusions
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of the MD1's review recommendation as
an impressive if very costly CD transport.
Notwithstanding the tinge of mid 'hardness', the ' excitable' treble, and atrace of
excessive acoustic dryness in the far stage,
the 64x decoder is the most revealing, the
most dynamic, the most focused, and the
most involving unit for CD replay yet
available, and clearly shows a commanding lead over much of the established
competition. But such is the headlong
pace of CD development, even at the
high-end, that one wonders just how long
this lead will be maintained. Interestingly,
the reference position attained by the 64x
was achieved with classic multibit technology, specifically exploiting the
strengths of this medium, namely pace
and dynamics.
Finally we come to the SBP-16x
decoder, which offers so much of the
64x's sound quality at a much more
realistic price. The 16x is immediately
likeable, has genuine merit, and need not
stand in the shadow of its big brother.
Thus it too is strongly recommended.+
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Fig 13. Krell SBP-16x: intermodulation spstriae frorn
19120kHz tones at OdB, with high-resolution analysis
up to 80kHz
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Fig 10. Krell SBP-16x: linearity error plotted below
-60dB (right channel)
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Fig 11. Krell SBP-16x: dithered ¡kHz sinewave as
-90dB, waveform below, distortion spectrum above

20Hz
Channel balance
Stereo separation
Channel phase difference
TFID OdB
THD - 10dB
THD - 70dB
Intermod 19kHr./20kHz,OdB
Intennod 19kliz/20kHz,- 10dB
Frequency response, left
Frequency response, right
S/N 20Hz-201tIlz unweighted
S/N CCIFt/ARM, IkHz ref
Output level, OdB
Output impedance
De-emphasis ( error in dB)
Spuriae up to 100kHz
Resolution at - 90dB, Ira/right
Dimensions ( wdh)
Typical price ( inc VAT)

lIcHz

20kitz

0.04dB
107d8
0°

0.03dB 0.04dB
115/117 89/95
4.8° 62°
(15kHz)
-80d11 - 80dB - 83dB
- 83dB - - 36.5dB -83dB
-88dB
OdB
- 4.4dB
OdB
- 4.4dB
97dB
101dB
2.02V
250oluns
MHz
5kHz
161diz
-0.04 - 0.17 + 1.5
-93dB
-93.4dB/-92.4d8
48.5x 38 u6.3crn
£3560
(69349 with MD- I )

Supplier:
Absolute Sounds, 58 Durham Road, London
SW20 ODE. Tel: 081-947 5047.
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WHICH CROFT?

hinking back on the Croft valve
products I've used and abused, only
one malfunction has occurred and
that was nothing more than the intermittent failure of the on/off LED on the
original Basic. So the toughest challenge
of Croft ownership is becoming a Croft
owner in the first place.
Concentrating on the £ 199 Micro Il
Special has so far meant ignoring the
dearer stuff — something of an irony
because Croft's more expensive products
are hardly what you could call outrageously priced. Picking models at random — the Croft line is quite extensive — I
chose to sample a middle-of- the- range
power amplifier and the top-end pre- amp,
the latter to find out what Glenn could
produce if cost restraints weren't part of
the equation. But, as with every Croft
model, we're looking at items which are
'out of the ordinary', not just another
£1000 amp or £ 1500 pre-amp.

THE SERIES 3STEREO
POWER AMPLIFIER
The Series 3 power amplifier is a case in
point. A scaled-down version of the company's Series 2, it's an outputtransformerless design. That it sells for
£1000 is remarkable enough; that it
drives some pretty hungry speakers with
impedances down to 5ohms is astonishing. While direct coupling of the
valves to the loudspeakers means no
transformer and the miles of cable which
can impair signal quality, the production
of such beasts is complex, costly and
fraught with peril. As aresult, past designs
have been huge, temperamental, delicate
and scared spitless of looking at speakers
with impedances below 15ohms. The
64

Croft's £A99 pre-amp sets the pace
for the budget sector. How do the
dearer products fare?

by Ken Kessler

tic. Imean, 'Mega-Micro'? ' Micro II Special'? 'Super Micro'? 'Super Micro A'? Ido
wish GC would settle into some naming
groove so people knew what was what in
his ever-expanding range. You see, these
names don't appear on the front of the
Croft pre-amps, because it's all part of the
cost-savings techniques which make Croft
the best value kit in the land: one facia fits
all. The Mega-Micro — the £ 1500, top-ofthe- line, two-box pre-amp — is housed in
exactly the same box as the bottom-of-

Croft Series 3is endowed with real-world
composure through the use of paralleled
low impedance/high current triodes in a
push-pull format; in the case of the Series
the- line model, with only one visual differ3, it's four pairs of PL519s.
ence: the Micro II's on/off toggle has been
As with all Croft products, the device is
replaced by a small red tell- tale which
free of circuit boards, all components
glows briefly when you switch on from
being hard-wired with solid-core cabling.
the outboard power supply. Croft passes
It is, simply. a box measuring
the savings in tooling on to the consumer,
305x455x230mm ( wdh), achassis with a hence the embarrassingly low prices. The
protective cage perched on top. The
power supply is also housed in the same
weight, most of which is at the mains
box, but it sports adifferent face plate to
transformer end, is a dainty 12kg. The
account for having only two holes drilled
front bears an on/off toggle and access to
into it, for the on/off toggle and LED.
four fuses, while the rear offers goldBoth boxes measure 390x230x8Omm
plated inputs, five-way speaker binding
(wdh) and are finished in black with gold
posts and the bias adjustment points. Just
legends. The lids are made of mesh ( a
make certain that, should you find its
stylistic link with the amp?) and the
styling horrific, you find a hiding place
overall look is industrial but smart and
which offers plenty of ventilation.
purposeful. Gone are the days when Croft
Don't be fooled by the 50W/channel
products looked like end-of- line buy-outs
rating. This amplifier embarrassed a host
from a 1962 Radio Shack catalogue. Like
of dearer, more highly spec'd solid-state
the £ 199 Micro II, the Mega has two
units and drove loudspeakers with impevolume controls in keeping with its dualdances down to 5.6ohms. The other good
mono status, a mute toggle ( the only
news is that you can mono these for
'common' control), separate left/right
double the output should you move onto
source selectors and separate left/ right
a different loudspeaker without wishing
phono/line selectors. At the back, it's the
to part from a Series 3.
same layout as the Micro II but all of the
phono sockets are top quality, gold-plated
affairs. Also fitted to the Mega is a multiTHE MEGA-MICRO PREpin socket to take the feed from the
AMPLIFIER
power supply.
Thankfully, my only objections to Croft
One way of looking at the Mega is as an
corporate policy are aesthetic or semanoverkill version of the basic Croft recipe.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ANIPLIFIERS

The sound of £2.51(

catch my drift. But when you find that rare
OTL which does have the ability to drive
speakers which dip ( convincingly) below
80 or 90Hz, you're greeted with a blast
from the past: vintage tube lower registers. I'm not in the mood to taste my
Timberlands, so I'm not going to bleat
about the rather appealing nature of
slightly underdamped bass, especially
when it's only people over the age of 40
who can praise it because of nostalgia. I
just want you to look elsewhere if you
think that the bottom octaves on arap CD
are the yardstick for amusical foundation.
But given that you can put up with slight
sogginess, you'll probably find that the

With Croft products, I'm so used to being
dazzled that I live in fear of becoming
blasé about each new achievement. And
because I prepared for this review by
doing time with that positively brilliant
Micro II. Ifeared that maybe, just maybe I
was going to be disappointed.
Prior to playing with the Crofts in
tandem, Iused the Series 3 on its own,
then the Mega Micro, before uniting them
as a natural pairing. Each in turn was
inserted into my main system, but the
Apogees were set aside when using the
Series 3 in favour of less threatening
speakers. And one of the first challenges to
which the Series 3 rose were the ATC
SCM20s, hungry little devils which make
dearer amps quake. They'd been chewing
up and spitting out all manner of
amplifiers, mainly because of their low
sensitivity rather than low impedance
(they don't drop below 5.6ohms). Other
amps were clipping on seeming
innocuous peaks, there was audible compression, strain, you name it, and this was
at normal levels.
While the Series 3wouldn't blow down
doors or cause the earth to move, it
revealed no signs of distress at all with the
kind of demands Ideem to be suitable for
normal listeners. Here, my friends, is a
sensibly-priced OTL amplifier which will
drive something other than IS3/5As or
Quad ESLs.
There's one indisputable reason why
audiophiles put up with such ornery,
restrictive designs as OTLs, and that's the
unrivalled transparency afforded by eliminating the transformer. It's a gain not
unlike moving from abox- type enclosure
to agood panel, or from thin-strand cables
to real ones, an opening-up of the sound
which inspires such analogies as 'cleaning
the window' or ' lifting another veil'.
Frankly, Idon't give ahoot which analogy
you apply: OTL amplifiers, at least all of
those which I've tried, simply possess a
level of openness and clarity only rarely
achieved by other topologies, and then in
costly amplifiers striving for the state of
the art. Finding such transparency at the
£1000 price point is like finding prime
filet in your Big Mac.
The bass, Ihasten to add, is one of the
sacrifices you make for this transparency.
Not quite coincidentally, you'll also
notice that the two speakers which adore
Oils — the IS3/5A and the original Quad
ESL — aren't exactly troglodytes, if you

bass delivered by this particular OTL is
marginally better (le tighter) than the
bass recreated by a number of transformer-coupled designs of similar spec.
Whatever you hear down below, the
midband will seduce you with the charm
of such other middle-octave sirens as the
wooden-bodied Koetsus, the aforementioned Quads, ditto the LS3/5A, the Stax
Lambdas and other musical marvels. This
is an amplifier for the lover of vocals.
The Series 3 also has a way with
unamplified instruments. The delicious
harmonics of an acoustic guitar, the mellowness of clarinet courtesy of Blue Note
— we're talking ' in the room'. but this
amplifier is as schizophrenic as need be,
and Ifed it the antithesis of the above,
massive doses of Thunder and the Black
Crowes and Gary Moore, without causing
its undoing.
But there's alesson to be learned, one
which likens the Series 3 to other OTLs.
Despite its way with speakers of low-ish
impedances, the Series 3 needs to be
coddled if it's to reproduce the scale and
dynamics of Works Which Go Loud. The
hard rock taxed the Series 3when it was
hooked up to the ATCs; not so when the
Croft was connected to the Monitor
Audio Studio 10s, the Celestion 3s or even
the Sonus Fabers.
One other area of the Series 3's brief
deserves mention and that's the sound
stage it recreates. I've heard wider, deeper
and taller, but few amps at or near its
price point can match it for overall
coherence and consistency. By that I
mean a convincing soundstage, with no
'blank spaces' or grave anomalies to ruin
the illusion. In many respects, it reminded
me of the spatial properties of the Solen
Tiger: small, but perfectly formed.
The Mega Micro is in many ways too
good for the Series 3, suggesting that the
latter will work adequately with one of
Croft's lesser pre-amps, or that the Mega
deserves one of Croft's dearer power
amps. The Mega's dynamic capabilities
were better revealed through monster
amplifiers like the 200W/channel Aragons
or the Carver Silver Sevens, feeding fullrange panels like the Divas. It's just that a
number of the Mega's virtues are compromised slightly by the Series 3.
Don't get me wrong: driving the Series
3 amplifier with the Micro il and then
swapping for the Mega wasn't unrewarding. You'd still hear the differences

In addition to external niceties like gold
socketry and marginally nicer knobs, the
Mega employs four completely separate
high tension power supplies, enabling
each stage in the Mega to have its own
power source. The Mega also features two
completely separate heater supplies, one
for each channel. The output stage operates in push-pull mode for alower output
impedance, greater overload capability,
lower distortion and overall sonic superiority. And, again in keeping with the
Croft formula, the units are entirely hardwired and pcb-free.
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between those pre-amps with no greater
difficulty than if you tried both through
the Silver Sevens. But the Mega is quieter
as well as more dynamic than the Series 3,
and you become aware of this if, like me,
you happen to try the Mega Micro
through an amplifier capable of greater
dynamic contrasts. It may be wholly
psychological, but Iwas actually more at
ease when using the Micro Il rather than
the Mega to drive the Series 3.
The Mega, you see, is of awhole calibre
above the Series 3, however wonderful
that amplifier may be given its few and
entirely workable limitations. While the
Croft Mega Micro proved not to be a
complete substitute for my reference, the
much costlier Audio Research SP- 14, it
performed more than adequately as a
drop- in replacement. Aside from lower
gain in the phono section, purely apractical consideration, the Mega matched the
SP- 14 in transparency, drynamic contrasts
and coherence. Where the SP- 14 showed
its superiority was in the resolution of fine
detail, transient recovery and the portrayal of ambience.
But that's treating the Croft Mega Micro
as if it were some mortgage-buster from
across the sea. It isn't. It's anative product
worthy of partnering any components you
care to name. The Series 3, while not the
ideal match for the Mega, is to its price
class what the Micro II is to affordable
pre-amps. Or, to repeat myself, Glenn has
done it again.
Croft has products which can take on
the world, sonically if not aesthetically.
They've proven to be reliable beyond my
wildest dreams, they're built with care
and they're embarrassingly underpriced
given the status quo. But the world should
know about such items if they're to reach
those who would appreciate them. If only
Eminent audio would get a separate
phone line for the Fax machine..

CROFT MEGAMICRO/SERIES 3
Manufacturer's specifications
MEGA MICRO PRE-AMP
Sensitivity
THD
Frequency response
Noise
Input overload
Maximum output level
Output impedance
Stereo separation
Dimensions ( whd)
Weight
Price

2ctiV, 47k-ohms/100pF ( disc )
525mV, 100Ic-ohms ( line)
better than 0.05%
R1AA accuracy better than
±0.2dB, 20-20kHz
Disc better than — 70dB
Line better than — 90dB
Disc better than 20dB @ Iltilz
Une infinite'
45V
470ohms
Disc better than 130dB @ IkHz
Line better than 100dB @ ULF&
390x230x80mrn per chassis
3. 6141(Pre -an1P)
4.51g ( psu)
£ 1500

SERIES 3POWER AMPLIFIER
Output
Input impedance
Output impedance
Sensitivity
Dimensions
Weight
Price

50W/channel
100k-ohms
0.25ohnis
IV for 50W
305x455x230nun ( whd)
121cg
£. 1000

Supplier:
Eminent Audio, 91 Rosemary Crescent West,
Penfields, Wolverhampton. Tel: (0902) 865326
or (0902) 331324
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THE CABLE
SURVEY
IN

TERCONNECTS
PART ONE:

p

ressure on editorial space has
delayed this project — but we can no
longer resist the clamour from readers urging us to get on with it! We begin
with interconnect cables: later surveys
will cover digital links, both optical and
wired, IEC mains cables and, not least, a
large block of speaker cables. To avoid
endless repetition, the bulk of the results
and physical data have been summarized
in a giant table, which we trust you will
take the time to scan. The best performers
for value and/or sound quality are brought
out in a concluding section.
Ilast analysed cables in earnest three
years ago (June 1987 issue), but one thing
is certain: cables do not change as often as
other audio equipment. That 1978 article
reviewed atotal of 30 cables: most expensive of the interconnects then was the van
den Hul MC Silver at £950 per stereo
metre. This cable achieved the highest
subject score, at 98% on the then current
scaling: but it was interesting to note that
a standard interconnect, supplied with
hi-fi components, scored an acceptable
64%. Several successful designs covered
in the last test are still available, only
slightly upgraded in a couple of cases.
These include examples from DNM, Sil tech, van den Hul, and Vecteur. One or
two others are included for historic reference purposes, for example, Randall Flex
and the standard 'Sony ofc' connecting
cord. Ranges covered in some depth
include Audioquest, Furakawa, YFRE,
Monster Cable and van den Hul. Recent
introductions include Chord ( no relation
to Chord amplifiers), Masterlink, Sigma,
Sonic Link and the quaintly named Care
Audio relative. Exotics include Absolute
Sounds Mandrake, the Lindsay Geyer,
Cardas,and Kimber Silver.
In the previous report Ilooked at some
of the factors affecting sound quality. It is
obvious at this point that Ido not subscribe to the traditional engineering view
which says that cables cannot sound
different from one another. Indeed, with a
high-grade system, cables play a rather
important part and can be responsible for
66

At last, afull test round-up

covering the huge range of
current hi-fi cables. In this
review, listening test data, with
value-for-money and 'absolute'
ratings, are given for more than
50 interconnects from 'budget'
to the most exotic types
by Martin Gallants
20% or even 30% of the perceived
quality. This is not good news for the
purchaser, who may find that a further
outlay is required over and above the
basic system cost. One difficulty which
any reviewer has to accept when recommending expensive cables is the unconscionably greedy attitude adopted by
some agents and dealers where high end
accessories are concerned. In most cases a
customer buys cables on trust or recommendation — the dealer has little work to
do and the reliability is high. Yet sales
margins of anything up to 100% are
typical, and I recently heard of one
example which was apparently offered
with a 200% trade margin.
This makes it hard for cable designers
to evolve value-for-money products, and
explains why the more costly cables are
so very expensive. A cable which may cost
£60 in materials and labour could thus
retail for as much as £600, when £250
would be more than high enough and
would be typical of the sort of mark-up on
products such as amplifiers or loudspeakers. Perhaps Barry Fox could be persuaded to investigate cable marketing?
These often excessive sales margins provide ammunition for critics of the cable
business, and it is true that much hard
selling is a feature of the trade. Because
cable design is not an exact science,

individual theories and technohype
abound, and it is not until one has the
time to address the subject properly and
devote extended listening periods to the
products that the real results can emerge.
Note that cable differences are not
large. They are important, but they are
subtle. After four days of solid listening
one can get quite sensitized to the differences, and each cable contender then
represents a lisiening challenge rather
than a chore. Good hi-fi systems are
required to exploit the benefits of good
cable, and as system performance is
reduced the cable question becomes less
and less important.

Cable technology
The diversity of cable design is legendary,
yet during the last few years there has
been a large increase in the manufacture
of balanced types, variations on the
twisted-pair theme, usually with a separate external shield. WIT is becoming
more popular as an insulating dielectric,
while more exotic conductors are also
being pursued: high-purity copper, silver
and, most recently, magnetically permeable wire. The following headings cover
the main factors which show fairly good
correlation with sound- quality differences; but when talking about cable
sound quality we are really discussing
111-111 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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CA131,LS
approximately in proportion to the figures
for HF loss: PVC, polyethylene, polypropylene, foam polyethylene, PTFE, etc. A
poorer dielectric may not necessarily rule
out acable design, but is often responsible
for audible coloration, as is also found
with some low-grade audio coupling capacitors. The structural integrity of acable is
important on grounds of microphony,
while absolute geometric consistency per
unit length is also afactor, particularly in
precision of stereo focus.

Testing

audible flaws heard when compared with
acontrol, anear-perfect short-wire link in
aline- level chain, on the assumption that
the best cable is no cable at all. The
primary variables are as follows:

Metallurgy
At its simplest, atwo-core cable is apair of
conducting paths insulated from each
other and from the environment. The
choice of conductor is important. Copper
is justifiably the most popular for audio, as
it is for electrical engineering, on grounds
of its great effectiveness versus cost. Very
cheap copper, often called TP or ' tough
pitch', is the lowest on the purity scale,
and some correlation has been observed
between sound quality and metal purity.
Copper is thus available in ' OF' or oxygenfree grades, which have proved popular
due to their increased levels of purity and
simplified crystal structures. These range
across ' LC-OFC' ( linear crystal), ' PC OCC',
'PC OFC', 6N ( six ' nines' purity), etc.
Mixed conductor types have also been
tried, and, while hard to terminate, aluminium also has its adherents. Recently,
nickel- iron has been proposed, a throwback to the old undersea telegraph cable
days, while at extreme cost, pure silver
seems to be showing aconsistent advantage. Other compositions include silverplating on copper, generally to reduce
111-F1 NEWS & RE(:.)RD REVIEW
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corrosion, or alternatively athicker silver
cladding, the latter intended to produce a
hybrid performance. Ascending the scale
of copper purity and then to silver, the
sonic improvements include an upgrade
in clarity and a progressive reduction in
mid hardness and treble grain.

Conductor geometry
How the raw wire is used is also critical,
and there is ahuge variety of stranded or
single-strand possibilities: twists, bunches,
helixes or wraps may be produced, each
designer having his own arguments in
favour of one particular case. Classic
recipes are coaxial, balanced-pair, or
quad, with or without interleaved or
external shielding. Variations in the latter
cannot be ignored even if the shield is not
connected. Stranded forms often use Litz
(separately insulated strands) to advantage, and may mix difficult sizes of conductor in an attempt to balance skineffects and propagation delays over the
frequency range. Less common for interconnect cables ( due to its poor screening
properties) is the flat-twin, aform popular
for speaker cable.

Dielectric and build quality
There is little doubt that the form and
type of dielectric has an audible effect,
with a scale of improvement running

Using a high-performance component
bridge, the cables were tested at lkHz for
leakage ( 10 -6 ohms to a maximum of
100m- ohms), DC loop- resistance
(10 -3 ohms, 10m-ohms resolution), parallel capacitance ( 10 -12 F, 2pF resolution),
and loop- inductance ( 10 -6 H, 0.05µH
resolution), and at 10kHz for dielectric
loss ( Dx10 -3 , 0.0005 resolution). All
results are scaled to a 1-metre cable
length and include the supplied connector hardware.
The results are detailed in the table,
from which the following observations
are offered: the top performer is the less
expensive silver ICimber KCAG (£, 390),
which set new records for acoustic invisibility and showed just how ' visible' most
other cables are. It was run aclose second
by the more expensive 'Umber KCTG
(£816,50), which appeared to be marginally softer and more diffuse. Placed close
was the Absolute Sounds Mandrake
(£577), which is clearly a high-grade
performer, while van den Hul's reference
MCS also appears in the top category,
scoring 90% or more. Despite their long
availability, the Siltech Silver cables have
also done well, and their high reputation
is clearly deserved.
These cables are all out on alimb, and
there is a significant jump down to the
next and lower grade of ' very good'
designs, with scores from 75% to 82%.
Some of these are very worthy if costly
examples, such as the Cardas Hexlink 5
(£298). Masterlink is a significant newcomer, with the Black (£200) scoring
well in company with the new high-value
UK entry from Care Audio (£ 100).
Other high quality cables in this general
group, in no particular order, are the
bargain DNM (£20 typically when budget
terminated), Masterlink Blue (£ 100),
our retest of the old Randall Flex ( now
obsolete), the Oxford Gold Spira-Link
(£69.95 for 0.65m or £89.95 for 1.2m),
and astring of van den Huls - MC Gold
(£250), D30011 ( abargain at £45), D102
II (£69) - and Vecteur 8045 (£ 50).
Inexpensive cables which offered an
above-average performance were led by
Chord (£ 17.25), Sonic Link White
(£15), with Audioquest Ruby (£ 50)
and Kimber PSB (£70) also offering
good value. But Ihave to report unexceptional results from Furakawa, YFRE, Audio
Technica and Monster Cable, the latter
often sounding 'contrived' and heard to
deviate from the goal of a neutral
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/e
"4"
.zo.
4
1

•

Absolute Sounds

Mandrake ( I )

stranded quad twist

silver/gold WB1'

silicone R

Audioquest

Lapis Hyperlitz ( I )

surface stranded twist

PC OFC/gold

ptfc

Audioquest

Emerald Hyperliztz ( I ) surface stranded twist

PC OFC/gold

Pee/PP

Audioquest

Quartz Hyperlitz ( I )

surface stranded twist

PC OFC/gold

ptfepp

0.4

20

> 100

1

Vgood

113

1.05

80

> 100

I

vgood

109

0.7

120

> 100

I

vgood

109

0.75

150

> 100

I

vgood

Audioquest

Ruby ( 1)

surface stranded twist

PC OFC/gold

Topaz ( I)

surface stranded twist

OFC

Audioquest

Turquoise ( I )

surface stranded twist

OFC

Audioquest

EMS Blue ( I )

surface stranded twist

OFC

Audio Technics

AT610A ( 1.5)

stranded coax

copper

Audio Technics

AT620 ( 1.5)

Litz inner, coax

copper/gold on brass

foam polyethylene

65

0.3

Audio Technics

AT6110 ( I )

stranded coax

copper PC OCOgold on brass

foam polyethylene

84

0.3

Audio Technica

AT61 I1 ( I )

stranded coax

copper PC OCC/gold PC OCC

foam polyethylene

84

0.3

40

Cardas

licxlink 5 ( 1.5)

golden section stranded coax

copper/rhodium

(oversize centre pin) PVC?

320

0.1

21

Cardas

Quadlink ( I )

golden section stranded coax

copper/rhodium

PVC?

320

0.4

stranded twist+ coax

splated copper/gold on brass

ptfe

191

0.3

( 1)

e

200

Audioquest

Care Audio

.s°

.4P cef e e
‘.> •

PP

133

PP

85

0.6

150

> 100

I

vgood

0.8

100

> 100

I

PP

vgood

248

0.5

100

11.2

70

vgood

PP

150

0.15

66

> 100

5

Pe

60

0.33

130

> 100

3

CX

70

> 100

2

CX

45

> 100

2

CX

> 100

I

CX

30

20

good

30

12.5

15

vgood

15

7100

1.3

good

good

Chord

Grey stereo ( I )

stranded coax

copper/nickel

Pr

106

0.5

43

> 100

I

vgood

Chord

Green, mono's ( I )

stranded coax

copper/gold on brass

pe

62

0.3

23

> 100

1

vgood

132

0.3

50

> 100

1.9

180

Deltec

Black Slink ( I )

plie Litz, twist- 16

splated copper/WBT

ptfe

DNM

VC ( 1 )

single strand twin ribbon

copper/.

pe/PVC

7.5

Furakawa

FD2010(S)( 1)

single strand twist+ shield

super PC OCC/gold on copper

polypropylene

54

Furakawa

Fl) 1010(1)

stranded coax

PC OCC/gold on copper

foam pe

Furakawa

FA- 21 ( 2010) ( I )

stranded twist+ shield

PC OCC/gold on copper

foam pe

Kimber

KCTG ( 1)

stranded braid twist

of silver/silver plate

ptfe

Kimber

KCAG ( I)

stranded braid twist

of silver/silver plate

ptfc

IChnber

PSB ( I )

stranded braid twist

of copper/silver plate

ptfe

Lindsay Geyer

4-40 ( I )

single strand braid twist

nickel steel rt metal/gold on brass

cotton/silk

Master Link

Blue( 1)

stranded twist+ shield

ole/gold on brass

pife

Master Link

Black ( I )

stranded twist + shield

ofegold on brass

Monster Cable

Ref Intcrlink II ( 1)

graded strand Litz+ shield

copper/gold on brass

Monster Cable

M1000(1)

graded strand Litz+shield

copper/gold on brass

Monster Cable

500(I)

graded strand Litz + shield

copper/gold on brass

45

42

90

vgood
N/A

0.7

50

> 100

4

eat

0.3

40

> 100

5

CX

0.7

50

> 100

6

CX

0.5

60

> 100

3

good

0.5

140

0.7

82

> 100

good

> 100

good

208

16.5

1000

150

0.4

90

> 100

3.3

ptfe

175

0.4

60

> 100

1

good+

microfibre

137

0.65

56

> 100

I

vgood

microfibre

162

0.6

40

microfibre

122

0.2

100

45
> 100

Monster Cable

400(2)

graded strand Litz+ shield

copper gold on brass

microfibre

122

0.8

ao

Monster Cable

300(1)

graded strand Litz+shield

copper/gold on brass

microfibre

124

0.5

320

> 100

()xford Gold

Spiralink

single strand twist

LC OFC/gold on brass

ptfe

40

0.7

150

> 100

QED

Incon ( I )

suanded, twisted pair

OF copper/gold on brass

PVC

160

0.5

50

ptfe

62

0.3

190

317

0.5

30

Randall

1

24

Flex(1)

Litz twist single strand

copper/gold on brass

Sigma ( by Monster)

2000 ( I )

graded strand Litz

OF copper/gold on brass

Siltech

MC4-24 ( 1)

stranded quad twist + shield

silver/WBT

silicone rubber

213

0.3

40

Siltech

MC4-0.8(1)

single strand twist + shield

silver/WBT

silicone rubber

137

0.7

Sonic Link

White ( I)

stranded twisted pair+shield

splated copper/gold on brass

ptfe

180

90

16
> 100

110

vgood

I

good+

7

vgood

I

vgood

3

vgood

I

vgood

I

vgood

8

vgood

I

good+

8

CX

> 100

3

vgood

64

> 100

3

vgood

0.4

34

> 100

1.5

good

20

Sonic Link

Red(I)

stranded coax

splated copper/gokl on brass

ptfe

290

0.1

85

> 100

I

good

Sonic Link

Pink ( I)

stranded coax

splated copper nickel

ptfe

180

eI

200

> 100

I

good

Sony

Standard OFC ( I )

stranded coax

ofegold on brass

foam pe

43

0.3

270

> 100

4

ex

van den Hul

MCS(1)

stranded precision coax

silver clad OFC/gold on brass

ptfe

58

0.5

34

> 100

2

vgood

van den Hul

MC Gold ( 1)

stranded twisted pair+shield

gold plated OF copper/gold on brass

foam pe

54

0.5

200

van den Hul

D30011( 1)

stranded coax

silver clad copper/gold on copper foam pe

82

0.3

50
130

> 100

70

vgood

> 100

I

vgood

> 100

I

vgood

van den Hull

D102 MkIll ( 1)

stranded twisted pair+shield

silver clad OFC/gold on brass

foam pe

60

0.9

van den Hul

lbunderline ( I )

stranded twisted pair+ shield

silver clad OFC-Sold on brass

ptfe

128

0.35

40

15

vgood

van den Hul

D102'CIY(1)

suanded twisted pair+shield

silver clad OFC/gold on brass

foam pe

98

0.1

80

> 100

I

vgood

> 100

I

good+

I

vgood

I5

vgood

Vecteur

8045 Interconnect ( 1) single strand, quad twist+ shield LC OFC/gold on brass

YFRE

Quad POCC ( I )

stranded quad twist

POCC/gold on brass

YRFE

Quad LCOFC ( I )

stranded quad twist

LC OFC/gold on brass

YFRE

LC OFC Twin ( 1)

stranded twin twist

LC OFC/gold on brass

YFRE

Twin PCOCC ( I )

stranded twin twist

POCC/gold on brass

Pe

203

0.2

40

Pe

187

0.2

90

Pe

95

0.7

100

Pe

178

0.2

85

PC

110

0.7

180

22

75
> 100
> 100
50

vgood

vgood

Notes: all interconnects were tested as complete, terminated stereo pairs normally of Im length. Where different length interconnects were supplied for test, the
technical test results have been normalized to 1mfor fair comparison. Sound quality ratings, given near the right-hand end of the table, are percentage figures based
on listening tests carried out by Colic= Electroacoustics using asmall panel of experienced listeners under controlled conditions, and are 'absolute' overall ratings in
the sense that they are auditioning scores averaged without taking account of price. Prices given in the column which follows are per stereo pair of complete
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CABLE SURVEY
_
ee

b

cPe
ex

, hard

e

ex

ex

ygood

ygood

ygood

vgood

ygood

ex

confident dynamic performer

94.0 577.00

Absolute Sounds

bouncy

sloud

bright

good

good+

vgood

ygood

good+

good

ygood+

atouch exaggerated and hyperactive

72.0 260.00

Audio Quest

ygood

good

sdull

good+

good+

vgood

ygood

good+

good+

vgood+

nicely balanced, clean sound

68.0 130.00

Audioquest

good

sedge

bright

good+

vgood

vgood

ygood

good+

good+

good

stizzy, some exaggeration

65.0 75.00

Audioquest

good+

good

good

good+

good+

ygood

ex

good+

good+

good+

well balanced all round

73.0 50.00

Audioquest

av

av+

sbright

av -

av

av

av

av

av

av+

not well integrated

61.0 35.00

Audloquest

av+

good

un grain

av+

good

good

good+

av+

av

av+

presence boost, fairly pleasant

62.0 30.00

Audloquest

good

sibilant

grain

good

av

ay-

av

good

av

av

loud, loss of ambience and scale

62.0 *

Audioquest

good

av+

av+

good

av

av+

av

av

av

av

neutral, good value

62.0 8.00

Audio Technica

ay-

good

sm fizz

ay-

av

av

av-

av

av-

av

nothing special

55.0 25.00

Audio Tedmica

av+

ygood

sgrain

av+

av+

av+

good

av+

av

good

pleasant vocals, needs tightening up

64.0 50.00

Audio Technica

av+

vgood

sbright

good

av+

av+

vgood

good

av+

vgood

tidy performance

69.0 80.00

Audio Technica

ygood

vgood

sfwd

vgood

vgood

vgood

ex

good

ygood

good+

slight grain, but effortless big scale sound 80.0 298

Cardas

good

ygood

good

good+

good+

good

good

av+

good

good

mild grain, natural tonal balance

70.0 117

Cardas

ygood

sthin

prsnce+

ygood

good+

vgood

ygood

wgood

vgood

vgood

light, fast and clear

82.0 100.00

Care Audio

good+

shard

m grain

good

av+

av+

good

good

good

av+

lively budget cable

71.0 19.00

Chord

ygood

shard

sgrain

good

good

av+

good

good

good+

good

more subtlety than above

73.0 27.00

Chord

good+

vgood

prsnce+

av+

av+

av+

av+

good

good

good

mild coloration, generally clean effect

69.0 152

Deltec

good+

ygood

good

good+

good+

vgood

vgood

good+

ygood

good+

coherent, well balanced

77.0 20, typical DNM

av-

sthin

sbrittle

good

av+

av

av+

av+

av-

av+

cluttered, suspect tonal balance

64.0 240 pair

Furakawa

ay-

shard

sfizz

av+

av+

av

av

av

av-

av+

unbalanced effect, thin

59.0 75 pair

Furakawa

av-

thin

sgrain

av -

av

av

good

av-

ay-

av+

bright, incoherent effect

59.0 95 pair

Furakawa

ygood

srich

ex

ygood

ex

ex

ex

ygood

vgood

ygood

superbly sweet, ssoft

96.0 816.50 'Umber

ex

ex

ex

ex

ex

ex

ex

ex

ygood

ex

our top performer

99.0 389.85 /Umber

vgood

vgood

sl veiled

good+

good+

good+

good+

good+

good+

good+

alittle bland, but very competent

73.0 70.15

odd

forward 'zingy'

av

av

av+

av

good

av+

good+ 'altered' sound, strong mid, dulled treble 64.0 S85 US

Lindsay Geyer

good+

shard

good+

vgood

good+

vgood

good+

vgood

vgood

good+

quite strong dynamic sound

75.0 100.00

Master Link

ygood

shard

vgood

vgood

vgood

vgood

ygood

vgood

vgood

vgood

strong dynamic sound

82.0 200.00

Master Link

av+

good

clrd

av

av

av+

av+

av+

av

av+

odd treble, altered sound

59.0 95.00

Monster Cable

av

av+

m grain

av

ay-

good

av

av+

av

av

adisappointing result

55.0 154.00

Monster Cable

av-

boxy

fizz

av-

ay-

av+

av

av

av

av-

breathy grain, a ' noisy' effect

48.0 56.00

Monster Cable

ay-

boxy

bright

ay-

av

av+

av

av

av

ay-

noticeably bright

55.0 38.00

Monster Cable

av-

boxy

sfizz

ay -

ay-

good

ay-

ay-

av

av

abelow average performer

50.0 22.00

Monster Cable

good

vgood

sthin

good+

good+

good

good+

good+

good+

good

slightly thin, lively performanceGold

.
6m
2
5 -_ 69
,97
95
5
80.0 ?.
Oxford

av

nasal

bright

av+

av+

av+

av+

av

av

av+

some grain, fairly clear

57.0 16.00

QED

vgood

good+

sgrain

vgood

good+

vgood

good+

vgood

vgood

good+

this historic reference is still good!

78.0 not avail

Randall

av+

fwd

sibilant

av+

av-F

good

av

good

av+

good

exaggerated sound, less natural

ygood

sfwd

vgood

vgood

vgood

vgood

vgood

vgood

vgood

vgood

holding their own over five years now!

87.0 237.00

Siltech

vgood

sfwd

vgood

ex

ygood

vgood

ygood

vgood

vgood

ex

holding their own over five years now!

88.0 237 aprx

Sllteds

vgood

light

sgrain

good+

av+

av

good

good

good+

good

strong sound, bit bright

73.0 65.00

Sonic Link

good+

sthin

bright

good

av+

av

av

av+

good

av+

strong sound, bit bright

69.0 35.00

Sonic Link

good+

snasal

sgrain

good

av

av

av

av+

av

av+

strong sound, bit bright

69.0 15.00

Sonic Link

av+

good

sgrain

av

av

av

av

av

av-

av

fairly neutral, bland

59.0 10.00

Sony

ygood

ex

ygood

ygood

vgood

vgood

ex

ygood

vgood

vgood

slight hf softness, sboxy sound

90.0 750.00

van den Hul

good+

oprsnt

sfizz

ygood

good+

good+

ygood

good+

good

good

crisp but quite well balanced

75.0 250.00

van den Hul

light

good+

sbright

vgood

vgood

vgood

vgood

vgood

good+

good+

mild sibilance but agood result

78.0 45.00

van den Hui

good

good+

good+

vgood

vgood

good+

good+

good+

vgood

vgood

well balanced classic from van den Elul

75.0 69.00

van den liul

light

sthin

lively

good+

good+

good+

good

vgood

good+

vgood

more forward, less coherent

70.0 150.00

van den Hui

good+

good

sedge

good+

good+

good+

good+

ygood

good+

good+

rather bright and unbalanced

64.0 79.00

van den 11u1

vgood

good+

sp,rain

good

good

good+

good+

vgood

vgood

good+

well balanced, pacey classic

77.0 50.00

Vecteur

av+

thinned

vague

av

av+

av+

av+

av

ay-

av+

66.0 90.00

YFRE

soft

av

sk grain

av

ay

av

ay-

ay-

av-

av

nothing special

55.0 85.00

YFRE

av-

bland

m grain

av

3V -

av

av

av-

ay-

av

rather ordinary

57.0 45.00

YFRE

av+

thin

brighter

av

av+

av+

av

av

av-

av

harder brighter sound

64.0 50.00

YFRE

' hi-6' sound

Kirnber

61.0 999 (
phono) Sigma (by Monster)

• -= discontinued.

interconnects. Subjective comments derived from the listening tests, and which occupy most of the right-hand part of the table, use abbreviations as follows (given
here in descending order of merit); ex = excellent; vgood = very good; good + = good-plus; good; av+ = average-plus; av = average; av- = average-minus.
Other characterizations should be self-explanatory, but some are abbreviated, for example: sthin = slightly thin, s
fwd = slightly forward, etc; sedge = slight
'edge', etx; hf = high frequencies; oprsnt = over-present; prmc + = presence boost; mgrain = mild grain etc. * = discontinued but included as reference.
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BITSTREAM
ON A

SHOESTRING

r

r

.
hough PDM, or 1-bit D/A conversion, may have excited adegree of
controversy, it has also succeeded
in firing the imagination of our more
forward-thinking designers. Kelvin Labs is
no exception, and its enthusiasm for the
technology has resulted in this PDMequipped integrated amplifier — its first
digital product.
This £ 500 amplifier is based on Kelvin's
original Integrated model ( reviewed Oct
'89), but features modernized casework, a
reduced Class-A component in the output
power, and a simplified moving- magnet
disc input. The case is now an all-alloy
casting, with rotary controls for input/
tape selection, volume and, additionally, a
balance facility.
The basic cascode topology of the
line/power amplifier remains the same,
but Kelvin has raised the rail voltage to
accommodate a higher 28W maximum
Class-B output, while increasing the emitter resistors to reduce the final quiescent
current in the output stage. The true
Class-A aspect is now closer to 8W than to
20W ( into 8ohms).
Philips DBV64/65 bipolars replace the
chunky Motorola devices used in the
earlier version, and the reservoir capacitors have been reduced from 2x I5,000µ.F
to 2x10,000µF per channel. A new RC
Zobel network improves the stability of
the amplifier when driving highly capacitive loads. Less importantly ( bearing in
mind the nature of the beast), Kelvin has
discarded the discrete m-m/m-c gain cells
in favour of a single Hitachi HA12017
three-stage op-amp, complete with double-pole compensation scheme. The LF
response on phono now rolls off more
70

Amplifier specialist Kelvin Labs
adds on-board Bitstream digitalto-analogue conversion to
its affordable integrated model
by Paul Miller
steeply, but at a lower frequency, to
provide useful filtering ( Fig 1).
Pride of place now goes to a PDM
decoder board, which is fed from two
independently regulated supplies and
shielded from the main line-stage/poweramp inside a separate steel case. The
digital input ( coaxial only) from a CD
laser/transport is received by an HCO4
hex- inverter and fed to both a Sony
CXD1076 data receiver and a discrete
tuned amplifier. This is an interesting
departure, for instead of using aconventional ( and costlier) VCO/PLL to effectively regenerate the 11.2896MHz clock,
Kelvin's Class-C frequency multiplier
actually extracts original clock data from
the incoming serial code.
Subsequently, the Sony chip supplies
digital data, clock, and word-select/deemphasis flags via a I -bit shift- register to
establish the desired I
2S data format. A
single SAA7320 PDM DAC is employed
here, with the first integrator running near
full output, bypassing the second and
supplying an external NE5532AN op-amp
with additional IIF filtering ( single-pole
around 100kHz ). Another design 'wrinkle'
concerns the op-amps themselves, which
are driven in single-ended Class-A mode

using single- transistor constant-current
sources, each biased via aseries of LEDs!.

Lab report
Treated as a conventional analogue
amplifier, the Integrated proffered a very
reasonable set of results ( see Table),
particularly regarding its insensitivity to
RF noise. Its non- inverted power output is
not prodigious, but the 1.83dB increase at
4ohms is commendable, as is the 10.8A
peak-current rating and low 0.02ohm
output impedance. Iwas less impressed
with ( i) the rather highish A-wtd noise of
—80dB ( ref OdBW ) via the line input, ( ii)
asignificant 7dB channel balance error at
—60dB volume setting, and ( iii) a disc
overload margin of only 24.7dB at IkHz
(ref 1HE 5mV).
Similarly, the mid-power transition
from Class-A to AB operation is reflected
in the THD figures, which increase with
increasing frequency, level and, importantly, with decreasing load impedance.
Values from 0.0017% to 0.03% were
recorded between OdBW and two-thirds
power into 8ohms, while the 3D plot for a
4ohm load ( Fig 2) highlights yet stronger
2nd and 3rd-order mechanisms. But fortunately the 'sweeter' 2nd and 4th-order
components are seen to dominate, surfacing on the ' horizon' at 40kHz and 80kHz.
Evaluating the l -bit PDM DAC via the
amp's tape output buffer revealed just a
hint of peak- level overload, falling to afine
mid-band THD of just 0.0013% ( — 98dB)
at — 1()dB. IMD registered alow 0.0006%,
while the 3D plot ( Fig 3) shows 3rd and
5th harmonics climbing to 0.047%,
together with leakage of the 88.21cHz
re-sample frequency and some rippling of
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the 2nd-order stop-band images. These
latter features are attributable to the
DAC's early 4- times oversampling FIR
filter. So, too, are the mild 0.1dB ripples in
the passband response ( Fig 4) and leakage
signals revealed at 44.1kHz and 88.2kHz
on the lIcHz/- 70dB plot ( Fig 5).
These, together with negligible linearity errors down to - 80dB, and average
I111 errors of 2dB and 2.6dB at - 90dB and
-100dB respectively, are characteristic
results. Yet the A-wtd S/N of 102.5dB is
actually some 8dB better than that
expected for asingle SAA7320 DAC, and
only 3-5dB behind that achieved by differential SAA7321 systems. Interestingly,
with no I/12 datastream ( other than the
synchronizing biphase-mark code), the
right digital output was compromised by
some spurious idle- pattern noise at
13.751(Hz ( 98.2dB below full output),
27.5kHz and every 2.75kliz thereafter!

of its sweetness for gains in transparency,
'airiness' and agility of attack. The simple
but elegant jazz recording Spirit of Play
(Serendipity, RR) sounded fleeting, light
of foot, but with a degree of sustenance
necessary to maintain an open and fresh
acoustic. The flute was not quite as sharp
of focus as the delicate crack of percussive
blocks and cymbals but, once again, this
did little to detract from the music.
Furthermore, the prodigious bass
weight noted via the analogue input now
enjoyed a greater sense of solidity and
form, as rich and deep as before but more
uniform and less ebullient in presentation.
In an absolute sense, there was not the

KELVIN

effortless speed and crystalline transparency offered by the likes of Deltec's
own converter; rather, the sound was
mildly ' rose- tinted', musically rewarding
but technically a little disguised.

Conclusion
Trading alittle extra warmth for ahint of
lost mid- band transparency, the integrated still retains the natural ebb and
flow of music in a reflaxing fashion. As
such, the amplifier is ideally suited to life
with an on- board PDM D/A converter, an
option that successfully builds upon these
qualities to yield a sound that is at once
liquid, detailed and musical. 4-

DIGITAL

AMP

Sound quality
Ihave suggested on previous occasions
that some amplifiers respond more favourably than others to the delightfully fluid
and ' musical' sound of PDM. The original
Kelvin Integrated was successful in this
respect, atrait maintained by this version
despite its apparently richer and warmer
overall tonal balance.
Using Deltec's PDM- I CD player as a
source to feed the Kelvin's line input, the
hushed atmosphere of the Village Gate
(venue for Igor Brill's Soviet Jazz Band)
was re-created with aslightly velvety but
nonetheless very agreeable texture, the
gentle patter of applause striking up an air
of expectancy broken only by the dexterous and measured tone of the solo saxophone. The amplifier was not able to
develop quite the sense of space and
dynamic scope of beefier designs, yet its
'pocket-sized' view of events seemed
neither compressed nor uncomfortable
on the ear. On the contrary, it struck up a
suitably ambient soundstage in response
to Tanita Tikaram's Consider the Rain, the
steady beat of the drum firmly integrated
with the timbre of her voice.
There was nevertheless some loss of the
Deltec's innate detail resolution and clarity, an innocuous sweetening, for instance, that pervaded Telemann's Tafelmusik (RR). Here, while the individual elements of horn, harpsichord and strings
were perfectly delineated, their respective and highly characteristic timbres
seemed gently modified. Yet in essence
the body of the sound was inherently
beguiling and musical.
Indeed, the lush, sweet character of the
amplifier tended to offset any loss of detail
by failing to introduce harsh or fatiguing
colorations. This is most probably adirect
consequence of Kelvin's use of cascode
gain stages, leading to a fundamental
insensitivity to RF IMD - surely a prerequisite when an amplifier incorporates
its own high-speed digital circuitry.
Switching- in its own PDM DIA converter to take adigital feed from the player,
the ' Digital' Integrated now revealed a
little extra bite and tactility, trading ahint
111.14 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Fig I. Kelvin Digital Integrated: frequency responses, line
input dashed, phono equalization plain
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Fig 5. Kelvin Digital Integrated: PDM spuriae up to
100kHz associated with ¡kHz tone at - 70dB
Test results - Amplifier
20Hz
Maximum continuous power
output, 8ohms
4ohms
Output impedance ( ohm)
Damping factor
Dynamic headroom ( IFIF)
Peak current ( 5msec. I% THD)
Rise- time
Squarewave linearity
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Fig 2. Kelvin Digital Integrated: 3D ultrasonic distortion
display, m-minput and 4-ohm load

Stereo separation ( 20Hz)
(1kHz)
(20kHz)
Channel balance (' kHz)
( - 20dBV)
( - 60dBV)
THD(OdBW )
(ki power)
CCIR intermod dial ( OdBW)
CCIR IM dist ( 4'3 power )
Phase-shift ( 20Hz)
(1kliz)
(20kHz)
Noise ( A wtd, OdBW )
(4/
3 power)
Residual noise ( unwtd)(dBV)
Input sensitivity ( for OdBW)
(for full output )
Disc overload ( 20Hz)
(
(201tHz)
(50kHz)
Tape output/impedance
Input loading ( k-ohm/pF I
DC.offset. left/right

Dab

27.6W
28.3W
26.9W
40.6W
43.IW
42.5W
0.019
0.019
0.029
424.3
414.9
278.0
+0.92dB ( 35W)
I0.75A
3Seem
-84.1dB
CD/Aux
m-m
101.1dB
9I.7dB
86.7dB
85.2dB
59.8dB
62.3dB
0.20dB
7.21dB
-95.4dB
-70.5dB
-93.7dB
-77.7dB
+7'30'

Fig 3. Kelvin Digital Integrated: 3D display of PDM
spuriae
r2

-

lk-emphasis ( error in dB)
Resolution at - 90dB, left/right
Typical price ( inc VAT)

FREQUENCY

152)

Fig 4. Kelvin Digital Integrated: PDM frequency
response

0.20dB
3.45dB
-96.7dB
-72.2dB
-75.2dB
-70.5dB

+27.
-9ce

10°6'
-79.7dB
-78.7dB
-88.2dB
-81.8c113
-66.1 - 66.5
22.35mV
420.5µV
239.2mV
2.243mV
11.02mV
85.56mV
819.9mV
1782mV
89- 4V (disc)/158.5ohm
4"

10150

- I ISMW - 6.80MV

Test results - DIA Converter
zoti,
Channel balance
Stereo separation
Channel phase difference
THD OdB
THD - 10dB
11-ID - 30dB
TDH - 60dB
11)11 - 90dB ( dithemd)
Intermod ( CCIR), OdB
Interned ( stop.band
suppression )
Frequency response
S/N (A.wtd), without emphasis
with emphasis
Output level, left/right

20kHz

IkHz

OdB ((dB
86.8dB 8 5.4dB

20kHz
OdB
67.5dB

-72.7dB - 94.3dB - 66.5c111
- 98dB - - 78.6dB
- - 46.9dB
- - 14.4dB
-98.9dB
55.1dB
±0.13dB up to 20kHz
101.4dB
102.5dB
I.92V/1.92V
Ildlz 'kHz
161d1z
+0.13 + 0.04 + 0.01
- I.56dB/ - 2.4dB
£500

Supplier:
Kelvin Laboratories, Unit F3/C3, Bath Road
Trading Estate, Light/till, Stroud, Glos
GL5 3QF. Tel: (0453) 765682
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THIRTYSOMETHING..
C

ommissioned from designer Stan
Curtis and built in Britain, the
30-series range comprises a passive ' pre-amplifier', a stand-alone phono
stage, and a choice of stereo or twin
monoblock power amplifiers. Only passive pre- has any controls on the front,
these being selector and volume, and
minimalism is clearly of the essence here.
The Moth owner is presented with arow
of simple, solid oak front panels, each four
inches wide by two high and with only a
red LED. The phono stage is so minimalist
that it doesn't even have a mains power
switch, and the switch on the power
amplifiers is mounted on the ( recessed)
back panel.
'Me phono stage is suitable for movingmagnet and moving-coil cartridges, with a
rear switch selecting gain. Unusually, the
stage is designed primarily for lowoutput
cartridges, the low setting simply cutting
circuit gain by 20dB. The mains transformer is mounted in an external plastic box.
The passive unit has four line- inputs
and one output — though future units will
be fitted with an additional fixed- level
output to drive a tapedeck. Iunderstand
that afurther unit is on the way to provide
extra tape outputs and aheadphone facility. Externally, the stereo and mono
power amplifiers look identical, apart
from the absence of one input socket on
the monos. In fact, the mono units are not,
as one might guess, bridged stereo
amplifiers, but abeefed-up version of the
stereo amp circuit with extra load driving
capability though few more `on paper
watts'. For acase this small, one specification that must necessarily be compromised is output power — limited by the
power supply size ( and heat dissipation).
Two pairs of output sockets on the mono
units allow easy bi-wiring.

Sound quality
It took very little time to come to the
conclusion that this would not be an
unpleasant reviewing session. My basic
premise on a product is that the less it
72

Something special — Moth's
British-designed and built
amplifiers offer sweet sound
by Richard Black
does wrong, the better. Hi-fi can distort
the signal, making sweet music sour; so
when the music comes back sounding
sweet there must be something going for
a design.
Now this word `sweet` must be used
with caution to describe amplifiers. It
seems to mean to some people a nice,
comfortable 1950s valve sound — lots of
second harmonic, a bit of attenuation at
frequency extremes, limited power but
soft clipping, and so on. Iprefer to apply it
to amplifiers that are what Iwould call
`subjectively accurate', le amplifiers which
introduce a minimum of audible distortion. The Moth amplifiers are sweet.
I'm glad Istarted listening to the stereo
power amplifier first, since Iliked Et. Had I
begun with the monoblocks Imight have
been not so enthusiastic — as it was, I
changed from stereo to monos and basically kept it that way. But the sound is
much of amuchness with either setup, the
differences being in the mono units'
greater ease in strenuous loud music. The
monoblocks are also a shade clearer
generally, but on the whole the following
comments apply to either setup.
The Moth sound is essentially solid,
clear, uncluttered, and not in the least
fatiguing to listen to, at any level and for
any length of time. Fine background detail
in good recordings is properly conveyed,
as for instance in the ChesIcy record of
Ravel's Daphnis and Chloe (Boston SO/
Munch; a reissue of R(A's 1954 original
and in some ways the best orchestral LP I
know), where Ravel's complex but never
thick orchestration provides afine test for
this aspect of performance. Perhaps the
treble does not sound quite as open as
with the very best, but lower frequency

regions are handled remarkably well for
an amplifier system in this price bracket.
In fact there is, overall, precious little to
give away the price of the Moths. By
conducting extended and comprehensive
A/B bypass testing on the phono stage I
became aware of a few limitations in it,
but Ihad to listen for a long time to be
sure. If one is to be really choosy, it does
lose the ' nth' degree of clarity, detail and
leading edge attack, but frankly for £ 169
it is altogether praiseworthy. The power
amplifiers are lively and dynamic, and the
monoblocks particularly have afeeling of
ease in their delivery of dense textures. In
my own system, the stereo amplifier
seemed in danger of running out of steam
completely on occasion, but under less
demanding conditions it acquitted itself
admirably. No one sort of music programme is unduly favoured, which I
regard as agood sign, nor is any particular
signal source. A pretty impressive group.

Lab report
Imentioned the matter of power output
above, and this is an area where the Moths
rather break with convention. The normal
rulebook says that agood power amplifier
supplies N watts into 8 ohms and about
2N watts into 4 ohms, and can do this
indefinitely. However, restrictions on the
size of the mains transformer here mean
that the output power of aMoth amplifier
is limited to about 36W, be it two
channels at 18W into 4or 8ohms, or one
channel at 36W. Continuous power drain
just drags the power supply voltage down,
and the transformer cannot keep up with
demand. However, under transient conditions very much more power is available,
and asingle cycle of lkHz can reach levels
equivalent to 56W into 8ohms or 100W
into 4ohms from the stereo unit ( one
channel), or some 30% more from a
monoblock. The high peak output current
from the monoblock is equivalent to an
instantaneous IkW into lohm!
Purists may jib at this but, after all,
plenty of ' 50W'-ish amplifiers will catch
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fire after a few minutes at full power, so
they should be down- rated, too. A few
minutes, afew milliseconds, who's counting? The point is that most music hits full
level for only milliseconds at a time
anyway, with exceptions like commercial
radio, of course land Radio I! — News Ed],
so with real programme the Moths are
adequate for normal hi-fi use.
As for bandwidth, noise and crosstalk,
the power amplifiers are tine. Distortion in
the mono units is very good, below
0.005% at high output levels and well
buried in noise at low levels. Maximum
distortion occurs around 3W out, and
although normal distortion measurement
shows figures below 0.01% at any frequency and any level, differentiating the
output from the amplifier ( the ` dV/dt
distortion test' which usefully highlights
very high harmonic order distortions)
yields asignal with spiky distortion at up
to 0.5% peak- to-peak ratio — crossover
distortion if ever Isaw it. Since there is a
certain degree of class A operation in the
amplifiers, this distortion effectively
vanishes at output powers below about
300mW ( full power — 20dB), and the
spikes are in any case only 10 microseconds wide. So it is not disastrous, but it
is there and it is quite probably an audible
artefact, reducing clarity and precision
from the sound by a small amount (cf

MOTH

comments on treble openness above?).
In the stereo amplifier, distortion is
rather higher than in the mono, particularly as regards low ( up to 10th order)
harmonics. Crossover distortion is similar.
Given that the stereo and mono amplifiers
are very similar internally ( the mono in
fact approximates to a stereo with both
channels paralleled). Ifound this higher
distortion slightly surprising, but the
designer's own data agree with this and it
seems to correlate with the somewhat
clearer sound of the monos.
The phono stage measures as impressively as it sounds. It has a quite outstandingly fiat response ( facilitated by the use
of passive equalization), within 0.1dB
from 2011z to 20kHz on low gain setting
and extending to beyond 100kIlz. Noise is
excellent with a moving- coil cartridge,
about as good as Ihave ever seen in an
active m-c stage, and the poorer figure for
m-m input reflects the fact that the input
stage is optimized for a low impedance
source. From my own experience,
would recommend using a lead- through
load terminator for m-c cartridges, which
generally prefer a lower impedance than
the 47k provided.
1leadroom is line, and a maximum
output of 18V, sourced from 100 ohms, is
enough to damage the input stage of an
unpowered power amplifier, so be care-
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SERIES

Peak ( pulse) output power
Peak output current into lohm
+
Frequency responsc ( any level):
Noise
Total harmonic distortion:
25W out into 8ohms
50mW out into 8ohms
(peak ratios)

Fg I: dlildt distortion residual on ¡ kHz at 3W out (mono
unit). Trace covers Ims. Amplitude is 0.5% peak-to-peak
of signal

29W- 32W into 8ohms,
30W- 36W into 4ohms
72W into 8ohms,
128W into 4ohms
+34A1- 30A
311z— I30kIlz± I
dB,
1.41 lz-2101dit ± 3dB
—89dBW, A-wtd
20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
<0.01% < 0.005% 0.01%
<0.02% < 0.003% < 0.01%

100Hz
IkHz
dVidt distortion, 25W out into 8 0.3%
0.25%
ohms ( peak ratios)
dV/ift distortion, 50mW out into — < 0.02%
8 ohms ( peak ratios)
Sensitivity for rated output ( 30W )
0.51«
IX: offset
(,mV
Output impedance.TdP method 2011z ' kHz
100mA in
18mohm 20mohm
Slew rate into 8ohms
± 20V/p.s
Typical price including VAT
£ 199

10kHz
0.1%
0.05%

20kHz
II
Ontt,hm

Test results
Moth 30-series stereo power amplifier
Output max. before clipping:

Peak ( pulse ) output power
Peak output current into lohm
+ 7.
SF
Frequency response ( any level):
Nuise
Total harmonic distortion:
2.5W out into 8ohms
50mW out into 8ohms
(peak ratios)

1

e
l,

Fg 2: distortion spectrum of stereo amplifier; ¡ kHz, 20W
out (0-25kHz, 20dBlvertical division)
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being able to drive low impedance loads.
as low as 100 ohms, with asmall increase
in distortion at outputs above about IV, so
cable tweaks could try using a properly
double- terminated line ( with 92ohm coaxial or 300ohm ribbon cable ). Crosstalk is
good, sensitivity is lowish but is being
increased on current production samples,
and distortion is practically unmeasurable. Beware the DC- coupled output
stage, which can generate quite a bit of
offset voltage ( also to be improved).
The passive unit thoughtfully switches
ground as well as signal lines, and as a
result has excellent immunity to hum
loops and good input separation.

Conclusion
I am certainly impressed by the whole
system, very much so by the phono stage
and not less by the other components.
Obviously awhole Moth system could be
purchased together, but the units would
also suit the integrated-amplifier user who
wishes to start on the separates route. ' Ilhe
phono stage could be used with many
integrated amplifiers to advantage, either
replacing the built-in phono amp, adding
m- c compatibility or adding a phono
option to a line-only integrated. Whatever, these amplifiers are likely to win
friends.

AMPLIFIERS

Test results
Moth 30-series mono power amplifier
Output max. before clipping:

ful! The Moth phono stage is unusual in

15W- 18W into 8ohms,
12W- 16W into 4ohms,
both channels driven
(approx 60% higher one
channel driven )
56W into 8 ohms.
100W into 4ohms
+24A/— 22A
311z-120kHz± I
dB,
1.211z-240kflz ± 3dB
—96dBW, A-wtd
20Hz
IkHz
20kHz
0.02%
0.01%
0.03%
<0.02% < 0.02% < 0.02%

100Hz
IkHz
10kHz
0.3%
0.08%
ciVidt distortion. 25W out into 8 0.3%
ohms (peak ratios )
—
<0.4%
0.3%
dwdt distortion. 50mW out into
8 ohms ( peak ratios)
0.56V
Sensitivity for rated output ( 30W
Stereo separation:
Approx. 60dB across the
audio band
0/7mV
DC offset UR
Output impedance, TdP method 20Hz
lIcHz
20kHz
100mA in
I «holm 14mohm 120mohm
24Vics
Slew rate into 8ohms
Typical price including VAT
£199

Test results
Moth 30-series passive control unit
Input impedance:
Stereo separation at least
favourable volume setting, any
frequency:
Crosstalk between adjacent
inputs at least favourable volume
setting, any frequency:
Typical price including VAT

Test results

10kohm

>7 0dB

<-90B
£129

Moth 30-series phono stage

Frequency response:
M- m input
M-cinput
Phono response — comments,

Signal/noise, m- m in ( cartridge
input termination ) ref. IkHz
5mV
Noise figure, m- m input
Signal/noise. m-cin ( 12ohm
input termination) ref. Ikliz
0.5mV
Noise figure. m- cinput
Total harmonic distortion

ldB limits
Adli limits
311z-1 10kIlz I111,-2ookli,
2311Z-00kIli 1111/ 1,1101,
Within 0.1dB 2011/ lo
40kIlz ( m- in )/6011z-01kt I/
(m- c), excellent square
wave response
73dB A-wtd

5dB A-wtd
80dIt A-wtd

fidfl A-wtd
2011e to 20kllz at up to 3V
output, less than 0.01%
(typically less than 0.004% 1
20Hz
lIcHz
20Idiz
.
22mV
210mV 600mV
2.6m%'
22mV
60mV

Overload leveLs, m- m input
Overload levels, m-cinput
Input sensitivity for IV out:
12mV
M- m input
1.2mV
M- cinput
(Note: to Ix: revised on future production to approx 8mV
and 0.8mV respectively)
201z
Ikliz
20kIlz
Stereo separation:
M-m input
83dB
78dli
bOdlt
M- cinput
85dB
81dB "- K1B
DC offset
Up to 30mV on test; to he
improved on future
production
Input impedance ( either gain setting)
4"kohni
Output impedance ( any frequency)
I
00ohni
Typical price including VAT
£ 169
Phono/phono interconnects not included with units

Supplier: Moth Group, 10 Dane Lane, Wilstead,
Bedford MK45 3HT. Tel: 0234 741152
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NOTTINGHAM
ANALOGUE
STUDIO
Amplification by Croft Acoustics,
Albarry Music, Sound Design,

Your chance to be alone with

the music .... ATH-910

A

'closed type' headphone
offers high quality personal
monitoring without sound
leakage to the outside world.
Large diameter yet low
weight drivers bring that

AWARDS
WARDS

RECOMMENDED

extra touch of class when listening on portables
too. Audition this award winner soon !

EAR, Klipsch Horn Speakers,
Mentor Newsline, and Space Deck
Turntables, Mentor Arms
+ New Spaca.
London Supergold, Arm Garrott,
Decca, Garrott P77. Most Cartridges
can be sent to Nottingham
Analogue Studio for microscanning.
We are 3minutes from junction 27 Ml.

.
audio-techruca®

SEE YOUR A T DEALER OR CALL US FOR MORE INFORMATION ON 05:32-771441

INNOVATION

C PRECISION

Telephone: (0773) 762947

1: INTEGRITY

State-of-the-Art
Preamplifier
AMP-02

ON DEM IN KENT
SUPERB EQUIPMENT FROM:Michell, Voyd, Systemdek, Townshend, Kuzma, Rega ( arms
only) Helius, SME Audionote. Goldring, Koetsu. Kiseki. Milltek,
Ortofon Decca, Audio Innovations, Rose Industries, Audion,
Audio Technica, Quicksilver. Kelvin Labs, Albany, Sugden,
Proac, TDL. Glastonbury, Snell. Spica, JPW, Celef, Alexander.
Ruark, Marantz, Alphason, Meridian CD Players, Supra,
Kimber, Vecteur. QED, Target. Pirates Cardas Cable.

ON DEM EXCLUSIVELY IN KENT
Conrad Johnson Valve and Solid State Amps and CD Player. Raymond
Lumley Valve Mono Blocks, Oakley Preamps, Sonographic, Pre and
Power Amps. Cardas Cable, BB Audio B100 Amp and
Vander Steen Speakers.

ON DEM EXCLUSIVELY IN THE UK
Sound- Lab full electrostatic and Hybrid Loudspeakers

PROGRESSIVE
AUDIO
VISA

Ben Duncan's Analogue Modular Preamplifier
currently serialised in HEN features 7dedicated
eurocards suitable for use in isolation or as
part of the remote controlled AMP-02 frame.
Full brochure is now available giving details of
modules, components, enclosures & literature.
Send an A4 size SAE or 3 IRCs to:

AM6110.5V1te515

Situated 5minutes off the M2 near Rainham, Kent, we offer
first class no obligation Dems here or in the more realistic
environment of your own home —

Phone: Dave on 0634-389004

VISA

99 Lapwing Lane, Manchester M20 OUT
061-434 0126
11111 NI5 sx ItE(
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CARTRIDGES

MMORTAL COILS?
Phono cartridges continue to
evolve despite the Digital Era.
This month we look at new
versions of old favourites
by Ken Kessler
cviewing cartridges — or anything
analogue — is like reviewing
I3etamax VCRs: they're still in production, but who's buying 'em? Fortunately, at least two of the names on the
HFN/RR masthead prefer analogue to
digital, and one of them belongs to the
Editor, so I'm allowed the luxury of a
cartridge survey this late in the game.
All have steep price tags and all are
moving- coils. Another aspect which all
bar the Ortofon and Rowland share is a
dearth of technical information, which
reflects the purist stance that you should
judge these by their sound rather than
their specs.
Something happened midway through
the sessions which undermined everything I'd done by January 15th; I was
Urushi'd. Now this is arotten way to start
asurvey, but Ihave to tell you that none
of the cartridges in this round- up are in
the Urushi's league. Fortunately, none of
them cost as much, so the designers of the
Rowland Complement III, the Lyra Lydian
and the AudioQuest AQ 7000 can put
their hara-kiri knives back in their sheaths.
As for the Koetsu Rosewood K and the
Ken Chan Koetsu, well, they're Sugano
designs or modified versions thereof, so
(possibly) blowing away his lacquered
beauty would at least be keeping it in the

family. As regards the Ortofon, that's
Danish, and Idon't think suicide is that
country's response to despair.
All were auditioned in the SME V and
the Graham Model 1 tonearm, on the
Basis Debut Gold Standard and Oracle
Delphi Mk IV turntables. Pre amps
included the Croft Micro Il Special and
the Mega Micro, the Gryphon and the
Audio Research SP14, while among the
amplifiers were the Carver Silver Seven
and Silver Seven T, the Croft Series 3, the
Aragon 4004 and the Beard P100 Mk Il
mono blocks.
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THE ORTOFON MC3000
MK H (£850)
The days of the lush and romantic Ortofon
SPU are long past ( even though that
cartridge lingers on), and for some time
now the top- end Ortofons have possessed
a sound utterly unlike that of the classic
SPU. Whatever the virtues of the newer
models, two complaints emerge from
almost every critic. The first is apractical
consideration as the top end Ortofons
have suffered from output so low that you
can't avoid inserting a step-up in the
chain. Although this gives the needed
boost, most audiophiles balk at inserting
any extra stages between software and
speaker.
The second criticism is an over-etched
nature that wasn't eliminated until the
limited edition MC 70 appeared acouple
of years ago. Unfortunately, Ortofon held
fast to the limited production ruling, and
only 800 or so escaped. But it did spoil
things for potential Ortofon customers,
and something had to be done.
Each generation of the Ortofon
flagships has grown progressively sweeter
and louder, and the MC3000 Mk Il
actually worked reasonably well straight
into the 47k ohm input of the SP14. Yes, I
had to turn the wick way up, but Idon't
listen at Def Leppard levels so Iwasn't
bothered. But for most listeners Ithink
the best course is either a pre-amp with
m-c facility ( the Gryphon was easily
tailored to the Ortofon's needs, and that
has nothing to do with their shared
nationality) or something like Ortofon's
superb but costly T3000 transformer.
As for the sweetness, well, I'm almost
cynical enough to suggest that the
MC3000 Mk II is merely an MC70 with a
black instead of a white body. But the
MC3000 Mk Il bears a slightly modified
suspension and an even smaller profiled
version of the Replicant 100 stylus, so side
by side comparisons may reveal other
audible changes. Probably more accurate
adescription would be that of acartridge
between the MC70 and the Mk Iversion of
the ' 3000, because I recall a bit more
lushness from the MC70 and less overtly
holographic imaging.
Whatever cartridge you try from the
top of the Ortofon range ( those sporting
the aluminium oxide body), you're tre-

ated to the kind of spatial precision that
makes Deccas not worth the bother. Both
versions of the MC3000 possess that
finely etched positioning capability which
borders on the uncanny.
The overriding characteristic of the
'3000 Mk Il is `clarity', and in every
respect. It's a cartridge which offers
remarkable neutrality and detail but at the
expense of some warmth. Although the
Ortofon tracks like aleech ( best at around
2.2g) and you're spared the sound of poor
tracing ability, the cartridge is excitable
enough to suffer from borderline recordings which threaten sibilance. Even
though this puts the listener on the edge
of his or her seat, both in terms of
excitement and nervousness, the
MC3000 Mk II is the one of the two finest
cartridges Ortofon has every produced;
the other is the MC70. If you feel cheated
because you're not one of the lucky 800,
the MC3000 Mk Il is a near-perfect
substitute. But you must try it in asystem
similar to your own. And my guess is that
this cartridge will most please those with
valve electronics and an absence of metal
dome tweeters.

THE ROWLAND
COMPLEMENT LH (£995)

Rowland had to suffer the hardware
equivalent of the Terence Trent D'Arby
Syndrome. With Rowland's budget version of the £2.5k Complement, it meant
following acartridge so positively magical
that I've placed it in my all-time Top Five
cartridge list. The Complement is one of
those mythical propositions: it marries the
best qualities of a Decca with the best
qualities of a moving-coil design.
There was a need for a less expensive
variant. Enter the LH, which looks, superficially, like its dearer sibling. There are
two major changes: asmaller magnet and
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CARTRIDGES
different suspension dampers, enough —
to use the words of Larry Niven — to make
the magic go away.
In a nutshell, the Complement LH is
even less refined that its predecessor, and
the original Complement was hardly the
cartridge to take to tea with Granny. The
original's potential for edginess could be
ameliorated by judicious use of external
damping, careful arm selection, hypercritical installation, whatever. In fact, the
set-up procedure is exactly what I'd
expect anyone to lavish on any cartridge,
regardless of price. The LH simply does
not approach the original except for its
imaging capabilities. But great soundstage
reproduction and the accurate location of
instruments are far less important than
natural, undistorted sound ( again, I'd
rather have crystal-clear mono than compromised stereo), so whizz-bang threedimensionality cannot counter the raspiness, the edge, the graininess which
would embarrass an ISO 3200 emulsion.
In other words, just as the Rowland
Complement sounds like aperfect Decca,
so does the LH sound like atypical Decca.
And that isn't good.
I'd like to say that there's an up-side to
the LH, but Ican't. The tracking optimum
was 2g — acceptable but not brilliant — the
bass extended but no challenge to Project
Mohole and the leading edge attack —
crisp and fast — was negated by the
presence of too much unevenness on the
decay. If it's just amazing threedimensionality you crave, then save £ 150
by looking at the Ortofon. Or save even
more by going Decca. But if you want that
elusive mix of Decca and m-c, Ihave to
say that it's still available only in the
original Complement.

THE KEN CHAN KOETSU,
MK II (price on application)

dampers which differ in size and material,
and the use of different coil wire, with the
previous model's PC-OCC being replaced
by 99.9% pure Stress- Free 6N copper.
That aside, it's the same naked beast
which you're afraid to touch.
Tracking at 1.9g, it sailed through cornpex material right to the end of the side,
all the while sounding like aslightly thin
Koetsu Black or standard Rosewood. It
offered shimmering highs that made me
think more of the Lyra and the AudioQuest than any Koetsu in recent memory.
But it simply could not match the Urushi's
lower registers.
Idon't want to start sounding like I've
suddenly changed my long- held views
that too much concern is shown for the
bottom octaves. ' Bass in the right proportion' 'is all that interests me, and I'd gladly
sacrifice an octave or so if it meant better
mid-band. But in this context I'm not
referring to the quantity of bass from an
Urushi, but the way it creates afoundation
for the music, in terms of both weight and
rhythmic consistency. The Ken Chan is
not bass-shy, nor is it ' light' sounding. It
simply lacks the absolute bottom-end
authority of an Urushi, however well it
mimics bass of the Rosewood K.
The best way to assess your potential as
aKen Chan Koetsu owner is if you have a
Koetsu in need of anew tip or rebuild and
wouldn't mind a slightly leaner, more
detailed sound. For what it's worth, the
Chan sounded best when played through
systems on the warm side of neutral. In
other words, don't consider the mod if
your system is in need of some lushness.
That aside, the Chan can sound positively
breathtalcing.

THE LYRA LYDIAN (£799)
AND THE AUDIOQUEST
AQ7000 (£ 1200)

damping. That's because the Lydian still
exhibits the `Grado Hop' as seen in the
Tsurugi, while the AudioQuest isn't so
easily disturbed. And the sonic benefits
are instantly discerned, because there's no
mistaking the Lydian for the ' 7000,
however similar they are in the mid-band.
Swapping from one to the other was a
breeze, as both have the same 'footprint'
and work perfectly at 1.9g. The only
adjustment required in the swap is compensating for the AQ's extra gram of
weight, 9.5g vs 8.5g.
Both can be used without their easilyremoved bodies and Idid try them in clad
and naked form. I would recommend
leaving the shells in place. What remained
obvious in either state of dress was the
AudioQuest's greater stability, but it was
more evident when both were wearing
their bodies. The sonic benefits were
slightly less smearing and, most importantly, atop-end so quick, so sweet, and so
precise that the AQ shot to the top of the
pile ( for treble performance) within the
first few bars of play. Fortunately for the
Lyra, the price difference is substantial
enough to prevent its OEM sibling from
killing the homeboy.
What you get with both is a lush and
musical mid-band with the kind of transparency which put the Spectral on the
map. This is real ' open window' stuff, and
it lets you listen ' into' the music, aiming
your ears at different parts of the recreated recording venue. Despite this,
neither cartridge displays the heightened
detail of the Ortofon or the Rowland, so
the net result is amore lifelike rather than
overly-etched sonic picture.
The real showcases for either cartridge
are small-scale works, especially wellrecorded acoustic ensembles and a cappella performances. With such material,
you can best appreciate the way this pair
can reproduce the air around the perfor-

Why, you might ask, have Igrouped these
cartridges together? Simple: both are
made by Scan-Tech in Japan, who manufacture the legendary Spectral and the
now-departed Tsurugi.
Lyra is a new brand which is more or
less Tsurugi revived, while AudioQuest's
top model is also made by Scan-Tech
using similar technology. The Lyra looks

People do listen, you know: the new Ken
Chan Koetsu is a response to those who
felt that the ultra-detailed, neutralityüber-alles Mk Iwas too ' un-Koetsu-like'.
The design parameters for the latest version involved the retention of more of the
warmth of a standard Koetsu while
imparting the greater resolution and neutrality — but not to the extreme of the Mk I.
If this sounds self-defeating (eg surely
neutrality and resolution are the goals of
every cartridge?), then you don't understand what makes Koetsus so addictive. By
stripping away the ' musicality' of the
Koetsu in exchange for heightened
resolution, the original Ken Chan simply
turned aKoetsu into an Ortofon MC3000.
The changes to the Ken Chan include new
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exactly like a Tsurugi, only the body is
rose-coloured instead of blue. But time
marches on, and in the last year the
Japanese m-c manufacturers have moved
to new materials. So while the Lydian
sports a solid-boron cantilever and an
Ogura line contact stylus, familiar goodies
for the past two years at least, the wiring is
now stress-free copper of 6N purity, as in
the Ken Chan Koetsu and the Urushi. ( The
latter Imistakenly identified as using 4N
in my review.) Like every cartridge in this
survey, bar the Ortofon, output is sufficient to drive the SP- 14, but — as ever — do
try it in your own system.
AudioQuest's version of the Scan-Tech
formula, in addition to using a beefier
body of superior fit and finish, is said to be
tuned differently, and Iwould suspect that
much of this involves the suspension and

mers and asense of three-dimensionality
Best of all, it's done without any artefacts
which will induce listener fatigue.
The AQ7000 is a Lydian with nitrous
oxide rammed into the carburettor. This
baby is fast, whoosh! Right beyond the
most rigorous transients on disc. When
the music stops, so does the AQ, but its
way with decay is so smooth and consistent that it'll embarrass CD players.
In many ways Koetsu-like, especially
with their nicely controlled and rounded
bottoms, the Lyra Lydian and the GTi
equivalent from AudioQuest are the kinds
of cartridges which Iwish were around
five years ago. Then more listeners would
have been predisposed toward further
expensive analogue purchases.
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AT Labs

LOUDSPLAKERS

ATC SCM 20
ribery, hypnosis, threats — it doesn't
matter what method you employ. If
your other half doesn't want big
speakers in the house, there's nothing you
can do but opt for asmaller system. And
it's tough if you have your heart set on a
specific brand with no small system in its
line-up. For readers who have tasted the
delights of ATC's studio monitors, it's
been along wait, but they've finally come
up with a model which precludes the
domestic battles preceding the purchase
of the SCM5Os or SCM100.
The SCM20 has been on the drawing
board for nearly four years, though sharpeared show visitors will have heard prototypes from various points in the model's
evolution. ATC wisely chose to demonstrate these prototypes over the past two
years, not to antagonize but to tantalize.
Only by showing that the company was
serious about offering a small system
could it prevent space-shy, would-be ATC
owners from shopping elsewhere in
despair. That's because these prototypes
promised a manageable box boasting all
the virtues which have made ATC the
choice for the BBC, Abbey Road Studios,
Pink Floyd, Nimbus, Peter Gabriel and a
bunch of other major players.
The virtues present in the SCM20
include every one of the company's signature techniques bar the option for active
versions: the box is simply too small to
contain one of the company's onboard
amplifiers. That aside, the similarity to the
larger, dearer beasts is absolute — beginning with the same 25mm viscous
damped fabric dome tweeter sourced
from Vifa in Denmark. The tweeter features ferrofluid cooling for high power
handling and therefore greater reliability.
We, as domestic users, benefit from the
unruly behaviour of studio habituees
because products designed for the pro'
sector are expected to be abused. ATC,
like other monitor builders, is forced to
over-engineer everything it offers; the
result is atweeter which should withstand
whatever a hi-fi user can throw at it.
What's new to this model is the ATCdesigned and manufactured 180mm bass
unit, notable because the magnet is as
large as the driver itself. Dubbed the
SB75-150 Sc ( ATC makes its drivers available to other manufacturers, hence the
model number), the woofer incorporates
apolyester-weave diaphragm coated with
an ATC-developed damping material. The
75mm diameter voice coil is made from
copper ribbon wire around a Kapton
former; length of the coil is 8mm, with a
gap length of 20mm, and maximum cone
excursion is alarge 40mm before there's
any risk of damage.
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Rapper's delight — Cotswolds
studio-quality monitor

of domestic proportions
by Ken Kessler
The magnet features a vented pole
piece and a 20mm thick front plate, the
assembly glued and bolted with four 8mm
cap screws. This in turn is fixed to alow
pressure diecast aluminium chassis with
eight 5mm cap screws. To give you an
idea of the sheer confidence this bulletproof construction inspires, each woofer
assembly weighs 9kg.
The drivers cross-over at 2IcHz via a
10-element network made up of massive
individually-calibrated, hard-wired, handwound air core inductors and hand- made
150V AC metallized polypropylene capacitors. Compensation for level differences
between drive units is via T- Pad resistor
networks to ensure that the load as seen
by the amplifier does not change. Despite
being one of the hungriest speakers this
side of an Apogee — agluttonous 83dB for
one watt at one metre — it presents an
easy load, its nominal Bohm impedance
never dropping below 5.4ohms. Bi wiring
is not an option with this speaker, which
reflects ATC's desire to manufacture products which are complete in themselves,
so as best to ensure their performance.
(This is also an irrefutable argument in the
defense of active systems employing
amplifiers designed specifically for the
speaker.)

The enclosure, a manageable
400x240x310mm ( hwd), is a cabinettapper's delight. Made from 18mm thick
veneered MDF with a 36mm thick baffle,
it's lined internally with 6mm thick bitumastic sound deadening pads. The review
pair, in the optional yew veneer instead of
the standard walnut or black, was the
most beautifully finished speaker Ihave
seen in years. And the cabinet-rappers will
rejoice, because the construction is dense
enough to endow the SCM20 with a
weight of nearly 23kg a piece.
Completing the package is athin black
grille which fits snugly around the raised
baffle. Its frame is open-edged to prevent
diffraction problems. Listening confirmed
ATC's view that the grille should be left
on.
Naturally, you'd expect a speaker
weighing 501b in old money (don't convert that to metric, Trevor) to need a
rugged, substantial stand. Fair enough.
What Iwas not ready for was the need to
place the SCM2Os on stands at tall as the
24in [
be means 610mm — News Edj
Partington Dreadnoughts, thinking that a
speaker measuring 440mm tall would
have been better suited with 25% less lift.
The added height compensates for very
limited vertical dispersion. The instructions advise listeners to install the speaker
so that the bass driver rather than the
tweeter is aligned with the listener's ear.
Although many small two-ways can boast
exceptional image height, the SCM2Os
simply produce afield which corresponds
approximately to the height of the
speaker baffle. By positioning the SCM20
with the woofer at ear height, the listener
won't feel too cheated in this respect.
Stage width borders on the sensational.
The SCM20 effectively opens the sound
with enough of aspread to counter what
might have been asquashing effect due to
limited height dispersion and only average front-to-back depth. As a result, the
SCM20 is not the speaker I'd recommend
to anyone who places threedimensionality above the more important
sonic attributes. The SCM20 still manages
to sound like a large speaker, partly
because of the 'open plains' stage width
and partly because the speaker delivers
dynamic and high levels without any
strain; it's just not the speaker I'd use to
show off Willy de Ville's 'Assassin Of Love'
or the Human League's ' Don't You Want
Me'. ATC isn't too bothered by this
because its priorities are sonic rather than
spatial. Ican't really argue, because — in
reductio — I, too, would rather enjoy
perfect mono than awful stereo. So what
ATC focuses on are low distortion, controlled bass, detailed treble and a resist79
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LOUDSPEAKERS
ance to compression due to vast dynamic
and/or level swings. And in these respects,
the SCM20 is achampion, especially given
that the enclosure is probably smaller
than the amplifiers used to drive it.
Don't let the easy impedance fool you
into mating the SCM20 with any amp less
than 'substantial'. Remember that the difficulty in driving the ATCs, apart from
their revealing nature which will show up
any amplifier- related sonic deficiencies,
has nothing to do with vicious impedances; tube amplifiers, therefore, need
not be eliminated as possible power
sources. It's simply a matter of brute
force, and ATC quite accurately recommends a real 100W/channel if a pair of
SCM2Os are to be welcomed in your
home.
They're speakers which will creep up
on you. While they're impressive by any
small monitor standards, the initial surprises — De Mille- like stage width, betterthan-you'd- expect bass, the ability to
pump out the SPLs — are also available
from like-sized competitors for the same
or less money. But not all at once.
As with any review of a small loudspeaker, the first area which must be
addressed is that of bass reproduction.
Because it's usually where most of the
sacrifices occur, at least until the laws of
physics are repealed. ATC states a — 6dB
point of 55Hz, with the speaker's lowest

response of ± 2dB being 80Hz. What this
translates to in practice is aspeaker which
is never less than adequate for the majority of recordings bar those which are
heavy on synthesizers, church-type organs
or big percussion. The clever bit, though,
is two-part.
The first is dealing with the roll-off in a
graceful manner, allowing the speaker to
excuse itself from deep-bass duties in a
way which doesn't show up this particular
inadequancy. The SCM20 makes astance
by simply reducing its output in aconsistent and non-jarring way.
The second part of the quart- in-a-pintpot tradition is to exploit other areas of
bass-related performance so as to distract
the listener from the missing bottom
notes. What ATC has done is endowed the
SCM20 with dynamic capabilities which
are found only in massive or expensive
systems. That exceptional cone travel of
40mm, the ferrofluid cooling, the watchlike build tolerances and the bomb-proof
enclosure combine to provide the dynamic capabilities which allow the SCM20
to play loud without compression and
without blurring low level information.
Whether or not dynamic contrasts are a
substitute for sheer weight can be determined only by personal tastes or musical
preferences. Even when comparing the
SCM2Os to much larger systems Ifind the
small ATC's shortcomings virtually insig-

nificant. Unlike those who indulge in a
diet of orchestral music or the kind of
synthetic funk which spans 20-20kHz, I
have yet to find much material which
taxes the SCM20.
But you don't buy small speakers if bass
is apriority — do you? The ATCs excel in
the midband and treble, delivering clean,
detailed, undistorted sound at high levels,
enough to appease the most critical sound
engineer while at the same time avoiding
any fatigue- inducing 'edges'. This means
that either the professional or the civilian
can listen to the ATCs for hours on end
without inviting earache. Vocals, particularly those with lots of character like Leon
Redbone's, are reproduced in a lifelike
manner.
The SCM20 is not perfect, and Ican't
gloss over the loss of image height or the
lack of extreme bass. But in all other areas
it comes close to being the best small
monitor I've ever used.
Competitors aside, ATC has delivered
on its promise of an SCM50 or SCM100
for the real world. It's awee masterpiece,
and it makes me more impatient to hear
their next offering: an even smaller system
at half the price and due in '92.
Maybe Ishouldn't have said that. -1
4
Supplier:
ATC Loudspeakers, Loudspeaker Technology Ltd,
Gypsy Lane, Aston Down, Stroud, Glos
GL6 8HR. Tel (028576)561.
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KOETSU ROSEWOOD K
(£850)
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When Iworked in abookshop, we used to
marvel at what we called the ' book
sniffers'. They were otherwise normal, but
they always sniffed the books before they
started turning the pages. The hi-fi equivalent ( considering that there are few smells
associated with hi-fi other than the stench
of burning components) is the Koetsu
box sniffer. This hand- made, cedar enclosure does emit an addictive aroma; either
way, it's all part of the mythology of a
cartridge which could adopt that car
slogan, 'once bitten forever smitten'.
The latest edition of the standard ( as
opposed to Signature) rosewood-bodied
model is the K, and — as Koetsu publishes
nothing in the way of information — I'm at
aloss as to explaining how it differs from
the original. Isuspect that the suspension
has been improved and that the wiring has
been uprated. What I have no doubts
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about is the way that the current Rosewood's performance has moved up to the
level of the original, and far dearer,
Rosewood Signature.
With the exception of the Urushi, I've
always preferred the wooden-bodied
Koetsus to the others, and the K possesses
all of the warmth that Iassociate with that
genre. But this latest edition exhibits even
greater transparency than its predecessor
and at no cost to the warmth or richness
which makes Koetsus an either/or purchase. It has reached the point where
Koetsus are to be described as asubgenre
of their own, like Deccas. In other words,
you're either a Koetsu lover or you look
elsewhere. And if you are in love, nothing
else will do.
It's not that the Koetsu excels in specific areas. What makes it truly great is that
it performs equally well in all areas. At
least three of the above cartridges have it
beaten on detail. The Koetsu offers
instead a more consistent portrayal of
details so that they don't overwhelm you.
The Ortofon has tighter, drier bass. The
AQ has its strikingly quick top-end. The
Rowland and the Ortofon re-create larger
soundstages. But the Koetsu wins hands
down on greater overall coherence, as a
result creating amuch more cohesive and
convincing musical event.
As aresult, it is the easiest of the lot to
match to a system; it invariably sounds
wonderful, whereas the Ortofon, the Rowland and the Ken Chan should be avoided
if your system is too ' clinical'. The Lyra

and the AudioQuest fall in between the
Koetsu and the others, with the Lyra more
like the Koetsu and the AudioQuest, by
virtue of its top-end snap, leaning toward
the Ortofon or the Ken Chan. With this
horizontal rather than vertical approach,
the cartridges are easy to quantify.
If you're shopping for a cartridge that
will make your LPs sound more CD- like,
the squeaky-clean and detailed Ortofon
and possibly the Ken Chan will do the
trick They're perfect m-es for a generation of listeners whose expectations have
been tempered by digital technology. But
if you want undiluted analogue warmth,
emotion and 'feel', it has to be the Koetsu
Rosewood K, followed by the Lyra or
AudioQuest. All are wonderful, but then I
have this thing about the smell of cedar.+
Suppliers
AUDIOQUEST: A&R Cambridge Ltd,
Denny Industrial Centre, Waterbeach,
Cambridge CBS 9PB. Tel (0223)861550.
KEN CHAN KOETSU: The Sound
Chamber, Unit 1801, Unit 1801, Caxton
House, IDuddell Street, Central Hong Kong.
Tel 5-263431; FAX 5-8450668.
KOETSU: Absolute Sounds, 58 Durham
Road, London SW20 ODE. Tel 081-947 5047.
LYRA: The Final Upgrade, Suite I, 48
Somerset Road, New Barnet, Herts ENS 1RG.
Tel 081-440 2588.
ORTOFON: Ortofon ( UK) Ltd, Chiltern
Hill, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL9 9UG . Tel
(0753) 889949 .
ROWLAND: Gamepath Ltd, 25 HeathfieM,
Stacey Bushes, Milton Keynes MKI2 6HR. Tel
(0908) 317707.
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which is temperature dependent. Because
of this, the player should be left connected to the mains, the on/off switch no
longer affecting this part of the circuit.

Partington's SAM 2loudspeaker stand: this picture should
have appeared in the April issue review (Potpourri', p73),
where we erroneously printed aphotograph of Slate
Audio's stand instead. Our apologies to both companies
and to readers for any confusion caused

PHILIPS CD960 UPGRADE
Many owners of that heavyweight Philips
CD Player, the 960, must be regretting the
sheer speed of advancement that digital
technology has taken in the last four years.
Once seen as something of aflagship, this
£600 machine is now surpassed, sonically, by less expensive models. The team
at London's Covent Garden Records has
given the matter a lot of thought and
developed aset of modifications which it
is claimed greatly enhances the sound
quality from this well-built, full-function
player. An outlay of some £400 buys a
replacement board ahich includes ideas
mooted by HFN/RR's Ben Duncan in his
`Supertuning CD' series, along with many
other enhancements from CGR's own
Geoff Bull.
The main points addressed include
individual regulation of power supplies
for the DAC and the current/voltage
op-amps, trimming to null the DC offset
thus eliminating the need for a blocking
capacitor, and the use of top quality
polypropylene caps around the D/A converter IC ( which itself is a specially
selected TDA1541A S1) to accompany
the latest SAA7220Pal digital filter. Other
top-quality components are included in
the enhancement, which means that the
player's analogue section and DAC are
powered independently and left constantly on to stabilize the DAC's DC offset
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But does all this internal rebuilding
result in a noticeable and cost-effective
improvement in sound quality, or is it
better to put the cost of the mod towards
anew player? We compared anumber of
well-known CDs using an un modified
CD960 ( supplied by CGR) and were
pleasantly surprised by the results. The
well- recorded Rule Britannia collection
[Nimbus] was reproduced below 1990
standards on the original CD960, with a
muddled bass line and cacophony of
instruments which seemed to be playing
in no particular order. The souped- up
player, on the other hand, instantly
showed better separation of instruments —
particularly in the mid-range — more
precise placement across the soundstage,
and a tighter mid-bass which became
much more solid.
Turning to female vocals, often an acid
test, Kate Bush's The Whole Story reinforced first impressions that the modified
player was capable of better definition
and timing as well as removing traces of
grain and treble ' edginess' to give an
overall smoother presentation. Perhaps
the greatest shock of all came though
when listening to Right Down the Line
from Gerry Rafferty. The standard player's
faults were evident as we were faced with
a tinny, over-sibilant and splashy sound
then tamed in apresentation showing far
better control from the Covent Garden
Records enhanced unit.
This is an answer then, for the current
owners of CD960s who arc unhappy with
woolly bass which seems unable to start
and stop with the beat, ill-defined cymbals, a lack of crispness, and generally
rather muddled presentation. The Covent
Garden Records upgrade is asimple way
of bringing the 960 up to the standards
found with players of today, yet keeping
the high build quality, metal drawer, and
tin chassis which are now harder to find.
Ready ' enhanced' 960s are available for
£699 complete.
Trevor Butler
Supplier: Covent Garden Records, 84 Charing
Cross Road, London WC2. Tel: 071-3797635.

ROKSAN HOTCAKES
The Hotcakes belong to a sub-genre of
small loudspeakers which, while capable
of acting as main speakers in not- toocritical installations, are best used for
'peripheral' tasks. These include serving as
rear-channel speakers in surround-sound
set-ups, as remotes off amain system or as
the main speakers in a second system.
Rolcsan's Hotcakes are passive-only but
can deliver satisfying but not raucous
playback levels, and will work well with
small quality amplifiers like the NAD 3020
and its progeny. Each Hotcake features a
single full- range driver: a SEAS 4in cone,
Roksan tweaked. The seven-sided MDF
enclosure is designed to allow the Hotcakes to be situated either inconspicu-

ously or for optimum sonic performance.
As the box only measures 195 x 195 x
145mm, you'd be hard-pressed to find any
room where its presence would intrude.
Because the driver is fitted to the angled
surface, the Hotcakes can be arranged to
fire horizontally or vertically, up from the
floor or down from the ceiling, shelf
mounted or stand mounted. Brackets are
available for wall mounting, while one
particularly fetching stand option has the
Hotcake firing straight up, looking like a
1930s uplighter floor lamp.
Although these speakers aren't intended to supplant full- range systems, I
auditioned them using avariety of costly
and powerful amplifiers with CD and LP
sources. Iran the Hotcakes ( on 600mm
stands) firing at the listener, and was
staggered by the results.
No, the Hotcakes do not deliver rich,
full bass which defies the laws of physics.
No, the dynamics are not limitless. What
these wee beauties do is offer near-perfect
lateral imaging, fair depth and convincing
height. They're quick and sharp, with no
smearing in the mid or treble regions.
They cover the all-important mid- band
with far greater competence than you'd
expect of a speaker which occupies no
more space than astack of around 20 CDs.
Their worst sin is aslightly nasal character
on male vocals.
On stands, the lack of 'weight' is disconcerting with all but a cappella vocals,
some strings-only recordings or speech.
To enrich the sound, you really must site
the speaker near a boundary surface.
Simply placing the Hotcakes on the floor
with the driver firing up toward the
listener was enough to add ' body; to my
surprise, the speakers still created asound
'picture' at arespectable height in front of
the listening position. Conversely, mounting the speakers with their drivers firing
down into the room and their backs
touching the ceiling/rear wall proved to
be an ideal alternative to ceiling- mounted
designs which fire down at the floor.
At £ 139 per pair in black or white gloss
lacquer ( or anthracite for an extra £20),
the Hotcakes cost as much as or more
than a number of sensible, fine-sounding
budget systems. If you're an audiophile
who dreads the unavoidable sonic compromises of selecting aspeaker for its size
or looks rather than performance, the
Hotcakes will ensure that you won't need
that Grecian 2000.
Ken Kessler
Supplier: Roksan, 21 Ddole Rd, Llandrindod
Wells, LDI 6DF.
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POT POURRI
MUSICAL FIDELITY SA470
AMPLIFIER
threatened with this monster for months,
I finally relented and allowed Musical
Fidelity to drop it on my doorstep. Not
literally, that is, because the amp comes in
a massive wooden crate and weighs
around 100kg. It took four of us to get it
out of the box, splinters slashing palms
and wrists, but we did manage to site it
between the Apogee Divas.

SENNHEISER HD560
OVATION
Based on the company's HD530s this
latest model is of 'open' construction, and
leakage of treble to the outside world is
inevitable. The drive units employed are
tuned to produce a quoted smooth frequency response of 16Hz-301cHz ( — 3dB)
through the use of a strong neodymiumferrous magnet system together with a
light-weight driver coil of aluminium
wire. The diaphragm has adome damping
feature made from special silk, and abass
horn is used to achieve an extended
low-frequency response. A novel feature
is the provision of replaceable, washable
suedette ear cushions intended to dampen any interfering resonance before it
reaches the ear. The 3 metre detachable
down-lead is constructed of very strong
Litz wire, and terminated in a 6.3mm
stereo jack, although optional extras
include a 6m long cable with in-line
volume control.
Initial impressions are often lasting, and
as far as the HD560 is concerned an
immediate quality of openness is evident
— found with both CD and vinyl record
ings. While many cheaper headphones
just direct the source towards the ear to
provide a confusing stereo image, this
Sennheiser design reproduces a detailed
soundstage which completely surrounds
the head as well as revealing a fine
impression of depth and scale — at least
from good recordings. This was aparticular feature noted with Bach's Brandenburg Concerto 4 (Wurttenburg Chamber
Orchestra) where every note from the
harpsichord. flute, and violin was recreated in the head with aprecision rarely
found with headphones.
Orchestral works in general showed a
well-controlled, well-balanced sound and
Dvorak's New World Symphony (Berlin
Philharmonic) offered excellent contrasts
between the delicate reproduction of
solos and the full-scale orchestra, while
preserving the dynamic range of the
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music — afactor often lost even on some
speakers. A good sense of realism is
essential and was created on the ambient
Nimbus recording of Trumpet Concertos
and Fanfares (
John Wallace). The work
retained all the spaciousness Ihad come
to expect from hearing it through loudspeakers; bass notes were firm but not
overpowering, and the treble can only be
described as clear and precise.
The solidity found in Bach's Toccata &
Fugue contrasted well with Albinoni's
Adagio in G Minor where the ' breathing'
quality at the beginning of the piece was
outstandingly realistic. Certainly on classical material these headphones can be
compared to quality speakers found in the
£400-800 category. There was little or no
fatigue after several hours of listening and,
although rather cumbersome looking, the
giant plastic earpieces are very light and
can be worn for prolonged periods without any discomfort.
The HD560s were equally successful on
more modern music. Eric Clapton's album
August lost nothing through these
'phones; the wailing guitar blending
superbly with the bass of Natham East and
the keyboards of Greg Philinganes as
though at the initial recording. Phil Collins' drums added adriving beat with crisp
cymbals and horn section heard with a
lively, open sharpness and accurate definition. Female vocals passed with flying
colours too: Kate Bush's 'Cloudbursting'
from The Whole Story retained its spacious feel and precise, solid bass lines as
well as excellent imaging and an ability to
keep the natural voice quality.
Much thought has obviously gone into
the design and production of the ' Ovation'
and it pays off on auditioning. A comfortable model, its cumbersome looks are
deceiving. These must be rated as ' Monitor' quality cans and will provide an
excellent alternative to speakers with
their modest price of £99.95.
Trevor Butler
Supplier: Hayden Labs, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont
St Peter, Bucks. SL9 9UG. Tel: (0753, 888447.

The SA470 is probably the best amplifier ever produced in the UK. It is truly
world class, a solid-state thoroughbred
which will not have the global impact it
deserves because the main market for
such juggernauts is the USA. By the time
this £6000 amplifier crosses the Atlantic,
the price puts it far beyond those of its
natural competitors, the Krells and Rowlands, which have a serious price advantage, superior construction and aesthetics,
and ' Made in the USA' printed on the
boxes. The SA470, therefore, is destined
to make its mark in territories where its
competition is also imported. Iam told it
sells well in South East Asia.
And so it should. The amplifier is utterly
unflappable and capable of driving any
speaker attached to it. The SA470 is said
to yield 100 amps of current and to run in
Class A for 99% of the time. Frankly, I
couldn't give a hoot, because specs and
labels don't mean 'doodly-squat' if the
product sounds like junk, so I mention
that only to tell you that the SA470 offers
all of the necessary buzz-words should
such things matter when you indulge in
hi-fi one-upmanship.
Measuring
a
floor- filling
482x324x715mm, the SA470 lurks there
in utter blackness, only its on/off switch
glowing to let you know that the beast is
awake. At the back are three sets of hefty
terminals for fuss-free single, bi-, or tri wiring, gold-plated phono sockets and
fuse holders. You switch on, but the
slow-start prevents the lights from dimming. Let it warm up for an hour. Then
listen. If you've spent any time at all with
true high-end hardware, you'll recognize
this as a champion within ten seconds.
No matter how hard Itried, Icouldn't
get the amplifier to misbehave, smoke,
blow up, or do any of the other nasty
things reviewers are supposed to root out
and identify. The worst Icould elicit was a
trace of a mid-band harshness in unbridled head-banging mode. It simply delivered absolutely controlled sound, sweet
at the top and tight at the bottom, with
openness and transparency worthy of the
high end.
The xenophobes can add one more
UK- made product to the all- British highend systems, to the tonearms and turntables and pre- amps able to fight with the
'big boys'.
Ken Kessler
Supplier: Musical Fidelity Limited, Units 15 &
16 Olympic Trading Estate, Fulton Road, Wembley, Middlesex HA9 OND. Tel: 081-900 2999.
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"touching . . . matches Dickinson's
bright stillness and her vulnerability
with beautiful precision.
His is areal talent, undoubtedly"
Gramophone

"fits the inwardness and elementai
simplicity of Dickinson's
poetry extremely well"

TM EWMITE
ELECTION ete

HighFi News and Record Review
London

Emily "Irckinson
Gordon Getty
.eniso
tune', Erickson

"ranks with the best"
Dallas Morning . Vews

"a work of haunting beauty"
.Vewhouse .‘"ews .Service

"THE WHITE ELECTION"
"incisive ... deceptively simple...
acycle that progresses,
rather than acollection of
thematically connected songs"

"Getty's concise style melds
so seamlessly into the verse
that the words and music
seem inseparable"
Stereo Review

Poems by EMILY DICKINSON
Music
GORDON GETTY •

by

KAAREN ERICKSON, SO prano

Opera News

ARMEN GUZELIMIAN, piano

"power to wound
deeply, suddenly, unexpectedly"

"a highly polished collection"
Los Angeles Times

Ji "
ashington Post

"spare introspective melodies
seem drawn out of the poems
"a disc of superb and beautiful songs . .
as if the music
the performances could hardly be bettere
were there all the time"
Music & Musicians, London
National Public Radià

"an extraordinary release . . .
very highly recommended"
Fanlme
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ANDRZEJ PANUFNIK
A return to Poland

for the exiled composer
brings mixed feelings
by Simon Cargill

T

he stereotype vision of the tortured
artist toiling away in an ivory tower to
produce exalted, prophetic masterpieces has become one of the central creative myths of our culture. It returns to
seduce us anew on the covers of dozens of
biographies and recordings.
To the sceptic, such creative agonizing
can seem a distinctly privileged pastime.
How many composers know anything of
hunger, persecution and the fear of sudden
death? How many have earned the right to
speak of human suffering and aspiration?
What do they know of the world?
Andrzej Panufnik is one of the few who
can. • He is swift, however, to avoid the
rhetoric that such a position could afford
him. Aristocratic and charming, softly
spoken and thoughtful, he can bear witness
to some of the most horrifying barbaric acts
of the century. He survived the Nazi occupation of Warsaw and lived through the
inhumanities and creative restrictions of
post-war communist Poland. He has spent
much of his life fighting for the time and
freedom to compose. Clearly there must be
a hidden strength, an underlying optimism
beneath the now elegant, somewhat
detached facade... ' Idon't know. Itry to be
an optimist. But during the war, when Ilived
in the hell of Warsaw, I never knew how
long Ihad to live. To get through it, we had
to be. Without optimism and perhaps asense
of humour, it is simply the end.
'My first cousin was in a concentration
camp, Auschwitz. He was frail, but he died in
the end because he could not accept the
humiliation. There was adeath of the spirit.
`Yes, Iwas faced with horrifying experiences. But my music is more of grief than of
hope. Much is elegiac in character. It is
difficult to know yourself, but Itry not to
think about or analyse such things — then I
really could be a pessimist!'
Even the briefest acquaintance with his
music confirms it. The threndonies are there
— stark lines often uncushioned by the
consoling warmth of harmony. But they are
filtered through the precision of a formidable intellect — an intellect fascinated by the
spiritual truths embodied in the geometric
precision of Tantric art.
Order and economy are the watchwords
of Panufnik's art: no gesture unconsidered,
no note or chord redundant. Yet while such
priorities have led many composers towards
miniaturism and expressive ambiguity, for
Panufnik they have unlocked the door to the
orchestra, and symphonic form. The orchestra is, in his own words, his chosen instrument; and his output for it now includes
some ten symphonies and three concertos.
Work with orchestras has formed the
other important thread in his career. Conductor of the Cracow Philharmonic
immediately after the war, director of the
CBSO from 1957-59, and today invariably
asked to conduct first performances of his
HUH NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Andrzej Panufnik, Mark Stephenson (

o

music the world over, Panufnik has come to
hut with the ( .
hicago Iwas very kicky:
view the baton with acertain ambivalence.
heard my music exactly as Iwanted it. as it
It takes him away from his composition. Yet
was in my imagination. Everything is possihe admits that working with an orchestra,
ble for them. But that's the frightening bit:
particularly when making a record, confers
will it be possible for every other orchestra?'
great advantages and brings its own, distincAndrzej Panufnik's next challenge is to be
tive joys. ' For me, the live performance is
an emotional rather than musical one,
most important: it has aspecial tension. Ifeel
however. He is to return to Poland for the
it, the orchestra feels it. There's a freshness
first time in over 35 years.
and vitality. Very often, Ithink, recordings
'My visit to Poland will be with mixed
can be clinical. In the studio Itry to repeat
feeling. It's a great joy that, because of the
the experience of a first performance. I'm
political changes, Ican accept and conduct
not sure that Iam always successful.'
my music and meet young musicians. On the
He laughs again. ' I'm a perfectionist by
other hand, it will be avery sad experience
nature. Of course, maybe during the recordbecause Ilost everybody.
ing I'm losing something — some vitality,
'I was born in Warsaw, my brother was
some extra tension. But, on the other hand, I born in Warsaw, and he was killed there. My
have benefits. Imight achieve precision and
close friends are also no longer alive. Iknow
perfection — of balance, of actual notes. I nobody. Perhaps Iwill meet afew collegues
don't know: maybe it's better to have aless
from the Warsaw Conservatories. It will be
perfect performance but aspiritual one ... '
very strange. But it will give, I'm sure, alot of
It is aquestion that acomposer-performer
satisfaction.
is uniquely placed to answer. Conducting
'The younger generation, particularly, are
one's : Avn work must surely put the act of
very interested in my music. Young musiinterpretation under the microscope. Is concians and composers have in fact been
ducting an extension of the compositional
fighting to perform my music since I left
process? `To a degree, it is part of the
Poland in 1954. For 23 years my music was
composition. When conducting Iam trying
banned: even my name was not allowed. But
to recreate the same feelings Ihad while
now at last they have been able to arrange
composing. Music, of course, is abstract; but
performances. Even last year, after I had
it does have emotional elements in it. Iknow
refused to go to Warsaw they still performed
that its easier for me to conduct a work
two works, my Sinfonia Mystica and Katyn
shortly after it has been completed than
Epitaph. They even printed what I had
something which I composed many years
written about it: that it was dedicated to the
ago. Ichange inside, and there are things
memory of 15,000 defenceless Polish officwhich Ican perhaps no longer feel.
ers murdered by the Russians during 1943.
'Just after 1944, when lost all my works
They printed it, even while the Soviet
in the ruins of Warsaw, I thought about
government still does not want to admit to
reconstructing them. Istarted with my Five
it!' Events, he says, change from day to day.
Polish Peasant Songs, my Tragic Overture
The process will take some time. But maybe
and Piano Trio, after which Istopped. The
there are grounds for hope after all.+
music seemed so far in the past. Irealized I
could not precisely recreate what Iwrote
[During April, the Soviets acknouledged
then: that it belonged to the past.'
responsibility for the Katyn massacre. See
For all his experience, first performances,
p96 for review of Technics- sponsored
Panufnik admits, get no easier. ' Quite
recording on Conifer. In July Nonesuch
franIdy, when Iconducted my Tenth Symrelease a Concertgebouw/NYCO coupling of
phony in Chicago this February, the first
Sinfonia Sacra/Arbor cosmica, cond. comevening Iwas dying of fear: Ihad written
poser Panufnik's autobiography Compospassages that Iwas not sure were possible.
ing Myself is published hy Methuen]
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State of the art, perhaps?
'At Snape they took aDAT and it's
very depressing to see this,
however many hours work, on
this little cassette'
by Christopher Breunig

hen Ispoke to Julian Lloyd Webber he had just re-signed with
Philips to make four further
recordings. ' Me first scheduled will be of
French music for cello and orchestra, adding
to the Saint-Saens Concerto some smaller.
less usual pieces: Honegger's Concerto,
Fauré's Elegie, d'Indy's Lied Op.19, and
Saint-Saens's Allegro Appassionato. The
most recent Cl) - following the Dvorak
Concerto, recorded in Prague - comprises
sonatas by Shostakovich and Britten sandwiching Prokofiev's Ballad, Op.15 [ to be
reviewed]. The pianist/composer accompanying is John McCabe; this makes their
fourth recording together.
The early project 'The Romantic Cello'
determined Julian Lloyd Webber to increase
his technical knowledge. ' We took the trouble to go to achurch, and it sounds like the
deadest studio imaginable: really closemiked sound so there's no dynamic variation
at all. Ever since, I've taken much more
interest. You see, that sound was so clinical
and clear that Ithink for atime Itried to err
almost the other way.
"l'he Shostakovich and Britten we
recorded at Snape, in April last year 11988].
That has a much brighter sound, warmer. I
quite like it. You may have noticed on
Rostropovich's recordings he gets this
incredibly mellow sound, and very often I've
been aiming for something like that.'
He makes a big sound.
'A big sound.'
And close miked.
'It's still very mellow. You could probably
put it down to him, but there's no doubt that
if you put certain types of microphones on a
cello they are much buzzier, and in my view
more unpleasant than others.'
Some artists will actually specify the type
of solo mic to be used.
'At the end of the day the Philips people
are very good. Iwouldn't want to argue with
them, and I do appreciate the input of a
producer. It's not going to sway you in any
major way, interpretatively, but it is quite
good to have other ideas floating around at
the time. Recording, I think is a really
creative process. It's something Ienjoy - I
don't know if that's the right word, because
it is very pressurized - more and more now.
Ithink you can take risks, which perhaps you
can't in live performance, because you have
the chance to do something again.
'I don't like short takes, hut I think
everyone knows there are at least two or
three takes of most movements. You know
that if you do miss something by taking some
kind of risk the chances are that it is
[covered elsewhere] ... Idon't think anyone
111,1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEV‘ .
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would object to that kind of editing. You
always lose something of the mood if everything is spliced in little takes.'
*Mere is always the pressure of time and
cost. ' Exactly. Very few people outside the
classical music circle have any idea of the
speed at which records are made. Like, two
days and you've got a Cl). Compared with
pop it's juse incredible. In away, it gives you
that spontaneity.'
Do you like to supervize the editing?
Ihave a total trust in the producer I
leave it to them.' 'Julian Lloyd Webber
describes recording with Andrew Keener, in
the Sullivan Concerto with Mackerras ( EMI),
and in ASV's programme of music by his
father, finding there was very little to say
about the suggested edited tapes.] ' But Ilike
to be there at the time, at the editing session.
With Philips I've done it there and then, and
that has worked well. Artists should be
involved - after all, they have to carry the
can. Iwonder how may times records do
come out, even now, which artists are not
happy with because they were not involved
with the editing.'
When you went to Prague to record the
Dvorak Concerto, had you played it with the
Czech Philharmonic before?
'No. That orchestra is so fantastic: we
never had to do any retakes for them. You
know, with the opening tutti - all their
passages were straight oft It was a remarkable experience for me. 'Ille first movement

Iwas most concerned about. In a way it is
the hardest, and it went better than I
expected. Quite plain sailing, so when that
was out of the way ffelt much more relaxed
about the whole thing.'
"Me slow movement is particularly enjoyable. ' On the recording? People have said
this, yes. Iwas very pleased with the last. It's
impossible to say, really. Ithink you get too
close to your own work to judge.'
Did you have any say over the couplings?
'There was talk of doing the other cello
pieces, Silent Woods and the Rondo. They
are not particular favourites of mine, so I
wasn't over-concerned to do them. Ifelt the
Czech Philharmonic - it was the first time
they had been on Philips - should feature by
themselves. The one thing Ididn't want to
do was the Tchaikovsky [
Rococo] Variations,
because Ithink that is more than a "filler".
It's amarvellous piece - of course, nowadays
we have this problem of whether to do the
original version. I think if it came to a
recording Iwould do the original. Actually
the Fitzenhagen version is very effective!'
The Prague Artists' Hall is avery resonant
one. ' Basicall) it is a lovely acoustic. That
was something the Philips producer was
very concerned about. He wanted to get
tighter in on the instruments. The Supraphon man had Isuppose been recording
there for twenty years. They had their little
disagreements when they were first setting
up, because they were getting asound they
8-
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were not used to. Ithink it is better: you
hear more detail than you do on some
Supraphon recordings.'
Now they are coming out on CD they do
seem a lot better.
'But don't you feel that now, with digital
and CD, and everything, we've got the
state-of-the-art? It's not going to change. So,
we've not had that situation before: artists
can't re-record for that reason. Of course
people would want to buy another version
of awork recorded in the mid-' 50s, by the
same artist. They'd want to because of the
change in the sound. But that's not going to
happen any more — which means, Ibelieve,
that record companies will have to be more
adventurous with repertoire.
'I have this attitude to recording now:
there's no point at all in doing the standard
concertos unless you have the orchestra, the
conductor, the combination exactly right.
There's so many versions I don't see the
point of just adding another to the catalogue.'
There is more flexibility now. Artists seem
less rigidly tied to one label.
'Well, Idon't know. It is one of the most
frustrating things; it introduces a very nonmusical element to the whole thing. You can
only work with people already on your label,
or who are not contracted to a label. For
example, Iwould love to do something with
Leonard Slatkin.'
He made aWalton CD for Virgin Classics.
'It's the Walton [ Cello Concerto] I was
thinking of It's a big piece and Iam glad I
have finally played it — Idon't know why I
never did before. It is hard. Ifound that solo
passacaglia Idid for ASV difficult. It's asort of
technical idiom which assumes complete
mastery. For me, anyway, some of the
writing doesn't lie under the hands, whereas
the Britten works ... the Cello Symphony I
found easier to learn.'
Do you play the Shostalcovich Second?
'I have. A marvellous piece too. They are
both very good works. Ithink we are lucky

with the works we have — certainly in this
century there are very few composers who
haven't done something for the cello.'
Uulian Lloyd Webber is akeen collector of
records. He won't specify the others, but he
thinks Rostropovich's earlier CBS version of
Shostakovich's First Concerto figures in his
'top five'.]
How long have you had your current
cello?
'For five years. I've never had a cello
which was as good: it has its own personality, and all the instruments Ihave had before
Ithought Icould control, tell them how to
play. This is something Casals said of the
Stradivarius; he didn't like them much,
because he thought they were almost too
good. When he was asked why he did not
play aStrad he said " Ilike to hear Casals!". I
know what he meant — they have their own
character, you can't push them beyond a
certain point. It took me at least two years
before Ifelt Ihad got to know the instrument. Iexperimented with different kinds of
strings, and now Ifeel very happy, at home
with it. With this cello Ican get a much
wider range of dynamics. At both ends of the
scale it can do more: for instance you can
play pianissimo and it will carry, and its
fortissimo is certainly stronger.'
Presumably different instruments feel
'fast', or 'slow'.
'I know what you mean by that. The Strad
speaks at once. In that sense, you can get
away with nothing, technically. It's a very
clear instrument, exacting, and it has its
moods. It is affected by climate change more
than the other cellos I have had.'
How many concerts do you give a year?
'I suppose about 80, 85. Itry not to do
more than that, particularly now there is so
much long distance travel involved — Japan,
Australia, America. The performances can
become stereotyped.
'I am afraid there is an increasing element
of this. To be honest Ithink the whole thing
has become almost out of control. Artists are

supposed to be making masses of records —
it doesn't interest me, and probably from the
career point of view I'm doing completely
the wrong thing. Ifeel there is too much
stuff coming out. It can't all survive, and I'd
rather make two records ayear which were
going to last.
'I think it is very hard for musicians now.
They are expected to play everywhere, all
the time. If they are not in acountry at least
once a year, people start saying they can't
sell their records — and so [ then] they don't
play there. Artists are under this tremendous
pressure. If you don't have any time to
experience life, how can you play music?
How can you interpret composers when all
you are thinking about is the timetable? I
don't think it is fair for artists to give
concerts when they are jet- lagged — then
they are giving sort of automatic pilot
performances. But you can see why the
situation is there. There is so much competition, with so many artists, and this thing of
physically playing all the time has become
very important.'
Yet you enjoy working abroad.
'The last tour Iwent on, to Korea, was
really an extraordinary experience. Igave
just one recital, and there were over 2000
people. It was quite a heavy programme:
Debussy, Britten's Sonata, Rachmaninov.
Three major pieces, over 2000 there, and
not a sound. I think in those Far Eastern
countries there is a very great future for
classical music.'
And you are doing work in Sweden.
'It's a TV series. We don't have anything
like it here, which is apity. The programmes
are set in the Royal Palaces. The atmosphere
is informal, with some unusual pieces mixed
together with more popular music, with the
background of the castles very important to
the programmes. Isupose you could call it
entertainment more than aheavy arts programme. To tell you the truth Idon't know
what is going on half the time: everyone is
talking in Swedish But it's fun.'+

BOOKS
FULL FREQUENCY STEREOPHONIC
SOUND: by Robert Moon and Michael Gray. 83pp
with illustrations. Paperback $ 25 in US ( $ 30 over.
seas). Available from Robert Moon, 349 Ellington, San
Francisco, CA 94112. USA.

This is aselective discography and history of
the Decca/London label; it describes the
evolution of microphone and balance techniques from 1956 into the stereo period,
lists and grades perf/rec quality for the LP
catalogue up to 1963 ( giving UK as well as
London catalogue numbers). The various
FFSS and FFRR labels are reproduced, with
matrix- number codings explained, and guidance on which pressings — cg the PolyGram
Deccas — to avoid. An essay by Ivan March
(from the Penguin Guide, 1961 Ed. ) offers a
general picture of orchestral recording in
stereo; there are thumbnail sketches of
eleven Decca artists, and their best recordings are outlined in some detail. Just four CD
transfer comparisons are appended.
In short this is for the serious analogue
collector. Its authors are enthusiasts trained
in arts administration and library- keeping;
their style is one of the amateur, content to
rely on the authority of others, except in the
area of sound-quality, je in Gray's ' FFSS and
how it grew' chapter. ( And there's a pertinent comment on the LXT monoevs SXLs in
the ' Ratings' preface.)
Second-hand sources for vintage SXLs are
dwindling and selling prices are increasing.
Ill- H NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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This is a handy reference for the novice,
although 530 is alot to pay for it.
Christopher Breunig
THE PENGUIN DICTIONARY OF
MUSICAL PERFORMERS: by Arthur Jacobs.
238pp plus lOpp index of composers. Hardback,
£15.99. Published by Penguin Group, 27 Wrights
Lane, London W8 5TZ.

A slick dust-jacket design supports the editorial premise that today's audiences are
drawn as much by the charisma of certain
concert performers as by the music they
choose to play. Anything from six- to 35-line
thumbnail sketches are given of artists listed,
with appropriate cross-referencing. Special
features of their achievements, cg first performances or associations with fellow musicians, help 'place' entries in this admittedly
subjective Penguin musical firmament.
(John Georgiadis gets meagre treatment:
membership of the Gabrieli Qt is acknowledged, not his work with the LSO or his
Johann Strauss Family concerts. The ECO's
José Maria Garcia gets no mention at all. And
poor Soprano Norma Burrowes: her entry
merely shunts you to Steuart Bedford, only
to discover that they are no longer married.)
The problem is that, by mixing contemporary and historical figures, this dictionary
just looks like aparing-down of what should
have been afat two-volume project. Arthur
Jacobs's ' exercise in discrimination' works

against Uto Ughi, Xue Wei, Cho Liang Lin,
Joshua Bell, Frank Peter Zimmermann,
Steven Isserlis, Alexander Baillie, Cheryl
Studer, Susan Dunn, Vincent Cole, Scott
Ross, Maria Joao Pires, Deszo Ranki, Dino
Ciani, Stephen Hough, Melvyn Tan, Domus,
the English Baroque Soloists, Monteverdi
Choir, King's Consort, Musica Antigua Köln,
Camerata Bern. The record collector will
find none of these — even Gilbert Kaplan is
absent! Yet, irritatingly, space is consistently
given up to such entries as 'Burgos, Rafael
Frühbeck de, see Frühbeck ..." de Burgos,
Rafael Frühbeck, see...' or ' Mar, Normal del,
see del Mar'. And, when string quartet
players are so conscientiously and numerously listed, what has the author against the
Quartetto Italiano/Italiano, Quartetto? Piero
Borciani, twice, for Paolo; and the 1979
replacement violist certainly wasn't Lionello
Forzanti ( two entries, none for Dino
Asciolla). And, on aminor point of accuracy,
did Martha Argerich marry Stephen BishopKovacevich?
So whilst this book functions as 'a compendium of fascinating information' — especially in respect of obscure names, like
Yefim Boyko, Akira Endo, Henry GossCustard, Natalie Janotha, or reminders that
Liberace was sued by his homosexual expartner — it won't necessarily tell you what
you want to know.
Christopher Breunig
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The Tabriz doesn't sound

like

what it is — cheap — and one
reason for this is simply that it
doesn't sound, full stop.
The effect of a change to the
Tabriz zi spec was immediately
apparent. Justifying the claims
for the intelligent counterweight,
the

bass

goes

deeper

and

sounds purer.
High Fidelity April 1990
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ALFEN
Symphony 3. etc Wiwi)
JS BACH
Guitar arrangements. etc ( Fernandez )
Italian Concerto, etc ( Woolley )

93

BARTOK
Concerto for Orchestra ( Dohnanyi)

93

93
94
94
93
94
94
94

BERLIOZ
Romeo & Juliet ( Inhal )
BRAHMS
I
landel Variations. etc ( Nat)

97
96
93

DEBUSSY/RAVEL
Danse Sarabande ( Inhal)
FAIRE
Requiem, etc ( I )
HAYDN
Cello Concertos ( NovasWarchal )
ICALINNIKOV
1Wo Intermezzi (Jarvi)
LISZT
Piano transcriptions ( Howard)
LUTOSIAWSKI
Concerto for Orchestra ( 1)ohnanyi)

96

MARTIN
Violin Concerto. etc ( Schneiderhani
Martin )
Le Vin Herne ( Desarzens )

96
96

MOZART
Symphony K250, etc ( Suitner)
String Quartets I-I-19 (Chilingirian Qt )

96

97

MUSSORGSKY/RAVEL
Pictures at Exhibition ( Inbal )
PANUFNIK
Violin Concerto. etc ( Smietana/
Stephenson )
PURCELL
Hail, bright Cecilia. etc ( King's )

97
9"
98

RACHI31A.NINOV
Symphonies I - 3. etc ( Litton )
Symphony 3 (Jàrvi)
Cello Sonata ( )

96
96

96
98
94

RAVEL
Val>, Nobles & Sentimentales ( Inbal)
Bolero. etc ( Sinopoli)
REGER
Beethoven Variations (Jarvi)

RESPIGHI
100 Violin. Piano Sonatas ( ChungIZimerman )
SCHNITTICE
98
98
98
94
98

Cello Sonata (
I
SCHUBERT
Symphonies 3 & 4. etc (Jarvi)
Symphonies 4 & 6 ( Gilmour )

99

Moments Musicaux ( Nat )
19 lieder ( WalkerVignoles)
SHOSTAKOVICH
Symphony 5 ( Inhal )
Symphony 8 (Jarvi)
SIBELIUS
The Tempest, etc (Jarvi)

99
99

R STRAUSS
Alpine Symphony. etc ( Blomstedt)
VioliniPiano Sonata ( Chunpaimerman)

98
98

101
101

REFLECTIONS

99
95
95
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101

Symphony ti(Jarvi )
BYRD
Mass for 4voices ( Quink)
Mass for 5voices ( Christophers)

DF-BUSSY
La Mer ( Sinopoli)
16 Preludes ( Bolet)
I2Etudes ( Uchida)

95

101

(5 composers )
TCHAIKOVSKY/CHOPIN/KYMLICKA
(Kutialek)
DANSES NOBLES ET SENTIMENTALES
(10 composers
NORWEGIAN RHAPSODY
(Dreier)
MUSICA FENNICA
(4 composers )

101 16th/17th CENTURY FLUTE MUSIC
101 FRETWORK ON VERITAS

95

96

100 CONCERT À IA CARTE
(8 composers )
100 DOUGLAS BOYD

Schumann Variations. etc ( Levy)
BRUCKNER
Symphony 7( Karajan)

CHOPIN
10 Nocturnes ( Levy )
DAVIES
Sinfonia ( oncertante, etc ( Davies)

94

COLLECTIONS

SUPPÉ
99 Overtures ( Kuhn
TCHAIKOVSICY
99
Piano Concerto I. etc ( Orbelian/Járvi
TELEMANN
100 Suites in I) & B-flat ( King's)
V/EILL
100 Die Dreigroschenoper ( Mauceri)
WEIR
10(1 Consolations of Scholarship. etc ( Mason )

(3 composers

BERLIOZ
103 Fantastic Symphony ( Munch )
BIUTTEN
103 Turn of the Screw ( Britten)
103 Midsummer Night's Dream ( Britten)
103 Rape of Lucretia, etc ( Britten )
103 Death in Venice ( Bedford )
103
103
103
103

DELIUS
Sea Drift, etc ( Ilickox)
DVORAK
Symphonic Poems (Jàrvi)
NIELSEN
Piano Music ( Westenholz)
SCIUABIN
Symphonies 1-3, etc ( Inaba')
WEBER

103 Der Freischutz ( Keibcrth

ROCK/POP/JAZZ
A HOUSE
105 IWant Too Much
ADAM ANT
105 Manners And Physique
AMBROSE
105 1937-8
LOUIS ARMSTRONG & DUKE
ELLINGTON
115 Louis Armstrong & Duke Ellington
DEREK BAILEY/BARRE PHILLIPS
105 Figuring
SAME and ELLINGTON
105 Live From The Southland Cafe, Boston
SIDNEY BECHET
115 The Lengendary Sidney Bechet
EDOARDO BENNATO
III Abbi Dubbi
THE BIG F
I11 The Big E
THE BLACK CROWES
Il l Shake Your Moneymaker
ART BLAKEY
115 The Best Of Art Blakey
DAVID BOWIE
113 Changeshowie
BRADFORD
105 Shouting Quietly

REVIEWS
JAMES COTTON
113 Cut You Loose!
COWBOYJUNKIES
106 The Caution Ifors.>
'THE CRAMPS
113 Songs The Lord Taught l's
EDDIE ' LOCKJAW' DAVIS
115 Save Your Love For Me
DEPECHE MODE
106 Violator
THE ENID
113 Final Noise
THE GRAEME EDGE BAND
113 Paradise Ballroom
THE FLAMIN' GROOVIES
113 Teenage Head
FLANDERS & SWANN
113 At The Drop Of A Hat/At The Drop Of
Another Ilat
THE GO-BETWEENS
113 1978-1990
BEI31NY GOODMAN
115 The First Big Bands
BENNY GOODMAN
I15 The Yale Archives Vol I
DEICTER GORDON
I15 Midnight Dream
HALL a OATF-S
113 Voices
HAPPY MONDAYS
106 Squirrel And ( 1- Man Twenty- Four I
lour
Party People Plastic Face Carnt Smile
(White Out
COLEMAN HAWKINS
115 The Hawk Swings Vol I
COLEMAN HAV/KINS
115 The Hawk Swings Vol 2
HUGH HARRIS
I
06 Words For Our Years
JUSTIN HAWARD
113 Night Flight
FLETCHER HENDERSON
115 ' locus Pocus
FLETCHER HENDERSON
115 Under The Ilarlem Moon
JOHN HICKS QUARTET
107 Naima's Love Song
ANDREW HILL
107 Eternal Spirit
ROCKY HILL
113 Texas Shuffle
JOOLS HOLLAND
105 Jools Holland
FREDDIE HUBBARD
I15 The Best Of Freddie Hubbard
INVISIBLE LIMITS
III AConscious State
TOMJONES
113 Uwe In London
KENNEDY ROSE
107 Hai Ku
BRIAN KENNEDY
107 The Great War Of Words
ERIN KENNEY & ETHANJAMES
III Erin Kenney & Ethan James
THE KENTUCKY HEADHUNTERS

SCOTT MERRITT
108 Violet And Black
GARY MOORE
108 Still Got The Blues
PETER MURPHY
109 Deep
ODETTA
113 The Essential °delta
ORIGINAL CAST
108 Miss Saigon
OST
II I Everybody's Wins
OST
Ill Glory
OST
111 Sea Of Love
THE OYSTER BAND
Ill little Rock To Leipzig
TOM PACHECO
III Eagle In The Rain
BUD POV/ELL
115 The Best Of Bud Powell
BUD POV/ELL
115 The Return Of Bud Powell
BOBBY RADCLIFF
11I Dresses Too Short
LOU RAV/LS WITH LES McCANN LTD
113 Stormy Monday
LEON REDBONE
Il l Sugar
LOU REED
113 Live
DJANGO REINHARDT
115 Swing From Paris
DJANGO REINHARDT
115 Djangology ' 49
RENEGADE SOUNDWAVE
III Soundclash
SONNY ROLLINS
115 The Best Of Sonny Rollins
WATER SALAS-HUMARA
Ill Lagartija
GIL SCOTT-HERON
108 Tales Of Gil Scott- Heron
MARVIN 'SMITTY' SMITH
1118 The Road Less Travelled
HORACE SILVER
II5The Best Of Horace Silver Vol II
SNIFF 'N' THE TEARS
113 Fickle Heart
JO- EL SONNIER
108 Have A Little Faith
SQUEEZE
105 A Round And A Bout
SONNY STITT
115 Plays Quincy Jones
THE STRANGLERS
109 10
DR LSUBRAMANIAM & K SHEKAR
109 Raga Ilemavati
THE TAIL GATORS
Il l Hide Your Eyes
TREAT
109 Organized Crime
VARIOUS
113 Barrelhouse Boogie
VARIOUS
I11 Guitar Speak Ii

You
JOHNNY CASH
106 Boom Chicka Boom
CATERWAUL
106 Portent hue
CHINA
106 Sign In The Sky
THE CHURCH
106 Gold Afternoon Fix
THE CLEAN

107 Pickin' On Nashville
STEVE KHAN
107 Public Access
JOHNNY KIDD & THE PIRATES
113 The Classic And Rare . .
IAIBACH
111 Sympathy For The Devil
EDDIE LeJEUNE
111 Cajun Soul
LOS MUNEQUITOS DE MATANZAS
107 The Rumba Originals
COUNTRYJOE McDONAII)
113 Thinking Of Moody Guthrie
MACHINE GUN

Ill Vehicle
CLIMAX CHICAGO BLUES BAND

107 Open Fire
BARRY MANILOW

VARIOUS
III Hard (:ash
VARIOUS
III Indic Top 20 VOL VIII
VARIOUS
III Pathological Compilation
VARIOUS
109 Pennies From Heaven
VARIOUS
1 Product 2378
VARIOUS
113 The Spirit Of The Sixties
PHILIP WALKER
113 The Bottom Of The Top/Blues
T-BONE WALKER

113 A Lot Of Bottle
CLIMAX CHICAGO BLUES BAND

107 Live On Broadway
JOHN MARTIN

113 Stormy Monday
ANDY WHITE

113 FM/Live ... Plus
JOHN COLTRANE

108 The Apprentice
JOHN MAYALLS BLUFSBREAKERS

115

1II The Power Of The Blues
MEMPHIS SLIM/MATT MURPHY
Ill Together Again One More Time

III Himself
TIIE WHO
109 Join Together
BUSTER WILLIAMS
109 Something Else

113 Tribute To The Lady

D LMENARD
Il l No Matter Where You At, There You Are

ZERO
I11 Nothin' Goes Here

ROBERT CALVERT
113 ' hype'
CARAVAN
113 lf ICould Do It Again. I'd Do It all Over

I15 Like Sonny
SAM COOKE
Encore
SAM COOKE

INFORMATION
CLASSICAL REVIEWS are based on the Compact Disc. unless indicated • ( LP). The catalogue number is followed by total
playing time, and equivalent LP/MC ( Musicassette) numbers. = monophonic recording. (
RI
indicates date of first UK
release, cg. on LP — now CD. or LP reissue. ROCK/POP/JAZZ REVIEWS arc based on the LP, unless shown: CD.
Equivalent MC number is given in brackets. (
NB. Musicassettes arc not reviewed in HFNIRR.) RATINGS Recording and
Performance are separately graded as asummary of each review. In Rock/Pop/Jazz the numerical rating also reflects musical
content. An additional star — A* or 1* — denotes outstanding quality. C) HiFi News & Record Review
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CLASSICAL

ALFVEN: Dala Rhapsody D Symphony 3
In E C The Prodigal Son
Stockholm PO/jcirvi
BIS CD-455 ( 78m 30s)
If for nothing else one must congratulate
Robert von Bahr's enterprising company for
giving value for money. Mere length, of
course, is no exchange for quality, but here
we have both in abundance in the shape of
useful additions to a repertory largely
ignored by most recording artists and the
major companies. Any implication that the
music is of small acount can readily be
challenged by this admirable collection of
three diverse yet typical major compositions
of the veteran Hugo Alfven, whose ballet The
Prodigal Son (represented here by asuite of
seven short movements) was composed at
the ripe age of 85 — Alfven died in 1960,
aged 88. The earliest is the Symphony,
completed in 1906. The outcome of a love
affair, it was described by its author as a
'hymn to joy', and compared with its rather
academic predecessor is arich and outgoing
work.
Alfven will never wholly escape his first
Swedish Rhapsody, Widsommarvaka',
which made him an international ( and
regrettably one-work) composer. The third,
the so-called Dalecarlian Rhapsody, is, like
alot of Scandinavian music, inspired by real
landscape peopled by fantasy figures: in this
case the daemonic inhabitants of a lonely
herd- maiden's dream. It lacks the overt
brilliance of the Symphony and the First
Rhapsody, but within its romantic confines
presents an attractive aspect of Alfven's
maturity, though in 1932 when it was
written his peculiarly individual style was
beginning to sound old-fashioned. The ballet
suite, crisp, lively, intensely folk-inflected,
offers a refreshing contrast and provides a
richly coloured finale to an enthusiastically
played and excellently recorded programme. [A:11
Kenneth Dommett

JS BACH: Works for Lute, BWV 995-999 &
1006a E Guitar arrangements from
Harpsichord Partita 1, BWV825 C and
Violin Chaconne, BWV1004/
5
Eduardo Fernandez (gtr)
Decca 421 434-2 ( 2CDs, 116m)
The arrangements are by Fernandez himself,
and are well-managed, as indeed is everything here. The reading is unashamedly
modern and guitarish (je brighter and richer
in colour contrasts than more traditional
guitar or lute accounts), but it's all so
eloquent and clear, so lively and lyrical, that
this doesn't worry me at all. Suite 3 is given
one of the best plucked-string readings I've
heard ( in dozens!), with hardly amovement
which doesn't have something new to
reveal. Wonderful playing.
The recording is also very well distanced,
if just a little narrow in image on my
well-spaced speakers; because of this, the
very agreeable resonance of the guitar sound
is just a little odd, but this shouldn't deter
anybody from acquiring this particularly
lively and polished Bach recording. 1A/11:11
Stephen Daw
JS BACH: Italian Concerto, BWV971 0
Partita/Ouverture, BWV831 C Chromatic
Fantasia and Fugue, BWV903 El 4 Duetti,
BWV802-5
Robert Woolley (bpd)
EMI CDC 749 8002 ( 70m 03s)
Robert Woolley is up against strong competition in presenting a mixed harpsichord
recital of Bach; further, his rather ponderous-sounding modern Mietke copy seems to
this listener to accord ill with Bach's music.
Mietke of Berlin was, without much doubt,
the maker of an instrument which Leopold
of Küthen ordered and had delivered
through Bach in 1720; it is possible that
Bach himself later owned this instrument.
However, it is probable that all of this music

RECORD OF THE MONTH
BRUCICNER: Symphony 7
VPO/Karajan
DG 429 226-2 ( 66m 15s) also LP/MC
'His last recording', it says on the leaflet,
below an impressive photograph of the
old magician, arms outstretched as he
conducts. The recording was made in the
Musilcverein in April of last year. It is
magisterial, quite beautifully played, in a
recording of warmth, clarity and spaciousness that moves easily between the most
delicate ppp and the awe-inspiring clangour of the climaxes. Karajan recorded
Brucicner's Seventh twice before, both
times with the BPO: his EMI version was
issued with the Fourth in 1972, and the
DG came out in 1978; both are now
available on CD. It is fascinating rather
than truly instructive to compare the
three versions — the differences in
approach are not strongly marked. Over
the years his Allegro moderato for the first
movement has quickened somewhat, the
Adagio has marginally broadened; in the
last two movements the changes are slight
(Karajan did not return to the rather fast
Scherzo, and distinctly slow Trio, of the
first recording). This latest — last — version

is grandly eloquent, with firm outlines and
affectionate detail. The rhythmic tensions
are keen, the orchestral colours now
bleak, now almost glassy ( the violins
around R in 0, at other times warm and
consolatory. ' Edition: Robert Haas', one
reads on case and insert; but at letter W in
the Adagio, timpani, cymbals and triangle
ring out, proclaiming Nowak after all. No
matter, this is a worthy last testament.
[A*:1*/1]
Peter Branscombe

,
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Anton Bruckner

rat, ce. 7:13.2

SYMPHONIE NO.7
Wiener Philharmonitter
Herbert von Karajan

qt›,.

was composed in Leipzig ( not Kóthen). It is
also unlikely that Mietke's instruments
actually sounded like Woolley's copy; there
is not much dependable evidence, and
musically it sounds improbable to me.
Despite his excellent choice of programme — full marks for including the ClavierUbung III Duetti — Icannot easily warm to
Robert Woolley's playing, which strikes me
as too stiff and heavily 'philosophical'. The
recording ( done in Switzerland) seems to
increase tension rather than to diminish it; it
is close and rather claustrophobic.
Maggie Cole [ Virgin Classics], may not
have included the Duetti but her mixed
Bach recital seems to me to tell us more
about Bach. [B:2]
Stephen Daw
BARTOK: Concerto for Orchestra/
LUTOSLAWSKI: Concerto for Orchestra
Cleveland/Dohnanyi
Decca 425 694-2 ( 65m 34s)
Extreme contrasts between these two concertos for orchestra — not their first time
together, but Ozawa's coupling wasn't originally planned as such — help put afinger on
Dohnanyi's strengths and weaknesses
(though even as I write, re-assessment is
compelled by the tender, long-limbed Meistersinger he's conducting at Covent Garden). Lutoslawski might come to like his
'50s bagatelle again when he hears the tiny
nursery-rhyme and folksong snatches dart so
distinctively through the spider-web of
sound. No fragment of melody is left
unattended, and even if a recording as
super-refined as this can't hope to register all
the buzz in the outer- movement climaxes, it
works wonders on piercing high frequencies. Dohnanyi doesn't as a rule let notes
escape the abstract net, but images proliferate here — supremely, the attempts by piano
and cor-anglais to drown basses' tentative
ceremony of innocence as the passacaglia
gets under way.
There are revelations, too, in Bartok's
orchestration. Predictably — if one casts back
to the last movement of Dohnanyi's Mahler 5
— the finale's detail is laid bare for the first
time ( out of a breathtaking parade, Iselect
only one personal favourite — trilling clarinets in the penultimate build-up of steam,
bar 401), aided by afew discreet artifices in
recorded balance. But what happened to the
joy in the bagpipe-music of trumpet and
strings? Generally, the problem rests with a
rather literal and ungiving view of the kind
of longer melody rarely glimpsed in Lutoslawski. The oboe's reflections in ( i) just
about move us, and the Elegie sounds
heartfelt enough on afirst listening, but after
turning back to Fricsay IDG1, you don't
really find the meaning behind the notes
here or in the wistful counter- theme of the
Intermezzo. In other words, the homesick
heart of the piece is missing. But Ido hope,
after the brilliant success of the Lutoslawski,
that Decca gives Dohnanyi and the Clevelanders their adventurous head — Schoenberg
Variations next, please! [A*:11 Lutoslawski,
[1/2] Bartok.
David Nice
BERLIOZ: Romeo & Juliet
Denize ( m-sop)/Cole ( ten)/Lloyd (bassbar)/Cologne Rad Ch/Stuttgart 5th Rad Ch/
Berlin RIAS Cham Ch/Frankfurt RSO/Inbal
Denon CO-73210/11 ( 2CDs, 94m 42s)
We have come to expect polished perform93

ances from Eliahu Inbal, and everything here
is very carefully honed. The Frankfurt
instrumentalists offer great beauty of tone,
the work as awhole is convincingly shaped,
and the choruses and soloists ably serve
Berlioz's heartfelt homage to Shakespeare
and the ideal of romantic love. Nadine
Denize and Robert Lloyd are both outstanding, one in a truly moving account of the
strophic verses concerning love's ' unforgettable first raptures', the other in Friar Laurence's apostrophe of brotherhood and
reconciliation, which ends the work in a
great moral blaze. This is Lloyd's first
recorded appearance in a role where Shirley-Quirk's performance under Davis had
seemed to be without peer. Now they are
peerless twins.
However, Berlioz was at pains to emphasize that the expressiveness of mere words is
easily exceeded by purely instrumental
music, and he represents the two lovers
accordingly. Their orchestral Love Scene is
potentially very powerful, yet for all his
interpretative skill, Inbal lacks the idiomatic
touch needed to achieve that poised interplay of agitated passion and dreamy ecstasy
which is the essence of this perfumed
adagio. Very particularly, he underemphasizes the upper string parts, which
weakens the passages of greatest intensity. A
parallel rigidity of manner prevents the
work's opening ' tumult' from becoming
properly tumultuous, while I would have
preferred a less foursquare rhythm in an
otherwise impressive Capulets Fête, and a
brisker tempo in an otherwise delicate and
atmospheric Queen Mab Scherzo. But these
negative moments are surrounded by much
splendour, and should be set against agreat
deal of superb music- making and arecording
to equal the best Ihave heard from the Aile
()per. Dynamics are wide and perspectives
convincing, although Mlle Denize would
perhaps have benefited from a less distant
placing when delivering her strophes.
One final point. As with Inbal's Requiem,
this 2CD set is rather ungenerous, especially
as there's plenty of Berlioz which could have
occupied the spare 55m. For instance, Davis's Requiem and Dutoit's Romeo & Juliet
were each coupled with recordings of the
Funeral & Triumphal Symphony — which,
incidentally, has now been joined in Decca's
case by 40m of R&J on asingle ' Ovation' CD
1425 001-21. Nevertheless, all things considered ( and musiconomics apart), this latest
chapter in Denon's Berlioz cycle offers a
great deal to admire and enjoy. [
A*/A:1 */2]
John Crabbe
BRAHMS: Handel Variations and fugue
CI 2 Rhapsodies, Op.79 D 3 Intermezzi,
Op.117/SCHUBERT: 6 Moments Musicaux, D780
Yves Nat (pno)
EMI CDH 763 0432 (73m 25s) €j) recordings from 1956
Marguerite Long once characterized the
French school of piano playing as ' lucid,
precise, slender. If it concentrates above all
on grace rather than force, guarding primarily its equilibrium and sense of proportion, it nevertheless does not bow to any
other in its power and the profundity of its
inner emotion'. This is impressively put and
prompts an echo from Jeremy Siepmann in
his excellent sleeve note. Here, he suggests
that Yves Nat ( 1890-1956) combined lightness with weight, charm with seriousness —
though Ihave to say that Iagree more with
the first rather than the second part of his
94

and Madame Long's estimates. Nat's style in
this Brahms and Schubert selection is elegant and refined, but you won't find the
profound insights of a Brendel, Lupu, or
Imogen Cooper, in his Schubert. Indeed, his
nonchalance often seems an evasion of
serious musical authority.
In Brahms, too, Nat, while eminently
civilized, is superficial, skimming the surface
of the composer's early heroics ( Op. 79) and
minimizing the darkness of, say, the last of
the Op.117 Intermezzi. Still, the second is
most initimately and graciously confided,
and if the more strenuous variations of
Op.24 (eg Variation 14) are more scruffy
than immaculate, there is compensation in a
pungently accented Variation 23 and a
brilliantly vivacious fugue. IH:2/3]
Bryce Morrison
BRAHMS: Variations on a theme by
Schumann, Op.9 1113 Intermezzi, Op.117
D 6 Klavierstücke, Op.118
Daniel Lety (pno)
Edelweiss ED 1001 (6.im 20s)
CHOPIN: 10 Nocturnes
Daniel Lety (pno)
Edelweiss ED 1009 (53m 47s)
In Brahms, as in Chopin, Daniel Levy is a
committed dreamer, too often lost in reflection for convincing drama and projection.
The start of the 'Schumann' Variations is too
slow for a true focus and many of the more
demanding sections cause technical unease.
In the first Intermezzo from Op.117 the line
is so protracted that it sounds selfconsciously expressive and in the second
there is again a rhythmic elasticity very
much at odds with the text ( that heavy
leaning on the second beat of the bar). The
opening Intermezzo of Op.118, while suitably impassioned, is much less pianistically
adroit than from others, and elsewhere there
is much old-fashioned de-synchronization of
the hands.
In Chopin Daniel Levy is, again, never
happier than when lost in reverie and this
often means that the more ardent or dramatic sides of Chopin's night- music remain
unliberated from the text. In the First, in
B- flat- minor, his sub- normal tempo is unconvincing because there is too little inner
tension, and in the central section levy is
oddly prosaic and unyielding. In a word,
there is insufficient variety for such multifaceted music.
Heard in the concert hall such playing
might well seem more beguiling, an unusual
approach and an intriguing contrast to other
more 'antiseptic' alternatives. On record the
majority of these readings are too imprecise
or loosely controlled to withstand close
scrutiny or repeated hearings. [13/C:3/4]
Bryce Morrison
BRUCICNER: Symphony »EGER: Beethoven Variations, Op.86
LP0/./iirvi
Chandos CHAN 8843/4 ( 2CDs, 107m 13s)
also 2MCs
Was it, I wonder, due to any misgivings
Chandos may have had that some three and a
half years after the original sessions this
account of Bruckner 8 should only now see
the light of day? As does his recent ISO
Brahms cycle ( also Chandos), Jârvi's Bruckner fails to convince. Certainly, the opening
Allegro moderato is a ponderous, laboured
affair, its terrifying climax and exhausted
'death-watch' coda wanting in real tension,

and oddly literal. Similarly, the Scherzo
comes over as unduly cautious in manner —
what meagre rhythmic force Jârvi does
manage to instill blunted in any case by the
considerable All Saints Tooting resonance; in
marked contrast, the normally reflective
Trio now sounds brisk — jaunty even — with
unusually full-throated, almost jubilant brass.
Rightly, Jârvi opts for the more extended
Haas edition, but promptly undermines any
architectural gain with some sticky phrasing
and slack preparation; as a result, both the
towering climax in ( iii) and ( iv)'s mighty
coda lack cumulative power and true consequence, Jars- i's mannered ritardando
towards the very end of the latter being
especially ill- justified. At the same time,
there is little evidence of any compensating
spirituality; the sublime Adagio is insufficiently rapt, if deeply felt, and the absence
of any really hushed playing in this movement must be counted a drawback. In fact,
time and again I found myself wondering
rather unkindly for just how long Jârvi has
actually lived with this music.
The [ PO, too, sound less than convinced
by the proceedings — fine work from both
wind and brass is offset by some surprisingly
uneven violin tone for this orchestra ( the
Adagio in particular a casualty), and the
recording is none too explicit either, with
odd balances in the Scherzo ( backward
trumpets, murky timpani). Summing up,
then, I'm afraid not even the bonus of
Reger's genial Beethoven Variations — richly
scored, and affectionately performed by
these artists — can prevent this set from
being anything other than a big disappointment. Incidentally, EMI have now reissued
Karajan's marvellous 1958 BP() account of
the Bruckner [ which stands up well against
Chandos's digital production! — Mus Ed].
[AB:2/3], Reger [
1].
Andrew Achenbach
BYRD: Mass for Four Voices
Quit&
Etcetera KTC 1031 (43m 44s)
'lb me, this recording is aclassic example of
how not to perform Byrd. Little about it,
except for the choice of ' filler' motets,
including Ave verum Corpus, is appealing or
even acceptable, and quite a lot is actively
jarring.
While the trained vocal quality of the
ladies in the ensemble would suit later or
more folkish music, their vibrato is wholly
inappropriate here, and at times (cg in the
motet ' Cibavit eos') seems to blur their
intonation. Any sense of Byrd's naturally
graceful lines being spun out with utter
purity and assurance has been lost, resulting
in acoldness far short of the beauty of these
ma.s t
erpieces.
Musically, too, the performance is
unpleasant; their tone often seems forced
towards the end of phrases, giving a lumpy
whole which is not enhanced by an overdose acoustic. Breathy 'ss' sounds and protruding final consonants also give an impression of sloppy diction, although had mixing is
probably responsible as well.
For sheer economics, the 44m playing
time does not make the release good value
(there are no propers included within the
mass), and the programme notes say nothing
about Byrd's music at all. [C:31
Helena Stoward
BYRD: Mass for 5 Voices
The Sixteen/Christophers
Virgin Classics VC 90 8022 (55m 35s)
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The Sixteen, under the rigorous guidance of
Harry Christophers, has produced yet
another excellent release that is both well
planned in its programme and inspiring in its
execution.
Headed by acouple of motets, the mass is
performed interspersed with asuitable set of
proper chants taken from the composer's
Gradualia and dating from a decade or so
after the mass ( one of the first not to be
based on plainchant or an existing model)
itself. Thus the performers have avariety of
styles to negotiate from the flexible declamation of the chants, which they sing with
relaxing precision, to the almost boppy'
dotted syncopation of the introit
'Gaudeamus omnes'.
Particularly smooth is their easy tapering
of the end of each phrase, an area where less
professional performers founder. Equally,
every entry comes in as a golden drop
within the whole shining stream of sound
(eg the gracious beauty of the ' Iustorum
animae' ), and is carefully nurtured into
swelling contours, whether in full 5-part
writing or thinner textures.
A little more resonance might have added
to these shining structures, but overall this is
a near exemplary recording, and a good
choice if you're looking for areliable library
builder of such abasic work. [
A/B:1]
Helena Stoward
MAXWELL DAVIES: Sinfonia Concertante
(1982) D Sinfonia ( 1962)
Scottish CO/Davies
Unicorn-lCanchana UK(CD) 2026 (59m
26s) ® 1986
This is demanding stuff, make no mistake
about it. But don't despair: after a few
hearings it does begin to reveal some of its
secrets. In the excellent sleeve notes we
learn that the earlier Sinfonia was inspired
by Monteverdi's Vespers, whereas the Sinfonia Concertante is a response to the classical tradition of Haydn and Mozart;
however, we are sensibly advised that ' the
analogy should not be pushed too far'. This
later work is the more approachable of the
two, and Iam already much impressed with
the shadowy build-up to the Allegro proper
in ( i), and, most of all, the rather Sibelian
coda to ( iii) where screeching wind and
menacing timpani ( an Orkney squall,
perhaps?) are abruptly curtailed by the
mysterious calm of the final bars. Both here,

and in the more concentrated Sinfonia, the
SCO and its talented principals respond
enthusiastically to the composer's direction.
Clear, truthful recording. [
A:1]
Andrew Achenbach
DEBUSSY: 16 Preludes
Jorge Bolet (pno)
Decca 425 518-2 (59m 54s)
This selection of sixteen Debussy Preludes is
gently and affectionately confided by Jorge
Bolet. And if several sound imperturbable
when they should be vivacious, Bolet's
unmistakable tonal sheen, his care for sonority, are all-pervasive. Danseuses de Delphes
is truly lent et grave even if its tenuous
thread of continuity is lost, but Puck (La
Danse de Puck) becomes a disappointingly
circumspect rather than unruly elf, his antics
hardly capricieux et leger. General Lavine,
too, has put on weight since we last met him,
his capers more dutiful than spontaneous.
But again, if Ondine seems unduly listless
and the opening of Feux d'artifice little more
than a vague approximation to the text, La
Fille aux cheveux de lin is as disarmingly
lucid and serene as on a previous occasion
(Jorge Bolets Decca recital of favourite
encores).
A ' live' recital given some years ago in
London included twelve of the Preludes and
aroused expectations not entirely fulfilled by
this Decca recording. An overall air of
disillusion and lethargy hangs over the
undertaking, though the presentation is
immaculate and the Baldwin piano used
entirely successful. [A:2/3] Bryce Morrison
DEBUSSY: 12 Etudes ( 1915)
Mitsuko Uchida (pno)
Philips 422 412-2 (47m 12s)
This recording is a triumph for all concerned. Mitsuko Uchida may stress Debussy's volubility and hyper-activity in these
miraculous Etudes, but she is no less sensitive to their stylized languor and melancholy. All these performances are of an
astonishing crystalline virtuosity and poetic
verve and they have been recorded with a
no less imposing fullness and clarity. A piano
sound of such vividness and fidelity would
have been unimaginable aremarkably short
time ago. [ This is aBitstream encoded CD —
Mus Ed.] Mitsuko Uchida's performances
are of novel rather than classic status. Her

razor-sharp articulacy combines with the
quick-silver responses of aborn virtuoso to
make something truly breathtaking, truly
viviamente of Pour les huit doigts. She is
decidé and rythmé with avengeance in Pour
les accords and formidably tutta la forza at
the close of Pour les tierces. Yet such
electrifying nervous energy and command
also allow her a total liberation from the
text, adegree of fantasy and freedom at the
very heart of these pieces; something
achieved by few other pianists in music
which alternates trenchancy and elusiveness
with such bewildering rapidity. Pour les
sixtes opens truly mezzo voce, dolce sostenuto, and the poco meno mosso pp subito
of Pour les octaves is arrestingly bold and
original. Miss Uchida's pedalling is also a
marvel of acuteness and imagination. Listen
to the lento molto rubato of Pour les
accords and you will hear each key chord or
suspension fractionally blurred and then
clarified to create the most ratified sense of
colour and atmosphere. Though Iwould not
want to be without Garrick Ohlsson's
lavishly affectionate Arabesque disc of the
Etudes (he also finds room for the complete
Suite Bergamasque) this recording is, quite
simply, in aclass of its own. [
A*:11
Bryce Morrison
FAURE: Requiem C Messe Basse C Tantuna Ergo C Maria, Mater Gratiae
Wilson-Johnson ( bar)/Oliver, Escott
(trbls)/Westminster Cath Ch/City of Lond
Sinf/Hill
IMP PCD 896 ( 51m 39s)
Another recording of Fauré's Requiem, this
time the 1900 version, in which Fauré's
involvement is unclear. Other recordings
recently reviewed can be found in HEN/RR
Sept '89. The texture, with added woodwind, is fuller than either the 1889 or the
1893 version. For many people, the 1900
version will remain the only one, even
though RogerDucasse, Fauré's pupil, may
have had a hand in the orchestration.
Hill's version is vital and strong. The
treble voices have a power and quality
which many may be unaccustomed to, but
one which is a far cry from the hooting
sounds of so many all-male choirs. The
trebles sing with a conviction born of
liturgical performances of these works,
rather than one assumed for the purposes of
arecording. The acoustic at St Jude's Hampstead aids clarity considerably, so there are
no 'washy' sounds. Wilson-Johnson is excellent too and the whole rates as [
A*:1*].
William McVicker

Jorge Bolet (photo: D

HAYDN: Cello Concertos in C D in D
Arto Noras ( v1c)/Slovak CO/Warchal
Opus 9350 2004 ( 53m 11s)
Time was when a coupling of Haydn's two
cello concertos was agreat rarity. Now, with
a dozen versions to choose between, there
has to be something special about a new
one. Certainly Arto Noras is asuperb cellist,
with warmth, accuracy and uninhibited projection, and the Slovak CO under Bohdan
Warchal are of one mind with him in their
spirited, eloquent and well-paced accompaniments. Whether you find these performances over-romanticized is amatter of taste;
certainly in the later, and greater, D- major
Concerto the first-movement cadenza, and
the lead- up to it, will soon help you to
decide. The recording matches the musicmaking: full- toned, rounded, quite close in
focus. [
A/13:1/2]
Peter Branscombe
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LISZT: Piano transcriptions — Danse
Macabre (Saint-Saëns) 0 Six Polish
Songs (Chopin) D L'Idée Fixe, Francs.
Juges Overture, March of Pilgrims,
Dance of Sylphs, King Lear Overture
(Berlioz)
Leslie Howard (pno)
Hyperion CDA 66346 ( 75m 58s)

edgy strings and shrill woodwinds and has
the soloist very much in the spotlight.
[B/C:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MARTIN: Le Vin Herbé
Soloists/Frank Martin (pno)/Members of
Winterthur Orch/Desarzens
Jeklin-Disco JD 581/2-2 (2CDs, 101m 58s)
® 1961

movement 7. The concerto comprises
movements 2-4, the symphony 1,5-7. The
soloist, apparently well-known in East Berlin, has a fine tone, sweet in the upper
register, and asizzling technique, but is not
of course committed to anything like an
authentic performance. Nor is Suitner, who
is firmly wedded to the symphonic style in
Mozart. Within these confines the performance is an acceptable one, at times even
majestic, but it is spoiled by a tendency to
rush fast movements; the Rondo, the last
movement of the concerto, is turned into
the equivalent of a 100m sprint which, by
dint of the combined skills of soloist and
orchestra, contrives to end breathlessly in a
dead heat. But it is aclose run thing at times
and makes anonsense of the music. [
A:2]
Kenneth Dommett

Liszt was as much an advocate of music in
general as he was aprotagonist for his own
Martin described Le vin herbé as an oratorio,
art, and in an age when it was often difficult
but it is an oratorio of an unusual kind. It was
to promote new works effectively via
begun in 1938 though not completed until
orchestral concerts, he frequently blazed
1941; its subject, stimulated by `Sparkentrails for his composer friends with piano
broke' ( a novel by the once famous, now
transcriptions. Things are different now, of
forgotten Charles Morgan) is the Tristan
course, and apart from the Chopin songs and
and Iseult myth as re-worked by Joseph
Liszt's loving manipulation of Berlioz's idée
Bédier. From this novel the composer origifixe theme, the pieces here will already be
nally chose just the chapter on the Love
known to most music-lovers in full orchesPotion but later added those about the
tral dress. Yet while the keyboard versions
lovers' separation and death, aPrologue and
are thus now little more than curiosities, it is
an Epilogue.
still intriguing and stimulating to hear them
The music's unfolding chromaticism has a
— especially when two are recorded for the
languid quality that owes alittle to Wagner,
first time, and one (King Lear) was
something to Imagist models and much to
apparently neither published nor performed
Debussy's Pelléas. It is a work of almost
in Liszt's own lifetime.
excessive refinement and, because of the
Piano enthusiasts will know the qualities
specific terms of its commission, of ecoof Leslie Howard's playing from earlier
nomy. The 'orchestra' consists of a string
issues in his Liszt cycle, and as the music on
sextet with double-bass, and apiano ( played
this Vol.5 derives mainly from Berlioz), I here by the composer) for extra coloration.
simply offer the impressions of someone
The colours, however, are very muted, and
well versed in the originals. Francs Juges
what drama there is is largely internal. The
receives afine performance; but in general I more robust qualities of Martin's other big
felt that Howard was being rather too careful
vocal worksjedermann and Der Cornet are
with this semi- Liszt — despite letting his hair
missing from this rather self-communing
down for the turbulent central climax in
essay. The original Westminster release is
King Lear. A more fluid overall manner
something of a rarity but, judging by the
would have been welcome, plus a greater
average standard of those recordings, one
willingness to descend into true pianissimo.
must assume this refurbished ( though still
Sonically, the piano sits convincingly
slightly boxy) CD reissue is a decided
between the speakers, although I would
improvement. 113:1]
Kenneth Dommett
have preferred an instrument with more
brightly percussive dynamics. But don't be
MOZART: String Quartets 14-19
put off. These transcriptions should certainly
Chilingirian Qt
be heard, and are brought off well enough to
CRD CRD 3362-4 ( 3CDs, 182m 34s) ®
make me look forward to Liszt's extraordin1980 ( Chandos)
ary version of the Fantastic Symphony.
[A/11:1/21
John Crabbe
A warm welcome to the Chilingirian Quartet's CD reissue on three separate discs,
MARTIN: Violin Concerto D Piano Concoupled chronologically, of this incomparacerto 2
ble set of the six quartets that Mozart
Wolfgang Schneiderhan ( vIn)/Paul
composed between 1782 and 1785 and
Badura-Skoda (pno)/Radio Luxemburg SO/
dedicated with memorable phrases to his
Martin
friend Haydn, the master of the genre. The
Jecklin-DiscoJD 632-2 ( 53m 37s) ® 1971
playing is worthy of the music: poised,
affectionate, of technical excellence —
Anyone looking for confirmation of Martin's
always alive to the qualities of the composiuniqueness as a composer should find it in
tion. The individual lines are deftly prohis orchestral music. These two concertos,
jected in the complex contrapuntal textures,
less familiar than the Petite Symphonie
yet melodies sing with unaffected naturalConcertante or the Concerto for Seven Wind
ness. The recording is vivid yet warm, aptly
Instruments, are good examples of his fasticonveying the atmosphere of chamberdious and complex art, and more muscular
music playing of great distinction. [A:1]
than the series of Ballades for solo instruPeter Branscombe
ments with orchestra. The Violin Concerto
(one of the plethora of works commissioned
MOZART: March in D, K249 0 3 Moveby Paul Sacher) was first performed in 1952
ments from ' Haffner Serenade' D Symby Szigeti but was first recorded by
phony in D, K250 (248b)
Schneiderhan and Ansermet. The Piano ConWolf-Peter Batzdorf (v1n)/Berlin Staatscerto was commissioned by Badura-Skoda,
kapelle/Suitner
who gave the first performance in 1970.
Denon CD-73007 (54m 26s)
Both are extremely taxing for the soloist —
which may be why they have not gained
This is arather elaborate re-packaging of the
wider currency despite initial critical sucfamiliar ' Haffner' Serenade into the introduccess; and it must be admitted that Martin's
tory March, the interpolated Violin Conmusic is not much favoured in this country.
certo and the Symphony that was subseThis clearly authoritative recording, origiquently put together from the remaining
nally from Candide, was released here by
movements and circulated separately. It is a
Vox in 1973. The sound in the violin
perfectly legitimate if rather gimmicky soluconcerto is comparatively rounded, clear,
tion — assuming there is a problem in
and has the soloist comfortably positioned,
accepting the Serenade as Mozart set it out,
but that of the piano concerto is harsh, with
ie straight through from movement 1 to

For those perplexed by the card-carrying
avant-garde club, yet still anxious to discover music which reflects something of our
own time, the music of Andrzej Panufnik
may well be the answer. Austere and spare,
rigorous and disciplined, his work is shot
through with an elegiac tenderness that
renders him uniquely approachable and
moving. In mood he recalls the searing
simplicity of late Bartok; in sound he mixes
the Hungarian's fascination with tiny melodic cells with a lean clarity and economy
which brings to mind early Britten. The
resulting synthesis transcends such refer-
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MUSSORGSICY (orch. RAVEL): Pictures at
an Exhibition/DEBUSSY (orch. RAVEL):
Danse III Sarabande/RAVEL: Valses
nobles et sentimentales
Orch Nat de France/lnbal
Denon CO-71799 (60m 04s)
A plodding 'Promenade' at the outset does
not bode well for these Pictures, and I'm
afraid it proves to be an accurate foretaste of
the whole. ' Gnomus' sounds terribly cautious and the same goes for many of the
more extrovert numbers — 'The Hut on
Fowl's Legs' is almost embarrassingly feeble
and is followed by the most underwhelming
'Great Gate of Kiev' Ican ever recall hearing.
Inbal seems unable to galvanize his players
into any real enthusiasm or involvement;
indeed all too often it sounds more like a
run-through than the genuine article. Thoroughly dispirited by this routine, faceless
display, Iturned with relief to Muti's 1979
Philadelphia version [ EMI], there to encounter such staggering orchestral virtuosity and
characterful direction as to make this new
Denon seem quite redundant.
Fortunately the remaining items go rather
better, if again with no particular insight
displayed. The charming Danse is ahighlight
and the Sarabande's grave beauty is
decently enough conveyed, though the playing itself lacks that last degree of refinement.
These performers launch into the Valses
nobles with arelish entirely absent in their
Pictures (for amoment they might almost be
playing Chabrier), but they are insufficiently
sensitive in the Epilogue with its ghostly
refrains ( both Martinon and Dutoit are far
more perceptive here). Dry, slightly
cramped recording — not up to Denon's
usual high standard. Most disappointing.
[13/C:3/2]
Andrew Achenbach
PANUFNIK: Violin Concerto 0 Hommage à Chopin D Bassoon Concerto
Smietana ( vIn)IJones (flt)/Thompson
(bsn)/London Musici/Stephenson
Conifer CDCF 182 ( 56m)
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ence, however, and indeed avoids the sort of
eclecticism which has become common
currency amongst composers in recent
years.
The three works presented here are unifed by a pervading sense of melancholy
which may prompt some to avoid listening
to them as asequence. Krzysztof Smietana is
an efficient and often stylish soloist in the
1971 Violin Concerto. In choosing reticience and understatement, however, one
cannot help but feel that he misses some of
the eloquence, some of the improvisatory
parlando that the work's dedicatee, Menuhin, would surely have brought to it. Panufnik's idiom is so spartan, his structural
thinking so controlled, that it needs asoloist
who will inject ardour and warmth into
what otherwise might seem alittle bleak and
cerebral. It is but a small niggle, however.
The same is true of Karen Jones's account
of Hommage à Chopin: it sounds as if
everyone is taking the music's austerity a
little too literally. The real highlight of the
disc is Robert Thompson's stunning account
of the 1986 Bassoon Concerto. With perfect
timing in the extended recitative passages
and impressive dynamic and tonal shading in
the quieter moments, he sets the seal on a
disc as eloquent and well recorded as any
recent modern music release. 1A:1/1*]
Simon Cargill
PURCELL: Hail! bright Cecilia El Who
can from joy refrain?
New College Ch, Oxford/King's Consort
Hyperion CDA 66349 (76m 56s)
'Splendour' was very much the keyword
back in the late 17th-century for composers
(or poets) charged with honouring Royalty,
nobility, or the patron of music herself, and
Purcell rose to this challenge not only with
necessary pomp and virtuosity, but with
noteworthy originality and technical invention.
This release, the second in a projected
series by the King's Consort of all 24 of his
Odes and Welcome Songs, using period
instruments ( the soft clear tone of the
recorders is particularly delightful here),
does justice to two attractive examples of
this lesser known genre.
Hail! bright Cecilia was commissioned
for larger forces than were usually available
at court, and Purcell exploited them to the
full. The ode opens and closes with lavish
contrapuntal choruses, and between these a
marvellous selection of carefully crafted
miniatures appear, ranging from the pious
'plain harmony' of the central 'Soul of the
World' to the martial pride and intriguing
military-sounding instrumentation of 'The
Fife and all the Harmony of War'.
In aworld of choral music dominated by
the German language, Purcell's word-setting
is refreshingly natural and sympathetic to
the accents of English. With an impressive
line-up here of soloists including James
Bowman, Gillian Fisher and Rogers CoveyCrump, and a neatly disciplined choir, his
sensitivity can be savoured and appreciated.
Altogether, asecure performance of apart
of English musical history which is surely
worthy of more attention than it has
received up till now. 1A/B:1]
Helena Stoward
RACHMANINOV: Symphonies 1-3 D
Symphonic Dances D The Isle of the
Dead D Vocalise
RPO/Litton
Virgin Classics VC 790 8302 ( Symphony
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l'Isle of the Dead, 66m 54s), VC 790 8312
(Symphony 2/Vocalise, 70m 05s), VC 790
8322 (Symphony 3/Dances, 77m 44s)
RACHMANINOV: Symphony 3/
KALINNIKOV: Two Intermezzi for
orchestra
LSO/ftirvi
Chandos CHAN 8614 ( 53m 08s) also
LP/MC
Immersion in symphonic Rachmaninov can
be like running around ahothouse pursued
by little black devils, and I'm relieved that
Andrew Litton regulates the temperature;
appreciation of the composer's achievement
can only rise one notch above the untenable
Simpson verdict ( Two and Three don't
count) in Volume One of Pelican's The
Symphony. Not that anything is coldly studied. If Litton's speeds are ( without exception, Ibelieve) a little more expansive than
Rachmaninov suggested, the Royal Philharmonic — never more like the ' viola among
London Orchestras' CB cannily considered it
than here [ Eh? — Mus Ed] — fleshes out every
detail with playing that is at once rich anti
focused.
At first hearing, for example, strings might
seem indulged — portamenti in the violins at
the start of the Second Symphony hint at the
Hollywood touch in store — but lush secondsubjects and slow movements, so carefully
unwrapped, reveal muscle in violin phrasing, however beautiful, and forward detail
from rippling inner string-parts which lends
aspecial incandescence to the Adagio of the
Second. Its counterpart in the First, so much
more unsettling, stabs away at the allpervasive melancholy interval, and the climax — fortissimo, but strings still muted
(Fig.44) — struggles pitifully to break free of
the narcotic haze. Litton's romantic largesse
is much in evidence but on a tight rein —

note the repeat of the first movemen
exposition in the Third where he pulls a
gently blooming second-subject back with
greater indulgence second time around.
The range of imagination in the scoring
across the years has never sounded more
astonishing, from the wan woodwind
snatches of The Isle of the Dead (prefacing
the First Symphony) and the will-o- the-wisp
flickering of the First's scherzo across to the
flashing semiquavers lightly thrown around
the orchestra in the third of the Symphonic
Dances. The recording for the symphonies
helps by standing well back to allow luminous perspectives on the many finely- honed
woodwind solos, and some subtly disturbing
halos around stopped horns and muted
trombones. For the Symphonic Dances,
Andrew Keener moved his team from Abbey
Road to Walthamstow, and Mike Hatch,
taking over from Mark Vigars, gives a more
immediate sound which is also more uniformly up front — probably right for this
barbed, thrusting score. That doesn't prevent the intensely homesick alto saxophone
solo in the first dance, with attendant woodwind chorus, from casting its sweet, sad spell
as never before.
Some listeners may like a little more
obsession, hysteria even, both in the Dances
and the First Symphony, but I found the
individual players' precise shading of mood
enough, and the steady dance towards the
abyss in that terrifying finale of the First is
surely the more gut-wrenching as it careers
to the brink with open eyes. This Second I
like for the epic scope of the first- movement
development, the refusal to spill forth sentiment until the time is absolutely right. As for
the Third. you only have to turn to Járvi's far
more generalised account with the ISO to
see how many riches Litton carefully gathers
in his arms along the way. Járvi doesn't
always bother with the same dynamic refine97

ments — try the very beginning — and though
his outer-movement second-subjects are up
to speed, their lavish sighs are spent too
soon. I don't expect Litton's shattering
first-movement climax, violins building to
tear their hearts out ( Fig.22), to be matched
by anyone. Fine things there are, though,
with Jârvi — a spacious, wistful coda to the
Adagio, and afugue which dies broodingly in
(iii) — but they spring from ahaze which the
diffuse Chandos recording tends to encourage. The Kalinnikov Intermezzi are robust
surprises; no match for Litton's Symphonic
Dances as bonus, which alone are worth the
price of the third disc in an unflagging
trilogy. Litton [A*/A:1*/1], Jârvi[A/11:1/2].
David Nice
RACHMANINOV: Cello Sonata/
SCHNITTICE: Cello Sonata
Alexander Baillie (v1c)/Piers Lane (pno)
Unicorn-lCanchana DKP (CD) 9083 ( 62m
12s) also MC
The review copy was marred by left channel
'peaking', and one hopes this was simply a
one-off fault. [ A second copy presented no
problems on my system — Mus Ed] In the
event, Baillie and Lane never really sound at
ease in either work, with the former's tone
lacking the richness and breadth that something like the Rachmaninov really needs.
Even the piano solos are a little hard and
unyielding, with the effect that the composer appears almost neo-classical. The
Schnittke Fares rather better, with Baillie
clearly responding more to its bleak Shostakovich-like idiom, its grandiloquence being
at once searingly expressive and coolly
ironic. But in the last analysis it lack just a
little of that atmosphere and pathos so
important in music of this kind. Ignore the
peaking and you get [B:2].
Simon Cargill
RAVEL: Bolero 1:1 Daphnis and Chloé —
Suite 2/DEBUSSY: La Mer
Philharmonia/Sinopoli
DG 427 644-2 ( 58m 53s)
Sinopoli's Bolero is a monstrous beast. Setting abrisker than usual tempo at the outset,
he proceeds to hold the piece on an
irresistibly tight rein throughout, the relentless tread rigidly enforced. As the decibels
increase, though, doubts set in: Sinopoli
allows his excellent soloists no time to shape
their sinuous lines; Idon't sense any enjoyment, any feeling that these players are
revelling in Ravel's miraculous, ever-shifting
tone colours and timbres — such a vital
ingredient if the score is not quickly to pall.
The rhythm is everything, Sinopoli seems to
say. Here the final pages are merely ugly,
brutally hammered home ( the terrific switch
to E Major brings no elation), and the DG
recording is powerless to cope with such a
pitiless din. An abhorrent realisation to my
mind; others may well disagree.
The Daphnis excerpt frustrates. Seldom
can the day have dawned quite so
ravishingly as it does under Sinopoli, who
obtains some gorgeous sounds from the
Philharmonia. Ravel's translucent textures
are laid bare, with the fine-spun filigree in
both wind and strings unusually clear,
almost too clear. In fact, there's something
incredibly aloof about this music-making;
Sinopoli dissects Ravel's score with unerring
precision, but the spirit of the music, its
rapture and passion, elude him completely.
A shame, because both orchestral response
and engineering ( far more refined than in
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Bolero) give very great pleasure.
This La Mer, too, is baffling — one moment
revelatory, the next all too under-energized.
I can't recall ever hearing quite so much
detail in Debussy's string writing as Sinopoli
manages to uncover, aided again by some
superbly articulate playing — indeed, the
preparation required must have been phenomenal. But what are we to make of the
sluggish account of 'Jeux de vagues', whose
great climax never seems to arrive, Sinopoli
ignoring Debussy's accelerando marking in
favour of something altogether more
deliberate; or the almost melodramatic
opening of ( iii) here, which Sinopoli whips
up into quite afrenzy, trying just too hard to
convince. Interesting, then, but not compelling. Some tutus show signs of uncomfortable
blurring in DG's sound-picture, Watford
Town Hall's resonance not as well controlled here as on some recent EMI efforts.
Difficult to rate such ambivalent feelings, so
it must be [A/C:3/11.
Andrew Achenbach
SCHUBERT: Symphonies 3 & 4 D Overture in D in the Italian Style, D590
Stockholm Sinfoniettagarvi
BIS CD-453 ( 61m 55s)
Following on from his BIS coupling of
Symphonies 5 and 6 with the shorter Overture in the Italian Style, D591, Jârvi now
gives us the two previous symphonies with
the Overture D590. These are interesting
performances, full of personality, never
quite predictable. There is, however, some
price to pay for Jârvi's untrammelled musicmaking — Isometimes had the feeling that
his spontaneity left his very fine orchestra
momentarily troubled, as in some rhythmic
uncertainties in the Allegro vivace of 4.
There is alovely flow to the Adagio theme in
the Overture, and much full-blooded vigour
to the first movement of 3. The warm yet
clear recording allows the important woodwind detail to chuckle, even if the tone is
not always rounded. Invigorating and challenging performances, though more an
alternative than asafe first choice ( which for
3 and 4 is bound to be Abbado and COE on
DG). [A:2]
Peter Branscombe
SCHUBERT: Symphonies 4 & 6
Orch of St John's, Smith Square/Gilmour
IMP PCD 936 ( 65m 20s)
Here is an attractive coupling of the 'Tragic'
and the ' Little' C- major ( which Schubert
nevertheless called 'Grand Symphony') —
bold, ringing and atmospheric performances, in a pleasingly resonant recording
(made in the hall after which the orchestra is
named). Oliver Gilmour directs idiomatic
readings that lack nothing in spirit but from
time to time something in finesse — there is
the occasional rough edge to a chord, the
odd wind phrase not quite in focus. The fact
that almost every detail tells is to the credit
of the lively, well structured recording —
properly three-dimensional, and with firm
impact. A trifling criticism is that we are
given only the over-all CD timing, not that
for individual movements. A very nice issue
— which Ifind definitely preferable, in spirit
and commitment, to the only current rival,
Muti with the VPO. IA:1/2]
Peter Branscombe
SCHUBERT: 19 Lieder
Sarah Walker ( m-sop)/Roger
(pno)
CRD 3464 (74m 03s)

Vignoles

A very pleasing and well-chosen selection,
which ranges choronologically from the
setting of Goethe's ' Rastlose Liebe' in 1815
to Leitner's ' Die Sterne', set in the January of
Schubert's last year. The emotional range is
equally wide, though the longer songs are
not represented — short ballads are, with
'ErlIclinig' and ' Der Fischer'. If none of the
songs is exactly neglected ( all of them
figure, most several times over, in current
CD lists), Sarah Walker, with Roger Vignoles's perceptive accompaniments, draws
attention to several that are often overlooked — Hülty's 'An den Mond', and Collin's
eerie 'Der Zwerg', for instance. The singing
is elegant, expressive over a considerable
range, finely inflected if not always ideally
steady in tone. The piano, recorded with
comfortable resonance, is a Kirkman Grand
from the 1860s; it suits the music admirably,
and Vignoles's touch swiftly characterizes
the changing moods. One feels the commitment of both artists, and can only guess at
the hard work that preceded such direct,
unaffected music-making. Throughout along
programme the technical quality is consistently high, with natural balance, sensible
microphone positioning and a sense of
atmosphere. IA:1/2]
Peter Branscombe
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 5
Frankfurt RSO/Inbal
Denon CO-74175 ( 46m 32s)
Isuppose if one were to hear this account of
Shostakovich 5 in the concert hall whilst on
avisit to Frankfurt it would prove satisfying
enough, but whether it stands up to repeated listening at home on disc is another
matter. Certainly the strings sound distinctly
emaciated during ( i)'s compelling introduction, and this is also a distinct drawback in
the ethereal pages of ( iii) — it goes without
saying Haitink's Concertgebouw players are
far more refined here. As the performance
wore on Ialso became increasingly irritated
by the wearisome vibrato employed by the
1st violins in particular — a febrile effect
encouraged by Inbal with sometimes audible sniffs and groans. On the positive side,
characterisation is strong throughout — does
the humour in ( ii)'s Trio need to be quite so
heavyweight, though? — and Inbal handles
the tricky accelerandi in ( i)'s development
and at the start of ( iv) with great assurance
(splendid tamtam at the climax of both these
passages); the hollow triumph of the symphony's coda is effectively prepared too — no
hint of the joyful exuberance to be found on
previous interpretations like Previn's 1966
RCA or Bernstein's live 1980 CBS. Faithfully
conveying the slightly dry acoustic of Frankfurt's Alte Oper, this new issue is not quite as
spectacular as Denon's finest efforts in their
Inbal Mahler cycle ( recorded in the same
venue). [A:2]
Andrew Achenbach
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 8
SNOeirvi
Chandos CHAN ( 63m 31s) also LP/MC
Like its swifter-released predecessor, the
Fourth, Jârvi's Shostakovich Eight followed
live performances during his once-a-season
visit to Scotland in February 1989. Concerthall impressions then were of lacerating
concentration allied to fast, iron-girt tempi,
especially in the first movement. Yet on disc,
only Slatkin ( RCA) is slower there, and only
by three seconds. So intensity has to be the
secret. At the start there are none of the chill
distant voices the score indicates — they
wait, to good structural effect, until the
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CLASSICAL
movement's dying fall — and Jârvi's Leningrad mentor, MravinsIcy, comes to mind in
the swift building of early climaxes, though
they pierce still more to the heart than in the
Leningrad performance. The development
wrings the soul more than on any other
recording, treading and then trampling with
incisive brass and screaming woodwind
surer of intonation than Rozhdestvensky's
Russians on Olympia; weight and ruthless
clarity have the benefit of Chandos's most
focused recording ( Glasgow City Hall) —
little of the reverberation increasingly
favoured by this source, and just as well.
pry' pulls the subject-matter around, and
the panic of breaking ranks can carry more
terror at a deliberate pace, but he's more
than justified by atension that takes us to the
edge and beyond.
Rozhdestvensky again comes to mind in
the march — heavy, brutal and with a
masterly rallentando through to the last
three chords. Unlike Rozhdestvensky,
though, Jârvi hammers home the toccata's
horror at acrackling pace, calling upon SNO
brass to carry off hair-raising feats of articulation. This Passacaglia has a grave beauty,
restoring sanity quicker than the usual
wasteland lament. I'd question only the
finale, staking too much as counterweight to
the first movement and losing momentum at
midpoint. Still, the only interpreters who
really bring it off, Haitink and the Concertgebouw, rarely have the Soviet-style brute
force of the SNO — capable, too, of the
utmost refinement. So there really is the best
of all worlds here. [A*:1*/1]
David Nice
SIBELIUS: The Tempest (Prelude and
Suites), Op.109 O Cassazione, Op.6 D
'Hera ( 1898) D Preludio ( 1899)
Gothenburg SO/Jiirvi
BIS CD-448 ( 64m 32s)
Don't be confused by the low opus number
— Cassazione in fact dates from 1904,
chronologically occupying aplace between
the Violin Concerto and Third Symphony.
Not surprisingly, then, the score contains
echoes of both those works, and others
besides: the opening Allegro section
includes an idea in sixths on the clarinets
which is a not- too-distant cousin of the
theme Sibelius wrote for The Three Blind
Sisters' in his incidental music for Pelléas et
Mélisande (composed the following year);
similarly, the treading pizzicato bass later on
brings areminder of the Second Symphony's
Finale. Although Sibelius had obviously
intended to revise the piece further ( the
reason for its non-publication), it is still of
undoubted interest, and certainly merits a
hearing — which is more than one can say
about either of the two remaining rarities on
this issue, Tiera in particular being an almost
embarrassingly threadbare effort. Excellent
performances, though.
No, the real incentive to acquire this disc
is the marvellous music Sibelius wrote for a
1926 Copenhagen production of
Shakespeare's The Tempest, which he duly
fashioned into the Prelude and two Suites
recorded here. There is much that is magical
in this score: 'The Oak Tree', with its
soaringly expressive flute-line over gently
rocking strings, or the ' Chorus of the Winds',
whose intensely evocative writing is
reminiscent of the similarly rarefied atmosphere one encounters in The Bard or The
Dryad. Jârvi is at his most perceptive in the
whole of the Second Suite, and the playing in
Gothenburg has adelightful freshness about
it. The other numbers come off well too:
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Jârvi creates and maintains a palpable tension in the uneasy calm after the Prelude's
great storm, and how eloquently he shapes
'Arie's Song', which the Gothenburg strings
perform with memorable refinement of
tone. In fact, any reservations Ihave surround 'The Oak Tree', where the tempo Jârvi
sets strikes me as marginally too brisk to
convey fully its very special atmosphere; and
the icy brittleness of those opening wind
chords is absent here, lacking the required
edge — Horst Stein's superbly recorded 1979
disc with the Suisse Romande ( surely a
strong candidate for reissue on Decca's new
'Enterprise' label) gets it exactly right. A
desirable release all the same, with typically
full-blooded sound from the BIS engineers.
[A:1]
Andrew Achenbach
R STRAUSS: Sonata for violin and piano
in E
Sonata for violin and
piano in b
Kyung Wha Chung ( vin)/Krystian Zimerman (pno)
DG 427 617-2 ( 51m 31s)
Rarely can enterprise and quality have
united so dazzlingly. By their own confession, Kyung Wha Chung and Krystian Zimerman worked together for several years
before venturing into the recording studios,
and their integrity tells at every point in
their superlative performances of two notably rich and exotic virtuoso Sonatas.
It is remarkable how, in both cases, the
strongest influences ( Brahms in the Strauss,
Franck and even Szymanowski in the
Respighi) are transformed by such poweaul
and individual personalities; particularly in
the case of the Respighi. Lovers of the rarely
performed Concerto Gregorianus for violin
and orchestra will hardly need a second
invitation to hear this Sonata, though even
they will hardly be prepared for the way
strength and languor unite to such hypnotic
effect. In the opening Moderato's first agitato Chung's and Zimerman's surge of
recreative energy is like so much swiftly
applied centrifugal force and it would be
difficult to imagine how the central Andante
espressivo, music like some remote marinescape, could sound more richly evocative.
The dotted rhythms of the finale, this time
reminiscent of Schumann, could hardly be
more vivid and precise, and both players'
passion and refinement illuminate every
magical bar of the Strauss Sonata. The
recordings are of the finest clarity, sufficiently warm and immediate to make you
feel that these two supreme virtuosi are
present in your own room. [A*:1*]
Bryce Morrison
R STRAUSS: Eine Alpensinfonie D Don
Juan
San Francisco SO/Blomstedt
Decca 421 815-2 ( 70m 12s)
Dour Dresden playing for Blomstedt's
Strauss, impersonal compared with their
warm and witty response to Kempe back in
the 1970s, prompted reflections on how
much difference the conductor could make
to the orchestra. This Alpine Symphony, the
first issue I've heard in the much publicised
Decca/Blomstedt/San Francisco liaison, suggests that the orchestra makes all the difference to the conductor. Strings are the glory
of San Francisco — capable of refinement as
well as strengths on the summit, never
allowed to overplay their sentimental hand
in the epilogue; and their ghostly voices help
to make the farewell to opulence as discon-

certing as it should be. Winds' lack of
character doesn't matter here — more of a
problem with the oboist's unlovely lady in
Don Juan — and brass at least don't thicken
the canvas overmuch.
Perhaps this is, after all, Blomstedt's
favourite in the Strauss canon. Success lies in
the wider vision — as afine Brucknerian, he
has time for every stage on the mountaineers' expedition; where pry' and Ashkenazy enter the forest at arun, this conductor
lets us bask in easy melody-spinning, and
relaxation here doesn't detract from glories
on the mountain-top. Forward movement in
between is just where we need it — at the
waterfall, crossing flower-meadows on the
way to a sublimely free-flowing meditation
in mountain pastures. Vivid pictures may not
be sketched by mountaineers embarking,
strip-cartoon antics on the glacier, or any
real urgency in 'Vision', but Blomstedt
obviously finds them alittle too programmatic for his pursposes, and he may be right. No
doubt at all, though, about disturbing scenepainting in the wake of the storm: still the
most astonishing part of the score, and only
Jârvi comes close with an appreciation of
surrounding silences.
Don Juan could swagger a little more;
though the cut of his cloth is fine indeed, it
seems he has to teach the first of his
lady-loves to uncorset where persuasive
passion should be enough. Still, the Alpine
Symphony's the thing, and sound in the
Davies Symphony Hall takes us one step
beyond the rest in decent taming of the
massive orchestration. Iwas prepared to say
that Decca couldn't afford afourth recording
of the work, but now Imight happily say
farewell to the other three ( even, on reflection, Ashkenazy's). [A*/A:11 Alpine Symphony,11/21Donjuan.
David Nice
SUITE: Overtures — Light Cavalry D
Pique Dame Ill Morning, Noon and
Night in Vienna 12 Jolly Robbers El
Beautiful Galathea D Poet and Peasant
RPOIKuhn
Eurodisc RD 69037 ( 51m 28s)
Suppé's once popular overtures have rather
faded from sight. There was a time when
Light Cavalry and Poet and Peasant
appeared as stock items in any popular
concert repertoire worthy of the name, but
it is so no longer, and to listen to acollection
such as this, played with élan and adegree of
robust vulgarity that does not deny the
occasional touch of genuine sentiment, is to
hear an echo of past pleasures. But, regrettably, past pleasures do not always coincide
with present ones, and after awhile Suppé's
relentless jocularity, his passion for fanfares
and his rather obvious sentimentality begin
to clog the palate, rather as does an unvaried
diet of Offenbach or chocolate creams.
Taken in small doses there is much to enjoy
here, even though the sound is not quite as
brilliant as might be hoped for, for tinselly
music needs tinselled wrappers just as surely
as do chocolate creams. IA/B:1]
Kenneth Dommett
TCHAIKOVSICY: Piano Concerto 1
Suite 4, 'Mozartiana'
Constantine
Orbelian ( pno)/
Philharrnonia/jârvi
Chandos CHAN 8777 ( 62m 34s) also
LP/MC
Fine recordings of Tchaikovsky's First Piano
Concerto are hardly thin on the ground. No
information is given concerning Constantine
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Orbelian ( who, despite his recent Khachaturian Piano Concerto recording, is a relative
newcomer to the scene), and his performance, while vigorous and outgoing, is hardly
subtle or revelatory. He is notably successful
in the opening movement's second subject,
finely poised in his response to Tchaikovsky's dolce emolto espressivo, but elsewhere
he takes ageneralized view of music calling
for the highest degree of freshness and
vitality.
The difference between Tchaikovsky's
carefully marked hair-pins and staccato
marking just before the reprise of the
opening theme is ignored, and in such
show-stopping moments as the famous first
movement fusillade of octaves he is more
strenuous than dazzling. The Andantino's
central Prestissimo (always atrue finder-out
of both imaginative and technical inadequacy) is, again, technically suspect, and
pedalling throughout is apt to be haphazard
rather than carefully considered or precise.
Coordination between soloist and orchestra
is hardly exact ( surely everyone would have
benefited from another rehearsal) and the
Philharmonia strings sound more tentative
than glowing in the first movement's opening theme. Some photo-finish octaves from
Orbelian at the conclusion of the finale
come too late to redeem a performance of
little real technical or musical distinction.
Left on their own, the Philharmonia sound
more committed in Tchaikovsky's `Mozarliana', a charmingly idiosyncratic tribute
from one musical genius to another —
though even here the playing is less than
ideally piquant or stylish. [13:3141
Bryce Morrison
TELEMANN: Suites in D & B , from
Musique de Table II & III
King's Consort
Hyperion CDA 66278 ( 67m)
These are sensitive and finely recorded
accounts of the Overtures and opening
Suites from the second and third ` Productions' of Telemann's Musique de Table, plus
the 'Conclusions' that terminate these richly
inventive works; the central quartets, concertos and trios are not represented. Though
these suites were conceived orchestrally,
there is no sense of impoverishment to hear
them played one to apart, as here, especially
with the brilliance of Crispian SteelePerkins's triumpet in the D-major work
tempered by the more plaintive tones of
Paul Goodwin's oboe and sparkling little
violin concertante passages from Roy Goodman, with alert and sonorous contributions
from the other strings, and Robert King's
crisp leadership from the harpsichord. The
B-flat suite, with Catherine Latham as second
oboe in place of the trumpet, offers just the
right degree of variety. Apart from two or
three tiny flaws of intonation these are
highly accomplished performances, with
fresh, quite close recording. [A:1]
Peter Branscombe
WEILL: Die Dreigroschenoper
Kollo/LemperlMilva/Dernesch/Adorp
Reichmann/Tremper/Boysen/RIAS Berlin
Sinfonietta/Mauceri
Decca 430 075-2 ( 73m 54s)
A challenging compendium of opera-singers,
chanteuses and actors to chart the shifting
relationship of Weill's music to Brecht's text
was what John Mauceri promised here, and
the finished result doesn't disappoint. It
yields more than a few surprises, though.
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The redoubtable Wagnerians, Rene Kollo
(following in the footsteps of the original
lyric-tenor Mac, Harald Paulsen) and Helga
Demesch ( Mrs P) can be cavalier with
dynamics, as the beguiling Milva never is,
and Ute Lemper very rarely. That matters a
great deal in the pointing of the text. Take
for example the hard-hitting Act Two finale.
The idea here was to stretch trained voices
to the limit at something like Weill's original
tempo ( it's still faster, but the weight is
impressively conveyed); but the punch- lines
of the refrains hardly break out in protest
when the verses, marked piano, are belted
out, too. In other words, Kollo and Demesch
spring the trap too soon. Kollo, who ironically enough is the only singer to mess the
notes about with no octave doubling in the
orchestra to help him, makes heavy weather
of the ' Ballad of Good Living', too ( try Albert
Prejean, admittedly helped by French language, for insouciance); and I'm probably an
exception in not much liking Demesch's
heavy-laden ' Ballad of Sexual Dependency'.
Weill keeps the orchestra down here, giving
the singer the option, but alighter spring in
the irony is surely better, and it's Lemper on
her recital disc who conveys that so well.
Point taken, though: the basic sound of
both singers ( Kollo and Dernesch) is right.
Lemper gamely moves way above her usual
range to suggest Polly's teenage character
(better when soft, shrill under pressure), but
on form she's unbeatable. Best of all is the
`Barbarasong', diction bouncing off strict
tempo and lovesick shadings in the voice for
the not-so-respectable man who stole her
heart in verse three. Milva's Pirate Jenny is
the more memorable — since Lenya took it
over when she switched from Polly to Jenny,
Decca give it to both singers — making of the
refrain ('und das Schiff mit acht Segeln')
something as heart-stopping as Lenya,
though quite different in emphasis.
It's unfair, though, to rattle off acatalogue
of qualities. Elements do fuse, partly thanks
to judicious snatches of dialogue and Rolf
Boysen's gritty MC Ballad Singer, partly to
the distinctive handful of instruments sharpened up by the crisp, sepia-flavoured
recording. Mauceri's sharp-edged control
brings off the difficult switches of tempi in
the outer-act finales, the bandoneon player
provides awoozily off-key presence and my
only small regret is that the elusive flute isn't
brought forward in the melodrama that
comes before Polly's Song. Don't forget the
1930 excerps with ahigh-pitched Lenya, nor
her inimitable later self in the BrucknerRuggerberg recording; but find aplace, too,
for this treasury of current approaches to
Weill. [A:1*/(2)]
David Nice

WEIR: The Consolations of Scholarship
Missa Del Cid
King Harald's Saga
Linda Hirst ( mez-sop)/Jane Manning
(sop)/Herrett ( nar)/Lontano/Martinez/
Combattimento/Mason
Noveno NVLCD 109 ( 55m) also MC
Anyone who thinks all contemporary music
sounds the same would do well to listen to
the quirky output of Judith Weir. By turns
whimsical and ironic, these three chamber
operas encapsulate one aspect of here
extraordinary art. Textures clear, harmony
euphonious, gestures economical — it is
music which on first acquaintance can sound
innane and simplistic. Repeated hearings,
however, reveal her deadpan manner as
strangely haunting. No doubt about it — Weir
has adistinctive voice. In sound it is not so
far from Britten; in spirit it recalls the
neo-classical Stravinsky. Although the results
sound civilized and modern in their knowing understatement, in reality she draws
much from the older tradition of storytelling to be found in Nordic sagas and
Chinese drama — sources for two of these
works.
Jane Manning and, particularly, Linda Hirst
are wonderfully inside the elusive idiom,
and Lontano and the other singers acquit
themselves admirably. It all adds up to adisc
of ' undramatic drama', and one that grows in
appeal with each hearing. [A:1]
Simon Cargill

COLLECTIONS
CONCERT A IA CARTE
Music by Chopin, Debussy, Dvorak,
Mendelssohn, Rimsky-Korsakov,
Schubert, J Strauss, Weber
Ens Wien-Berlin
Sony Classical CD 42175 ( 49m 27s) also
MC
Musical wallpaper of the best 'embossure'.
Wind arrangements, some surprisingly effective (' Raindrop' Prelude), some plain daft
(Pizzicato polka), some quaint and charming (Invitation to the Dance, or Strauss's
Egyptian March — with chorus!). The playing is solid, faintly earnest; the sheer precision of interlocking of parts makes you
admire, yet even the ' Flight of the Bumblebee', beautifully crafted though it may be,
lacking the panache of the famous Galway/
Nat PO version, underlines the tightbuttoned nature of these performances.
Debussy's 'Golliwog's Cakewalk' shows the
kind of witty, suspenseful timing that was
needed to make this CD the little gem
clearly planned — Strauss's quick polka Vergnügungszug is also near-exemplary. The
sound has a sweetening glaze about it,
making it hard to visualize what kind of
acoustic setting the group occupies. [A/11:11
Christopher Breunig
DOUGLAS BOYD
Music by JS Bach, Telemann, Vivaldi,
F Couperin and CPE Bach
Douglas Boyd (ob)/Richard Lester (vIc)/
Harold Lester, Roderick Elms (bpd)/Harold
Lester (org)
ASV DCA 656 ( 73m 16s) also LP/MC
Douglas Boyd is a fluent and expressive
player of the modern oboe, who seems to
like late Baroque music. However, worthy
though most of the performances here may
be, it is difficult to tell whether or not he has
really thought much about the very distinctive differences between the excellent, and
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in each case highly individual, composers
whose music he has chosen to play. The
result is uncomfortably uniform, and this
apparent lack of sympathetic analysis, as so
often, sadly results in an impression of
condescension.
The recording is bland and rather opaque,
with the keyboards rather close and jangly.
However, the oboe itself has been very
sensitively recorded. [13/C:21
Stephen Daw
ANTONIN KUBALEK
TCHAIKOVSICY: The Seasons, Op.37a/
CHOPIN: Ballade 3 in AI /KYMLICKA:
Four Valses
Antonin Kubalek (pno)
Dorian DOR 90102 (55m 50s)
Once dismissed as trivia, Tchaikovslcy's The
Seasons have enjoyed arecent revival — our
own age warming, perhaps surprisingly, to
their gentle whimsy and Schumann- based
Slavonicism. Kubalek's performances are
much more attractively recorded, less
dourly and unsmilingly presented than by
Barry Douglas in his RCA selection, though
they are less vividly characterized than by
Lydia Artymiw ( Chandos). Aficionados will
also recall Terence Judd's performance of
'January' in his live recital ( Chandos again), a
poignant reminder of early and tragically
unfulfilled gifts. Kubalek's readings are gentle, unassuming and affectionate, and never
more so than in April', ' October' and
'December — arguably the most winning
numbers in an uneven set.
In his fascinating and personal booket
note Kubalek writes of the knife-edge any
pianist walks between, say, eloquence and
hysteria in Chopin, but his own performance
of the Third Ballade hardly achieves his
suggested 'golden mean'. His expressive
dalliance is often at odds with the text, his
pedalling unsubtle. Milan Kymlicka's Four
Valses, on the other hand, show him at his
delightful best and are, by his own admission, among his favourite encores. The first
of these bubbles with fascinating rhythms,
while the fourth sounds like an exotic
refugee from South America. Both Kymlicka
and Kubalek are, incidentally, Czechoslovakians who emigrated to Canada; and Kymlicka numbers the making of a record ( of
Korngold's Second Sonata) with Glenn
Gould as his producer, among his most
remarkable experiences. [
A/B:2/3/1]
Bryce Morrison
DANSES NOBLES ET SENTIMENTALES
PROKOFIEV: 6 Dances from 'Cinderella'/
DVORAK: Slavonic Dance Op.72:6/
BRAHMS: Hungarian Dance 6/BARTOK:
Rumanian Folk Dances/WIENIAWSKI:
Kujawiak E Polonaise Op.4/KREISLER: 3
Waltzes/GRANADOS: Spanish Dance/
ALBENIZ: Malaguena/RAVEL: Valses
nobles et sentimentales 6 & 7/
KHACHATURIAN: 2 Dances from
`Gayaneh'
Dmitry Sitkovetsky ( vin)1Pavel Gililov
(Imo)
Virgin Classics VC 790 8422 ( 66m 16s) also
MC
A collection so entitled implies grand gestures and romantic warmth. Unfortunately
there is little of either in these brittle, spiky
performances. It was, perhaps, injudicious to
begin with Prokofiev's angularities, since
these are enhanced, rather than otl wise,
by Mikhail Fichtenholz's arrangement, and in
any case offer little opportunity for either
nobility or sentiment. But as the programme
HUH NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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unfolds it becomes plain that despite his
technical prowess Sitkovetsky's didactic
manner and shrill upper notes contribute a
great deal to ageneral absence of grace and
charm, which the close, dry recording does
nothing to ameliorate. [
B:2/31
Kenneth Dommett
NORWEGIAN RHAPSODY
RPO/Dreier
ASV RPO 8015 ( 74m 33s) also LP/MC
This interesting collection of Norwegian
music of the Romantic period consists of
eleven items ranging from Rikard Nordraak
and Ole Bull, to Svendsen and Halvorsen, by
way of Grieg and Kjerulf. There are some
favourites — the first Peer Gynt Suite, Norwegian Artist's Carnival, and Entry of the
Boyars — but there are novelties as well.
Particularly attractive are the two extracts
from the short-lived Nordraak's ' Maria
Stuart', his Olaf Trygvason and his robust
National Anthem, which are real finds. All, it
is true, were orchestrated by Halvorsen,
whose Danse Visonaire — in marked contrast with his popular Boyars' processional —
is imaginative and individual. The performances by the RPO under Per Dreier are
thoroughly idiomatic — there is currently
probably no better interpreter of Grieg than
Dreier — and, if the sound is occasionally
rather veiled, especially in the more densely
orchestrated pieces, curiosity- value outweighs the small technical disadvantages.
1A/B:11
Kenneth Dommett
MUSICA FENNICA 1772-1843
CV LITIIANDER: Piano Sonata in C/
BYSTRÔM: Violin Sonata 1 D Air Russe
varieé/CRUSELL: Divertimento Op.9/FE
LITHANDER: Variations on a Theme by
Haydn
Various artists
Finlandia FACD 012 (73m 22s) 0 1979,
'81, ' 83
These examples of classical and early romantic Finnish music have been culled from
previously released IPs and collected into
an interesting cross-section of little-known
pieces by composers who, apart from
Crusell, have failed to escape the Scandinavian hinterland. Carl Lithander's Sonata,
dedicated to Clementi, is a sound fourmovement work in the style of that composer, and ( like much here ) of late Haydn, as
his younger brother Frederik's inventive
Variations testify. Crusell's Divertimento for
oboe and strings is the most considerable
work, possibly, but it does not stand out
incongruously in this company. Bytrüm's
Sonata ( 1801) harks hack to the style of the
first mature Mozart sonatas and sounds
rather lightweight in these otherwise rather
earnest surroundings, though his Variations
on a Russian Air ( 1799 )remind one rather
of early Beethoven. Performances, particularly Fero Heinonen's piano playing, are
convincing, and the sound generally is good,
though atrifle edgy in the Crusell. [
A:B/11
Kenneth Dommett
FLUTE MUSIC OF THE 16TH & 17TH
CENTURIES
Nang,Hadden (flt)/Renaissance Flute Consort
Hyperion CDA 66298 (62m 02s)
A history lesson that is both instructive and
highly enjoyable: 22 pieces, ranging in duration from one minute to around five
minutes, are performed in approximately

chronological order by the American Nancy
Hadden and the Renaissance Flute Consort
(in which she is joined by Janet See, Rachel
Beckett and Lisa Beznosiuk), variously
accompanied by Erin Headley ( viola da
gamba), Andrew Lawrence- King ( harps ) and
Colin Tilney ( harpsichord). The composers
range from Clemens non Papa, Senti and
Hofhaimer to virtually unknown figures ( and
anonymous ones). A scholarly little note by
the principal flautist, and clear indications of
the players and their instruments used on
each band, aid orientation, and care has been
taken to ring the changes between solo and
consort numbers, as well as to provide
pleasing contrasts of mood. The playing on
reconstructions of Renaissance treble, tenor,
and bass flutes is mellifluous, sprightly and
bright, and the accompanying gamba, harps
and harpsichord are well set off against the
flutes, and attractive in timbre. The recording is spacious yet quite close, the whole
production very pleasing. [
A:1]
Peter Branscombe
FRETWORK ON 'VERITAS'
Originally written for performance by
amateurs ( often considerably skilled musicians), English viol fantasias or fancies filled
long evenings much as madrigals and piano
duets amused the players in Victorian
musical soirées. But though they may have
been the ' pop' music of the 17th- century,
many of them are worth savouring afresh
today, and the relaxed conditions of home
listening are probably closer to the original
context of these delightful miniatures.
The thorough, balanced programme of
Gibbons's '
Cries and Fancies' [ Virgin Classics VC 790 84921 embraces agreat variety
of fantasias for two to six instruments which
more than compensates for the inevitable
homogeneity of sound in a recording like
this; but there are also frequent occasions
when the sheer virtuosity of both Gibbons
and Fretwork are little short of riveting; the
frenzied activity in ' Go from my window' is
quite crammed with bubbling intrigue. The
almost drippingly lachrymose moments of
the 6- part Fantasia 13 are no less exquisite.
Paul Nicholson's playing of the two organ
pieces is as assured as in the rest of the
recording, and only the somewhat intrusive
clattering of the pedals of the, otherwise
charming, chamber organ mars his contributions.
Gibbons's ' Cries of London' are even more
bizarre than the Parisian chansons of Janequin etc. Even so, they are musically coherent, and are sung with some superb London
costermonger accents! IB:1]
Fretwork's other new issue under Virgin's
'Ventas' label, Night's Black Bird (
VC 790
79521 includes a further selection of fantasias for viol consort, this time by Gibbons's
contemporary William Byrd. It's much the
same sort of music, a pleasing combination
of technical assurance and lighter humour
(cg the wonderful bouncing triplets that are
tossed among all the parts of the first 6- part
fantasia here).
What makes this disc just slightly more
approachable, is the interleaving of these
pieces with aset of John Dowland's Lachrymae Pavans. Melancholy rather than morbid
(a very Jacobean preoccupation!), their gentle simplicity makes them wholly attractive,
and Christopher Wilson's lute playing joins
happily with the viol consort's own fine
technique.
Throughout, the recorded quality and
acoustics are clean and supportive; relaxing
but still fascinating. [
AB:1] Helena Stouard
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BERLIOZ: Symphonie Fantastique
Hungarian RTV Orch/Munch Philips 426
103-2 (49m 56s) C) 1976
This is the fifth Munch Fantastic to appear
on CD, but worth a mention because of its
lively and frequently very beautiful impact —
especially in ( i) and ( ii). There
no
repeats, but agong is used to underèr,
bells in ( v). Recorded as an experimental
stereo venture during some Budapest radio
rehearsals in 1966, it suffers a few minor
slips of ensemble and features a creak or
two, but offers agenerally line sound apart
from a slight decline in ambient spaciousness as the symphony proceeds. First seen
on the Hungaroton label in 1976, it now
comes with NoNoise treatment in Philips'
'Legendary Classics' series — with an essay on
the conductor but not a word about the
music.[A/Ei:1*/2]
John Crabbe
BRITTEN OPERAS: The Turn of the
Screw Pears/Vytevan/Hemmings/Dyer/
CrossIMandikian/Énglish • Opera Group
Orch/Britten Decca 425 672-2 ( 2CDs,
105m 09s) (g4) (D 1955
A Midsummer Night's Dream
DellerlHarwood/Harper/Veasey/ Watts!
Shirley-QuirklBrannigan1Downside and
Emanuel Schools Chs/LSO/Britten Decca
425 663-2 ( 2CDs, 144m 12s) C) 1967
The Rape of Lucretia O Phaedra Pears/
Harper/Shirley-Quirkl*BakerlLuxon/ECO/
Britten/'Bedford Decca 425 666-2 (2CDs,
123m 46s) C) 1971, ' 77
Death in Venice Pears/Shirley-Quirk/
Bowman/Bowen/Members of the English
Opera Group/ECO/Bedford Decca 425 6692 (2CDs, 145m 19s) C) 1974
Another valuable clutch of Britten CD reissues from Decca, and it is The Turn of the
Screw, by some margin the earliest recording of this group, which continues to defy
the years — one would never guess its age, so
vivid and wonderfully balanced is the original mono. Sir Colin Davis's fine 1984 set
for Philips has not yet appeared on CD, but,
in any event, it cannot equal the blazing
sense of commitment present here. Under
the composer's own authoritative direction,
the opera's masterly compactness and economy of texture is unerringly conveyed.
With Pears a matchless Quint, and Jennifer
Vyvyan outstanding in the central role of the
Governess, this must remain a classic. The
booklet includes a particularly thoughtprovoking essay by Christopher Palmer.
[13:11
By way of complete contrast, A Midsummer Night's Dream transports us to aworld
far removed from the oppressive surroundings of BI)'. Britten's magical woodland
revelry, brought to life with characteristic
imagination in John Culshaw's still atmospheric Walthamstow production, is lovingly
sung here by the strongest cast imaginable.
The ISO, at their mid-'60s peak, play superbly for the composer, with ravishing woodwind contributions throughout Bottom's
idyll, at the heart of the opera. Some
occasional Naical peaking ( especially during
the hapless lovers' quarrelsome outburst in
Act 2) is reflected in the technical rating.
Delightful entertainment, nevertheless.
[A(B):11
Back to chamber-sized forces for The Rape
of Lucretia — and what astonishingly rich
sounds Britten manages to conjure from
such a small group of players! With the
composer again in charge, the ECO soloists
respond magnificently, aided by a transparent 1970 Maltings recording. Once more,
the singers are uniformly excellent: I.uxon's
youthful Tarquinius, Pears as The Male
Chorus ( amazingly vital still), and Heather

Harper's refulgent Female Chorus all especially noteworthy. In the title role Janet
Baker gives one of her most commanding
recorded performances, passionate and
involving. Throw in her similarly compelling
portrayal of Phaedra for good measure ( the
ECUs playing not quite so polished here)
and you have yet another highly desirable
issue. [
A:11, Phaedra [
A/A*:1*/11.
Finally, on to what many regard as Britten's finest stage-work. Death in Venice
certainly contains some of this composer's
most wide-ranging and inspired invention —
the ecstatic sea music, for example, with its
carolling chains of thirds, or in the extraordinary sounds which accompany Tadzio and
his entourage, where Britten's fruitful
exploration of Balinese gamelan music finds
its most distinctive voice. Needless to say,
both Pears and Shirley- Quirk ( whose
assumption of those various Dionysian harbingers of Aschenbach's fate is amemorable
tour- de-force) sing with huge conviction,
and Steuart Bedford directs it all with
unassuming authority. The balance achieved
here by the Decca engineers is again admirable, the kindly glow characteristic of their
best work at the Makings. A rewarding set.
IA:11
Andrew Achenbach
DELIUS: Sea Drift D Appalachia ShirleyQuirk/LSO ChIRPO/Hickox Decca 425 1562 (67m 32s) ® 1981
A warm welcome back to the catalogue for
one of the outstanding Delius recordings of
recent years. Sea Drift is surely this composer's masterpiece, unforgettably poignant at
moments such as '0 past! 0 happy life!'
where the switch to a major key merely
intensifies the sorrow, or at 0 rising stars!'
with its wonderfully expressive choral writing. It is quite magnificently performed here,
and the 1980 Kingsway Hall recording still
sounds excellent in this new transfer. Of
course, Appalachia cannot match the
exalted inspiration of its companion on this
disc, but it remains adeeply lovable creation
nevertheless and also receives a superb
performance, its choral-capped climax properly exultant. Not to be missed. [
A/A*:11
Andrew Achenbach
DVORAK: The Water Goblin D The
Noonday Witch D The Golden Spinning
Wheel I: The Wood Dove Ill The Hero's
Song Q My Home Overture SNO/Jürvi
Chandos CHAN 8798/9 (2CDs, Illm 11s)
also 2MC (D 1987-9
Járvi is in his element here. He obviously
loves this music and the SNO respond with
playing of great affection and enthusiasm.
What marvellous invention there is to be
found in these symphonic poems! Perhaps
the finest is The Noonday Witch, whose
appearance ( a moment much admired by
Janacek) is suitably spine-chilling in this
recording; the same work's climax is
extraordinarily powerful when performed
with such obvious involvement. In fact,
nowhere on this set do these artists disappoint, and anyone wanting the items but
who decided not to invest in Járvi's Dvorak
cycle ( where they originally appeared as
couplings for the symphonies) should not
hesitate now. Chandos give this charismatic
music- making the spectacular sound it fully
deserves. [
A* :11
Andrew Achenbach
NIELSEN: Complete Piano Music Elisabeth Westenholz (pno) BIS CD- 167/168
(2CDs, 120m 28s)
1980
Prior to the appearance of Mina Miller's
Hyperion collection ICDA 66231/21 Westenholz's was the only complete recording
of Nielsen's piano music. Its transfer to CD is

®I

both timely and welcome. Miller's was
justifiably heralded as ascholarly exposition
on the music of which she is an acknowledged authority, and of which she has
prepared a critical edition — not, presumably, available to Westenholz at the time of
this recording. One imagines, however, that
choice will be i.né:ly determined by the
approach of the two pianists, and by the
quality of the sound — which in the case of
Miller is rather over-emphatic, as is her
playing. Westenholz is more relaxed even in
the 'big' works, the powerful Chaconne, the
Theme and Variations Op.40 ( a very persuasive and dramatic performance this), and
the Suite Op.45 which is here given back
Nielsen's original title, Luciferian (meaning
Light, not, as was mistakenly supposed,
Devilish). The less ambitious pieces sound
more beguiling in her hands too, and less
didactic — Miller seems consciously to be
making athesis out of much of the music in
her set, whereas Westenholz is happy to let
it flow along unaffectedly. Both are valuable,
but Westenholz, presented in a natural
perspective, is warmer, more affectionate,
and ultimately more persuasive. IA:11
Kenneth Dommett
SCRIABIN: Symphonies 1-3 D Poem of
Ecstasy III Prometheus Doris Soffel ( msop)1Fausto Tenzi ( ten)/Wolfgang Saschowa (pno)/Frankfurter Kantorei/
Frankfurt RSO/Inbal Philips 420 785-2
(3CDs, 177m 25s) ® 1980
Many Scriabin enthusiasts will, I am sure,
have invested in this anthology on its first
appearance some ten years ago, and it
remains fully competitive in its new format,
where 4LPs have become 3mid-priced CDs.
Though the intervening years have brought
us finer individual performances of the
symphonies — Muti's superby played EMI
Philadelphia account of 1, for instance —
Inbal's Frankfurt forces serve Scriabin very
well and there are no grounds for disappointment here. Indeed, this version of
Prometheus seems to me almost as compelling as the classic 1972 Ashkenazy/LP0/
Maazel ( now sounding totally transformed
in Decca's CD transfer), and the Third
Symphony too is thoroughly convincing in
Inbal's hands.
Only in the Poem of Ecstasy did Ifeel that
the last ounce of sensuality was missing —
Abbado's altogether more intoxicating Boston version on DG is preferable there — and
perhaps the sheer flair which Járvi/SNO
(Chandos) bring to the more problematic
Second Symphony rather shows up Inbal's
comparative literalness. But any such
reservations are marginal and this generally
well-recorded set still represents excellent
value at its modest price. [A/B:1]
Andrew Achenbach
WEBER: Der Freischütz Soloists/German
Opera Ch, Berlin/BPOIKeilberth EMI CMS
769 3422 (2CDs, 134m 04s) ® 1959
It is good to have this fine old recording
back in circulation, with the stereo sound
impressively remastered and — a great gain
on the interim HQS reissue — the dialogue
restored. Grümmer is a lovely Agathe, Lisa
Otto charming as Ánnchen, and the men are
all fine: Schock ( Max), Kohn ( Kaspar), Frick
(Hermit) and Prey ( Ottokar). As ateam they
have not been bettered. The chorus and
orchestra under Keilberth's ardent, idiomatic direction are superb, nowhere more
thrillingly effective than in the Wolf's Glen
scene. The booklet contains a full German
text, and English, German and French synopsis and notes. This is the Freischütz to have.
IA/B:1]
Peter Branscombe
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
A HOUSE:
IWANT TOO MUCH
East West Records BYN22
A House are a bunch of mad
Irishmen with a hysterical lead
singer and astyle of music that is
half 1978 and half 1968. They
recorded this album last year on
the lonely island of Inishbofin,
having transported producer
Mike Hedges, ancient Abbey
Road Studer 16 track and console across on apassenger ferry.
According to Hedges, seawater
soaked the ancient equipment
which was last used to record
Lennon's Imagine but it worked
perfectly and from the sounds on
IWant Too Much, Ibelieve him.
At times the voice becomes very
annoying and some of the songs
sound unfinished, but the album
hints at greater things with its
catchy hooklines and interesting
guitar sounds. Raw but likeable.
111:21
Neville Farmer
ADAM ANT:
MANNERS AND PHYSIQUE
MCA DMCG 6068
(44m 45s) CD

AMBROSE: 1937-8
ASV AJA 5066 ( 65m 18s) CD
This CD in the Living Era revival
series ought to offer proof of a
great band at its peak. It starts
well enough, with Denny Dennis
at his most Bing- like in a lively
Monaco/Burke song ' Don't Let
That Moon Get Away', with a
crisp arrangement and punch
section work. But the next track
reveals what we felt at the time
about Evelyn Dall: that she was
all blonde bombshell image but
not much of a singer. Nor, honestly, did we ever imagine then
that Vera Lynn would become
the great name of today, still
singing well at 73. With Ambrose
she was an all-purpose singer,
coping equally with 'The Love
Bug Will Bite You' or duetting
with Denny Dennis in 'Two
Sleepy People' or with Sam
Browne in ' Lord and Lady Whoozis'. But after apromising start,
the 22 tracks tail off into items
like Lambeth Walk' and ' Underneath the Spreading Chestnut
Tree'. Surely even dedicated nostalgies don't need an Ambrose
recording to remind them of
those. [H]
Denis Argent

perform as a showpiece for a
Hollywood film. But the true
Basie arrives with ' Take it, Prez',
with Lester Young leading
with lovely swooping phrases.
Then there is a typical Jimmy
Rushing blues, and some equally
typical Buck Clayton muted
trumpet. Duke comes in with
'Grievin', a Hodges- led slow
blues, and "footin"fhrough the
Roof has the novelty of Duke
leading in with real stride piano,
followed by nice writing for the
saxes as well as Rex Stewart's
show-off trumpet. ' Day In, Day
Out' is played as alanguid ballad
femuring muted trumpet and
trorobone in quite schmaltzy
style - kinda Lombardo, Mr E?
The recording is awful, with lots
of club background noise, but
it's all abargain-priced cameo of
two great bands at work. [ H]
Denis Argent

BRADFORD:
SHOUTING QUIETLY
Foundation 1CD ( 40m ) CD
_
Bradford hang their twangs
around neatly constructed songs
that Lowry would have loved.
He'd have recognized ' Radio
Edna', the one-woman, armsfolded, door-step broadcasting
system, or Gary, the all-time
loser whose exploits, from playground to dole queue, are logged in 'Gary's Going Down'. And
he'd have appreciated the political puns and understood the
Saturday Night Fever (Blackburn style) of ' Lust Roulette' —
'wound up tighter than a Hong
Kong watch, tripping into dismal
discos, falling into flabby pubs'. A
mite Morrissey, achunk Costello
and ahatful of Housemartin harmonies. That, is Bradford. Worth
hearing. [A:11
Fred Dellar

DEREK BAILEY/BARRE
PHILLIPS: FIGURING
Incus CD CD05 ( 57m 48s ) CI)
(Dist 14 Downs Road, London ES)

The Antman's first in five years
and his debut shot for MC,A. As
before, all is brash with Marco
Pirroni helping to steer areasonably melodic way amid the
wreckage in admirable fashion,
aided considerably by André
Cymone's funk- inclined production expertise. But where once
Adam strutted through hits
devised for teeny-punks with a
season ticket to the pantomine,
these days he's opted for an
increasingly more thespian
approach, reflecting his lengthy
stay in Hollywood. The recent
hit ' Room At The Top' ( the
all-time Lee Dorsey rip-off?) links
lyrically with ' Piccadilly', which
begins: ' Down in Piccadilly,
down in West One/They dress
like Lawrence Harvey': the best
line that Adam has yet tossed our
way emerging in 'Young, Dumb
And Full Of It', where he advises:
'Keep your friends real close and
keep your enemies closer/And
be like Hoss Cartwright on the
Ponderosa'. Odds are, even if
you gave the finger to the onetime Stuart Goddard in the past.
you might easily like this one.
Don't you agree, Malcolm? [Al)
Fred Deliar
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Perhaps the most original guitar
player in the history of the
instrument, Derek Bailey continues to forge ahead where few
dare to follow. The choice of
playing partner or partners
makes a huge difference to the
totality of the music produced.
Sometimes it's like abattle, with
Bailey constantly shifting ground
as if to musically wrongfoot the
others. In his improvised
approach, hitting a communal
groove is not ahigh priority. The
opening piece displays a rare
unity of a more conventional
sense. Bailey and bassist Phillips
seem locked into the same set of
ideas throughout the disc and
seem to be encouraging each
other to go in the same direction. As free improvized music
goes, this is one of the best
releases for some time. If you
think that free music is too cold,
check this out. [A:11 Ken Hyder
BASIE AND ELLINGTON:
LIVE FROM THE SOUTHLAND
CAFE, BOSTON
Musidisc 559922 ( 39m 38s) CD
The notes are sketchy in this
reissue from 1940, but it's
obvious that both bands had
probably their best personnel
ever. The Basie half star' with
'Ebony Rhapsody', which could
almost be called an insult to
Duke. since it was an arrangement of Liszt's best known
Hungarian Rhapsody that the
Ellington band was induced to
JUNE 1990

Squeeze, unth ools Holland (centre)

GOING DUTCH WITH JOOLS HOLLAND
JOOLS HOLLAND:
JOOLS HOLLAND
IRS Records EIRSA 1018
SQUEEZE:
A ROUND AND A BOUT
Deptford Fun City Records/
IRS Records DFCCD 1
(68m 48s) CD
Having slipped out of their
A&M contract and preparing
to start with Warners,
Squeeze, London's finest pop
band, take a little time out to
record themselves at Hammie
Odeon onto 48 track digital
and release it through their
own, previously dormant
label. Armed with fifteen of
their best tunes and an adoring audience, Difford, Tilbrook and Co demonstrate
that they make their music,
not the producer, and they
can do it live. The recordings
are fine, the atmosphere good,
the performance outstanding,
the choice of material
balanced, the mixes sympathetic if a little restrained at
times. Other than the excellent singles collection, this is

possibly the best way of hearing Squeeze on CD, especially
as it was Jools Holland's last
gig with the band. A&M made
a serious mistake when they
forgot to renew the Squeeze
contract. [A:1] ( A limited
number of LPs contain a free
repro of their first-ever EP.)
Jools plays amean piano but
he can't sing. That said, the
production of this album
allows his ivory tirdding to
show through but cleverly
glosses over his honking little
voice most of the time. The
material couldn't be more
diverse ranging from his
beloved New Orleans piano
bashing to classics like Holy
Cow to modern pop songs
such as 'Architectural' which
is a very nice tune. The
arrangements are handled
well too. But one can't help
getting the feeling that he is
only dabbling with music in
between television shows.
The selection of music is disjointed and seems more like a
sales pitch for Jools than a
credible musical creation.
[B:2]
Neville Farmer
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COWBOYJUNKIES:
ME CAUTION HORSES
RCA PD90450 (44m 36s ) CD
The live feel of The Trinity
Sessions, which made so many
sit up and take notice, has been
replaced by the kind of polish
which may upset those who
prefer their music ' unslick'. But
the Junkies haven't lost their
wistfulness, their downbeat mix
of the Velvets- meet- Lone Justice
or their downright good taste.
The Cowboy Jurdces excel in
enough of the ' right' genres to
appeal to everyone from Discman- yuppies to college radio
devotees and indic snobs. Oh,
and audiophiles, because this
was recorded in Ambisonics
with the Calrec Soundfield mie.
1A/A*:11
Ken Kessler

JOHNNY CASH:
BOOM CHICKA BOOM
Mercury 842 155-1

CHINA: SIGN IN THE SKY
Phonogram 842 247-2
(51m 33s)CD

Thirty-five years on and Johnny
Cash has opted for a return to
the simple ways, the reemployment of the Tennessee
Three rhythm that set him on
the right path back in 1955.
Over this basic boom-chickaboom ( hence the album's title)
Cash delivers a nigh faultless
array of songs, some self-written,
others emanating from the pens
of Harry Chapin ('Cat's In The
Cradle' ), Elvis Costello (' Hidden
Shame') and Claude Gray
('Family Bible'), although the
real winner in the borrowed
stakes has to be Michael Martin
Murphey's ' Harley', a reiteration
of the Great American Dream
theme that is both funny and
po., -tient. The track of year?
Probably. Elsewhere, Cash's own
'A Backstage Pass', which relates
to the happenings at a Willie
Nelson show, ' Don't Go Near
The Water' and acondemnation
of river pollution are there to
prove that, even if the Man In
Black had to rely on his own
jottings, he could still come up
with asongset superior to most.
Add a vocal delivery that time
hasn't dulled in the slightest,
plus an immaculately produced
sound and the finally tally has to
be [
A*:11.
Fred Dellar

Forget the tough-guys pose on
the album cover and the cliched
lovesick- rocker- against- the- restof-the-world lyrics — these things
have been the mainstays of
heavy metal for centuries. What
this Swiss band offers additionally in this, the second
album, are some magical
rhythms ( bar ' Won't Give It Up'
which is slightly pedestrian),
powerful lead vocals ( Patrick
Mason) and harmonies, and two
guitarists who are not solo-shy.
Sign In The Sky is very much the
product of a band who work
together, complementing each
other. They are full of useful
energy which the recording
engineers have chanelled into a
spacious and bright sound.
[A*:11
Karen Douthwaite

CATERWAUL: PORTENT HUE
IRS Records IRSC-82030
This is the second album from an
unusual American outfit which
combines new wave music with
hard rock guitar, mandolin and
some very intresting female vocals. Betsy Martin writes the lyrics
and sings them passionately in a
style which is initially irritating
and then infectious. Caterwaul
are not something you have
heard before. Their tough, punchy songs might be quite hard
work at first. But they have a
spark or originality which raises
them above most current artists.
[B:1121
Neville Farmer
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attention because this man has a
rare talent. That said, Ithink he
could be more disciplined in his
interpretation of his music to
allow the newcomer to find the
brilliance of his songs a little
more easily. Hugh Harris is
seriously talented, but he needs
time. 1A:1/2]
Neville Farmer
HAPPY MONDAYS:
SQUIRREL AND G-MAN
TWENTY FOUR HOUR PARTY
PEOPLE PLACTIC FACE
CARIVT SMILE (WHITE OUT)
Factory Records FACD 170
(36m 17s)CD

The Happy Mondays stayed with
their local label, Factory and as a
result have been allowed to
make up the stupidest album
title ever. It has also allowed
them to remain so credible that
HUGH HARRIS:
the music press have been
WORDS FOR OUR YEARS
fighting over them to tell stories
Capitol Records
of their crazy, drunken tours. But
CDP7 48833 2 ( -13m 14s ) CD
this is not just a bunch of lager
louts making arow. Happy MonHugh Harris is a black guy from days are a talented guitar band
Notting Hill who plays meander- who don't pretend to he easy to
ing ballads and rock songs with a listen to but who are capable of
distinctly white feel and ahell of filling Wembley Arena with
avoice. In America he may have thousands of riotous fans. This
pigeonhole problems but in Bri- sort of music has grown up hand
tain he will merely suffer from in hand with the dance music
the ignorance of British radio craze but it owes much more to
programmers. The loosely struc- the post punk years and may
tured but beautifully recorded well be the boost to British
songs of Hugh Harris should be music that everyone has been
given more than a moment's waiting for. [A:11 .
vet '111e Farmer

THE CHURCH:
GOLD AFTERNOON FIX
Arista 260541 ( 57m 46s) CD
If you dig deep enough, you'll
find that most Australian bands
have been around for ten years,
so in that respect, the Church
are nothing too special. What is
surprising about them is that it
was not until their last album.
Starfish, that they started to
make any real impact. Gold
Afternoon Fix ( the title refers to
something that happens to that
precious metal each day on the
money markets) is perhaps even
better than its predecessor. Over
rolling rock rhythms, guitar and
keyboards lay slabs of atmosphere which are overlaid by
vocals of a mysteriously dispassionate stripe. Reminiscent of
every slightly gloomy group
you've ever heard — from early
Simple Minds, through the
Psychedelic Furs, to REM — but
they have abeautifully disguised
left hook of melody and power
which can deliver a knockout.
Try 'Terra Nova Cain', the best
rock song written this year. IA:11
Pete Clark

DEPECHE MODE: VIOLATOR
Mute STUMM 64
The memory of Depeche Mode jiggling
merrily on Top Of The Pops is simply too
strong. This is not to make fun of the
group: it's just that image and musical
content have got terminally separated.
Violator, as its title suggests, is not a
comedy record. The first single, ' Enjoy
The silence', is probably the jolliest
track. But that song illustrates the
group's strengths admirably. Proceeding
from a modified Eurodisco beat, it suddenly swoops into a melody gorgeous
enough to take the breath away. Above
all, Depeche Mode write great songs. It's
just that some of them are arranged in
such a sombre fashion that it takes
several listens for the light to show
through. The wisest course with Violator
is to start with the more accessible 'The
Policy Of Truth', 'World In My Eyes', '
'Personal Jesus' — and then wait for the
rest to stun you by degrees. IA:1 *
Pete Clark
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MACHINE GUN: OPEN FIRE
MU NY Records MU NY 1003
Dist by Impetus

JOHN HICKS QUARTET:
NAIMA'S LOVE SONG
DIW cp DIW 823 (47m 04s) CD
One of the most consistent
altoists in the modern mainstream of jazz has been Bobby
Watson. Since his days with Art
Blakey, he has impressed with
his inventiveness, his energy
and, most of all, his fire. Watson
doesn't mess about. He digs in. If
you've ever seen him play live,
you'll know what I mean. He's
featured in this quartet which
rattles through a selection of
modern jazz pieces each swinging positively. This kind of jazz
fits right into the heart of the jazz
revival, but of course, we've all
heard it before. If you've got all
the best Blue Notes already, you

THE KENTUCKY
HEADHUNTERS:
PICKIN' ON NASHVILLE
Mercury 838 744-1

They've been playing clubs and
bars in Kentucky, Arkansas and
don't need this, although it has
Missouri for 20
e. :s now.
the advantage of being superbly
Drummer Free Young's gone
recorded. [
A*:2]
Ken Hyder
bald in the meantime, while his
four cohorts have continued to
ANDREW HILL:
grow their hair in case there's
ETERNAL SPIRIT
ever a return to Woodstock.
Blue Note B1 — 92051
Their stock- in- trade is afusion of
solid rock allied to country
Hill is one of those jazz cult
sounds and, if a little blues gets
figures, a musician whom everystuck somewhere in the middle
one regards as underrated. His
of the sandwich, then so he it.
greatest bar to wider public
The result is nothing if not fun.
acclaim has been that he is not
Don Gibson's ' Oh Lonesome Me'
an obvious, flamboyant pianist.
comes rocket-paced and ready
This album is interesting for the
to fry, Bill Monroe's bluegrass
way Hill's music and playing
standard ' Walk Softly On This
effects other players. His leftHeart Of Mine' sounds like The
field use of dissonances and
Delmores partying with ZZ Top.
assymetric phrasing opens up
'Skip A Rope', a country chartand loosens up his sidemen.
topper for Henson Cargill back
Take drummer Ben Riley, more
in '68, gets similarly heavy treatrecently noted for straight ahead
time playing. Here he's like a ment while the Headhunters'
own rural monikerml ' My Daddy
young Tony Williams ( at his best
Was A Milkman' is, in actual fact.
period). At times, Hill also
Bo Diddley revisited. Also, check
reminds you of Monk, but he's
the cheesy organ on ' Rock ' n'
essentially his own man. It's
Roll Angel'. [
A:1/2] Fred Dellar
good to hear Bobby Hutcherson
again, on vibes, and the young
Greg Osby on alto. This is modern mainstream jazz with more
than a touch of imagination.
[A*:1]
Ken Hycler
BRIAN KENNEDY:
THE GREAT WAR OF WORDS
RCA Records PD 74475 CD

GRP 9599-1
Dist by New Note
Dave Weckl seems to he taking
over from Steve Gadd on drums.
And on this album it's hard to tell
the difference. Guitarist Steve
Khan has been doing the tasty
funky, rock. latin, slightly jazzy
number for a while, and bassist
Anthony Jackson has that sophistifunk thing down as well as
anyone. What it adds up to is
well- played, polished lift- music.
(A 5 :21
Ken Hider
LOS MUNEQUITOS
DE MATANZAS:
THE RUMBA ORIGINALS
Globestyle CDORB 053
(55 m 39s ) CD
Forget the folkloric showbiz
rumba. This is the stripped
down, down-home version with
just singers and percussion. And
that here is some of the most
interestingly fluid you're likely
to find in Lain American music.
This is perhaps closer to the
West African origins. 'Me atmosphere's thick, strong and happening. [
A*:1*]
Ken Hider

BARRY MANILOW:
LIVE ON BROADWAY
Arista 353785 ( Thm IIs) (: I)
It's a live show, and he's agreat
entertainer — maybe the greatest
since Jolson. But one can ignore
the hype, the multi- million sales
and the mega- concerts and enjoy
a singer with a pleasant- toned
and flexible voice who phrases
well and sings with his accompanists rather than against them.
Most of the songs here are good
ones, and he shows how well he
can cope with a modern classic,
sung straight, in ' Memory' from
Cats. All right for recordings, of
course, but you don't become a
multi- millionaire witlunit all the
pop paraphernalia of stadium
shows and laser lighting. For fans
this is abargain bonanza: IIhits
plus a 22- minute medley.
1A/B:1/21
Denis Argent

KENNEDY ROSE: HAI KU
PangaeatIRS
PAN 820-11
Sting's Pangaea label looked like
another new age/jazz instrumental effort. But Kennedy Rose
explode that myth with an album
of stunningly recorded, cleverly
written and beautifully performed songs. From somewhere
between the Judds and the
McGarrigles this album is a
superb debut. Recorded in Tennesee, Hal Ku is a collection of
ballads which tug in the direction
of country but owe more to
American folk. Kennedy and
Rose have outstanding voices, are
talented multi-instrumentalists
and, with Pat Bunch, afine songwriting team. The only blot on
their copybook is' some very
clumsy drum sounds which spoil
one or two of the otherwise faultless arrangements. Don't be
scared of the 'country' element;
these are no Tammy Wynettes.
This is agem. [A:1] Neville Farmer

Tim FrieseGreene is one of the
world's best producers, but also
one of the fussiest. He refuses
almost every offer he gets outside his work with Talk Talk, but
Irishman Brian Kennedy was a
different proposition. Between
Kennedy's angelic voice and
exquisite songs, Friese-Greene's
sensitive but dynamic production and Phill Browne's seamless
engineering, an utterly beautiful
album has been created. It
would take a brave disc jockey
to start playing this on the average Jason and Kylie show. Brian
Kennedy's music is just too
beautiful for that. But, as with
Shawn Colvin last month, I
expect that this record will
emanate from many rooms at
this year's hi-fi shows. Stunning.
[A*:1]
Neville Fanner
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STEVE KHAN: PUBLIC ACCESS

Somewhere between mainstream rock and mainstream jazz
there's a scene which involves
improvising musicians who have
another set of aesthetic priorities. Where some musicians look
for pleasing sounds. these players use the raw and the distorted. It's as if they are clinging
on to the sounds of punk. Everything is hammered out violently.
in a declammatory manner.
What's extraordinary about this
band is that the saxophone
player Thomas ' Rage' Chapin
used to be musical director tiff
the Lionel Hampton hand. This is
ahard music for people living in
ahard environment. [
B:21
Ken Hyde,.
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JOHN MARTYN:
THE APPRENTICE
Permanent Records/BMG
PERM CD1 ( 48m 09s ) Cl)

It must be John Martyn's turn to
crack the big lime'. ! MI. lesser
talents like Rea and Rafferty have
made it, so why not this veteran?
Maybe it's because he's still lumbered with a folkie tag, which
belies the fact that The Appmn•
lice is as hard. powerful and
'modern' as anything being produced by the current generation
(.1 male solo artists. At the same
time, despite production values
which wouldn't embarrass Phil
Collins, Martyn makes everything seem so stripped- down
and intimate that even the roots
crowd won't mind. 'Ibis could
be a sleeper, a release which
won't penetrate the public's consciousness for afew months, like
recent offerings from John Lee
Hooker and Bonnie Raitt. \X'e
can only hope. let:11 Ken Kessler

SCOTT MERRITT:
VIOLET AND BLACK
IRS Records EIRSACD 1023
(46m 30s ) CD

know what you're doing', letting
solos come together gradually.
For this Moore has simplified his
playing style. The material on
the album is split between old
Ithought, as this album started,
blues covers — including AC
that Ihad stumbled on another
Williams's 'Oh Pretty Woman'
special record and was beginwith King on guitar, and a
ning to get excited until I delightful rendition of Johnny
noticed the similarity between
Guitar Watson's 'Too Tired',
one song and the next. Scott
recorded with Albert Collins in
Merritt is one of those talented
just two takes — and new comAmerican balladeers who is slick
positions by Moore. Of these the
and professional and ultimately
most enjoyable are ' King Of The
rather dull. His voice is good, his
Blues' — Gary's tribute to Albert
songs are nice, the production is
King — "l'exas Strut' a jokey but
good and yet it leaves one feelcatchy little number, and the
ing rather empty. Ibelieve that
haunting title track. Gary Moore
there is aplace for such artists in
is no blues novice. He does know
the world but Idon't see their
what he's doing, as even Mr King
being given recording contracts
would have to agree. [
A:11
doing much t'or the furthering of
Karen Douthawite
music. A pleasant experience hut
(Note the CD and cassette recordunfulfilling. 113:21
Farmer
ings contain 3 extra tracks)
GARY MOORE:
STILL GOT THE BLUES
Virgin 2612
The blues has always been an
important influence on Gary
Moore's sound, but he's been
preparing this album for over a
year. rediscovering his roots in
John Mayall. Clapton, Hendrix
and even the Beatles. Moore may
be one of the world's supreme
rock guitarists, hut he has admitted to being quite apprehensive
about the project, and wasn't
afraid to ask for help and even
tuition from the blues masters,
Alberts King and Collins ( whose
playing features on the album).
It was King who advised Moore
that with the blues. ' the secret is
to make people think you don't

ORIGINAL CAST:
MISS SAIGON
Geffen 7599-24271-1
Sonically, the best moments
come near the end of this double
album: the helicopter's arrival
and lift-off at the US Embassy in
Saigon. Of course the show is a
hit — hut surely not through its
music? Spectacle, colour, pace,
contrived emotion — all sure-fire
stuff. The libretto reveals many
feeble banalities, hut the singing
of Lea Salonga and Simon Bowman fortunately blurs some of
the worst lines; they read like
had translations from another
language. What keeps interest
alive through the two records is
the performance of Jonathan
Pryce as the pimp. No doubt he
also holds the show together at
Drury Lane: here he powerfully
puts over some brilliant dramatic solos in an arioso style, notably 'The American Dream', presumably one of the additional
lyrics by Richard Maltby. It's odd
that such atragic musical should
be, along with Aspects and Phantom, the hottest ticket in town;
perhaps Pryce's performance is
part of the reason, but that
reason is nothing to do with
music. 'Ibis studio version is
impressively orchestrated, but as
a whole the recording fails to
excite. IA:1/2j.
Denis Argent
GIL SCOTT- HERON:
TALES OF GIL SCOTT-HERON
Essential/Castle
Communications ESDLP 021
A live- in- Europe double-album
with Scott- Heron delivering in
his restless, yet super-cool, funkfilled style, aided by a hand
named Amnesia Express. Six virtuosos, each and every one of
them capable of delivering the
sort of solos that make you claim
'that alone is worth the price of
the album'. Robbie Gordon's
percussive bass attack amid GiEs
reprise of ' 1'he Bottle', will have
your palms sweating. Ron Hollo-

way's quote- filled, sometimes
rhapsodic, sometimes starsquealing sortie amid 'Save The
Children', is similarly effective,
while keyboardist Kim Jordan's

no- holds barred, splay-chorded
solo that highlights ' Blue Collar'
is another to return to, simply
becuuse you didn't believe it the
first time around. A great band
then. And Scott- Heron's at his
most relaxed and best. You
should have been there. And
with this album, you were ( and
are ). IA:11
Fred Dellar
MARVIN SMITTY SMITH:
THE ROAD LESS TRAVELLED
Concord CCD 4379 ( 51m )CD
Dist by New Note
The modern drummer typified
by young Smith expresses himself in composing. All eight long
tracks here are his, and they are
typically modern in avoiding
anything so obvious as amelody.
His hand is a guitar- less octet —
alto, tenor, trumpet and trombone, and Smith's drumming is
aided by percussionist Kenyatte
Abdur-Rahman. But there is
some straight swing-era drumming in ' Concerto in BG' with
sizzling cymbal work and lovely
punctuation of the soloists'
phrasing. They show amazing
technique — triple tonguing from
Robin Eubanks' trombone and
rapid runs by Ralph Moore's
harsh- toned tenor. The record
will he most satisfying to musicians, especially drummers.
Over to KH! IA:1/21
Denis Argent
JO-EL SONNIER:
HAVE A LITTLE FAITH
RCA PD90453 ( 36m 55s) CD
There are those in various
musical spheres who understand
they must fail to conform in
order to really move on. Sonnier
understands this. Not that he's
opted for any physical or sartorial outlandishness. It's just that,
being a cajun musician, he realizes that earlier cajun and
zydeco heroes, however wellhailed by the media, have
attracted hardly a handful of hit
singles between them. So Jo- El's
switched to the sort of rock that
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might yet get him into grade- B
stadiums covering songs by
Dennis Linde, John Hiatt, Troy
Seals, Delbert McClinton and
others on the tougher side of
country. The result is a well
shaped album, filled with exactly
the right proportions of meaty
ballads and rugged rockers along
with one token true cajun cut.
But that something extra, something unique, is lacking and, at
the end of it all, the listener is
left wishing that Sonnier was
content to be a big wheel in
Louisiana rather than just
another cog in the pop
music machine. [
A:1121Fred Dellar
THE STRANGLERS: 10
Epic 466483 4
My word, these old goats seem
to have been around forever.
Since Rattus Norvegicus first
poked its troublesome little nose
round the door back in the mists
of punk, the Stranglers have consistently popped up just when
you thought it was safe to go
back to the record player.
Actually, that's not in the least
fair, because this most unlikely
of aggregations has produced its
share of sparklers — 'Golden
Brown' whatever its subject matter, is a great single. / 0 is not
vintage Stranglers ( except in
age) but it has enough of what
makes them tick to be interesting. Their last single, acover of ?
& The Mysterians"96 Tears', is a
big clue to the rest of the record
— not least because they have
another stab at it in the shape of
'Too Many Teardrops'. The
record is characterized by Dave
Greenslade's cheesy organ and is
asort of sophisticated version of
classic punk rock. Best of the
tracks are 'Someone like You',
'In This Place' and 'Out Of My
Mind'. [
13:21
Pete Clark
DR L SUBRAMANIAM & K
SHEKAR: RAGE HEMAVATI
Nimbus NI 5227
(64m 38s) CD
The Nimbus series on Indian
classical musicians continues to
come up with excellent material.
This is Karnatic South Indian
music played by Subramaniam
on violin and Shekar on tavil,
kind of barrel-shaped drum. The
way many Indians play violin
looks impossible: they sit crosslegged with the bottom of the
instrument resting on their
shoulder, and the scroll on their
knee. In this upside-down mode
the left hand looks completely
contorted — but it works for
them. The violin seems ideally
suited to Indian music, coping
easily with dips and dives. There
is an indigenous instrument, the
sarangi, which is akind of cousin
of the violin. The music is strong
and combines the celebral, spiritual and the emotional in
balance. [A:11
Ken Hyder
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TREAT: ORGANIZED CRIME
Phonogram 838 929-1
What this band lacks is collective
identity. Song after song, well
constructed and competently
performed, but there's no lasting
impression once the record's
back in its sleeve. There's a
change of personnel on bass and
keyboards since the last album.
but they lend the hand no personality. I imagine tracks from
Organized Crime will feature on
the Friday Rock Show, between
Maiden and DC etc, hut Treat
will be dwarfed alongside such
classic acts. [
13:2]
Karen Douthwaile
VARIOUS:
PENNIES FROM HEAVEN
BBC REF 768 (g
This triple album was compiled
to tie in with the recent re- run of
Dennis Potter's six- part tragedy
set in the 1930s. The 48 tracks
draw heavily on the recordings
of Lew Stone — and that is not
surprising since Potter's producer was Kenith Trodd, biographer of the most respected of
all bandleaders of the dance
band days. Part of the thinking
which led up to Pennies from
Heaven involved Al Bowlly, who
sings on seven of the 12 Stone
tracks. The album contains
music from most of the great
'30s broadcasting bands, and
eminent solo singers like Connie
Boswell and Jack Buchanan. But
it's Al who sticks in the memory
— one of his masterpieces, ' Easy
Come, Easy Go' memorably
accompanied the sequence of
Bob Hoskins' anxious reverie
after the troubles in Gloucestershire. [
HI
Den is Argent

THE WHO:JOIN TOGETHER
Virgin CDT 102
This commemorative offering
for last year's US tour is a triple
LP ( or 2(; Ds) including acondensed Tommy. The main action is
in the second half, when you get
a mix of classics. Townshend
solos and lesser-knowns, with
little early material and more
than you'd expect from the
1970s. But buy Live At Leeds if
you must hear The- Who- asdemolition-experts. The band
sounds terrific — or too good if
you expect live recordings to
sound like a wash of noise, or
want The Who to seem tired/
bored. The sound is clean
enough to make you feel like
you're at the mixing desk, hence
IA/BI, while [1] is justified
because Daltrey, Entwistle and
especially Townshend made the
effort.
Ken Kessler

BUSTER WILLIAMS:
SOMETHING ELSE
In and Out Records 7004-1
Dist by New Note
It's 1960s time again, and from
the first few bars, this record is
dominated by the shadow of the
Prince of Darkness himself. The
Miles Davis disciples are in good
numbers — as well as the bassist/
leader, there's Herbie Hancock,
piano. Wayne Shorter, reeds, and
Al Foster. drums. And in the
trumpet chair there's aJapanese
musician who's studied the licks
well, Shunzu Ohno. They play
smoothly, and with some artistry
and with some deft touches. But
it's all too pretty, too polished,
and too safe. It was never like
this first time round. If you like
this kind of music, buy another
Miles Davis album from the
period instead. [A:21
Ken Ilyder

PETER MURPHY: DEEP
Beggars Banquet BEGA
107CD ( 54m ) CD
At last, with Bauhaus now dream-years
away and his one-time cohorts
(reshaped as Love And Rockets) now
Stateside chart heroes, Northampton's
main man looks as those he may achieve
stardom above and beyond Maxell TV
ads. Stardom? Ireally meant Fame. That's
more Bowie-like. It's always been obligatory to mention Bowie and Murphy in
the same line of type. For Murphy has
been adjudged a Bowie clone since the
era Bauhaus charted with 7.iggy Stardust'. His tracks here sound like Bowie at
his best rather than something destined
for out-take city. Heading a four-piece
outfit ( oddly named The Hundred Men)
that often rears up with aglorious synth
and guitar sound, Murphy has fashioned
an album that has already wooed and
won over America. And, though the
lyrics are as bathed in mystery as ever,
it's an unpretentious affair that could
finally provide at least one British PM
with home poll-winning popularity.
rA*:11
Fred Dellar
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AUDOOKIITS Predsk)n Components

You've just got to hear it

CABLES FOR AUDIO APPLICATIONS
ALL THESE CABLES ARE SILVER PLATED COl'I'ER WIRE
INSULATED WITH PTFE
LOUDSPEAKER CABLES — NEW
2we 19 xO25nun sheathed in BROWN PTFE.

£10/m

SCREENED INTERCONNECT CABLES
19 x0.15mm sheathed MPINK FIFE.
19 x0.25mm sheathed in RED PTE.
3core 19 x0.28/mm sheathed in WHITE PTFE.

£4/m
£7.50/m
£15/m

rPHONO to PHONO INTERCONNECTS
—
fitted with Gold Plated phono plugs
2x0.7m PINK £22.:1
2x 0.7m RED £32.50
2x I
mPINK £25
2xlm RED £35

2x0.7m WHITE 55
2xlm WHITE £65
Available also from Specialist Hi-fi Dealers who sell SONIC LINK amplifiers

CABLE SAMPLER — See how good this cable really is!
2x0.7m PINK fitted with Nickel Plated phono plugs.
2xI
mPINK — Nickel Plated Plugs
MAINS CABLE
3 core 19 x0.25mm in Brawn, Blue and Green/Yellow
sheathed in BLACK PTFE.

£12.50
£15

£12/m

FITTED MAINS CABLE SET
With IFC mains socket at one end 1
1
/
4
m.
and Gold Plated mains plug other end 2
2 m.
/
1
Available also from SONIC LINK dealers

£35
£50

EQUIPMENT WIRES — various colours
1o0.6mm £2/m
19 x0.2mm £2/m
19 x0.25mm £3/m
19 x0.3mm £3.50/m
19 x0.45mm £4/m
37 x0.4mm £8/m
Send now for 411010KITS COMPONENT NOTE ACN24.
'Cables for Audio Transmission' — pare f2 or 9" x6" SAE for catalogues to:

AUDIOKITS PRECISION COMPONENTS
6Mill Close, Borrowash, Derby DE7 3GU
Telephone: 0332-674929

neat hi • fi
NORTH EASTERN AUDIO TRADERS

BOUGHT SOLD EXCHANGED

BUY OUR USED
QUAD : LINN : PINK TRIANGLE : REVOX :
NAKAMICHI : MISSION : HEYBROOK : CELESTION : KEF
:TECHNICS : SONY : REGA : ETC.

WITH CONFIDENCE
ALL EQUIPMENT FULLY GUARANTEED —
*VISA ACCESS MAIL ORDER FACILITIES
*EFFICIENT SERVICE DEPT
*SEPARATE DEMONSTRATION ROOM
(hear your chosen equipment in private)

Market oriented • Perfect pitch •
In tune
The first HIFI Cologne presents the world of
sound in harmony with photokina, the
World Fair for Imaging Systems. Over 200
international suppliers will be showing the
latest and complete range of specialist
equipment and accessories for the Hifi
market. This double event will cover the
wide spectrum of consumer electronics, then
from audio equipment and hifi separates to
exclusive high-end products for the
particularly discerning hifi enthusiast at
HIFI Cologne.
Includes ahigh-end club area with sound
studios and aspecial feature on " car music."
Come to Cologne. For the premiere of
HIFI Cologne.
Further information from:
Tony Pittman, KálnMesse, German Chamber of Industry and
Commerce, 6th Floor, Carolyn House, Dingwall Road, Croydon,
Surrey CR9 3PM, Tel, 081-681-8166, Telefax 081-681-8028

_ Coupon
Please send me/us further information

Dn

HIFI Cologne ' 90

Name:
Company:

62 HIGH NORTHGATE, DARLINGTON

(open till 8pm Thursday'Friday and between
10am and 3pm on Sundays for demonstrations)

TEL: 0325 460812

39 October,1990

Address:
Postcode:
Tel.:

Fax:

vrsA

âKÓInMesse
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
ABBI DUBBI
Virgin 210053/V 2617
The downside of an open
Europe, a Latin pin-up who
doesn't know whether he wants
an audience of Michaela
Strachan lookalikes or the bluerinsed set. Some funk, some
schmaltz, a football jersey and
designer stubble — proof that
even the stylish Italian treatment
isn't enough. Remember the
Morris ' tat? [A:3]

EDDIE LEJEUNE: CAJUN SOUL
Hannibal HNCD 1353
(47m 27s) CD
DL MENARD:
NO MATTER WHERE YOU AT,
THERE YOU ARE
Hannibal HNCD 1352
(38m 12s) CD
A pair of rocking Cajuns which
seems like a double; they're
interchangeable right down to
the shared musicians and with
both featuring on the other's set.
Lejeune on squeeze box and
Menard on guitar play the undi-

THE BIG F: THE BIG F
FFF Records/Elektra EKT 70
A new kind of power trio, brittle

luted variety, but monolinguists
won't mind be French vocals at
all. IA:1/2] per.

EDOARDO BENNATO:

and abrasive but requisitely
heavy. They generate alot of dBs
but have too much in the way of
skill to cross into thrash territory. 13 years ago and they'd
have blown the Pistols off stage.
1A/11:11
THE BLACK CROWES:
SHAKE YOUR MONEYMAKER
Def American/Phonogram
842 515-1
A debut LP titled after an R&B
classic? But the Crowes are a
bunch of hard- rocking young'uns who aren't embarrassed by
a tradition including the Stones
and the Allmans. As if thrash
never was. IA/13:11
THE CLEAN: VEHICLE
Rough Trade ROUGH 143
'Ibis New Zealand cult outfit,
reunited after six years, deserves
the attention of anyone who
likes music which sounds best in
cramped clubs. Short, sharp and
to the point. fet:11
INVISIBLE LIMITS:
A CONSCIOUS STATE
Fun Factory FUNFAC! L39-20
Dist by Pinnacle
German technoid footstompers.
Fairly bleak party music ( what
else can you call acover of ' Love
Will Tear Us Apart', the anthem
of the miserable?), but slick
enough to be mixed in with
house tracks. [
A*:2]
ERIN KENNEY & ETHAN
JAMES: ERIN KE]VNEY &
ETHANJAMES
Fundamental SAVE 83 CD
( -11m 39s ) CD Dist by APT
Delicious addition to the roster
of acoustic acts designed to
counter the earbashing meted
out by rap and house. Not a
follcie duo in the old Ian & Sylvia
mode; more like a two- member
version of the Fairports, or a
non- nauseating Roches. [
A:1/1*]
LAIBACH:
SYMPATHY FOR THE DEVIL
Mute CD LP Mute 80
(49m 50s) CD
Those Eastern European avantgardists with another wizard
wheeze, eight versions of one
Stones' song. You'll have to listen
closely to find any similarity with
Jagger/Richards. IA:21
IWO NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

JOHN MAYALL'S
BLUESBREAKERS:
THE POWER OF THE BLUES
Decal/Charly CD CHARLY 212
(50m 08s ) CD
Recorded live in Germany in
1987, a follow-up to his recent
studio effort, Chicago Line, with
the same musicians. No change
from the old days, which is just
what the fans want. The Grandaddy of British R&B, partying
like a man half his age [
A/B:21
MEMPHIS SLIM/
MATI MURPHY: TOGETHER
AGAIN ONE MORE TIME
OBedrock BED LP11
The 1985 reunion at Antone's
Blue Club of Memphis Slim, the
legendary blues pianist, and his
younger protegeé Matt Murphy
(Aretha's hubby in The Blues
Brothers). the two played as if the
20- year separation had never
occurred, wild enough even to
elicit favourable conunents from a
Radio I DJ. [
A/B:11
OST: EVERYBODY'S WINS
Virgin CDV 2619 ( 45m 33s ) CD
Small town sounds for astory of
murder and corruption in ... a
small American town. The score
is courtesy of Windham Hill's
Mark Isham, plus songs from the
re-discovered I.eon Redbone.
Great stuff, especially Redbone's
standard, ' Seduced'. If the
movie's half as good, it should be
a winner. [
A:1]
OST: GLORY
Virgin CDV 2614 ( 43m 22s) CD
'Me James Horner score to the
acclaimed film about the first
all-black regiment in the American Civil War. Suitably militaristic and poignant all at once.
Gorgeous vocals from the Boys
Choir of Harlem and bass to
rattle your floorboards. (
A* : 11
OST: SEA OF LOVE
Phonogram 842 170-2
(39m 50s) CD
Steamy soundtrack for the sexiest thriller in years. The original
version of the title track, aweird
alternative by Tom Waits and
mood music by Trevor Jones
which could be called 'Variations On Harlem Nocturne'.
[A/B:11

VARIOUS: GUITAR SPEAK Il
No Speak/IRS EIRSA 1025
More instrumentals which can't
be tagged ' New Age'. Ten guitar
wizards of every stripe, from
Hank marvin to Jan Akkerman,
enjoyable release yet. I.ive in the
Canned Heat's Harvey Mandel to
studio and on stage, with a version of the Crickets' classic. ' I Robin Trower. A pleasant surprise is the Truth's Dennis
Fought The Law'. The only folk
Greaves. [
A:1]
act that doesn't make you feel
like a moth-eaten hippie. [
B:1*]
VARIOUS: HARD CASH
Special Delivery/Topic
TOM PACHECO:
SPDCD 1027 ( 46m 25s ) CD
EAGLE IN THE RAIN
14 songs from the TV series of
Rhigsend Road TPCD 1
the same name. The theme is
(45m 57s) CD Dist by Pinnacle
exploitation in the workplace
A country- flavoured singerand the effect is an updating of
songwriter whose similarity to
the Woody Guthrie ethic. June
Nashville Skyline-period Dylan
Tabor, Clive Gregson & Christborders on the eerie — sonically
and lyrically. Could get lost in a ine Collister, Richard Thompson
— a folkie's Who's Who. [A:11
New Country shuffle, but Pache-

THE OYSTER BAND:
LITTLE ROCK TO LEIPZIG
Cooking Vinyl COOK 032
The roots/dance movement's
leading lights with their most

co's much grittier than most of
that genre's practitioners. [
A:11
BOBBY RADCLIFF:
DRESSES TOO SHORT
Black Top/Demon FIEND 152
The hottest new blues guitarist.
So fast, fluid and fiery that comparisons with Hendrix, Vai, Van
Halen and Winter are unavoidable. But Radcliff has his own
sound and creates a unique
brand of hard-edged magic. The
birth of a legend. IA:1***1
LEON REDBONE: SUGAR
Private Music/BMG 210 555
A most welcome comeback, the
gravel- voiced anachronism
appearing on the Everybody
Wins soundtrack and having a
minor hit with ' Relax' in an
advert for BR. Redbone is as
timeless as his influences, so
delight in the presence of someone who still believes in Deep
South Blues, vaudeville and the
songs that made Bing Crosby as
comfortable as slippers. IA:11

VARIOUS:
INDIE TOP 20 VOL VIII
Beechwood Music rroscp
(79m 17s) CD Dist by Revolver
The indic scene grows more
professional, so half the acts in
this volume are already 'stars'.
Good selection including Loop,
inspirai Carpets, and Depeche
Mode with the majestic ' Personal Jesus'. [A:1/11
VARIOUS: PATHOLOGICAL
COMPILATION
Pathological PATH CD 1 ( 52m
48s ) CD Dist Revolver/Cartel
Thrash package with droppings
from Carcass, Godflesh and
Napalm Death. Unremitting
noise for which excuses are
made by rock journalists who
don't want to look wrinkly. IC:41

VARIOUS: PRODUCT 2378
Telstar TCD 2378(68m 68s ) CD
Well-assembled glimpse at the
indic bands which have ' made it'.
New Order, All About Eve,
Happy Mondays — the emphasis
is more on rhythms than was
RENEGADE SOUNDWAVE:
previously thought possible.
SOUNDCLASH
Even the Jesus & Mary Chain
Mute CD STUMM 63 ( 55m )Cl)
A real hoot, dance fixIder with a deliver songs. Aah, the passage of
youth! [
A:1/21
sense of humour. Exceptional
melodies, state of the art sonic
ANDY WHITE: HIMSELF
rum- sequiturs and a po-faced
Cooking Vinyl Cook 029
cover of Andy Williams' Can't
Get Used To Losing You'. What a Folky, singer-songwriterish — a
bit like a cross between Kevin
bunch of cards. IA:1]
Ayers, Gilbert O'Sullivan and
Christy Moore. In other words,
WALTER SALAS-HUMARA:
White miraculously juggles the
LAGARTIJA
eccentric, the commercial and
Rough Trade ROUGH 144
the sincere, which makes this
Imagine Jonathan Richman with
perfect for those with either
guts ( yes, we know) and you're
brown rice or brown BMW
close to the sound of this odd,
leanings. IA:2]
highly percussive, eerily melodic
'pop' record. Despite the twangs,
the sound is seductive, strippeddown but hook-laden. [
A/B:11
THE TAIL GATORS:
HIDE YOUR EYES
Restless LS 9396 1
Fifth I.P from one of the most
enjoyable of the current Texas
bar bands. More eclectic than
Rocky Hill, earthier than the
Fabulous Thunderbirds — party
music for roots crowd. IA:1]

ZERO: NO THIN' GOES HERE
Mobile Fidelity MFCD 784
(57m I4s)CD
A second jazzy grab-bag. Wellworn musos having agreat time.
the pivot seems to be Banana,
formerly with the Youngbloods,
whose later work with that band
foreshadowed this not- quitefree-form concoction. One of
John Cipollina's last appearances. [A*:1/2]
III

S
AVE ON COMPACT DISCS
Can't find the disc you want?
Try the HFN/RR CD Service.
This offer applies to records
reviewed in this issue and
listed below. Simply tick the
boxes for the compact discs
you want and fill in the order
form. There is a small charge
for post and packing. ( Please
note that the HFN/RR CD Service can supply discs to overseas readers: overseas orders
are VAT- free but additional
shipping charges may be
added.) For LP and MC availability, call ( 0234) 741152.
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
DAVID BOWIE:
CHANGESBOWIE
EMI DBTV 1
EMI CDDBTV 1 ( 74m 39s) CD
Excellent ' best of signalling the
long-awaited return to CD of the
Bowie catalogue. Modelled afterthe Ryko ( US-only) editions, the
EMI package is slightly spartan.
We'll have to see how the pending LPto-CD reissues compare.
[A:1*1 ( Note: the double LP has
extra tracks.)
ROBERT CALVERT:... H̀YPE'
See For Miles SEE CD 278
(43m 04s) CD
Surprising solo from the
deceased Hawkwind mainstay, a
concept release which sounds
more like abunch of great singles. At times reminiscent of Costello, Ayers or Wyatt, so the only
letdown will be for those
expecting prog plodding. [A:11
CARAVAN:
IF ICOULD DO IT AGAIN, IV
DO !TALL OVER YOU
Dream 820 521-1 ( 47m 30s) CD
The title suggests hippie
whimsy, loose precursor to In
The Land Of Grey And Pink.
Twenty years on it seems too
cohesive and melodic to be
cursed with the 'progressive' tag,
but what can you say about cuts
lasting 14m 17e [
A/A*:2]
CLIMAX CHICAGO BLUES
BAND: A LOT OF BOTTLE
C5 Records CD 548 ( 46m) CD
CLIMAX BLUES BAND:
TM/LIVE... PLUS
See For Miles SEE CD 279
(75m 38s) CD
A yin and yan of Climax, the first
with the band on the eve of US
success and the second in concert as certified stadium fillers
doing better over there than
here. An evolution from blues
and boogie to power rock, with
renewed worth because of the
HM touches. [A/B:11; [B:1/2]
SAM COOKE:
ENCORE
Keen/Charly CD-2003
(31m 13s)CD
SAM COOKE:
TRIBUTE TO THE LADY
Keen/Charly CD- 2004
(28m 06s) CD
Cooke showing his way with
standards and demonstrating
why he's held in such high
esteem. Soothing and smooth
and equalled by only Rawls or
Cole, right down to the sympathetic arrangements. 113:1/11
JAMES COTTON:
CUT YOU LOOSE!
Vanguard/START VMD 79283
(38m Ols)CD
Fabulous blues harmonica feast
from 1968, aperiod when bluesmen were able to capitalize on
the boom. Hot and sweaty, with
Little Walter's ' successor' backed
by horns to add punch to the
churning rhythms. IA:11
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

THE CRAMPS:
SONGS THE LORD
TAUGHT US
IRS II.PCD 5 ( 37n151s)CD
The 10- year- old debut of
psychobilly's finest, re-released
in time to capitalize on their
current success. If you can
imagine them sounding even less
skilled than they do today, you'll
have ahint of what glorious trash
this disc holds. One-note guitar
breaks? Cackles and screams?
Animal rhythms? Back to the
future indeed. IC:11
THE GRAEME EDGE BAND:
PARADISE BALLROOM
Threshold 820 781-2
(44m 42s)CD
JUSTIN HAYWARD:
NIGHT FIGHT
Threshold 820 555-2
(44m 26s) CD
A pair of Moody Blues solo
efforts, Hayward's indistinguishable from the band's efforts and
Edge's work suggesting that they
did have asoul. Because of this,
the Moody's fans will prefer the
former, while Edge's may scare
them because of asurfeit of guts.
[A:1 or 2] apiece depending on
whether or not you want abreak
from ' Nights In White Satin'.
THE ENID: FINAL NOISE
ENID CD12 ( 71m 56s)
Dist by Revolver/Cartel
'Electroclassical' has been a
misleading label for The Enid.
Live, they are an unique,
unquantifiable experience and
this performance from ' 88
covers some classics, some Aerie
Faene Nonsense and acouple of
rare vocal tracks. The sales of
Enid works on CD (Six Pieces
ENID CD4 ( 56m); Touch Me
CD5 ( 53m 18s); The Spell CD8
(66m 27s) also received) will be
helped along by talk of a tour
and further studio releases.
Cheering news. [A:2]
THE FLAMIN' GROOVIES:
TEENAGE HEAD
Big Beat/Ace CDWIK 926
(48m 39s) CD
Ace's second installment in the
Groovies' saga, again with material not on the original LP and
liner notes from no less than
Brian Hogg. An essential purchase if you're to understand the
garage band ethos, rock 'n' roll
'n' boogie full of 'spirit against all
odds'. [A:1/1]
FLANDERS & SWANN:
AT THE DROP OF A HAT/AT
THE DROP OF ANOTHER HAT
EMI ECC2 ( Cassette-only)
A delightful 13
/ hours of the
4
duo's delicious humour, live in
1959. Yes, it's abit precious and
much is dated, but the barbs still
sting — especially the prescient
anti-yuppie ' Design For Living'.
Recorded in glorious stereo, a
reminder that everyone should
listen closely to 'Song Of Reproduction'. [A/A*:1]
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THE GO-BETWEENS:
1978-1990
Beggars Banquet BEGA 104
A 28 track ( 22 on CD)
retrospective including many
rarities which chart the career of
the most melodic and most
insightful Australian pop export
to date. All the classics and a
discography to answer every
question. Just pray that this isn't
a memorial. 1A/13:1/21
HALL & OATES: VOICES
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 530
(44m)CD
Blue-eyed soul without peer.
'Kiss On My List' and 'You Make
My Dreams ( Come True)',
`You've Lost That Lovin' Feeling'
and the original ' Every Time You
Go Away'. Superb. [A/A*:11
ROCKY HILL: TEXAS SHUFFLE
Tomato/Charly 2696542
(38m 43s) CD
Brother of ZZ Top's Dusty Hill
backed by no less than Johnny
Winter, Dr John, the Leon Russell Singers and the Muscle
Shoals Horns and producing
some of the finest beer hall blues
yet to be discovered. Earlier and
raunchier than last year's Virgin
release, for those who love to
boogie. [B:1]
TOMJONES: LIVE IN LONDON
Derain 820 558-2
(41m Ils)CD
Or why he's one of the world's
top night club acts. This 23-yearold set has it all: rock, soul,
schmaltz ( a Welshman singing
'My Yiddishe Momme'?) and
more. This simply oozes class, so
forgive him for being 'show biz
in excelsis'. [
A/11:11
JOHNNY KIDD & THE PIRATES:
THE CLASSIC AND RARE...
See For Miles SEE CD 287
(53m 30s) CD
Another choice compilation
from this country's finest early
rocker. A collector's dream
featuring rare singles and 6
unissued gems, including a
superb 'Some Other Guy'.
[A/B:11
COUNTRYJOE McDONALD:
THINKING OF WOODY
GUTHIRIE
Vanguard/START VMD 6546
(33m 08s) CD
Respectful tribute to Guthrie,
recorded when CJMcD was still
thought of as a hyper-political
jugband hippie. Better than
you'd think, and truer to the
spirit than you'd expect. [A:1/21
ODETTA:
THE ESSENTIAL ODETTA
Vanguard/START VCD-43/44
(62m 21s)CD
Two-on-one anthology offering
the best from this follcsinger, the
Tracy Chapman of her day.
Powerful mix of standard protest
folk, gospel and not alittle blues.
[A:1/2]

LOU RAWLS
WITH LES MCCANN LTD:
STORMY MONDAY
Blue Note CDP 791441 2
(46m 16s)CD
Classic Rawls from 1962, weaving through the standards. Soulful and bluesy and jazzy all at
once, in a style no other can
mimic. Thanks EMI for unearthing
3 extra tracks. [A*:11
LOU REED: LIVE
RCA ND83752 ( 38m 45s) CD
Timely budget reissue containing 'Walk On The Wild Side',
recently butchered by an act
without the cred to do it justice.
A decade and ahalf old, and still
earthier and more ' real' than
much of what passes for today's
slice-of-lowlife music. [B:1/2]

SNIFF'N' THE TEARS:
FICKLE HEART
Chiswick/Ace CDWIICM 9
(37m 47s) CD
A long-lost treasure, sharp-as-apin pop from the peak of the
punk era. On apar with Squeeze
or XTC, but more for the body
than the mind. Proves the ' 70s
weren't a total loss. [A/B:11
VARIOUS:
BARRELHOUSE BOOGIE
Bluebird/RCA ND88334
(58m 28s) CD
An hour's worth of classic barrelhouse/juke joint music from the
masters: Meade Lux Lewis,
Jimmy Yancey and Pete Johnson
with Albert Ammons. For lovers
of athletic piano playing. 111:11
VARIOUS:
THE SPIRIT OF THE SIXTIES
Time-Life TL531/01
(65m 35s) CD
First CD in the mail-order-only
set chronicling the 1960s. As
with the equally- impressive
Reader's Digest sets, this is Beatles-free, but the track selection
shows much imagination. A
worthwhile crash-course in that
decade. [A:1/11
PHILIP WALICER: THE BOTTOM
OF THE TOP/BLUES
Demon FIEND CD 158
(73m 52s) CD
Two- LPs-on-one-CD, rich urban
blues underpinned by the man's
dazzling guitar work. Like that of
his namesake T- Bone, Walker's
music slithers and slides, but the
vocal textures keep things from
getting too slick. The genuine
article. [A/B/C: 1
T-BONE WALKER:
STORMY MONDAY
Instant/Charly CD INS 5022
(36m 25s) CD
Affordable 12- track collection,
late recordings rather than early,
but the man still cuts through
the tacky funk overlay. One of
the first masters of electric guitar
runs, and still the best interpreter of his signature tune. 1A/13:2]
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PO Box

317, Eltham, London, SE9 4SF.

Susan Milan - flute
City of London Sinfonia/Hickox
CHAN 8840 - CD; ABTD 1459 - Cassette; No LP
Walton: Hamlet/As You Like It
(Film Music Vol. I)
Sir John Gielgud • narrator
Catherine Bolt soprano
ASMF / Sir Neville Marnner
CHAN 8842 CD; ABTD 1461
Cassette

No LP

Tanis: Sacred Choral Works
The Sixteen Choir / Chnstophers
CHAN 0513

CD, EBTD 0513 - Cassette. No LP

'Poème'
Lydia Mordkovitch
violin
Marina Gusak-Grin - piano
CHAN 8748 • CD. ABTD 1387
Cassette. No LP
Field: Sonatas
Mice& O'Rourke - piano
CHAN 8787

CD, ABTD 1422 - Cassette, No LP

Bax: The Truth about the Russian Dancers
From Dusk Till Dawn
London Philharmonic/Thomson
CHAN 8863 - CD; ABTD 1478 - Cassette: No LP

Send SAE for catalogue and details of
free LP offer.
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DEVON EX32 8DS. TEL: 0271 43477
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JAZZ

LOUIS ARMSTRONG &
DUKE ELLINGTON
RouletteJazz CDP 7938442
(68m 29s ) CD
Armstrong plays and sings his
way through 17 Ellington
numbers, Duke joining the AllStars on piano, in this complete
reissue. Two albums worth,
superbly transfered to a single
CD: historic but undeniably
corny so only [A*:21
SIDNEY BECHET:
THE LEGEIVDARY SIDNEY
BECHET
RCA Bluebird ND869520
(65m 39s ) CD
Teetwarmers' tracks ( 1932,
1940 and 1941), the Ladnieri
Mezzrove sessions ( 1938), ' High
Society' with Jelly Roll Morton
(1939) - and Bechet's ' one man
band',
the
incredible
overdubbed 'Sheik of Araby'
(1940). [
H:11
ART BLAKEY:
THE BEST OF ART BLAKEY
Blue Note CDP 293205 7
(61m 45s) CD
It's hard to argue with this
straight-ahead selection: from
`Moanin' with the Morgan/
Golson/Timmons edition of The
Jazz Messengers ( 1958) through
to ' Free For All' with Freddie
Hubbard, Wayne Shorter, Curtis
Fuller and Cedar Walton in 1964
(the 'Cl) bonus track') this is
archetypal Blakey stuff IA:11
JOHN COLTRANE:
LIKE SOIV1VY
RouletteJazz CDP 793901
(57m 40s) CD
EMI's compilation of two Coltrane dates: five tracks from
1958 with tuba player Ray
Draper, four ( including two
takes of ' Exotica') from 1960,
the earl) days of Coltrane's own
quartet with McCoy Tyner ( and,
at this point, Steve Davis on bass,
Billy Higgins, drums). [
A:11
EDDIE LOCKJAW' DAVIS:
SAVE YOUR LOVE FOR ME
RCA ND86463 ( 45m 13s)
The tough tenorist is also tender
on these 1966-7 sessions: on six
of the 14 numbers he leads a
shouting big band. Mainstream
good taste without becoming
insipid [
A:1/21
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BENNY GOODMAN:
THE FIRST BIG BANDS 1934-8
BBC REB 759 ( CD BBC CD 759,
MC ZCF 759 )
BENNY GOODMAN:
THE YALE ARCHIVES Vol 1
Limelight 820 820-2 (48m 50s)
The BBC disc gives you ' Christopher Columbus' and ' Sing Sing'
plus 16 other tracks, with extensive and excellent notes by Tony
Baldwin. Robert Parker's ' Digital
Stereo' ( sic) processing has produced total freedom from background noise, and the fake stereo
is only mildly irritating [11/H:11
More exciting is the limelight
CD, compiled from Goodman's
own collection of unreleased
tapes ( mostly studio, afew live'
from NY clubs) bequeathed to
Yale, covering 1955-86: starstudded small groups ( Zoot
Sims, Flip Phillips, Bill Harris)
swing superbly. Three big- band
numbers include one from
Goodman's last band, 1986 IA:11
DEXTER GORDON:
MIDNIGHT DREAM
West Wind 2040 CD (59m 31s)
(dist by Charly )
Festival jazz from Cannes 1977,
from two groups both including
Gordon and I.ionel Hampton.
Not quite the claimed ' 60
minutes of music' ( as if it really
mattered) and not really enough
of Dexter Gordon to justify the
exploitative title. Good playing
also from Hank Jones and others,
but pretty soggy at times (
A:3]
COLEMAN HAWKINS: THE
HAWK SWINGS Vol 1
Fresh Sound FSR-CD14
(31m 47s) CD
(dist by Charly )
COLEMAN HAWKINS:
THE HAWK SWINGS Vol 2
Fresh Sound FSR-CD15
(32m 51s)(1)
(dist by Charly )
Spanish CD repackaging of Hawkins' 1960 quintet date: relaxed,
mellow and good-humoured
playing from the 'father of the
tenor saxophone', then 59 years
old with punchy contributions
from Thad Jones ( trumpet), over
a rhythm section full of bounce,
on ten originals mainly at a
finger- snapping mid- tempo.
fairly good sound, but could
have fitted on one CD [
A:1/2]
JUNE 1990

FLETCHER HENDERSON AND
HIS ORCHESTRA ( 1927-36):
HOCUS POCUS
RCA Bluebird ND90413
(63m 34s) CD
FLETCHER HENDERSON:
UNDER THE HARLEM MOON
ASV AJA 5067 (66m 23s ) CD
Well-restord and welldocumented, RCA's assemblage
of Victor and Bluebird sides still
reflects the blander aspects of
the Henderson band, with trite
and dated vocals, but the gems
include the best version of 'Variety Stomp' 11-1*:211. By contrast,
ASV's disc gets straight down to
business with a bunch of exciting, stomping numbers from
1932-3 featuring the band's
greatest soloist, Coleman Hawkins, at his peak [
H:11. Half-adozen of RCA's selections also
appear here, though not
NoNoised this time [ see 'Comment .]: ASV's must be the bestvalue Henderson issue to date,
despite aural evidence of some
tracks being dubbed off LP.
FREDDIE HUBBARD:
ME BEST OF FREDDIE
HUBBARD
Blue Note CDP 293202 7
(65m 92s) CD
Pre-fusion Hubbard ( sidemen
include Mobley, Tyner, Shorter,
Hancock) with good cuts from
half a dozen Blue Note albums
1961-65, plus ' Down Under'
from the recent Blue Note album
Eternal Triangle. Mostly IA:1]
BUD POWELL: THE BEST OF
BUD POWELL
Blue Note CDP 93204 2
(60m 25s) CD
BUD POWELL: THE RETURN
OF BUD POWELL
Fresh Sound FSR-CD27
(40m 0Is)CD
Blue Note can claim more if not
all of the tragic pianist's best trio
recordings and this is an astute
selection: the two 1949 quintet
tracks with Fats Navarro and
Sonny Rollins are a bonus [
A/
H:11. On the other hand, the
Roulette label's 1964 Return has
moments where Powell's music
seems only held together by the
sheer willpower of bassist John
Ore and drummer JC Moses, but
at other times is deeply moving
[A:1/21

DJANGO REINHARDT/
STEPHANE GRAPPELLI:
SWING FROM PARIS
ASV CD AJA 5070
(66m Ols) CD
DJANGO REINHARDT:
DJANGOLOGY '
49
RCA/Bluebird ND90448
(64m 13s) CD
ASV give you 22 numbers from
1935, 1938 and 1939, including
favourites like 'Appel Direct',
'Daphne', ' Moonglow', ' Night
and Day', ' HCQ Strut' and 'Swing
39', this is pretty good value,
with generally clean sound quality. [
H:1] RCA offers some
superb post-war Django.
ith
some of the last recordings he
made before switching to electric guitar: the 20 tracks ( I8 on
the vinyl issue) from 1919 sessions with Grappelli in Rome:
they stomp through their repertoire, the Italian rhythm section
almost disregarded in the background. Wonderful. [
H:1]
SONNY ROLLINS:
THE BEST OF SONIVY
ROLLINS
Blue Note CDP 93203 2
(64m 04s) CD
Five selections from three 19567 studio dates plus three from
Rollins's November 1957 pianoless trio live ( mono) at the
Village Vanguard. Unmissable
[A:11
HORACE SILVER:
ME BEST OF HORA CE
SILVER, Vol II
Blue Note CDP 93206 2
(59m 24s) Cl)
Afro- Portuguese- influenced Silver, starting with the pianist's big
hit 'Song For My Father' ( 1964):
various quintets feature among
others Joe Henderson ( tenor),
Woody Shaw ( trumpet). Joyful
and listenable [
A:1]
SONNY STITT:
PLAYS QUINCYJONES
Roost FSR-716
(dist by Charly))
Straight vinyl reissue of a US
album which ( although the
sleeve doesn't tell you) featured
Stitt with abig band put together
by Quincy Jones in 1955. Stitt
(on alto) is at his commanding
best, and Jones's arrangements
are admirable. [
A:1]
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DOMESTIC AND IN-CAR HI- Fl.
65 CASTLE STREET HIGH WYCOMBE
BUCKS

Aylesbury HI-Fidelity

DOUG BRADY HI-FI
KINGSWAY STUDIOS.
KINGSWAY NORTH, WARRINGTON. WA1 3NU.
Tel: 0925-828009

CLONIFY

FAX: 0925 825773

Open 6days
LINN * NAIM * QUAD * CAMBRIDGE *
ARCAM * MERIDIAN * NAKAMICHI *
REVOX * KRELL * AUDIO RESEARCH *
ORACLE * SONY * DENON
also at - COVENT GARDEN AND 401
SMITHDOWN ROAD. LIVERPOOL 15.
Tel: 051-733-6859.

THE

Closed Wednesday.

55 Main Street, Blackrock
Dublin. Tel: 0001-888477
0001-889449
Linn, Rega, Creek, Naim, Castle,
Aragon, Quad, Nakamichi,
Arcam, Tannoy.
Closed all day Mon/Thur & Fri open till 9pm

Major credit cards welcome

SOUNDSTAGE

ONLY THE BEST PERFORMANCE IN HI-FI
STOCKISTS OF:Linn, Alphason, Onix, Epos, Royd, Creek, BLQ,
Mission, Revolver, Ariston, Kef, Infinity, Tannoy,
Denon, Rotel, NAD, Yamaha, Alexander, AR,
Nakamichi, Mordaunt-Short, Sound Organisation,
Audio Technica, Target, Projekt & many others.

Al)( • AKAI • ARCAM• BANC it OLUFSEN • CELESTION
CAMBRIDCE AUDI() •
DUAL • HARMAN KARDON
MERIDIAN MORDAUNT-SHORT • MUSICAL FIDELITY
PIONEER
QUAD* • RUARK • SONY • YAMAHA
•
epong dnd SAIIIIIII It.,Ithw aril,
148 HIGH STREET EPPING • I
SSIX • ' 324 '
2.6 KING STREET SAFFRON WALDEN • ESSEX III
70 SOUTH STREET • BISHOP'SSTORTFORD HE R
Tr) , 027 , 16;6401

OPEN 6DAYS,2 luxury dem rooms.
Plenty of FREE PARKING, FREE COFFEE,
THE real HIFi specialists in Buckinghamshire
Aiwa, AKG, Alphason, Audio Technica ( CD Players also), ADC. AR.
A&R, Beard, Boston, BLQ, Castle. Celegion, Denon, Deals. Dual.
Exposure. Gale Goldbug, Cracking, Grado. Gyrodek, Field:nook.
Harmon (lardon, KEF. Logic, Linn Arms, Monitor Audio, Michell.
Magnum, Mantra, Musical Fidelity, Meridian. Mission, MordauntShort, Marantz, Monster. Myst Nakamichi, Nagaoka. NAD. Ortofon,
Paragon, Philips ( CD only). P.S. Audio, Proton, Quad, QED. Rats.
'otel, Revox, Revolver. Roksan, Sennheiser. Something Solid. Sondes.
Stand & Deliver. Spendor, Systemdek, Tannoy, Target Teac CD.
Thorens, Trio CD. Walker, Wharfedale, Yorkshire. Yamaha, Zeta.

21 NANTWICH ROAD '
CREWE,
CHESHIRE

7DANYENOB QUIBBLE
MO

Y

A

GUARANTEE.
TEL: 102701 255488

COMPACT Asyé
THE HI- Fl SPECIALISTS
ACOUSTIC ENERGY, AUDIO-TECHNICA,

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO, CASTLE, DELTEC, DENON,
DUAL, KENWOOD, MOTH, PINK TRIANGLE,
PROAC, OED, ROTEL, SME, SD ACOUSTICS,
SENNHEISER, STANDESIGN, SYSTEMDEK,
TANNOY, TARGET, WHARFEDALE

98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks.
0296 28790
OPEN 1Oam-6prn. Monday- Friday, 9.30am-5.30 Saturday
credit card facilities ayailabk

e

aelie

AGENT FOR QUAD AND ATC MONITORS

27, Market Parade, Havant
Hampshire P09 1PY
Tel: 107051 473952
Open 10-1, 2-6 Tues Sat

For the closest approach to the original sound" contact IAN BEWLEY.
Tel 07684 86235, " Fair Place" Watermillock-on-Ullswater, Penrith,
CA11 OLR. Hear the latest QUAD range, including ESL, 63s, and ATC
active SCM 50 Monitors and the incomparable new SCM20. by arrangement at " Fair Place" any afternoon and in your own home without
obligation in North England and Scotland. Also agent for Townshend
Glastonbury, Castle. Spendor, Sugden. Ma rantz,
Nakamichi, Kelvin Labs, % vox and Some CO'. also available.

con
cubo

eg_c_obds

HI-FI SPECIALISTS

MON !Tim UA & R Cambridge

STOP PRESS
Roksan
Musical Evening
on Wednesday 27th
June 1990
Free Tickets
available now.
4WEST STREET
ALDERLEY EDGE
CHESHIRE
0625 582704

VISA
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•
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Active
Audio

SOUND

sound systems

ARCAM UARISTON UCELEST1ON UDENON U HEYBROOK UKEF
REFERENCE UCYRUS UMUSICAL FIDEUTY UMARANTZ II MERIDIAN
RE VOX II ROTEL UROGERS II ETC.
Demonstration Ano Horne Triai Facinties Account and Credit
Cards Ring For Opening Times And FREE 'FACT PACK'

Active Audio,
12, Omaston Road,
The Spot, Derby
1
7
1' ( 0332) 380385

▪ Ariston
Et
Oa Castle
U Celestion U Creek

Denon 3 Dual Foundation
▪ Marantz U Monitor Audio
• Mordaunt-Short • Pioneer U Philips CD
▪ Quad 3 Roberts U Rotel U Revox
• SennheiserU Sony U Spender U Tannoy
▪ Technics U Thorens U Trio 3 Yamaha etc.
Two-year guarantee
Private listening room
Excellent comparator demonstrations

54 Chapel St., Chorley, Lancs.
Telephone (
02572) 71935
III II \ IU,e( RI( ORD 111X11',',

.11 \ I
. 19911

FIVE WAYS HIGH FIDELITY

Recording Playback
& Monitoring Limited

A&R, Akai, AKG, Alphason, Audio-Technica, Beyer,

2 Burland

Road
(Comer of Webbs Road)
London SW11 6SA
Telephone No:- 071 585 0274

R

PM

Bose, Castle, Denon, Dual, Elite, Hunt-EDA, Mer,
dian, Michell, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity
Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Ortofon, Q.E.D, Quad, Revox,
Sennheiser, Shure, Spendor, Tannoy, Target, TDK
TDL, Thorens, Yamaha, etc.

(Near Clapharn Junction. Clapham
South & South Circular Road )

Five Ways Hi- Fidelity Ltd.,
12 Islington Row,
Edgbaston, Birmingham B15 1L.D.
Telephone: 021455 0667.
Demonstrations by appointment

Open: Tues Sat 1030am-6.30pm

Authorised Stockists of: Linn, Nairn. Rega, Creek. Ion,
Denon, Sony, Cambridge. Revox, Nakarnichi,
Goodmans. Royd, Ruark.BLQ.
Accessories from: Chord Company. Audiotech, Sound
Organisation. Sound Factory. Audio Technica, Hunt
EDA, Sennheiser, Beyer.

9.30-6.00 Tuesday—Saturday

2Comfortable Single Speaker Dern Rooms
Informed Advice in a Relaxed Environment
Full Delivery & Installation Service
2 Year Warranty
Highly Experienced Turntable Service & Restoration
Facilities
Access. Visa Er Instant Credit.

DOUG BRADY
HI-FI
18 MONMOUTH STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON WC2H 911B

Tel:071-379 4010. Fax 071-497 9205
OPEN 7DAYS

BIRMINGHAM

LINN • NAIM • QUAD • CAMBRIDGE •
ARCAM • MERIDIAN • NAKAMICHI • REVOX
• KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • ORACLE •
SONY • DENON
Also at Warrington and Liverpool (see Cheshire)

Classical-

AUDIOVE\UE

Sou

nc
is

AUDIO CONSULTANTS AND RETAILERS
24 CHURCH ROAD, CRYSTAL PALACE,
LONDON SE19 2ET — TEL: 081-771 7787
Stockists of: Linn Hi Fi, Naim Audio, Creek,
Audio Tech, Epos, Denon. Dual, Revolver. BLO,
Yamaha, Marantz etc.
2single speaker demonstration rooms,

SPECIALISTS IN RECORDED
CLASSICAL MUSIC AND HIGH
QUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT
THE LARGEST SELECTION OF
CDs AND MUSIC CASSETTES
IN NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
NOW AVM dal F QUAD 66cD
PLAYER & REMOTE CONTROL
PRE AMP STOCKISTS OF
Quad. Musical Fidelity. Hotel.
OED, Spendor. Nakarnichi. B&W.
Mordaunt-Shon. Rogers. Philips,
Aura Celestion. Dual and Sen-

nheiser

ROYO, MORDAUNT SHORT, ARCAM, LINN. MONITOR
AUDIO. EPOS. NAIM. MISSION, REGA DUAL, RO TEL.
CYPIJS. CREEK, NAKAMICHI, DENON, MARANTZ,
RE VOX, QUAD

Watling Court. 84E Watling Street East. Towcester,
Northants NN12 7BS. Tel: Towcester ( 0327) 359588

94 BRISTOL ST.,
BIRMINGHAM
692
1359,
TUE -SAT
10 am - 6 pm

Various Credit Facilities Available
All equipment delivered & installed.
Comprehensive turntable rebuilds etc
2year warranty
Open 10-6pm. — Closed all day Wednesday

AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE

Erigni

NORFOLK/SUFFOLK DEALER
FOR THE EQUIPMENT REVIEWERS
USE AND RECOMMEND.

ANALOG AUDIO
(HI- Fl Specialists)
849 High Road, London N12
Tel: 081 445 3267
Finchlev's Centre for ( elestion. I
tenon, I
hial Marantz,
NAD, Onkyo, Pioneer, Proton, Rotel, Yamaha.
Stockist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufar III ruts.

Please phone for details.

1111.171MARKETSJ
The place where people care about hi-fi

111.1'1 NEU'S &
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Warstones
fil-Fi

KELVIN LAB . DENON
• INFINITY • ROLAND

studio

RESEARCH
ORACLE
• ROTEL • QUAD •
SPENDOR • CROFT ACOUSTICS •
TIME WINDOW • DELTEC
Hours of Opening
Mon, Tues. Wed. Sat 10am-6pm
Thurs, Fri 10am-9pm

54a Warstones Road, Penn, Wolverhampton
Tel: Wolverhampton 345114

DELTEC

amplifiers. Slink cables.

PDM ONE

bit stream convertor. .

VALVE AMPS
Croft, Concordant,

by Audio Innovations, 88AB:1E41001.
Grant and others.

TURNTABLES by Alphason, Pink Triangle, Voyd
Valdi

SPEAKERS by Snell and Rogers.
Also Mod Squad, Moth, QED Royd Soldong, Audio Teen,ca, Target

AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE
Diss ( 0379) 740227
I

cEel_C WILEY

Active
Audio

r_AsTi 1EOIRfl

sound systems

ARCAM UARISTON UCELEST1ON aDENON UHEYBROOK IKEF
•CYRUS UMUSICAL FIDELITY UMARANTZ
RE VOX • ROTELU ROGERS UETC.
Demonstratoon And Home Toe' Facdtoes Account and Credit
Cards RIng For OpenIng Times And FREE '
FACT PACK'

Active Audio,
29, Market Street,
Tamworth, Derby.
(0827) 53355

Erti

64 8. 85 BEANCROFT ROAD

C1-1ClrIES1r111,
Iv'
F 1111)11111PY

CASTLEFORD
WEST YORKSHIRE WF10 5BS
Tel ( 0977) 553066/556774
Stockist for All Leading
Manufacturers
Full Demonstration
Facilities
closed Wednesday

Retailers of quality audio equipment
7 St. Pancras, Chichester, West Sussex P019
Telephone 0243 776402

I
Sj

Closed Mondays

fiastivigs i-fi fi

CONSULTANTS
(3a WESTERN ROAD, ST.LEONARIN. ( 04E4 ) 448978.
`sc lc led Ill i
rom
EXPOSURE. MUSICAL FIDELITY. QUAD.
IVA KAMICHI. MONITOR AUDIO. ROGERS.
TANNOY. NAD. MANTICORE.7DL MARANIZ.
AUDIO LAB. DENON. CELESTION. LINN.
KEF. YAMAHA. WHARFEDALE. ARCAM.
SNELL. AUDIO INNOVATIONS. SYSTEMDEK
PROA C. ROTEL.

TO
ADVERTISE
HERE

MI OPEN MON-SAT 9. 00-6. 00.
• FULL DEMONSTRATIONS -- IN STORE & IN HOME

CONTACT
SOPHIA

The most respected names
in hi fi are here

...Lend me
your ears...
and you'll hear music like
you've never heard it before.
We are probabl, the onl, op, 1.ilast li, FDealer, who record as sbell as
imu.o. • - • •

ON 081-686 2599

(BOWERS* II ! MIN%

EXT. 447

WORTHING
Littlehampton Road

Tel Worlhinq 64141

Audio Inno,ation,
Snell
Void
SECOND HAND FOUIPMENt AVAILABLE RING FOR DETAILS

2mcifb

g@i0n)

5 Mead Lane, Farnham, Surrey GU9 7DY

cc

Tel:(0252)714555

Audio Projects

UNDERGROUND- AUDIO

45 Headingley Lane, Leeds
LS6 1DP.

HEATHROW AIRPORT

Tel. 0532 304565.
Open Tues. —Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat 2.50-5.30.
HiFi SPECIALISTS.

•

IN TUNE - NATURALLY

HI- END USED
AND EX-DEM
AUDIO EQUIPMENT
BOUGHT— SOLD— TRADED

KENWOOD CENTRE
MARANTZ, ROTEL, DENON, CAMBRIDGE,
MICHELL, A.R , J.B.L., HECO, KEF, DUAL, SUPRA,
SENNHEISER, AKAI, TANNOY, Q.E.D. INFINITY,
HARMAN KA RDON, SONY, ARISTON, JECKLIN,
MONSTER, A.K.G., MORDAUNT-SHORT,
YAMAHA, WHARFDALE, AUDIO-TECHNICA,
PIONEER, TARGET, PARTINGTON, SUGDEN,
GOLDRING, NORDMENDE, BOSE. MONITOR
AUDIO, NAKAMICHI, B&W
DEMONSTRATION ROOM
CD/CDV STOCKIST

72 Terminus Road, Eastbourne
E.Sussex BN21 3LX
I18

Tel (0323) 640911

defiles

4ALBERT PARADE GREEN ST REE T EASTBOURNE 3135

GRYPHON, RAY LUMLEY, COUNTERPOINT, KRELL,
TRI PLANAR, EA R, ROVVLAND, LURNE, AUDIO
RESEARCH, LEVINSON, ARAGON, ORACLE, PROAC,
JARDIS, Etc, Etc

69 LONDON ROAD BRIGHTON 609431 =1Irgil

3demonstration rooms at each shop
LATE NIGHT- WEDNESDAY- 8PM

THE
IN
SOUND MAW

CLOSED MONDAY

HOURS

11-6.30 MON—FRI SAT
TEL 10895) 53003
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Advertisements for this section must be pre-paid. The rate is 50p per word ( private), minimum £ 13.00 incl. of VAT. Box Nos. £3.00
extra. Trade rates 60p per word, minimum £ 16.00 incl. VAT. Copy and remittance for advertisements in August issue must reach these
offices by 20th June 1990 addressed to: The Advertisement Manager. HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA. Please include name and address. Cheques made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten, illegible copy will be returned.
Classified Lineage Advertisements cannot be accepted over the telephone
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.

AUDIO RESEARCH D250 (
II) P Amp £2,250. Consider exchange for large 200W+ SIS Amp ( recently
re-tubed/serviced). Also. JBL380 S/Woofer system
£395. Inc. X.over. Tel: ( 0227) 277569(24). ( F)
MAGNEPLANAR MG-2.512's, 1pair Denon 250 watt
monoblocks. Quad 64/6 poweramp. Krell PAM- 5 preamp. Please phone anytime 01-546 3107. Quick sales
necessary. ( F)
ROWI,AND COHERENCE ONE £ 2300. Krell
KSA5011 £900. Arcam Delta 170 Black Box 2
(SI DACs) £550. 7.5m Vandenliul 0102 II ( gold Plugs)
£110. 5.5m VandenHul C'S352 ( Gold Lockable Plugs)
£80. Deltec Isolation Base £ 70. Mike: 01-948 3360. ( F)
DELTEC PDM-ONE bitstream converter and cable
£400 o.n.o. Delice 50S power amplifier £675 o.n.o.
Pioneer P093(N) CD £350 o.n.o. All boxed and in
VGC. Tel: Leeds ( 0532) 740300 evenings. (F)

APOGEE DUETTA SIGNATURES. 3 months old.
Perfect condition £3250. No offers. Tel: ( 0860) 660001
or office hours ( 0903) 700408. ( F)
CROFT OTI, STEREO POWER AMP £825. Cello
Etute passive pre amp £475 ono. Tel: ( 021772) 5555 day
or ( 021742) 7570 eves. Ask for Mike. ( F)

TDK Blank Cassettes at how prices.

CELESTION SYSTEM 600si's complete with apair of
600si's one year old £ 1450. Tel: ( Cambridge) ( 0954)
782266 day. (( 4954) 781584 evs. ( F)
QUAD 33+303 FM3 AM3 Thorens TD1.50, Aiwa
Cassette ADI500. Goodman!: Double Maxim speaker
stands base size 9" x 9" with spikes. No reasonable
offer refused. Tel: 01-785 9866 home. 01-976 1666
office EX 2130. ( F)

REVOX TURNTABLE B795, first class condition.
fitted Revox Cartridge, about 5 years old. £ 185 o.n.o.
Tel: ( day) Smith 01-998 2731. ( F)
MUSICAL FIDELITY P270. Mint condition boxed.
Less than 2 years old £795. Spica TL50 with volt sub
woofer and stands. Months old £450. Quad 306 FM4 2
months old £475. 1/51-6486218 or (( 1831) 413718. ( F)
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 30, mint condition,
boxed etc. Audiophile sound. Cost new £ 2300. bargain
at £ 1400 o.n.o. for quick sale. Tel: (( 1272) 54004 ( day).
249769 ( e‘es). ( F)
NI I
NT ( • ( ) NDITION LINN SONDEK AFRORMOSIA
FUME k \ RNIA. Linn DMS Isohariks. Naim 250
111- Cm , mid 32. Also Naim FM01 Tuner, Stands.
Tables. Cables. New nearly £7,(NK). Tel: 01-546 7025.
Sensible offers please. ( F)
MONO- BLOCS: POWER AMPS: JADIS JA 30 £2200
II year old). Lumley M100 100W £750. Pre- amps:
05M Series 3with 6PKS P.'S £700. Mod Squad De- Lux
Line Mkt: £475. Threshold FET 10 Phono with 60W
regulated PS £975 CDS. Aragon D2A Converter
£1025. Stax Qualm) MKII £ 1400. Evenings 01-771
2476. (F)
HARBETH MK4 SPEAKERS with stands, walnut. One
years use fine condition £ 200. Buyer collects Tel:
Stevenage 720211. ( F)
'QUAD' LITERATURE rare. original. Quad installation/instruction manuals. Equalisation Guide and
promotional literature. For List. telephone 059 789 409
(after 7pm); or FAX: 059 789 566. ( F)
NAIM AMP. LINN HELIX SPEAKERS. Rega Planar
Three turntable plus wall bracket. All in excellent
condition one year old £650. Tel: ( 0272) 441261. ( F)
PARTINGTON 3 SHELF HI-FI STAND,black £45.
Target TT1 Turntable wall shelf. black £25. Both as
new. Tel: Evenings 10474) 326881. (F)
IKEDA CARTRIDGE FOR SAI,E brand new with box
and literature. Normally retails for E1500 will sell for
£750 o.n.o. Real bargain Tel: 01-351 1977. (F)
MARK LEVINSON 10A Pre- amp. mint, guarantee
boxed £ 1.600 ( new ( 3,400). Spendor S-100 Loudspeakers. walnut, new, guarantee boxed t1.05(1 ( cost
£1.500). Trio LO8M Monobloc amplifiers, 180 watts
£425. Studer A68 Amplifier, balanced inputs £360. Tel:
I
1
I - 289 3691. (
YAMAHA CT7000 £375. Marantz CD94 CDA94 £850.
Cclestion SL700 £675. Mark Levinson No 20's £4,600.
Mark Levinson No 26. balanced input £3.04N). Slate
Audio Amp Slabs £ 200. Tel: ( 0924) 410487 Day. (F)
ITTOK LVII £250. Naim NAPI-10 £275. Nairn NAC425 offers. All perfect. Tel: ( 0227) 763322 daytime.
374066 evening. ( F)
111.11 NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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PRECISION TEST CASSETTES
Each tape sindividually digitally mastered in real time and is supplied with
instructions and specifications
Dolby level £3 75, Azimuth £ 6 35. Speed f5 15. LeveVAzimuth £8 95
level/Azimuth/Speed £ 12.00, Level/Azimuth/30Hz-15KHz frequency
response ( 30Hz-15KHz, 120us eq). f14 50 Multi- purpose. 6 Tests Level
Azimuth, Frequency Response ( 30Hz-15KHz). Dolby B C Tracking
Speed. Etrns Meter Toneburst 120us en) f20 00
PR 90 I25
SA 90
f165
MA 90 f2 50
Postage up to 5tapes, £ 100 up to SO tapes fa

ORDERSIENQUIRIES TO: IAN HARRISON, 7, MILL HILL REPTON,
DERBY, DE6 6GO. TE,L: 0283 702875

REGA RB300 / RB260
VAN DEN HUL
REWIRING
If you own one of these superb arms, why not
upgrade the performance by rewiring with Van
den Hul cable?

MAGNEPLANAR MG lila loudspeakers in white.
mint condition. guaranteed. £ 1995; Magneplanar MG
2.5R loudspeakers, mint. guaranteed. £ 1100; SMGa's.
brown cloth, brass trim, as new. £395: Denon P0A6600 monohlocks. absolutely as new. £750 the pair;
Counterpoint SA- 20, latest protection mods, £ 1700:
Koctsu Red Signature. £600: Spendor SPI loudspeakers, as new. with Foundation stands. £550: MF Prcamp
3a 1:170: PS Audio 4 preamp ( very nice). £400: Beard
P35. £41X): DNM Series 2 preamp. £350. Pinewood
Music. Martins'. Church Lane, Cioodworth Clifford.
Ando‘er. lampshire SPI 171IL. Tel: ( 0264) 57536 and don't forget to see our full page advertisement each
month for the world's latest and very hest equipment.
(F)
LATEST CD PLAYER UPGRADES available for all
Philips- based 16- hit players. The new " Pro II" modification uses components of the highest quality plus an
additional circuit hoard for £149. For those seeking the
ultimate in quality there is the new " Reference"
upgrade. available for full- width machines only. This
incorporates apower supply unit of the highest quality
with the above upgrade. Discrete regulators and
dedicated toroidal transformer are used to power the
D/A converter and analogue stages independently.
This produces amachine with the very finest sound for
£250. Owners of " Pro" modified machines may
upgrade to " Reference" standard for £ 149. Enquiries
to Geoff on 01-379 7427 x 126. Covent Garden
Records, 84 Charing Cross Road. London WC2.
SUPER BARGAINS. Cadence Pre/power valve amps
£1995 (£4191)). Spica speakers TC50 £ 395. Angelus
£795. YBAI Pre amp £ 1495(£2895). Vecteur Premiere
speakers/stands £295 ((595). Decca London Ribbon
Speakers £ 149. London International Arm ( Vd11) £75.
Alexander 566 speakers £99. stands £39. Opus 3
speakers: Credo £ 195. Chorus £ 295. Capella £ 295.
Chaconne £ 395. Crescendo £695. PhonoAmp Reference Phonostage £495 t1195). Nuance MKII MC Pre
amp £395. SAE 102 system ( CD. cassette. tuner.
pre/power) £ 1495 (£ 24-61). Stad Lambda turntable'
Alphason Opal £ 195. Also Vecteur and Sterling cables.
Tel: ( 0403) 89)777. ( F)
NEW EARS! For too many years we tried to sell and
hear old Ili Fi. Now we sell and listen with pleasure
through New Croft valve amplifiers and New Tannov
Speaker Systems. For details phone or write - Midland
Radio Supplies, Maypole Lane, Birmingham BI4 4PE.
Te1:(I21-43(I 7817. 1M)

Our engineers will replace the internal wiring
with vdH MSS7 and leadout cable with 1m of
vdH MC- D502.
We will fit superb gold plated/Teflon insulated
phono plugs and gold plated shrink sleeved
cartridge tags.
Our price for this skilled conversion is just
£84.95. plus £3.75 p&p, and we will return your
arm within 21 days. Furthermore we will fully
guarantee our work for 12 months.
(Due to customer demand, we now offer the
following options: vdH phono plus £ 15.00
extra. 1.5m leadout £ 15.00 extra.)
Details sent on request, or simply package the
arm properly and send it to us by insured post.
SOUND DEALS: 52-54111SHORTMEAD ST.
BIGGLESWADE BEDS SG18 OAP ENGLAND
TEL: 0767 312249
FAX: 0767 315714

STUDIO ACOUSTICS Importers and Distributors of
specialist audio equipment for Lector Audio Pre +
Power Amplifiers ( tube) Discreet Technology Cables
and Vandersteen Speakers. For further details please
telephone ( 0626) 67060 - Trade enquiries welcome. ( F)

TO ADVERTISE
IN THIS
SECTION
CONTACT
SOPHIA
ON 081-686 2599
EXT. 447
I

EX—DEM

+ SECOND

HAND

BURMESTER
846 LINE PREAMP £495.00 ( List £ 1700.001
AUDIO SUITE PRE- AMP & MASTER SUPPLY
£9,990.00 ( LIST £ 15,500.00)
AUDIO PERFORMANCE POWER AMPS
£9,990.00 ( List £ 15,500.00)
ETUDE SWITCHBOX £ 295.00 ( List £ 7951

Full details available on request
Interest free credit 0% APR subject
to personal status
written details upon application.
ASTON AUDIO LIMITED
4West Street, Alderley Edge, Cheshire.
Tel: 0625 582704

Fax: 0625 586285

PERFECT FIDELITY
That's our goal at the REFERENCE STUDIO
Every item of Hi Fi equipment adds some form of
colouration.
We however, have tested many items and after
careful selection can offer some of the very best
available.
If your quest is total fidelity to music then give us a
call to make an appointment for ademonstration in
our superb studio.
'TOP SERVICE AND ADVICE'
DELTEC • LUMLEY • DIAMOND ACOUSTICS •
ACOUSTAT • TOWNSEND • SPENDOR •
ZARATHUSTRA • MAGNUM • RADFORD • MARK
LEVINSON • CARDAS • MITCHELL • KISEKI •
ORTOFON • LONDON • VANDERSTEEN • etc

AT THE
REFERENCE STUDIO
HEATHFIELD SUSSEX 04352 8004

AUDIOPHILE QUALITY COMPONENTS

•SidereolKaps The finest

Polypropylene capacitors with Kimber Kable
Teflon leadout. Expensive but the best.

•SOLEN CHATEAUROUX Polypropylene caps.
Inexpensive and only second best.
•DNM SLIT FOIL Electrolytic Capacitors—
Stunning

•KIMBER KABLE'speaker

cable, Interconnects Internal wiring. Clean —
open — transparent — smooth.
more about these superb products. Don't
build with less than the best.
Write for NEW Price list for 1989
0
.
RUSS ANDREWS TURNTABLE ACCESSORIES LTD
EDGE BANK HOUSE, SKELSMERGH, KENDAL,
CUMBRIA LAB 9AS TEL, SELSIDE (053 983) 247

*Learn
•

RECORD CENTRE
....._ • —

BECKENHAM

DIRECT CUT. ORIGINAL MASTERS.

1/2

SPEED. JAPANESE ETC.

REFERENCE. PROPRIUS. OPUS 3. CHEY.AlrID
E
FLINN
SHEFFIELD LAB. MOBILE FIDELITY ETC. A S'INDOCK
A OF DLYRITA
SEND A6"x9" SAE FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE.
TRY ' JAZZ AT THE PAWN SHOP' DOUBLE LP £ 16.99
LIGHT GOOD-TIME JAll - THE FAMOUS ' YOU ARE THERE PRESSING
WE ARE SPECIALIST VINYL RETAILERS AND IN CONJUNCTION
WITH OUR SUPERCUT DEPARTMENT WE STOCK AND HAVE ACCESS
TOA FULL RANGE OF RECORDS COVERING - BLUES. R&B. UK AND
IRISH FOLK. ELECTRONIC, NEW AGE. JAll. FUSION, COUNTRY
ETC. ETC AND BACK CATALOGUE OF ALL KINDS
IF YOU HAVEN'T GOT AGOOD LOCAL SHOP- WHY NOT TRY US?
•
WE ENDEAVOUR TO OFFER APROMPT AND HELPFUL MAIL ORDER SERVICE
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME BY PHONE CAREFUL PACKING
OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS MOST WELCOME
POSTAGE RATES ON APPLICATION
WE ARE OPEN FOR BROWSING MON SAT
64 BECKENHAM RD, BECKENHAM, KENT, BR34LS
081-658-3464
FAX. 081-650-0374
I2(1

*Huge increase in soundstage width. height and depth.
*More space around each now clearly distinct instrument.
*Much deeper. extended bass with better control and
focus.
* More natural, relaxed sound especially with CD.
*Cuts out RF interference.
This is the only unit we have found which accomplishes
these things without degrading the music in anyway. The
Lynwood Conditioner will supply over MEW of clean power
and is fitted into an expanded mains plus to replace the
ordinary plug on your equipment leads or extension sockets.
Available on asale or return basis for
£49.95 incl P&P
send acheque or SAE for further information to
WENTWORTH AUDIO
Coley Lane l'aritt. Wentworth,
Rotherham S62 7SQ

VALVES FOR AUDIO
MADE IN ENGLAND OR USA
1,000,000 VALVES IN STOCK
SELECTED LOW NOISE/LOW
MICROPHONY TYPES AVAILABLE.
MATCHED PAIRS/MATCHED
QUARTETS AVAILABLE.
OVERSEAS, WHOLESALE & TRADE
ENQUIRIES WELCOME.
PHONE OR FAX FOR IMMEDIATE
QUOTE RE CURRENT AVAILABILITY
& PRICES

BILLINGTON VALVES
Highlands Road, Horsham, Sussex
RH13 5LS ( UK)
Mon- Fri 9am - 5.30pm
Callers by appointment only
Min.Order: £ 20 + VAT & carriage
Telex: 87271
Phone 0403 210729 Fax: 0403 40214
Visa, Access & American Exp. accepted.

HIGH QUALITY
VINYL PRESSINGS
WILL COMPLIMENT AND ENHANCE YOUR PLAYING
EQUIPMENT TO THE FULL!
AND ARE AVAILABLE FROM:-

STOP
the noise from domestic electrical equipment cg. fiourescent
lights, televisions. fridges. etc. affectin g Your HiFi system
by fitting aLynwood Mains Conditioner. This result's in:-

RESTORATIONS OF CLASSIC EQUIPMENT by
Electronics Engineer, suitably qualified ( Degree/
MAES) and nearly 40 years experience. Quad service
agent and specialist knowledge of Radford. Leak.
Rogers. Armstrong etc. Extensive workshop enables
original design standards, accompanied by detailed
reports. 7days. Woodford. Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467.
(X)
VALVE AMPI.IFIERS REBUILT/REPAIRED and
upgrades available. also repairs/servicing to all good
quality hi-fi ancient and modern. Contact Music Electronics, 62 High North Gate. Darlington, Co. Durham
(0325) 467783. ( F)

TURNTABLES. ARMS, CARTRIDGES. STYLI.

Falcon DIY SPEAKERS
:,Ç.1 Send for our FREE price list PL18:
all we ask for is alarge S.A.E. ( 28p)
(Overseas U.S. $2bill)
(Europe — 3International reply coupons)

CONNOISSEUR: GARRARD: GOLDRING: LENCO:
ORTOFON: SHURE: SME: THORENS.
All available. Genuine Spares Service. Repairs. Overhauls
Cartridges & Specialist styli for Early Recordings - 78s & LP.
PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS
TECHNICAL & GENERAL PO BOX 53.
CROWBOROUGH. E.SUSSEX, TN62BY
TELEPHONE: 08 92 65 45 34

SYSTEM DESIGNS (Total Kits):
Focal, KEF Constructor Series, etc.
DRIVE UNITS FOCAL. KEF. Audax,
Celestion, Coles, Peerless, Seas,
Elac Metal Dome, Siare, Scanspeak, etc.
Also Group/Disco Units
CROSSOVER NETWORKS —
Active & Passive Components,
Accessories, Polypropylene Caps.
Expert advice via our enquiry service.
ELEKTOR-KEF PL301
Units, Networks & Components
Full details from
FALCON ELECTRONICS
(Dept H.F.N.) Tabor House, Mulbarton,
Norfolk NR14 8JT ( 0508) 78272
(Proprietors: Falcon Acoustics Ltd )

$50 PAID FOR MINT STEREO COPIES OF RCA LSC
181 7.2225. 2287. 2449 LDS 6055. MERC SR 90144.
90212. 90277, 90305, 90313. 90316. Others wanted! R.
Goldman, Box I, Kenilworth. IL 60043. U.S.A. (
F)

WANTED — VINTAGE VALVE HI-FI
Amplifiers: Lowther. Radford. Leak Stereo 50 & 60. Quad. etc
Turntables: Garrard 301, Thorens TDD124, TD224. (MKIII
Pickup arms & heads: Decca FFSS & 3012. etc.
Loudspeakers: Tannoy 15' - Monitors and 11112. Axiom 80. Wharfedale
Airdale. Quad ESL etc.
New illustrated 28 page "Wanted List" available upon request
Buyer collects in areas on aregular basis
The Vintage Wireless Company Ltd., Tudor Holm. Conduit Street.
Nangotifield, Bristol, BSI] 3E10. Tekplione (0272) 565472 Anytime. _
111-FINFAX•!,24,:itE(A)RI)RINIEV.

JUNE 199i)

PUBLI
BERLIOZ & BEETHOVEN. Strange bed-fellows, but
they were both full of ideas and opinions which
influenced their music and helped to shape the Romantic Age. The thoughts, beliefs and attitudes of each arc
examined in highly praised biographies- with- adifference by one-time HFN/RR editor John Crabbe.
Hector Berlioz — Rational Romantic and Beethoven's
Empire of the Mind are available from bookshops at
£6.95 each, and if your stockist doesn't have copies on
his shelves, tell him that each can be ordered from
Messrs Kahn & Avcrill. Or you could try your local
library. Either way, they make an intriguing read.
(X/S)

Audio Cables Direct l

ATTENTION: ALL U.S.A. AND CANADIAN HI- Fl
DEALERS. HI Ft NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW IS
NOW AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN YOUR STORE. COPIES
ARE DELIVERED WITHIN 1WEEK OF PUBLICATION
DATE. FOR INFORMATION

Low U.S. Doniestic Prices
We're the showcase for the audio
cable industry. Interconnects,
speaker cables, power cords
(and accessories, too.)
*Free shipping on purchases.
*39 brands. 194 cable products.
*Free of all U.S. taxes.

CALL STU WEIN,
MUSIC AND SOUND IMPORTS,
450B PIKE ROAD, HUNTINGTON VALLEY,
PA 19006 U.S.A
phone: 215-953-9222 FAX 215-953-0360

(The Cable Company)

ROMANIAN GROUP of Professional Electronic ,
Engineers and artists offer local advertising and/or
representative office for companies dealing with computers, audio-video equipment and records. Radu
Mutihae, P.O. Box 30-65, Bucharest, Romania. ( G)

'CALI.. V*1-Z ITE OR I.AX l'OR DETAILS
(215)294-9576, or fax ( 215) 294-9586
Illo.bOx 305. upper black eddy. pa 1897LI

STOLEN
pr B&W 801

flight case containing both mühf units.
I pr Quad PRO63 loudspeakers, serial

issues are available.

TECHNICA CARTRIDGES, AT OC7 for
£129,00 + VAT AT OC9 for £ 199.00 + VAT Send
cheque and order to: Mrs. P. Gregarek KleineSchwerter-Str.115, 46(X) Dortmund 41. West-Germany.
Prices include postage. ( VAT is payable in U.K. after
arrival of cartridge). Exchange cartr. less 30%. (
F)

Loudspeakers.

covers for main cabinets and aluminium
HI-FI NEWS is now available in Australia.
within 2 weeks of publication. Also back

AUDIO

Matrix

serial nos. 3363, 3364. With soft green

nos. 23853, 23854. In blue flight cases

Please contact:

labelled 'Quad'.

Audio Q Imports, 64a Burwood Road,

All less than 12 months old. Contact Tony

Hawthorn 3122, Victoria, Australia.

Faulkner ( tel: 089582 27 7 1 ) or Rickmans-

Tel: (03) 813-3691

worth Police.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM
Rates: Trade:
60p per word.
Min £ 15.00

Private:

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

50p per word.
Box No's:
Min £ 12.00. £3.00 extra

(
These rates are
inclusive of VAT)

Debit my credit card account ( tick as appropriate

Card Expiry Date

VISA

Credit Card No:

111111111111111
Signature

To: HI-FI NEWS, please publish the above advertisement for
insertions under
the heading
Cheque/P.O. to be made payable to LINK
HOUSE MAGAZINES PLC and send to Hi Fi News, LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA.
Is a Box No. required? Yes E No E.
If no, please include remittance to cover name and address and/or tel. no.
Name

Address

meg•
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BACK DOOR
By 1955 Phillips had scuffled for almost
five years. For the first three years he had
been an independent producer, supplying
masters to Chess and other labels.
llowever, those labels poached his major
discoveries — including BB King and
Howlin' Wolf. He started Sun in 1952 and
soon acquired the conviction that the
path towards salvation lay with finding a

COLIN

ESCOTT

here is still an incalculable mystique attached to the Sun label.
Witness the fact that U2 insisted
upon recording part of Rattle & Hum at
the re-created Sun studio; witness the
recent cult movie Mystery Train.
The mystique is due in part to the
plethora of talent that Sam Phillips discovered when he opened the Sun Records
Studio. BB King, Howlin' Wolf, Ike Turner,
Elvis Presley, Johnny Cash, Jerry Lee
Lewis, Roy Orbison and Carl Perkins were
among the young pilgrims who set up
their amps in Phillips' tiny storefront
studio, plied their wares and looked up
anxiously at the control room. The Sun
mystique is also due to the fact that Sam
Phillips was one of the first, arguably the
first, rock & roll producer. He had not
only an unerring ear for raw talent and for
the way that music should sound, but also
the technical expertise to capture it.
Phillips' sound was raw and underproduced. In today's jargon it was ' indie
music'. In ' 50s jargon it was indie music
too. At that time, ' indie' referred to the
small independent record labels which
specialized in R&B. Phillips' music ran
against every precept of the record business at that time. It crossed the well
delineated boundaries between pop, R&B
and country; it was unsophisticated and
littered with musical gaffes. Phillips was
peddling excitement and it was enhanced
by his recording techniques, now simply
known as the 'Sun Sound'.
That sound was largely the result of
carefully timed tape echo, or ' slapback',
which fed the signal back upon itself from
a second machine. Chamber echo can
impart a hollow, distant sound. Phillips'
tape echo lent presence, not distance, to
the music. Phillips also insisted upon
recording live in the studio.
'Even if they get 94 tracks,' said Sam
Phillips recently, ' Iunderstand the technology but Idon't see the spontaneity.
You can have too many crutches, too
many shots. Today I see and hear too
much of the lack of real soul that comes
from knowing, "This is it! Ican do it. It
might take one take or four but Ican do it

country musician who sang with the
intensity, rhythmic feel and spontaneity of
his blues musicians.
In July 1954, Elvis Presley accomplished that feat when he struck up 'That's
All Right' during an abortive ballad session. By the end of 1955 Presley was abig
noise in country music but Phillips lacked
the liquidity to promote him outside the
country market. With pressing plants and
other creditors breathing down his neck,
Phillips sold Presley's contract. It was an
act of desperation that saved him from
foreclosure and gave him alittle venture
capital to pump behind two new discoveries, Johnny Cash and Carl Perkins. Did he
regret the sale? ' No, Idid not, Ido not and
Inever will!'
A few days after Presley was sold, Carl
Perkins came to Sun to cut his third single.
One of the songs he previewed was a
hillbilly bop novelty, 'Blue Suede Shoes'
which he performed with the go-forbroke intensity that Phillips cherished. In
March 1956 'Shoes' started selling in the
pop and R&B markets, the first country
record to do so. It was chased up the
charts by ' Heartbreak Hotel', Presley's
RCA debut.
Sam Phillips had been vindicated. He
had recorded the music that no-one

It's forty years since the Sun
Records studio first opened,
and thirty-five years since Carl
Perkins first donned his Blue
Suede Shoes...

believed in. He recorded it his way. He
released it on his own label — and he
reaped the colossal rewards. Perkins too
had been vindicated, but for him the
struggle was just beginning. Although he
recorded songs that were in some
respects better than ' Blue Suede Shoes',
he never recaptured the commerciality of
the muse that came to him at three
o'clock on the morning of the day he went
downstairs and scratched out his anthem
on a potato bag.
Unbeknown to Perkins, he became a
hero in a foreign land. His solitary Sun
album was an essential purchase for a
generation of wanna-be rock ' n' roll pickers. Among the legion who knew every
lick Perkins hit on that album were
George Harrison, Eric Clapton and Dave
Edmunds. Among the songs on the album
were ' Honey Don't, ' Everybody's Trying
to Be My Baby' and ' Matchbox'.
From time to time the myth is perpetuated that Perkins could have been as big as
Presley if only he had not suffered a car
accident at acritical juncture in his career
or if only Sun had not deserted him to
concentrate on Jerry Lee Lewis. The
prosaic truth is that the accident put him
out of commission for no more than afew
weeks and his career in the pop charts had
been over for a year by the time Lewis
arrived. Carl Perkins was essentially afolk
artist in the broadest sense of the term. He
got lucky near the dawn of his long career
— and doubtless deserved that luck — but
you could never take the country out of
Carl Perkins.
Now Perkins' achievement is on the
broadest possible display. Charly Records
of London and Bear Family Records of
West Germany have issued CD retrospectives. The Charly set comprises three CDs
of Sun recordings in a gatefold CD size
package. The Bear Family set comprises
Perkins' output for Sun ( 1954-1958), Columbia ( 1958-1962) and Decca ( 1963-5)
packed on five CDs in an LP-sized box.
With occasional exceptions, the sound
quality is comparable, with Bear Family
getting the nod because they worked
from digital transfers off the original
masters. They also employed Bob Jones to
attempt to recapture the ballsiness of the
original 45rpm EQ.
Despite his lack of chart success, Perkins is an essential artist because of his
essential fusion of blues and hillbilly
music. Rockabilly revival bands aside,
there are shades of Carl Perkins everywhere. His reputation is grounded in a
very small body of music he made at Sun
Records. Those recordings are now available together with rejected masters, outtakes, chatter and demos. It is prime roots
music, as enjoyable now as when Sam
Phillips took the spool off his old Ampex,
wrote ' PERKINS' on the spine of the tape
box and struggled out into the humid
Memphis night+

myself right here and now."

Colin Escott is the author of Catalyst: The Sun Records
Story and the forthcoming book, Sun Records (
St
Martin's Press, New York).
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THE PHONOSTAGE
"../t is quite simply, one of the finest
blends of luxury and sonic excellence available today"
HI- Fl News & Record Review,
England, March 89
The musical performance is pure
"State of The Art."
'AUDIOPHILE 'France, March, 89
"Like the Gryphon Headamp, the
Phone Stage possesses an extremely neutral personality, allowing
it to mesh with any system without
imposing any character of its own."
SUONO Magazine, Italy,
May 89
"One of the most facinating
aspects of the Gryphon isthatitimposes no sonic signature of its
own."
AUDIO, Norway 6/7 89

THE HEAD AMP
"The Quitest, most coherent MC
Step-up i've used."
HI- Fl News & Record Review,
England, March 89
"This product marks anew high,
which is currently unrivalled."
SUONO Magazine, Italy, Oct. 89
"..There is none of the unnatural
characters that normally reminds
you that you are listening to HiFi.."
STEREO SOUND, Japan,
August 87

s‘e('

lee"
e el»

THE PREAMP
"..I automatically stopped " testing"
and started listening to music, perhaps that was the true magic of the
Gryphon ... — it was simply so musical ...
SONIC REVIEW, Hong Kong May
89
"The Gryphon preamplifier is in all
likelihood European Champion in
the field of preamplifiers, overtaking at asingle bound and often
humiliating the vast majority of its
American rivals."
AUDIO REVIEW,
Italy July/August 89
"The Gryphon preamplifier is the
ultimate choice for the enthusiast
who wants the sound with no frills
other than the luxury imparted by
the fit, feel, and finish."
Hi Fi News & Record Review,
England December 89

Gryphon Audio Designs APS, Hermodsvej 3A, 8230 Aabyhoej, Denmark, Phone 4586151588, Fax 4586150533
Gryphon Distributors: Norway, Sweden, Denmark: 2R Marketing 4586 151588. Daly: Esoter 24693849. Singapore: Reference audio 3385577. Saudi
Arabia: Audio — Tech, 26656702. Hong Kong: Audio Supplies, 5249377. Korea: Bando pro 588 1815. Japan: Noah Corporation, 38331721. Australia: The
Audio Connection, 708 4388. UK: Pure Sound, 0516456690. Switzerland: Hi Fi Müller, 01 262 3700. Taiwan: Bun Hong Trading Co., 5916133. Greece:
Absolute Audio: 99522578. Benelux: Cadenza: 04108 13078. Indonesia: PT Gramuda Urama 62216590688.

What do you do after building the largest, most sonicallyaccurate speaker system in
the world?
If you're Infinity, you take
everything you've learned from
the 7Y2 foot, £ 45,000 Infinity
Reference Standard V and apply
it to the most sonically-accurate
compact speaker sstem in
the world.
And you call it Modulus.
A speaker system for the 1990's.
Technologically, it is an

encyclopedia of high science,
from its tme-aligned driver
array to its servo-controlled
subwoofer to its acousticallyinert, sand-filled pedestals.
Sonically, it has the
power to drop jaws with its
absolutely uncanny musical
accuracy.
And visually, it would be
as at home in the NIuseum of
Modern Art as in any listening
room. With or without its
optional modular components.

76 audition the new
Nlodulus system, bring your
favorite disc or tape to aselected
Infinity dealer.
And experience Research
and Development. Infinity style.

Infinity

Nkgetyoubacktowhateallabout.Mtisk
Infinity UK, Gamepath Ltd,
25 Heathfield, Stacey Bushes,
Milton Keynes MK12 6HR
Tel: (0908) 317707 Fax: (0908) 322704

Phone or fax Infinity UK for further information and nationwide dealer list.

